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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation explores the syntactic and semantic properties of a subset of 

Hindi and Urdu free word. order phenomena, known in the literature as scram

bling, within the framework proposed by Chomsky (1992) in his monograph A 

Minimalist Program for Linguistic Theory (MPLT). This introductory chapter 

illustrates the problems posed by this type of word order variation for a minimal- · 

ist theory of language design, and is organized as follows: Section 1.1 examines 

the broader theoretical questions that an analysis of this phenomenon must ad

dress in orcler to be meaningful for this theory about the acquisition of language 

by humans. Since the model in which the theory is executed can prove to be 

crucial for the formulation of these questions, Section 1.2 outlines the standard· 

assumptions of the minimalist paradigm, as articulated in the works of Chomsky 

.(1989; 1992; 1993) and Chomsky & Lasnik (1991). Section 1.3 returns to the 

subject of word order variation in Hindi and Urdu and to an exploration of the 

precise problems posed by the phenomenon for the theory of grammar, specially 

for MPLT. Section 1.4 states the proposed solution to the problems addressed 

in this dissertation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the chapter with an exhaustive 

chapter summary. 

1.1 WORD ORDER VARIATION: THEORETICAL QUESTIONS 

In a grammatical theory predicated on the assumption that movement is the 

most important process involved in the generation of the expressions of natural 

language, it is only to be expected that the study of word order and word order 

variation should be the major preoccupation of this method of enquiry into Uni

versal Grammar (UG). It is therefore interesting to find that generative enquiry 

into this areahas actually undermined the legitimacy of word order and word 

order variation as an independent field of study. Rather, word order, basic or 

variant, is considered to derive from the differential observance of a set of abstract 
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principles that are believed to constrain natural language, under the further as

sumption that this variation is grammaticalized by employing (the concept of) 

parameters in each of these abstract principles. A particular linear ordering of 

constituents in an individual language is, by this approach, merely a fall-out 

of the interactions of principles that actually have very little to do with linear 

order per se: For example, the fact that WH-phrases in languages like English 

precede all other constituents of a clause in terms of linear precedence is merely 

a consequence of the scopal properties of WH-phrases in natural language; and 

the fact that languages like Hindi and Urdu do not is simply a consequence of 

the different settings of the fact that these languages select the option of covert 

(LF) WH-movement, with there being no difference between the two languages 

in terms of the properties of their WH-phrases. The study of word order in the 

generative UG, then, turns out to be interesting only insofar cross-linguistic and 

language-particular word order variation illuminates the abstract principles that 

determine the shape of all natural language, and the possible parametrization of 

these abstract principles, all but one (the Head Parameter in X-bar theory) of 

which make no exclusive reference to linear ordering of constituents at all. 

· Generative enquiry holds that word order in natural language is more mean

ingful than merely a superficial arrangement of constituents, and therefore it 

cannot be described by the formulation of appropriate phrase-structure rules. 

Given the complicity of different principles in determining the word order of a 

single language, word order variation across languages, and within individual 

languages, is also not exclusively determined by differences in phrase structure 

rules; rather, the variation observed in linear ordering are symptoms of underly

ing differences, differences that generalize to phenomena other than word order 

itself. Take for example, the issue of basic word order1 extensively discussed in 

the typological approach to word order variation. In the generative approach, 

this notion of 'basicness' turns out to be a descriptive artefact, since this variant 

of the possible word orders in a language is not imbued with an ontologically su

perior grammatical status. Alternative word orders are also obtained by similar 

interactions of parametrized grammatical principles, and are no less basic to the 

grammar of the language than the stylistically least-marked order.2 

1 Basic word order is usually identified as ~he most frequent and stylistically least marked 

order of" constituents in a natural language. 
2This is an assumption most commonly held in functional-typological approaches to word 
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This conspiracy theory approach to word order has proved to be quite fruitful, 

since it is able to find deeper structural explanations for constituent ordering. For 

example, the difference between postpositional and prepositional languages now 

results (at least partly) from the setting of the Head Parameter, the parameter in 

the phrase structure component that determines the relative orderings of heads, 

complements and specifiers for a particular language.3 If a language is head-final, 

then it is more than likely to have postpositions, whereas the head-initial setting 

of the parameter yields languages with postpositions. 

The conspiracy approach has also been particularly advantageous for the ex

planation of the occurrence of mixed word order languages (Koopman (1983); 

Travis (1984)), since the theory necessitates that each parameter be set indepen

dently. For example, take the case of Kpelle, a head-initial language, in which 

we expect the head to precede its complements. Thus, in the case of the Verb 

Phrase, the Head Parameter would induce all subcategoriu~o-for NPs and PPs 

to follow the verb. While PPs conform to these stipulations, direct objects in

explicably occupy the immediately preverbal position. These facts suggest that 

the operations of the Head Parameter are, in this case in Kpelle, blocked by the 

operations o{ some other principle, specially since the language is quite scrupu

lous in its observation of the Head Parameter in other categories. According to 

Travis (1989), the blocking principle that forces objects to occur preverbally in 

Kpelle is another parameter, the Case-directionality parameter. This parameter 

sets the directionality of Case-assignment in languages. Kpelle is thus a more 

marked instantiation of natural language, in that the direction in which its heads 

assign Case to their objects is exactly the opposite direction to the one set by the 

Head Parameter. Case is assigned to the left in this language and NPs occuring 

as complements of verbs cannot occur in their expected postverbal position, be-

order. For example, Givon (1984) considers the linear ordering in English questions as an 

'alternative word order' precisely because basicness is a primitive in the theory, explainable by, 

but not reducible to, functional concepts. The generative approach, on the other hand, would 

not prioritize one over the other in quite the same way. For this approach, both orders are the 

product of the same conspiracy, with the sole difference between the two lying in the fact that 

the interrogative construction involves the operations of the WH-movement parameter as well. 
3 Actually, it seems quite possible that the Head Parameter is not enough to account for the 

ordering of specifiers relative to the head, See Georgopolous (1991) for discussions about this 

issue and for the proposal of a Specifier Parameter which is to set the direction in which the 

specifier is to be positioned in a phrase. 
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cause if they do, they will not receive Case and will be filtered out by the Case 

Filter. PPs, on the other hand, even if they are complements of the verb, do not 

need Case from the verb (the NP buried inside the PP gets its Case from the P), 

and hence can occur on the right side of the verb, as dictated by the settings of 

Head Parameter. The word orderS 0 V P.P is thus predicted by the complicity 

of the Case-directionality Parameter and the Head Parameter. 

Similar arguments have been made for the existence of parameters that de

termine the direction of 0-assignment in a language, and for those that identify 

the canonicity of the direction of government in language, both of which have 

been claimed to affect the linear ordering of constituents in natural language.4 

Turning to free word order phenomena in individual languages, in the liter

ature, we would expect that these permutations of the underlying order, estab

lished by parameter settings of abstract principles, should also be amenable to a 

principled explanation. Generative research in this area has been directed to this 

end, and over the last decade, the enquiry has posed the problem of a principled 

explanation for the phenomenon in a number of ways. An early formulation of the 

problem was in terms of (non)configurationality (Chomsky (1981); Hale (1983)), 

by which word order, for languages that show free word order phenomena (as 

part of a set of other properties), was freed from its dependence on hierarchical 

structural relations of domination and c-command. It was proposed that the 

grammar of such languages was the result of the selection of the negative value 

of what was called the configurationality parameter, with the consequence that 

these languages were proposed to have flat, multiple-branching phrase structures 

that encoded only precedence relations. In such languages, a free surface order 

of constituents would therefore be expected, since no particular order is more 

significant than another in determining the basic grammatical relations, or even 

the binding facts. By this approach, free word order phenomena in nonconfig

urational languages is not a product of movement, rather it seems to be that 

these languages are not under any constraints to project any one single order 

consistently (Hale (1992)). 5 

This approach to the problem of free word order has declined in favour, 

4See Bhatt {1993) for an analysis of Kashmiri as a mixed word order language using these 

parameters. 
5Jones {1994) is a minimalist reinterpretation of this position, by which his radical clause 

reduction mechanisms) yield a Hindi and Urdu LF that allows multiple branching. 
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mainly because of the widespread view that parameters are to be stated over 

principles, and since configurationality itself is a result of parameter settings, the 

formulation of a configurationality pammeter is itself problematic. Additionally, 

it has been shown that not all languages that show considerable freedom of word 

order exhibit the other characteristic properties of 'nonconfigurational' languages 

like Warlpiri. Hence, there is a need to address this issue of (relative) freedom 

of word order separately from the problem of configurationality. At the same 

time, the questions that underlie this early formulation still remain important 

questions for research in the area of free word order phenomena, and are ones 

that this dissertation must address: 

(A) How is the absence of a fixed word order to be captured 

by UG? Is the difference between languages that have 

a relatively free word order, and those that do not 

located in a parameter? 

(B) Does all word order variation necessarily involve move

-ment, or can some of it be base-generated? 

Later generative and quasi-generative research into the problem of intralan

guage word order variation in configurational languages has proceeded along 

broadly two lines of enquiry, both of which assume that the structures under 

investigation are the result of movement from a default word order: The first 

approach has mainly investigated the semantic/ pragmatic functions of intralan

guage word order variation, (E.g., Gambhir (1981) for Hindi)). For this approach, 

the t movement involved in the generation of variant word orders in a language is 

of interest only insofar as it enables us to identify discursive function, if any, of the 

positions that that movement is to. If the discourse effects of the movement can 

be identified, it would naturally follow that that position is discourse-related and 

that movement to these positions is for discursive reasons. The second approach 

(Mahajan (1990); Webelhuth (1989); Sengupta (1990)), on the other hand, is 

interested in the syntactic properties of the movement itself, and derivatively 

in the type of syntactic position (Case or Operator) that this movement is to. 

Research along these lines has tended to focus on the difference between the 

movement in free word order languages and the known movement types, such as 
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topicalization, NP-movement and WH-movement. 

Research in the area of free word order in recent years thus ranges over a broad 

spectrum, ranging from studies that are exclusively syntactic to those that focus 

primarily on the pragmatic and semantic effects of word order variation. While 

these variegated approaches have not, as yet, led us to a full understanding of 

the phenomenon, they have served to problematize the area in a way that is 

perhaps even more fruitful than the analyses attempted. The questions they 

raise are important for a full appreciation of free word order phenomena, and 

this dissertation will attempt to address each of them: 

(C) How is the syntactic movement involved in word order 

variation to be described? 

(D) What is the relationship between syntax and semantics/ 

pragmatics with respect to word order variation? Th~t. 

is, what triggers intralanguage word order variation? 

(E) How are the variant vord orders related to the default 

word order of a language? How is the notion of a de

-fault word order encoded in UG? 

This set of five questions serve to define the domain that an enqUiry into 

free word order phenomena in natural language must range over. On deeper 

investigation, a number of additional questions will naturally arise in this regard, 

but it is important to distinguish between those that are exclusively 'theory

internal in nature, and those that, directly or indirectly, address one or some of 

the issues raised in (A)-(E) above. For example, the debate around the status 

of free word order phenomena as either A or A-bar movement (Mahajan 1990; 

Sengupta 1990; Webelhuth 1990) is interesting not only for the contributions 

it makes to an elaboration of the model of UG,6 but also because it addresses 

the larger theoretical questions above. At the same time, it is also important to 

realize that model-specific formulations of larger theoretical issues are imperative, 

and possibly the only permissible sort, if we are to find answers to the theoretical 

6 For example, Mahajan (1990) contributes an analysis of object agreement, Webelhuth 

(1989) proposes a reinstatement ofCh?msky's (1977) Topic Phrase, and Sengupta (1990) pro

poses a new Binding Theory. 
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questions of the type {A)-(E) at all. This is simply because the UG such questions 

address is, at this stage of the research program, expressable only through the 

model constructed to unearth its true form and nature. Hence, it is desirable 

that any enquiry into the syntax and semantics of free word order phenomena 

formulate even its theory-internal and model-specific questions in such a way 

that the answers to these questions make clear and precise theoretical claims in 

response to the set of broad theoretical questions in (A)-(E) above. In the next 

section, I introduce the model of UG assumed in this dissertation, to facilitate 

a theoretically meaningful formulation of the set of questions this study will 

address. 

1.2 MPLT AND THE THEORY OF GRAMMAR 

In a theory which aims to characterize and explain the linguistic capacities of 

particular individuals as derivative (at least at the time of acquisition) from the 

linguistic capabilities of the genotype (the 'specificity of language' hypothesis), 

"the choice of a particular path should be regarded only as an expository device" 

{Chomsky & Lasnik {1991)). Rather, the ch<?ice of a specific route is considered 

legitimate if and only if it can be argued to yield greater and more complex 

approximations to the explanandum of the theory- the nature and acquisition 

of human linguistic knowledge. At the same time, a change in method also entails, 

and is entailed by, a significant shift in the manner in which the explanandum is 

actually conceptualized. To this extent, it may be said that the method actually 

constitutes the object of its enquiry. It is therefore necessary to grasp the import 

of the new framework based on minimalist assumptions and to appreciate its 

theoretical utility in enriching our understanding of the explanandum. 

The relevance of MPLT to the generative enterprise is best characterized by 

the historical analogy of the conceptual shift from the EST to the LGB framework 

in the early eighties. Conceptually speaking, the adoption of the LGB approach 

resulted in an understanding that radically altered the form and content of gener

ative grammar, as it marked the move away from a system of rules to a system of 

grammatical principles, the 'principles' of the principles-and-parameters ( P&P) 

approach that LGB ultimately developed into. The change of framework resulted 

in a greater appreciation of the universal nature of UG: in descriptive terms, the 

notion of parameter entailed greater empirical coverage without a profusion of 
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rule systems. In terms of explanatory adequacy, the discovery of abstract princi

ples as underlying and constraining the myriad variations of superficial phenom

ena resulted in greater comprehension of the complexities of human linguistic 

capabilities. At the same time, the successes of the P&P model not withstand

ing, it may also be alleged, that the greater empirical coverage that this model 

has attained for the theory cannot be compensated for by the corresponding 

deviations from the criteria of "virtual conceptual necessity", "simplicity" and 

"economy" (Chomsky (1989); (1992); (1993))' believed t? constrain the form of 

UG. In this way, the minimalist approach is an attempt to correct this devia

tion. Simultaneously, it transcends this very limited objective as it builds on the 

successes of the P&P model in its attempt at higher-order generalizations of the 

results attained by that approach. In this section, I present Chomsky's rework

ing of the P&P model in the minimalist framework. The strategy employed will 

necessarily involve reference to this earlier approach, nevertheless much of that 

model will have to be assumed for a coherent and brief exposition of the theory. 

1.2.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

At the outset of the discussion, it is necessary to note that the new design for 

linguistic theory developed in Chomsky ((1989); (1992), (1993)) and Chomsky & 

Lasnik ( 1991) does not deviate from any of the ideological fundamentals of the 

theory. Hence, "one component of the language faculty is a generative procedure 

... that generates structural descriptions (SDs ), each a complex of properties, 

including thos~ called "semantic" and "phonetic." These SDs are the expressions 

of the language. The theory of a particular language is its grammar. The theory 

of languages and expressions they generate is universal grammar (UG); UG is 

a theory of the intial state S0 of the relevant component of the language fac

ulty. We can distinguish the language from a conceptual system and a system 

of pragmatic competence" (Chomsky (1992: 1)), and so on. Also remain con

stant are at least four of the substantive notions of the grammar: the lexicon, 

the computational component, and the external interface levels of LF and PF. 

The lexicon is related to the interface levels in a directionally mapped deriva

tional relationship. The mapping to LF and PF is independent, in the sense 

that these two interfaces are not related by any such derivational relationship. 

The P&P model insights regarding the need for a reduction of phrase-structure 
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rules and transformations, implemented through a set of restrictive principles, is 

also maintained, along with the idea that parameters are needed to account for 

language-particular variation. 

In more than a number of ways, the minimalist paradigm is the closest ap

proximation yet to the fundamentals of the theory above. Take, for example, the 

issue of the generative procedure we call language. Intuitively, we know that this 

procedure is constrained by the external interface levels - the mere production of 

sounds is not necessarily an instance of a linguistic expression - and thes~ are the 

only conditions that seem to be relevant. The minimalist approach, "a theory 

of language that takes a linguistic expression to be nothing other than a formal 

object that satisfies the interface conditions in an optimal way" (Chomsky ( 1992: 

7)) is better equipped to express this intuition than the P&P model, where an 

illegitimate linguistic expression could be, in effect, ruled out before it was even 

heard, as it had to first satisfy the conditions on the internal interfaces of D

structure and S-structure. Or take again, the case of these 'invariant' principles, 

that are nevertheless parametrized into providing the list of options a language 

may select from in the P&P approach to language variation. In a nontrivi<d 

way, these parametric options may be seen ~s restatements of the problem, i.e. 

that languages differ in their observance of these universal principles (at differ

ent levels of representation), and that this solution is not sufficiently explanatory. 

Again, the MPLT assumption that"parameters reduce to differences in the mor

phological properties of languages is a more confident step in the direction of 

explanation. 

Finally, consider the P&P formulations of the principles themselves. Intu

itively, many of these principles seek to preserve the ultimate linguistic expres

sion from the failure to satisfy the conditions of the external interface levels.7 In 

a sense, they can be unified as instantiations of a general (and in some cases, 

global) principle of economy and elegance in the grammar that seeks to define the 

notion of 'legitimate object for the external interface of LF and PF.' For exam

ple, both the P&P principles of Subjacency and the ECP were (derivational and 

representational, respectively) constraints on the transformational rule Move-a, 

7 We concentrate mainly on the LF interface in this discussion and subsequently. Reference 

to the PF interface will be made only where the the properties of the phonological component 

are relevant tci syntactic theory. 
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and from the very inception of the P&P approach to derivations, attempts were 

made (e.g. Kayne (1984)) to develop a principle that could account for not only 

the area of overlap in the application of these constraints, but also one that 

could also apply in the domain where the functions of the two were independent 

of the other.· The approach in MPLT is successful in stating the effects of the 

two principles as a general economy condition on derivations. 

Let us now consider some of the modifications mad·e by MPLT to the P&P 

model more closely. The exposition here will be more programmatic then de

tailed, a strategy necessitated in part by the need for coherence and lucidity, and 

in part by the relative newness of this minimalist approach to language design. 

Furthermore, the discussion will highlight those aspects of the theory that prove 

to be important for the purposes of this theory, such as Case theory and the 

Binding Theory, merely noting other aspects of this approach to a grammar of 

the intial state at the time of language acquisition. 

1.2.2 LEVELS OF LINGUISTIC REPRESENTATION IN MPLT 

Given the aim of reducing the starting assumptions. regarding the structure of 

UG to virtual conceptual necessity, MPLT reconsiders the empirical and theo

retical validity of the four levels of linguistic representation assumed in the P&P 

model. Chomsky ( 1992) and Chomsky & Lasnik ( 1991) argue that minimal

ist assumptions do not countenance the existence of the internal interface levels 

of D-structure and S-structure, given that there is no direct evidence from the 

primary linguistic data that confirms their 'reality', and thus are entirely eli m

inable. In fact, only the external interface levels of PF and LF are observable 

realities, since these are the two levels that interface with the performance sys

tems in an empirically demonstrable way, by "providing the instructions for the 

articulatory-perceptual [A-P] and conceptual-intentional [C-1] systems, respec

tively" (Chomsky (1992: 3)). Thus, in MPLT, the shape of UG is engineered to 

reflect the traditional definition of language as a device that pairs sound with 

meaning. In this theory, all conditions on derivations and derived objects are 

stated as conditions on the external interface levels; these levels are derivation

ally related to the computational component and the lexicon by the syntax, 

which may be either overt or covert. Assuming the model ~or UG to be ( 1 ), the 

following definitions (from Chomsky (1992), unless otherwise indicated, relevant 
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page numbers cited in parentheses) turn out to be the primitive substantives of 

the grammar: 

(1) LEXICOI + X-BAR THEORY 
I 
IGT 
I 
ISpellout 

I \ . 
I \ 

I \ 
PF LF 

"Each language will determine a set of pairs ( 1r, >.) ( 1r, drawn from P F and >. 

from LF) as its formal representations of sound and meaning, insofar as they are 

determined by the language itself. Parts of the computational system are relevant 

on}y to 1r, not >.: the PF component. Other parts are relevant only to >., not 

1r: the LF component. The parts of the computational system that are relevant 

to both are the overt syntax" ( 4 ). "At some point ... the computation splits 

into two parts, one forming 1r and the other >.. The simplest .assumptions are 

( 1) that there is no further interaction between these computations, and (2) that 

computational procedures are uniform throughout ... to >., though not for the 

computation to 1r. ... We assume that at some point in the uniform computation 

to LF there is an operation Spellout that applies to the structure E already 

formed. ...Spellout delivers E to the module Morphology, which constructs 

word-like units that are then subjected to final processes that map it finally to 

11" •••• The subsystem that continues the computation to LF after Spellout [is] 

the covert component. ... The simplest assumption is that Spellout can apply 

anywhere, the derivation crashing if a wrong choice is made. After Spellout, 

neither the phonological nor the covert componenet can have further access to 

the lexicon" (Chomsky (1993: 8)). 

"The interface levels are the only levels of linguistic representation. All conditions 

express properties of the interface levels, reflecting interpretative requirements. 

A linguistic expression (SD) is a pair ( 1r, >.) generated by an optimal derivation 
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satisfying interface conditions" (62). 

"Let us say that a derivation D converges if it yields a legitimate SD; otherwise 

it crashes; D converges at PF if 1r is legitimate and crashes at PF if it is not; D 

converges at LF if A is legitimate and crashes at LF if it is not ... We assume a 

derivation converges if it converges at PF and at LF" (7). 

"To be interpreted by the performance systems A-1, 1r must be constituted 

entirely of legitimate PF objects, that is, elements have a uniform, language

independent interpretation at the interface [in terms of universal phonetics]. In 

that case, we will say that 1r satisfies the condition of Full Interpretation 

(FI) .... We take FI to be the convergence condition: if 1r satisfies FI, the deriva

tion D that formed it converges at PF; otherwise it crashes at PF" (37). "At 

LF, we assume each legitimate object to be a chain CH = (at, ... an): at least 

with CH a head, an argument, a modifier, or an operator-variable construction . 

... The representation ..\ satisfies FI at LF if A if it consists entirely of legitimate 

objects; a derivation forming A converges at LF if A satisfies FI, and otherwise 

crashes" (38). 

The task of eliminating the internal interface levels of D-structure and S

structure is, however, not a trivial one, given that the P&P model posited these 

levels with a great deal of theoretical and empirical motivation. Nevertheless, 

Chomsky (1992: 27-33)) does not consider it as impossible, since he holds that 

the empirical weight of the principles of the P&P model of UG can be borne by 

their reformulation as conditions on the external interface. As an illustration, 

consider the two principles that constrain representations at D-structure - the 

Projection Principle and the 0-Criterion of Chomsky (1981) .. On an intuitive 

level, both these conditions are interpretative in nature, yet they have no role 

at LF. At the same time, they also raise empirical problems (Larson (1988); 

Reinhart (1991)). For example, consider the analysis of adjectival constructions 

such as (1a) with its S-structure repres~ntation in (1b). This example constitutes 

a violation of both the Projection Principle and the 0-Criterion: Since the only 
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movement involved in the sentence is that of a Null Operator, it appears that the 

subject NP John appears in a non-0 position at D-structure, a position which 

should not even be projected: 

(2) (a) John is easy to please 

(b) John is easy [cp 0 [IP PRO to please t] 

iven these conceptual and empirical problems, and the future reformulation of 

the empirically motivated aspects of the Projection Principle and the 0-Criterion, 

the elimination of D-structure does seem to be a possibility. The minimalist pro

gram of enquiry proceeds in two steps to this end. First, it distributes the burden 

of the Projection Principle over the operations of the computational component 

(see the next section). By translating the content of this interpretative principle 

into the language of that component, MPLT derives the constraints on lexi

cal access and substitution stated in the Projection Principle from the general 

constraints on phrase structure, rather than from those on interpretation. The 

residue of the 0-Criterion is then reformulated as a condition on chains at the 

LF interface, possibly along the lines of Brody (1993). 

The sole residue of the D-structure of the P&P model that remains in the 

minimalist program is thus the idea of the lexicon plus some notion of phrase 

structure (to which we return). It will be recalled that in the P&P model, the 

lexicon was characterized as a list of lexical entries for functional and lexical 

heads, with each entry being identified by its subcategorization frame in con

junction with the relevant idiosyncratic information about its lexical shape and 

properties. While MPLT preserves this essential idea of the lexicon, it makes 

explicit the P&P understanding that very little actual variation is expected in 

the form of this lexicon. As Chomsky (1992: 5) puts it, "beyond PF options and 

lexical arbitrariness, variation is limited to nonsubstantive parts of the lexicon 
0 

and general properties of lexical items." Additionally, since the theory aims at a 
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morphological characterization of parameters, the lexicon is considered to spec

ify a set, or sets of sets, of morphological features in entries of functional items: 

"Each parameter refers to properties of specific elements of the lexicon, or to cat

egories of lexical items ... If the proposal can be maintained in a natural form, 

there is only one human language, apart from the lexicon, and language acqui

sition is in essence a matter of determining lexical idiosyncracies. Properties of 

the lexicon are sharply constrained, by UG, or other systems of the mind/brain .. 

If substantive elements (verb, noun, etc.) are drawn from an invariant univer

sal vocabulary, then only functional elements will be parametrized" (Chomsky 

(1989: 44)). These morphological features are the ones that drive the syntax, 

since the whole business of syntax is the satisfaction (in a way to be made precise 

in section 1.1.4) of these features. At. t.hi~ ~t~g~ !!! the enqu!:-y, theee features are 

specified in terms of their strength or weakness, i.e. [strong] or [weak]. 

Let us now consider the question of the elimination of the internal interface 

level of S-structure. The P&P model adduced exhaustive theoretical and empir

ical evidence for the existence of this level of representation, yet Chomsky holds 

(1992: 34-36) that an elimination of this internal interface level is indeed possi

ble. Take, for example, the issue of parameters that were stated on this level of 

representation. Under minimalist assumptions, we expect languages to differ sig

nificantly at the level of PF and to be as similar as possible at the LF interface. 

The P&P model, with its statement of parameters as S-structure options was 

one way of deriving these assumptions. At the same time, these S-structure op

tions were not conditions on PF itself, since the differences induced by a choice 

at one level had reverberations across the grammar. Thus, while parameters 

are driven by PF conditions, they must necessarily not be stated at that level. 

Then, if we are to dispense with the level of S-structure we must have a way 

of capturing this insight. Given the MPLT assumption that parameters are re

ducible to morphological properties of'lexical items (also expressed on functional 

heads associated with that item), we have a wav of caoturin2: the understand-
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ing of parameters outlined above, without having to resort to the postulation 

of an internal interface level of S-structure. In this approach, the concept of 

S-structure parameters reduces to the position of Spellout in a language - i.e. 

whether the requirement must be satisfied before Spellout, or can be satisfied 

after this switch to the PF component. Recall that features that drive syntax 

can be specified as [strong] or [weak]. Assume that the [strong] features 

of items force movement in the overt syntax, whereas [weak] features allow the 

satisfaction of their requirements covertly, that is, after Spellout. Now, take an 

element whose morphological features are specified as [strong], and consider 

the case in which these features are not satisfied in the overt syntax, i.e. pre

Spellout. After Spell out, the derivation arrives at PF, and assuming that SDs 

that contain items whose features have not been satisfied are illegitimate objects 

at PF, the derivation will crash at PF. Now consider, in the same situation, a 

lexical element whose feature specification is [weak]. Since [weak] features are 

. invisible at PF, the presence of unsatisfied [weak] features will not prevent the 

interpretation from converging at this interface. However, if these features are 

not satisfied by LF the derivation will crash at LF. On the other hand, if all the 

feature requirements of the lexical element are met, the derivation converges -

if and only if it converges at both interfaces - and if only to be pronounced and 

interpreted as gibberish. 

One parameter that can be captured under this approach is the parameter 

associated with verb-raising that 'explains' the difference between French and En

glish. In French, main verbs have the ability to raise over negation at S-structure, 

an option prohibited for English main verbs. Pollock (1989) and Chomsky (1989) 

(abstracting away from the differences in the two analyses) attribute this differ

ence to the different behaviour of INFL in the two languages: In French, verbs 

raise to INFL at S-structure, but English employs an INFL-lowering rule at LF, 

by which INFL is lowered onto the main verb within the VP. In the minimalist 

framework, this lowering mechanism is not required or even desirable; instead we 
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can state the difference between the two languages as deriving from the relative 

strength and weakness of the features of the AGR in their INFLs. In French, 

given its rich inflection, AGR in INFL is [strong], and thus PF conditions that 

reflect morphological properti~ induce verb-raising in the overt syntax, i.e. pre

Spellout. In English, AGR in INFL is [weak] and hence verb-raising can, and 

must, be delayed till after Spellout. 

It is to be noted_, of course, that the internal interface of S-structure was not 

motivated solely by the concept of parameters. In fact, the primary motivations 

for this level of representation came from the applications of other subtheories 

of the grammar, such as Case, Binding, Bounding and the ECP. In the next few 

sections, we shall see that these S-structure conditions are indeed reformulable 

as principles constraining the LF and PF interface, either as part of the economy 

conditions or as independent principles by themselves. 

1.2.3 THE COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM 

In this section, we examine the role of the computational component in MPLT. 

The framework completely eliminates the role of phrase-structure rules in de

termining projection. The three principles of X-bar theory in (3) are the sole 

residue of these rules. These surviving rules are "local" in character, compris

ing of the head-complement relation, the SPEC-head relation and the notion of 

chain link, and hence play only a limited role in determining the structure of 

the UG clause.8 Rather, this architecture is determined by the operations of the 

8The notions of m-command and head-government so crucial to the P&P approach to struc-
- . 

ture are given up in MPLT. This requires that the critical role played by these notions be refor-

mulated, and Chomsky chooses to reformulate them as subsumed under economy conditions on 

derivations in general. Recall that the concept of m-cornmand was needed to distinguish one 

type of structural Case-assignment from the other (nominative as opposed to accusative), but 

once Case theory itself is unified in the way shown below, the need for this structural relation 

vanishes, as it becomes a mere redundancy. The notion of c-command was necessitated by 

the Binding Theory, but in the course of th~ evolution of the P&P approach was accor~ed a 

larger role than was conceptually necessary, for example, in defining the complement domain 
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generalized transformation responsible for projection, in interaction with Case 

theory, and it is to a consideration of this transformation that we now turn.9 

THE WORKINGS OF GT 

In this new framework, the structure of the UG clause is determined in part by the 

information provided by the lexical entry and in part by the requirements of Case 

theory (see the next section for details), with all projection being undertaken by 

the generalized transformation GT (originally proposed in Chomsky 1956), in 

accordance with the X-bar (recursive) rule schema in (3): 

(3) (a) [X] 

(b) [x• X YP] 

(c) [xp [x• X YP]] 

\HtSIS 
p _,l5 '2...., .3 

M5 

(~(\ r~ -;_, 
. . •l 

' ., 
' 

~· 

Projection involves the selection of a lexical element X from the lexicon and 

proje~ting it maximally, in conformity with the rules in (3), to the phrasal level. 

Assuming binary branching, further projection is undertaken by the generalized 

transformation GT, which is a binary substitution operation that, targeting a 

phrase-marker K, takes a phrase-marker K1 and inserts it in a designated empty 

position 0, forming a new phrase-marker K•, in satisfaction of X-bar theory. The 

empty position 0 is inserted by the GT itself, and must necessarily be external 

to the targeted phrase-marker K. At any point in the derivation, we may apply 

of a head, etc .. Since structure in M PLT is defined in strictly local domination relations, the 

statement of c-command and/or m-comman.d relations is again a redundancy, even though 

the concept is still maintained as independently necessary for the Binding Theory. In fact, in 

Chomsky's (1993) recent elaboration of the minimalist program, he proposes that the notion of 

c-command be rephrased as "connected to", with the result that even the relations of structural 

domination retained in MPLT are now expressed in terms of a linear relationship. 
9 In this brief summary, we make no reference to the theory of 'Bare Phrase Structure' 

recently advocated by Chomsky (1993). However, since this recasting of phrase structure 

theory builds on the insights afforded by MPLT, there is no incompatibility between what we 

present above and that later version of phrase structure theory. 
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the operation Spellout, which switches to the PF component. After Spellout, 

computation may continue, but with the further stipulation that GT no longer has 

access to the lexicon. The resulting phrase-markers are evaluated at the interface 

levels, and if the resulting phrase-marker is not a single phrase-marker at PF, the 

derivation is ruled out, "since PF rules cannot apply to a set of phrase-markers 

and no legitimate PF representation 1r is.generated" (Chomsky 1992: 31).There 

also exists a singularly substitution operation of GT (Move-a) that maps K to 

K*. This operation works exactly as the earlier operation, except that instead 

of inserting a phrase-marker K1 drawn form the lexicon, this operation adds a 

phrase-marker, let us call it a, that must necessarily be a phrase within the 

targeted phrase-marker K itself. This operation leaves behind a trace t of a, 

forming the chain (t, a). This accounts for the raising operation of Move-a. In 

MPLT, no lowering operations are allowed. 

Both types of substitution operations are constrained by the extension 

· condition, by which all substitution 6perations necessarily extend the phrase

marker they target, even though the extension of K to [K + 0] is invisible to the 

eye. This extension condition has the result of deriving the prohibition against 

raising to the complement position, earlier captured by the Projection Principle, 

as well as deriving at least part of the rationale for having binary branching in 

the first place. Thus, if we have a structure of the form [x• X YP] we cannot 

insert ZP into X' to yield [x• X YP ZP], where ZP is either internal or external 

to X'. In either case, GT will offend X-bar theory, and the structures will be ruled 

out. This condition also enables us to derive the effects of the strict cycle that 

fall under Relativized Minimality (Chomsky 1992: 32). 

The mechanisms of GT sketched out here provides an explanation for the 

Larsonian analysis of ditransitives. Larson {1988) proposes that the D-structure 

representation of ditransitives is as i\} ( 4 ), where the verb is base-generated in 

the position of V and undergoes substitution into V : 
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(4) VP 
1\ 

I \V' 
HP I\ 

I \ 
V1 VP 

1\ 
I \V' 

NP 1\ 
I \ 

V2 XP 
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This analysis of ditransitive verbs like give actually undermines the very no

tion of D-structure itself, for, if the substitution aspect of the story is correct, the 

theory of D-structure-as-a-pure-projection-of-lexical-properties could not possi

bly countenance the projection of an empty lexical head V1• And given that 

this structure has been widely assumed to be correct, the PCJ P model had no 

other way of deriving this structure as the projection schema for ditransitives 

but by taking recourse to stipulation. GT now provides a natural way of ob

taining this structure. Assuming that projection is necessitated by the lexical 

properties of the verb, and that projection always conforms to X-bar theory and 

binary branching, and given the third (Goal) argument of a ditransitive, GT has to 

project an empty head position so as to be able to accommodate it in accordance 

with X-bar theory. Note also that GT and X-bar theory also necessitate that in 

these verb types, two of the three arguments will always be in the SPEC position 

of the projected phrase, since X-bar theory will always restrict all projection to 

a head-complement-specifier relation. Thus, in ( 4), the higher VP <:<>nforms to 

X-bar theory only because there is an empty head position. Since GT is unmind

ful of lexical properties beyond their subcategorization frames, and since there 

is no Projection Principle or 0-criterion to constrain GT, GT can choose to satisfy 

the lexical properties of the elements in any way it wants. Because of X-bar 

principles, this turns out to be the only way possible. 

Turning now to adjunction, recall that cyclic effects are not empirically moti

vated for this operation. Let us then ~ssume that adjunction does not extend its 

target. In MPLT, adjunction is allowed to maximal projections as well as heads. 
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This operation results in structures of the form [x p XP YP] and [x X Y]. Let 

us assume that these structures are part of the primitives of the grammar, in 

addition to (3), and that when GT forms these structures, no violation of X-bar 

theory takes place. MPLT retains the segment-category distinction of the P&P 

model for its theory of adjunction, and adjunction to complement is prohibited. 

The definitions below (Chomsky 1986b: 7-9) are standard and are assumed as 

primitives in the theory of adjunction. In a structure of the form (5) below, "a 

typical adjunction structure with a adjoined to {3: 

( 5) [.a a [.e ... ] ] 

(6) a is dominated by {3 iff it is dominated by every segment of 

{3. 

(7) a excludes {3 if no segment of a dominates {3. 

GT AND CHAIN-FORMATION 

Given the MPLT assumption that the only legitimate objects for interpretation 

at LF are chains, we need to define these LF objects carefully. Here again 

the fundamentals of the theory remain the same. For example, the essential 
. 

correctness of the approach to movement in terms of barriers is assumed in 

MPLT. The standard definitions of barriers in (8)-(11) hold. The interesting 

aspect of chain formation in the minimalist program is the formalization of the 

operation of chain-formation as an independent operation of Form-Chain. 

(8) 1 is a Blocking Category for (3 if 1 is not L-marked by (3. 

(9) 1 is a barrier for (3 if (a) or (b): 

a. 1 immediately dominates fJ, fJ a BC for (3. 

b. 1 is aBC for (3, 1:/:- IP,. 

(10) a L-marks (3 if a is a lexical category that 0-governs (3. 
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(11) a 0-governs f3 if a is a zero-level category that 0-marks f3, 

and a, f3 are sisters. 
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First, consider the broader issues of structure relevant to chain formation. 

One of the reasons why MPLT gives up the tradition of stating structural rela-

. tions in terms of c-command is because of its very centrality as a principle of 

structure. The fact that the minimalist design of language would prefer a more 

local operation of all structural rules, has the result that c-command is no longer 

merely a condition on structural relations, but is the principle by which structure 

itself is constructed. And since c-command reduces to dominance relations in an 

expressible manner, all local structural relations cari be expressed in terms of 

this relation, as in (12)-(14) (adapted from Chomsky (1992: 15-17)): 

· (12) A category a contains f3 if some segment of a (irreflexively) 

dominates f3 

(13)(a) MAX(a) is the least full-category maximal-projection 

(irreflexively) dominatinga. 

(b) The domain of a head a is the set of nodes contained in 

MAX(a) are distinct from and do not containa. 

(c) The complement domain of a is the subset of the domain 

reflexively dominated by the complement of the 

construction. 

(d) The remainder of the domain of a is the residue of a. 

The residue is a heterogenous set, including the specifier 

and anything adjoined. 

(14) MIN(S) is the smallest subset K of S such that for any 1 E S, 

some f3 E K reflexively dominates /· 
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These definitions constitute the maximal set of structural relations that any 

chains10 may enter into, with each member of the chain being locally defined in 

terms of any one of the relations expressed above. Furthermore, these relations 

must be seen as derivationally defined for the chain in question, as the derivation 

proceeds. For example, consider the case of V-to-1-to-C movement in the P&P 

model. In the first move, V-to- I forms a chain CH = (V, ... ,· t). Assuming 

the Barriers-type clause structure, we can identify the domain of the chain as IP, 

its complement domain as VP, and [Spec, IP] and anything adjoined to it as the 

residue. Subsequent 1-to-C movement results in a chain CH' = (t', [V, t]). 

For this chain, the domain of the head of the chain would have to be redefined 

as CP, the complement domain as IP, and the residue as [Spec, CP]. 

Note that on this derivational view of chain formation, the foot of the chain 

IS disempowered from the central role it had in the P&P model, since every 

derivationally posterior link in the chain actually extends the· domain of the 
. 

chain itself, where domain of a head chain is defined as follows: 

( 15) The domain of a head chain CH = (a1, ... , an) is the set of 

nodes contained in MAX (a1 ) and not containing any ai. 

Morover, chains must be uniform in nature. The idea of uniformity is a 

relational one, in that uniformity is defined with respect to the property of L

relatedness,11 in the sense of Chomsky (1989). Heads and adjuncts, being non-L

related, must move only to non-L-related positons, while arguments must move 

only to L-relat~d positions. Chomsky (1993: 18) formulates this Uniformity 

10 A lexical element constitutes a single-membered chain. 
11 Chomsky (1989); (1992)) exploits the concept of L-marking to define positions relative to 

heads: 

(i) X is L-related toY, if Y is a lexical category, and X is related to a projection of Y. 

where 'relate' can be taken to refer to inclusion in a projection of X. Then, by this definition, a 

position is narrowly L-related if it is the specifier or complement of a lexical head L. A position 

is broadly L-related if it is adjoined to the specifier or complement of the lexical head. 
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Condition as follows: 

(16) Chain Uniformity Condition 

A chain is uniform with regard to phrase-structure status. 

Finally, Chomsky suggests that chain-formation itself be seen as an opera

tion that is conceptually distinct from the derivational history that this process 

encapsulates: Since chains record movement, it is conceptually unnecessary to 

also assume that chain-formation itself is predicated on movement. Rather, he 

proposes that chains are actually formed all at once, suggesting that "we take the 

basic transformational operation to be not Move-a: but Form-Chain, an operation 

that forms the required chain in a single step" (Chomsky (1992: 24))_12 

1.2.4 S-STRUCTURE REVISITED-I: CASE THEORY IN MPLT 

W.e have so far proceeded along the track that minimalist assumptions about 

the. structure of UG necessitate the elimination of the internal interface levels 

of D-structure and S-structure as levels of representation in the grammar. Our 

discussion of parameters in 1.1 was intended to show that this task is not as 

impossible as it may first appear to be. Nevertheless, it would be more than a 

trifle optimistic for us to construe the kind of evidence we have so far provided 

in this regard as conclusive, since S-structure did not derive its theoretical and 

empirical legitimacy solely from the principles examined so far. In the P&P 

model, S-structure was also the level at which the subtheory of Case came into 

force, and it is to a consideration of the minimalist version of this Case theory 

that we now turn. 

Even a cursory glance at Case theory in the P&P model would identify it 

12The Form-Chain operation is theoretically and empirically motivated. See Collins (1993) 

for a discussion of this operation as a prerequisite for formulations of the economy principles 

on derivations in the theory. 
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to be fairly recalcitrant to its reformulation as an interface condition, since the 

application of this theory is spread far and wide across the grammar. Case is 

relevant to every single level of representation in the P&P model, even though 

its chief domain of operation is S-structure: At D-structure, it is crucial for the 

assignment of inherent Case;13 At S-structure, Case theory is responsible for the 

assignment of structural Case and for determining subject-verb agreement, as 

well as for the formation of A-chains and for determining the distribution of 

PRO; At PF, Case theory is formulated in terms of the Case Filter, and; At LF, 

Case theory is relevant in the form of the Visibility Condition (Aoun (1981)). 

In the P&P model, these myriad and distributed functions of Case theory were, 

for the large part, theoretically and empirically well-motivated, and any attempt 

at reformulating Case as a requirement of the interface must maintain these 

legitimate functions. 

The first necessity is, of course, to define the structural domain of the ap

plication of Case theory in such a way as to remove all redundancies as well 

as erroneous formulations. It will be recalled that in the P&P model had at 

least two modes of structural Case-assignment, where nominative Case was as

signed in the SPEC-head configuration, accusative Case was believed to involve 

government by V.14 Chomsky ((1989); (1992); (1993)) suggests that this is a 

nonexplanatory view of structural Case-assignmen( in UG, and moves that "all 

these modes of structural Case-assignment be recast in unified X-bar theoretic 

terms ... under the SPEC-head relation" (Chomsky 1992: 9). Extending the 

suggestions of Pollock (1989),15 Chomsky proposes that the structure of a clause 

13 Even though this inherent Case is 'realized' only at S-structure. See Chomsky ((1981); 

(1986a)) for a discussion of genitive Case-assignment based on these lines. 
141gnoring for the moment, Abney's (1987) contestation of the truth of the assumption 

that inherent Case-assignment actually differs from structural Case-assignment. Abney unifies 

structural Case with inherent Case in noun phrases. 
15 We do not go into the details of this hypothesis, since it has become more or less standard 

in the literature to assume it as empirically and theoretically justified. For an examination of 

its validity for Hindi and Urdu, see Mahajan (1990). 
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(relevant to Case theory) is the following (order irrelevant): 

(17) CP 
I\ 

I \C' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
C AG,\sP 

I \AGR-s' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
AGR-s TP 

I\ 
I \T' 

SPEC 1\ 
I \ 

Tns AG,,oP 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
AGR-o ~\ 

I \V' 
SUB 1\ 

I \ 
V DO 

29 

where Tns is Tense, and AGR-s(ubject) and AGR-o(bject) are mnemonics to 

distinguish the -two functional roles played by AGR; actually the two AGRs are 

nondistinct, being merely a collection of </>-features (person, number, gender). 

The two roles played by AGR are to mediate the 'assignment' of Case to the 

NP in its SPEC and to ensure that inflectional features of agreement with that 

NP appear on the Case-assigner adjoined to it. Thus, this Case theory involves 

the raising of the verb to (left- )adjoin to AGR-o to assign accusative Case to the 

object NP, and to pick up the agreement features of the object, if any. Since 

nominative Case is a property of Tense, the verb raises toT to nominative-mark 

the NP in [Spec,TP].16 The verb (and its adjoined heads) ultimately raises to 

left-adjoin to the complex [T AGR-sP], and picks up the agreement features of 

the subject, if any. In this theory, all arguments are generated VP-internally, 17 

and those of these that are structurally Case-marked, must be outside the VP 

16 Alternatively, Tns may raise to adjoin to AGR-s, the complex of the two heads checking 

the nominative Case of the NP that lands up in (Spec, AGR-sP]. 
17The theory thus accepts the findings, labelled the VP-internal subject hypothesis, of Kita

gawa (1987), Fukui and Speas (1986), Sportiche (1988), to name a few. 
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and in these positions by the interface. Thus, object-shift and subject raising, 

as we shall call the movement of objects and subjects for structural Case, are 

instances of A-movement, even though, strictly speaking, the theory makes no 

such distinction between A and A-bar movement.18 

This 'affixation' approach to agreement and structural Case-assignment has 

faced many empirical problems regarding the ordering of affixes (Speas (1990) ), 

specially from data from highly inflected languages. In terms of the ~heory, 

then or now, the system is not very explanatory either, as it presents no ob

servable connection between verb-raising in the manner described above and the 

morphological properties of the 'affixes' themselves. For these reasons, Chom

sky (1992: 39) suggests that we abandon this view of agreement and structural 

Case-assignment in favour of a feature-checking approach to Case and agreement. 

Under this assumption, fully inflected lexemes are inserted into the derivation. 

The functional heads relevant to the lexeme are specified for the morphologi

cal features of the chosen lexeme. When the lexeme raises into the domain of 

these heads, the inflectional morphology on the lexeme are checked against the 

features on the functional head. If the feature of the functional head and the 

lexeme match, the feature specification disappears and the lexeme enters the PF 

component under Spellout. If the features do not match, the feature on the 

functional head remains, and the derivation will crash at PF, since it is a natural 

to assume that all features must be checked in order to yield a legitimate deriva

tion at the interface. Formally put: "Take a lexical element, say the verb V, to 

be a sequence V = (a, INFLt, ... , INFLn), where a is the morphological complex 

(R-INFLt, .... , INFLn), R a root and INFLi an inflectional feature. The PF rule·s 

only "see" cr. When Vis adjoined to a functional category F (say, AGR-o), the 

18Rather, the reference is to L- and non-L- movement. Movement to a narrowly L-related 

position involves movement to the SPEC position, since movement to complement is ruled out 

by GT. Movement to broadly L-related positions involves movement to positions adjoined to 

the SPEC position of the head in question.' Roughly speaking, however, A-movement in the 

current approach translates to movement for Case-checking. 
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feature INFL1 is removed from V if it matches F; etc .. If any INFLi remains at 

LF, the derivation crashes at LF;' (Chomsky 1992: 39-40). The morphological 

properties of a lexical element thus appear not only on the element itself but also 

on the functional head responsible for checking that property, the latter feature 

specification disappearing if and only if the features of the functional head and 

the lexical element match. 

In the present approach to Case and agreement, the two are seen as manifes

tations of the same structural relationship. This has the result that functional 

heads must not only be specified for the features of the head that adjoins to 

them, but also for the NPs that land up in their SPEC positions. Let us distin

guish the two sets of features from each other in the following way: Let us call 

the features relevant to verbs the V-features, with the understanding that "the 

function of the V-features of an inflectional element I is to check the morpholog

ical properties of the verb selected from the lexicon" (Chomsky 1992: 40). The 

features of this inflectional element I that are relevant to NPs we shall call its 

N-features. Making the natural assumption that both N-features and V-features 

perform the same role, we arrive at a situation where a derivation converges only 

if these two sets of features disappear (i.e. are checked) by LF. Note that these 

features necessitate movement of both nouns and verbs in the syntax (overt or 

covert). Morover, since the two AGR nodes are a mere collection of ¢>-features, 

it is only intuitive to think that they are rendered nondistinct by the kind of 

elements that adjoin to them - the verb to AGR-o, as opposed to the complex 

of Tns and the verb to AGR-s. 

Note that the checking relation is as local as is desired by the strict X

bar theoretic approach we have taken to structural configurations. In fact, the 

set of structural relations involved here is even more minimal than the ones 

we defined earlier, because the checking mechanism makes reference only to a 

head-maximal projection or a head-hea~ relation. The two different domains of 

feature-matching are distinguished by the following minimal proper subset of the 
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structural relations defined in (12)-(14) above: 

(18)(a) MIN(S) is the smallest subset K of S such that for any 1 E 

S, some f3 E K reflexively dominates I· 

(b) The minimal complement domain of a is its internal domain. 

(c) The minimal residue of a is its checking domain. 

The matching of V-features thus involves verb-raising to the internal domain 

of a functional head, whereas N-feature checking involves NP-raising to the 

checking domain of a functional head. In fact, if we take the restrictive posi

tion that all Case and agreement is driven by the same checking mechanisms, 

we can generalize this theory to include Case and agreement in noun phrases 

and adjectival predicates. Furthermore, if WH-movement also involves the need 

to satisfy a [+operator] feature, then we can generalize this theory beyond 

questions of Case and agreement. This has the resuh that we derive a unitary 

characterization of-movement as driven by the need to satisfy features of elements 

in the lexicon - a truly minimalist result. 

To see how this theory works, consider a simple case of subject-verb agreement 

in English in (19), which will have the LF-structure in (20): 

(19) John hits Bill. 

(20) [AGR-aP John [AGR- 3 [hits+AGR-o+T+AGR-s] [Tpt 1 sub [Tns t 1 1 v 

[AGR-oP Bill [AGR-o t 1 v [vp taub [v, tv tdo ]]]]]]]] 

In (20), the V-features of AGR-o trigger verb raising, and subsequent verb 

incorporation, to it. The N-features of the same head induce object-shift of 

Bill to its SPEC. Under SPEC-head, accusative Case is checked. Since English 

lacks object-verb agreement, there is ~o overt manifestation of that agreement 

relation. The next functional head to have V-features is T, and the complex 
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of [hits+AGR-o] adjoins to it to get its inflectional features checked. The sub

ject John also raises out of VP to [Spec, TP] and the [hi ts+AGR-o+T] com

plex checks to ensure it has nominative Case. Finally, the verb complex of 

[hi ts+AGR-o+T+AGR-s], formed by the raising of [hi ts+AGR-o+T] to adjoin to 

AGR-s in satisfaction of the V-features of AGR-s enters into a SPEC-head agree

ment relation with the NP John in [Spec, AGR-sP] attracted to that position by 

theN-features of AGR-s. 

While this approach to Case-assignment appears to be intuitively on the 

right track, some residual problems remain. The first is with regard to the 

derivation obtained by this movement of arguments out of the VP for Case and 

agreement. In the derivation, assuming that subject raising takes place first, the 

do actually cross the trace of the subject in its movement to [Spec, AGR-oP], a 

potential violation of what was formerly called the Head Movement Constraint 

(HMC) of Travis ( 1984), Baker (1988), and now subsumed under the shortest 

move condition. Suppose we define shortest move in the followi"i1g way (Chomsky 

1992: 24): 

(21) If a, ~ are in the same minimal domain, they are 

equidistant from/· 

Recall that domains are derivationally defined for LF-chains, with the result 

that derivationally posterior links in the chain actually extend the minimal do

main of the chain. Now consider the case of object-shift to AGR-o. Given that 

the two AGR nodes are nondistinct, being a mere collectiqn of </>-features, we 

must asssume that they get their identity from the lexical category that adjoins 

to them, in this case the verb. So verb movement must logically precede object

shift. Now, with this movement, the minimal domain of the chain ([AGR-oV 

[vp .. . t]]) includes not only the ~PEC position of AGR-o but also the SPEC 

position of VP. By the definition in (21 ), movement to either SPEC position will 
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not violate the economy of derivation, and since the [Spec, VP] is occupied by the 

trace of the raised subject, the only languages available for the object is [Spec, 

AGR-oP]. This is true for every further step in the derivation of Case relations 

in the framework, verb raising and incorporation to the next higher functional 

head must necessarily precede the movement of the subject and object NPs to 

the SPEC positions of these higher functional heads. 

The same principle also rules out any other posssible derivation for subject

raising, except as raising to [Spec, AGR-sP]. There are two possible derivations 

here, and we must ensure that both are ruled out. Consider first the derivation 

that first raises the subject into AGR-oP. If the subject raises to [Spec, AGR

oP], then object movement will have to skip not one, but two SPEC positions 

to get to its landing site of [Spec, TP], in one movement, since [Spec, VP] and 

[Spec, AGR-oP] will both be filled (by the trace of the raised subject and the 

sub_ject, respectively). While [Spec, AGR-oP] arid [Spec, VP] are equidistant 

from the chain [AGR-o V [v p . .• t]], the specifier position of TP is not in the 

minimal domain of the chain. Hence, subject-raising to [Spec, AGR-oP]. For the 

same reasons, object-shift to [Spec, AGR-sP] is also impossible when the verb is 

adjoined to AGR-o since it is not in the minimal domain of [AeR-o V [v p • .. t]]. 

The alternative derivation, in which the subject ends up in [Spec, AGR-oP] after 

movement of the object to [Spec, AGR-sP], does not directly involve a violation 

of (21). Rather, the derivation is ruled out on the standard assumption of SPEC

to-SPEC movement for the raised object. On this assumption, the subject will 

not find a landing site, since all the SPEC positions will be occupied by a trace 

of the raised object. 

The second problem originates from the cross-linguistic variation observable 

in this area of Case and agreement. Many languages, e.g. English ( cf. Pollock 

1989), utilize the strategy of verb-raising in a very limited way. So far we have 

no means to account for this form of. variation across languages, specially if we 

persist in our minimalist stance that there can be o~ly one strategy for Case and 
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agreement in UG. Secondly, languages seem to differ in allowing subject-raising 

and object-shift, and in their observance of the Extended Projection Principle. 

In the P&P model, this variation across languages could be explained in various 

ways- for example, Pollock (1989) explains the differences between the behaviour 

of English main verbs and auxiliaries as deriving from their 0-assigning proper

ties, precisely because Case and agreement were not so uniquely identified. That 

this unification of Case and agreement is itself a welcome result is perhaps not 

so debatable, given the obvious link between subject-verb agreement and the 

assignment of the subject Case to the NP that controls this agreement, with the 

same holding for languages which have object agreement marked on the verb. 19 

In many languages, agreement plays the same role as Case in rendering chains 

visible. Hence, assuming the correctness of this approach, let us now attempt to 

build in cross-linguistic variation into the model. 

This goal is easily attained, since morphological features on the functional 

heads relevant for Case and agreement are additionally specified as [strong] 

or [weak], with only the former needing checking before Spellout. [weak] 

features, on the other hand, must be satisfied before LF. Now, if we assume that 

languages that have been isolated as 'lacking' verb-movement, object-shift and 

subject-raising, actually do not lack it all, but that the feature specification that 

drives these movements is [weak],· and hence does not take place in the overt 

syntax. And languages that do have overt subject-raising, object-shift and verb

movement, or any one of them, do so because the feature specification on the 

functional heads that trigger them are [strong]. This 'solution' has the dual 

advantage of letting us capture parametric variation regarding these phenomena 

in different languages without having to depart from our minimalist assumptions 

about all languages being essentially alike at the LF interface. The EPP then 

19 Languages like Basque, which have agreement with three rather than two nominals will 

obviously pose a problem for this theory. In Chapter 3, I present some proposals regarding the 

structure of double object constructions that can be extended to explain these facts. 
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reduces to a [strong N-feature] of T. 20 

For example, consider the difference between English and French main verbs, 

with respect to verb-raising: 

(22) (a) *John lost completely his mind. 

(b) John completely lost his. mind. 

(c) *John likes not Mary. 

(23) (a) Jean perdit completement la tete. 

(b) *Jean completement perdit la tete. 

(c) Jean (n' ) aime pas Marie. 

As observed by Pollock ( 1989), English main verbs seem to rem am m the 

VP at the time of Spellout, since they lack the ability to raise over negation or 

precede adverbs that mark the leftmost edge of the VP. If they do raise, as in 

(26a) and (26c), the derivation crashes. French main verbs, on the other hand, 

must move out of the VP, raising over negation and VP-level adverbs - if they 

do not do so before Spellout, the derivation crashes, as in (19b). Adopting the 

system above we can say that the V-feature of AGR-s in French is [strong] 

but [weak] in English, and hence French must have verb-raising in the overt 

syntax. On the other hand, this movement can be delayed till LF in English, 

the economy principle of Procrastinate (see 1.2.6) legitimizing these dilatory 

tactics for convergence. Similarly, English does not have overt object-shift either, 

cf. the ungrarnmaticality of (23), and hence the N-feature of AGR-o must be 

[weak] in English as well. 

20The strength of the V-features of Tns is a matter of debate, since it is argued that a 

finite verb never shows up in Tns on the surface. Hence, Chomsky (1992: 12) suggests that 

Tns adjoins to AGR-s to check nominative Case, implying that Tns has no V-features at all. 

Bobaljik and Jonas (1993), Jonas and Bobaljik (1993), on the other hand argue for Case

checking in TP. 
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The MPLT approach to Case and agreement has a number of additional 
... 

theoretical advantages as well. First of all, we now have a way to talk about 

'(in)transitivity' in a nonstipulatory manner- intransitivity is a result of a clause 

structure in which only one of the AGR nodes is active, and the other is inert. 

This concept, in turn, provides us with the means to generate ergative-absolutive 

as well as nominative-accusative languages from the same UG clause structure: 

"Suppose the VP contains only NP. Then one of the two AGR elements will be 

"active" (the other being inert or perhaps missing) .... Two options are possible: 

AGR-s or AGR-o. If the choice is AGR-s, then the single NP will have the 

properties of the subject of a transitive clause; if the choice is AGR-o, it will have 

the properties of the subject of an intransitive clause (Nominative-Accusative and 

Absolutive-Ergative langua.e:es, respectively)" (Chomsky 1992: 13). We also have 

(the beginnings of) an account of the licensing of pro and PR0:- 21 Both pro and 

PRO are licensed in a SPEC-head relation to AGR-s, to which are adjoined T 

(± Tns to be precise), and the appropriate V. ECM now involves raising of the 

embedded subject to [Spec, AGR-oP] to get accusative Case by the verb. 

The hierarchical order of the inflectional elements in the U G clause also follow 

from this version of the Case theory. Since a verb must adjoin to an AGR node 

to check the Case-feature of the NP in its SPEC and to satisfy its V-features, 
0 

AGR-oP must immediately dominate VP, as any movement over an intervening 

head would violate the HMC. Assuming that the verb incorporates into the 

intervening head and then moves up to AGR-o also does not help as the verb 

will not be able to render AGR-o nondistinct due to the extra-head separating 

V and AGR-o. Similar considerations determine the ordering of TP and AGR-s 

above this AGR-o node. 

In conclusion, let us ascertain whether the Case theory outlined here is able 

to cover the same theoretical area as did the P&P model version. Thus far, it 

21 This is, of course on the assumption that PRO must be assigned a structural null Case, as 

suggested by Chomsky & Lasnik (1991) and Watanabe (1993). 
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does seem to be able to do so, but a few questions remain unaddressed, such 

as the status of the Case Filter and the Visibility Criterion as well as the ques

tion of inherent Case. First consider inherent Case. Since Abney ( 1 987), the 

concept has been more or less abandoned as empirically motivated, at least in 

the sense that the mechanisms involved in this type of Case-assignment are no 

longer considered to be substantively different from the ones involved in struc

~ural Case-assignment. In the present framework, we can maintain this unity 

of mechanism by considering the assignment of inherent Case as an instance of 

SPEC-head agreement. The intuitive idea is that inherent Case is distinguished 

from structural Case in that the movement to a SPEC position for inherent Case 

is always within the maximal projection of the head of the phrase whose comple

ment it is moved from. Inherent Case thus does not require movement out of the 

VP, but structural Case does. And as far as the theoretical validity of notions 

such as the Case Filter and the Visibility Condition ·are concerned, recall that 
·. 

in the P&P model, the two were required because Case was aS-structure condi

tion, but its effects on PF and LF also needed to be accounted for. In MPLT, 

where Case requirements have to be satisfied, through checking, by the interface, 

the independent requirement of these two conditions is diminished, since Case 

will be 'present' both at LF and at PF, albeit in the form of checked features. 

In fact, the Case Filter, if it exists at all, "is an interface condition - in fact, 

the condition that all morphological features must be checked somewhere, for 

convergence" (Chomsky 1992: 41). 

1.2.5 S-STRUCTURE REVISITED-II: BINDING IN MPLT 

In the P&P model, the Binding Theory applied at S-structure and LF to predict 

the distribution of (potentially) referential noun phrases. the Binding Principles, 

A, B, and C derived the constraints on coreference for anaphors, pronouns and 

R-expressions (names and epithets) via the possibility of coindexation in a given 
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structural configuration through the use of notions such as head-government and 

c-command. The Binding Principles had the following form: 22 

(24) (A) An anaphor must be bound in its governing category. 

(B) A pronoun must be free in its governing category. 

(C) An R-expression must be free. 

Under the current assumptions, however, this Binding Theory is untenable 

111 its present form, if only because the notion of government has been elimi

nated from the theory of grammar. Let us assume that the effects induced by 

head-government in the Binding Theory can be adequately characterized by the 

same 'local relations' we have defined earlier. Then we can rephrase the Binding 

Principles as follows: 

(25) (A) If a is an anaphor, interpret it as coreferential with 

a c-commanding phrase in D. 

(B) If a is a pronoun, interpret it as disjoint from a c-

c-commanding phrase in D. 

(C) If a is an R-expression, interpret it as disjoint from 

every c-commanding phrase: 

These reformulations, however, are clearly not sufficient in defining the Bind

ing Theory as an interface condition. Many problems surface - we consider but 

two of them here. The first 'problem' pits the minimalist program against the 

weight of the empirical evidence adduced by the P&P model to motivate the 

Binding Principles as S-structure conditions. The second 'problem' is the the 

22 Although we use the LGB Binding Theory for the limited purposes of this discussion, 

nothing hinges on it. The central role accorded to government is the point of interest here, and 

~xcept for Reinhart and Reuland (1993),'most of the major theories (Chomsky {1986a), Barss 

(1986)) employ this concept in the definition of binding domains. 
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problem posed by the theory of reconstruction, an operation that was applied af

ter LF-movement had taken place, to mitigate the destructive effects, if any, that 

this movement had on S-structure binding configurations. In MPLT, both these 

problems militate against an interpretation of the Binding Theory as a interface 

condition, given that there is no level of representation known as S-structure in 

the theory, and that since the Binding Theory is now to apply only at LF, we 

have no meaningful way of distinguishing LF-reconstruction from the 'original' 

application of the Binding Theory. 

THE BINDING THEORY As AN INTERFACE CONDITION: ELIMINATING S

STRUCTURE 

On the face of it, the empirical evidence for the S-structure application of the 

Binding Theory is quite overwhelming. As an example, consider the Principle C 

violation in (26): 

(26) *Who [rp t 6 ub said hei liked [NP how many pictures that John; 

took]]? 

In (26), since the pronoun he c-commands the R-expression John, a Principle 

C violation results and the example is ruled ungrammatical. Now, since Huang 

(1982), it has been widely accepted that one of the characteristics Qf LF is that 

at this level of representation, all operators move to a scope-taking position. 

For WH-operators, this position is (either adjoined to or substituted into) [Spec, 

CP]. Hence, we expect the WH-in-situ in (26) to do the same yielding an LF

representation of the following type: 

(27) [cp [NP How many pictures that John took] Who] [fp t 6 ub 

said he liked t ] 
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But, with this LF-movement, the Principle C violation also disappears, so 

Principle C must be necessarily be evaluated at S-structure, prior to raising 

of the WH-in-situ. Similar evidence can also be garnered for Principle A and 

Principle B as S-structure conditions. In (28) and (29), we see that the LF

raising of the WH-in-situ in question can alter the judgements that Principle A 

and Principle B yield at S-structure: 

(28)(a) John wondered [cp who [Jpti saw [Np which pictures 

of himselfi]]] 

(b) John wondered [cp[Npwhich pictures of himselfi] who]] 

[Jptisaw tNp] 

(29)(a) •John wondered [cp who [Jpti saw [NP which pictures 

of himJ]] 

(b) John wondered[cp [Npwhich pictures of him;] who]] [Jpt; 

saw tNp] 

(28a) respects Principle A at S-structure, but the subsequent LF-raising of the 

WH-in-situ destroys the binding configuration that allows us to rule this example 

in. In (28b ), the trace of who no longer c-commands the anaphor embedded in the 

complement NP, and hence, at LF, the example would incorrectly be adjudicated 

ungrammatical. The reverse happens in the Principle B case in (29). There, 

at S-structure the example is a clear Principle B violation, as the pronoun is 

coindexed with a c-commanding antecedent in its governing category, the trace 

of who. Subsequent LF-movement, since it moves the embedded pronoun from 

the binding domain of this trace, actually remedies the Principle B violation. 

Thus, at LF, this example would be incorrectly predicted to be grammatical. 

In all these instances of LF-movement of WH-phrases that are in situ at. 

S-structure, the crucial assumption that obviates the S-structure rulings of the 
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Binding Principles is the assumption that the whole phrase raises at LF. Should 

we find a way to abandon this aspect of LF-raising, the judgements given by the 

Binding Principles at S-structure would then no longer diverge, and we would 

be able to maintain the Binding Theory as an interface condition. Such a so

lution presents itself in the analysis of Hornstein and Weinberg (1990), where 

LF-movement involves the raising of only the WH-element in the phrase that is 

5n situ, that is of the word or the phrase that actually asks the question. By this 

analysis, the LF-representations of (26), (28) and (29) would be (30)-(32): 

(30) [cp[NpHow many]who] [Jpt~ub said hei liked[Np[t pictures] 

that John took] 

(31) Johni wondered [cp [Np which] who]] [Jp ti saw [NP [ t pictures] 

of himself] 

(32) John wondered [cp [Npwhich] who]] [Jp ti saw [NP [ t pictures] 

of him] 

On this analysis, the judge~ents given by the Binding Theory at LF are 

exactly the same as the ones that obtained at S-structure. Examples (30) and 

(32) will be judged as Principle C and Principle B violations, respectively, while 

(31) will be adjudged grammatical. Hence, there will be no need to replicate the 

operations across levels of representation, and since an LF application conforms 

to minimalist assumptions, let us choose LF as the domain of application. 

There is still more evidence that the Binding Theory can be interpreted as an 

interface condition. This evidence comes from Principle A effects with predicates 

that are ambiguous between a literal and an idiomatic interpretation, for example 

take . . . pictures of, and those that only take the former: 

. (33) John wondered [which picture of himself· ] [Bill saw/took t] 
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As (33) demonstrates, the anaphor himself can take either John or Bill 

as an antecedent. Interestingly though, with ambiguous verbs like took, the 

interpretative options correlate with the choice of the antecedent for the anaphor: 

If the antecedent is .J.Qlm the idiomatic interpretation is barred. On the other 

hand, if Bill is the antecedent for himself, then the idimatic interpretation 

(in the sense of 'take a photograph of') is quite salient. Assume now, that the 

idiomatic reading of predicates like take . . . pictures of is available only 

if the phrase constitutes a structural unit at LF. If Principle A applied at S

structure, as we assumed in the P&P model, it would apply before the operation 

of the LF rules that analyze the predicate as a structural unit. This would have 

the consequence that we would never be able to get the situation in which the 

choice of the antecedent determines the availability of the idiomatic reading of 

the predicate, as Principle A would allow the anaphor to take either NP equally 

as its antecedent. This suggests that Principle A must apply only at LF, and 

not before LF. 

Pending further refinements, let us assume that the type of evidence provided 

here is sufficient to motivate the Binding Theory as an interface. This now 

leaves us with the question of the Binding Theory at the LF interface in P&P 

model. It will be recalled that the Binding Theory was supposed to apply after 

reconstruction, an LF operation that restored any element that had been overtly 

or covertly Il;loved to an operator position to its original base position. This 

is dubious under minimalist assumptions, given that the system here makes a 

crucial distinction between overt and covert movement. Furthermore, the theory 

of UG we are considering prefers the system to be nonredundant in nature, hence 

having to apply the Binding Theory twice, once before reconstruction, and once 

after reconstruction, cannot be considered to conform to this understanding. At 

the same time, there is also a need to capture the necessity of reconstruction, as 

well as describe the nature of recons,truction effects. In the next section, we see 

how the minimalist program approaches this problem. 
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THE BINDING THEORY As AN INTERFACE CONDITION: ELIMINATING RE

CONSTRUCTION 

Even in the Pf3P model, the theory of reconstruction was inadequately charac

terized. This indeterminacy of definition was not, however, a consequence of the 

inadequacies in research, but was almost necessarily entailed by the nature of the 

data the theory was used to describe. On the one hand, the data seemed to fall 

naturally into a class in that all operator-variable constructions needed recon

struction, as opposed to the class involving A-movement, which did not need any 

such LF restoration of moved elements. On the other hand, not all cases within 

this class seemed to require reconstruction; for example, reconstruction was truly 

optional for cases involving Principle A (such as (33) above) and adjuncts. 

Consider the latter type of data first. (34) shows the behaviour of comple

ments (the bracketed category) under reconstruction, and (35), that of adjuncts 

(the hracketed category): 

(34) *Which claim [that Johni was asleep] was hei willing 

to discuss t? 

(35) Which claim [that Johni made] was hei/i willing to discuss t? 

In (34), the pronoun cannottake John as an antecedent, hence reconstruction 

must take place to rule the example out as a Principle C violation. In (35), on the 

other hand, reconstruction seems to be optional, otherwise we would not be able 

to get the anaphoric reading for the pronoun at all: If reconstruction tak~s place, 

the pronoun and John must necessarily be disjoint in reference, if there is to be 

no Principle C violation. To get the reading where the pronoun he is coreferential 

with John, the Binding Theory must apply before the reconstruction operation. 

Note that the difference reduces to. the familiar complement-adjunct asymmetry. 

Incorporating the insights of Lebeaux (1988), let us say that complements must 
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be present in the structure by the time of WH-extraction, but adjuncts need 

not, and may even be introduced after such extraction has taken place. This 

assumption is not arbitrary, since we know that the strict cycle condition does 

not constrain the distribution of adjuncts. Thus, adjuncts caB be introduced 

noncyclically. Then, in (35) the adjunct is not present at the time of WH

movement of the phrase which claim, since it is introduced (adjoined to the 

WH-phrase) only after the movement has taken place. Since the adjunct does 

not move, it cannot reconstruct, and hence .the Binding Theory applying to the 

structure in (35), allows either a coreferential or a disjoint interpretation for the 

anaphor. 

Now let us consider the precise nature of "reconstruction" in MPLT. As we 

have just stated, reconstruction cannot be motivated as an independent principle 

in this approach and therefore, we need another mechanism that will do the work 

done by this operation. Intuitively, the operation of reconstruction instructs the 

Binding Theory to, in a specified class of operator-variable constructions, to 

apply to the tail of the chain, rather than the head. In the P&P model, we 

had no way of capturing this insight without assuming some type of movement 

between the two positions,23 but if we assume the copy theory of movement, as 

suggested in MPLT (49), we have a potential solution. This theory builds on 

the implicit understanding in the P&P model that traces were more than mere 

place-holders; rather they had 'content': 0-roles, Case, <P-features and reference, 

that is, they were copies of the moved element. Let us assume this explicitly: 

23See Barss (1986) for a critique of the standard theory of reconstruction based on lowering 

assumptions. 
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(36) The Copy Theory of Movement 

The trace left behind is a copy of the moved element 

deleted by a principle of the PF component in the 

case of overt movement. But at LF the copy remains, 

to be deleted only after the Binding Theory applies. 

This has the implication that at LF the two base positions are already related, 

and no movement is required. The LF of (34) would be (37): 

(37) [cp [Which claim that John was asleep] was] [Jphe willing] 

to discuss [[TR which claim] that John was asleep] 

"The basic assumption is that there is no process of reconstruction; rather, the 

phenomenon is a consequence of the formation of operator-variable constructions 

driven by FI, .a process that sometimes may (or sometimes must) lea~e part of 

the trace- a copy of the moved element- intact at LF, deleting only its operator 

part. The reconstruction process would then be restricted to the special case of 

A-bar movement that involves operators" (Chomsky 1993: 34 ). For convergence 

at LF, an operator-variable structure is required. Therefore, the copy of what is 

in the operator positon deletes, as in (39). The Binding Theory then applies and 

rules the coindexation in the example to be a Principle C violation: 

(38) [cp [Which claim] was] [1p hei willing to discuss [ [TR w~icA 

~laimJ that Johni was asleep] 

While these reformulations of the way operator-variable constructions are 

handled at LF do give us a means of doing reconstruction without stipulating it 

as an independent principle of the grammar, we still are quite far from capturing 

the optional/obligatory nature of the phenomenon. As we remarked earlier, it 
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is not only constructions involving adjuncts that show option ali ty of reconstruc

tion, so do constructions involving anaphors, like (33) repeated below as (39), as 

compared to those involving pronouns and R-expressions: 

(39) Johni wondered [which picture of himselfijj] [Billj 

saw t]] 

(40) Johnj wondered [which picture of Tomi] [he.ifj saw t] 

(41) J ohnj wondered [which picture of himj) [Bill.i/i saw t] 

If reconstruction was obligatory for Principle A in the same way as it was for 

pronouns and R-expressions, we would not be able to get the interpretation in 

which the anaphor is coindexed with the matrix subject, John. 24 Clearly we need 

a principled explanation for this fact, and one which is distinct from the P&JP 

model of this phenomenon, which merely described it as part of the principle of 

reconstruction itself. Since we have no principle ofreconstruction, that 'solution' 

is invalid. Chomsky (1992: 58) suggests an interesting line of attack: Rather than 

considering 'reconstruction' to be the aberration, let us instead consider it to be 

the preferred option, whereby the Binding Theory ends up applying to the copy. 

Let us state this as a principle: 

(42) Preference Principle for Reconstruction 

Do it when you can, i.e, try to minimize the restriction 

in the operator position. 

The Preference Principle has the result that the Binding Theory will always 

24Chomsky (1992) suggests in fact that Principle A needs to be distinguished in its formula

tion from principles B and C. Adopting suggestions by Pica (1987), he proposes that anaphors 

cliticize onto Tense at INFL. The two readings in (39) would then obtain depending on whether 

the anaphor of the copy raised (then himself would be coreferential with Bill), or whether 

the anaphor of the operator raised (then himsel:f would be coreferential with '-"'-'. 
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try to apply to the copy. However, in cases where 'nonreconstruction' is a pre

requisite for convergence this Preference Principle will be overridden, since the 

reconstruction option will cause the derivation to crash. In (34 ), the Preference 

Principle is respected, but in (39), as Chomsky demonstrates at length, the only 

convergent derivation involves no reconstruction. 

In this way, then, reconstruction is eliminated from the theory of grammar. 

Its effects are distributed over the workings of GT, trace theory, the general prop

erties of operator-variable constructions and the conditions of convergence on 

derivation in the grammar. It is to be hoped that proceeding along these lines, 

the Binding Theory can be motivated as an interface condition. 

1.2.6 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMY IN MPLT 

The grammar of UG envisioned by MPLT is one in which simplicity and econ

omy of design and rule application are thought to contribute to the efficiency of 

language acquisition. The essential idea is that the workings of the grammar are 

guided by a principle of indolence- The Principle of Least Effort. By this 

principle, the grammar must do only as much work as is necessary to ensure the 

optimal convergence of its outputs, and must make these efforts only when they 

are unavoidable. Hence, it must minimize derivations, constrain overt move

ment, minimize links in the possible derivations, and eliminate all superfluous 

steps and symbols from these derivations. Since the grammar is a complex ob

ject, this global economy principle turns out to have many specific formulations, 

and we now consider each in turn. 

ECONOMY OF DERIVATION-I: GREED AND PROCRASTINATE 

In the process of generating syntactic derivations in the UG we are now con

sidering, movement can be overt <;>r covert. Under the guidelines of the Prin

ciple of Least Effort, it would not be irfcorrect to consider a derivation that 
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involves greater computational complexity in terms of overt movement as more 

burdensome on the grammar than one that involves only covert movem:ent, since 

overt movement requires certain conditions to be fulfilled in a hurry, i.e. before 

Spellout. It is only natural, under the Principle of Least Effort, to assume that 

the ideal minimalist grammar would try and avoid all overt movement unless it 

is necessary for convergence. And if we assume that "LF operations are a sort of 

"wired-in reflex,, operating mechanically beyond any directly observable effects, 

and that they are less costly than overt operations", we have.another good reason 

- the reason of efficiency - to allow the grammar to postpone all movement to 

the LF component. Let us give these dilatory tactics the shape of a principle, 

Procrastinate and phrase it as follows: 

(43) Procrastinate 

LF movement is cheaper than overt movement. 

The principle of Procrastinate is the reason why overt raising for the satis

faction of [weak] features leads to ungrammaticality, as the derivation becomes 

more 'costly'. Procrastinate thus evaluates between derivations. Thus, for 

example, the reason overt verb-raising is ruled out in English is because of this 

principle, and hot merely because the V-features of AGR and Tns are [weak] 

in that language, since [weak] features are PF-invisible and hence even if they 

were satisfied by overt verb-raising, they would presumably not cause the deriva

tion to crash at PF. Only [strong] features must be satisfied before Spellout. 

Thus, Procrastinate is the one of the ways that we have to en~ure that [weak] 

features do not induce overt movement. 

The essential idea behind the MPLT vision of features as triggering NP

movement and verb-raising is that all syntactic operations are consequences of 

the need of a particular lexical el~ment to satisfy its morphological properties 

(through checking). If those properties are not satisfied, overtly or covertly, the 
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derivation will crash. Any movement which is not for the satisfaction of these 

features is illegitimate. Let us frame these ideas as a principle, call it Greed: 

(44) Greed 

Move raises a to a position fi only if the morphological 

properties of a itself cannot be otherwise satisfied in the 

derivation. 

Now, we have seen that [strong] morphology requires overt checking, [weak] 

morphology entails covert checking, with the result that [weak] morphology en

courages a respect for Procrastinate, but [strong] morphology has the ability 

to override Procrastinate. Greed can, therefore, override Procrastinate for 

convergence. For example, French main verbs raise, overriding Procrastinate, 

precisely because their morphological properties cannot be satisfied covertly. En

glish main verbs, on the other hand, do not have that justification for overt rais

ing, since the [weak] features if AGR and Tns in the language can always ched 

their features covertly. 

Greed, itself, however, can never be overridden for convergence. Cons ide 

( 45): 

( 45) [it is believed . . . [ [a man] i to seem to ti that ... ] 

In the example, the NP [a man] has been raised to fill the embedded subje< 

position, in satisfaction of the EPP. Recall that in MPLT, the EPP is characte 

ized as a [strong] NP-feature ofT. This derivation is, however, illegitimate, « 

T here is [-tense), with the result that it no longer has a [strong] NP-featur 

If convergence was paramount, Greed should have been overridden, but th 

is clearly not allowed, so every convergent derivation must (optimally) satis 

Greed. 
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EcONOMY OF REPRESENTATION: FULL INTERPRETATION 

The derivational approach assumed in MPLT has the consequence of reducing 

the number of constraints that actually constrain representations in the gram

mar. As we shall see below, the P&P model constraints of the ECP, HMC and 

suchlike are now subsumed under a global economy of derivation. The economy 

of representation that survives in MPLT, however, is much more than a residue, 

since it defines what are the legitimate objects at the level of LF and PF. The 

intuitive idea is that there can be no superfluous symbols in representations, and 

that all objects at the interface must have a language-independent and invariant 

interpretation. This has the result that representations at PF must be presented 

in terms of the language of universal phonetics. At LF, no true expletives, free 

variables or vacuous quantification will be allowed. The only legitimate objects 

at this interface would then be chains involving arguments, heads, adjuncts, 

predicates, or operator-variable structures. These constraints arc captured m 

the form of the Principle of Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1989: 60-68): 

(46) Principle of Full Interpretation 

An element can appear in a representation only if it is 

properly licensed. 

The principle of FI is thus responsible for the fact that ( 4 7) cannot mean 

anything but ( 48): 

(47) John is too clever to catch. 

(48) John is too clever for anybody/anything to catch him. 

(47) cannot, for example, mean that 'John cannot catch anyone because he 

is so clever'. In syntactic terms, this means that the empty category object of 

,..a.tch must be linked to John by the syntax in such a way that that NP serves 
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as an antecedent for the empty category at LF. That is, the variable introduced 

by the empty category cannot be free. Traditionally, the analysis of adjectival 

predicates such as ( 4 7) is considered to involve Null Operator (NO) movement 

((Chomsky 1986b); Browning {1987)), demonstrated in (49)-(50). After this 

movement has taken place the NO is related to the antecedent of the empty 

category, in this case John, by some mechanism of chain composition: 

(49) John is too clever [cp PRO to catch NO] 

(50) John is too clever [cp NOi [PRO to catch ti] 

Language does not permit free variables and therefore all variables must be 

bouuu iu ua.tural langu~g~. C!-!~!!'.sky suggests that this condition of strong 

binding on variables is a specific application of FI, since that principle requires 

all elements of a chain to be licensed in some way or t~e other. Variables being 

licensed by operato~s, it is only logical to assume that FI .will rule out any free 

variables at LF as viqlating the Economy of Representation. 

TH~ EcoNOMY OF DERIVATION-II: THE MINIMAL LINK CONDITION 

The principle of Least Effort has interesting implications for the theory of move

ment in UG. First, the principle naturally requires that Procrastinate and 

Greed be the guiding principles where movement is even contemplated, with the 

result that movement is justified only where the absence of movement would lead 

to nonconvergent derivations. Second, movement in UG should be as local as 

possible, should be contained within barriers as far as possible, and in general, 

should make the shortest possible moves (in the sense of (21)). Chains that in

volve short links are therefore preferred over those that involve longer movements. 

Third, any movement operation that involves greater computational complexity, 
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such as repeated applications of Form-Chain 25 will overly agitate the grammar, 

and hence derivations involving the least number of operations are desired by 

the grammmar. Chomsky & Lasnik (1991: 58) suggest that these intuitions 

about movement in MPLT can be formulated in terms of a global economy of 

derivation, known as the Minimal Link Condition (MLC): 

(51) Minimal Link Condition 

Minimize chain links. 

The MLC is claimed to account for a number of phenomena, relativized min

imality, HMC, superraising, Subjacency, Superiority, etc .. The MLC can be con-

sidered to impose a ~h~!.'t~~t. !!JOVP. requirement, and in all these cases, some of 

which are given below in (52), some element has failed to make the shortest move 

in the sense of (21) above. Thus, all these violations involve the skipping of a 

potential landing site in the course of movement.26 27 

(52) (a) *How fixi [John will ti the car] 

(b) *John; seems [that it is certain [ti to fix the car] 

(c) *Guess howi [John wondered [why we fixed the car ti] 

25The mechanism of Form-Chain is proposed precisely to remove the conceptual tension 

between short moves and small chain links, as short moves will entail a profusion of chain 

links. Computational complexity is now not a matter of the number of links in a chain, but 

rather the number of times the operation of Form-Chain is applied to form chains. See Collins 

(1993) for further discussion and for empirical motivations for Form-Chain. 
26 Note that only filled SPEC positions count as possible landing sites for NP-movement, 

since unfilled SPECs are presumably not generated by GT unless these positions are targeted 

for lexical insertion or movement. This latter assumption is crucial, otherwise we could not 

allow the subject to raise to AGR-s, skipping [Spec, TP). see Jonas and Bobaljik (1993) for a 

discussion. 
27See Miyagawa (1993} for a further refinement of the MLC, by which movement cannot cross 

a position that contains an unchecked morphological feature that is of the same type as the 

one associated with the moved element. 
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(52a) is an HMC violation, {52b) an instance of superraising and (52c), a 

WH-island violation. The MLC, when evaluating these three examples, will ad

judge them as illegitimate, because in each case, the moved element has skipped 

the furthest equidistant landing site and landed in an illegitimate position. This 
. 

analysis thus subsumes the former principles of the ECP and Subjacency under 

an overarching generalization, the MLC. The fact tha.t the MLC constrains move

ment over long distances allows it to capture the insights of the Subjacency 

Condition and the MLC constraint of minimal chains links is designed to capture 

the effects of Relativized Minimality. 

The Economy of Derivation is equipped with an Evaluation Metric (EM) that 

allows it choose between convergent derivations, so that derivations at the LF 

interface may satisfy economy conditions in an optimal way. The idea is that 

the EM, given two convergent derivations, will prefer the one that involves the 

shortest possible moves and the minimal amount of chain links. This evaluation 

metric can be roughly phrased as follows:28 

(53) Evaluation Metric 

Given two convergent derivations, D1 and D2 with the same LF 

output, D1 blocks D2 iff: 

1. D2 involves more operations than D1 (e.g. ,Form-Chain), or 

2. D2 has longer links than 01 • 

, 
Let us briefly consider the applications of this evaluative aspect of the EM 

in more detail. It is not always the case that given two derivations for a single 

output, the evaluation metric must come into play. In this context, consider the 

two possible derivations of a sentence like (54), in (55) and (56): 

28See Collins (1993) for a more precise formulation of the Economy of Derivation, where 

length of derivation is defined in terms of nodes traversed and/or the degree of computational 

complexity involved. 
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(54) Who; did [John kill tj)? 

(55) Who; did [John [vp t;'' [vp kill tJ? 

(56) Who; did [John kill tJ? 

55 

We can either derive (54) via the adjunction of the wh-phrase to VP on its 

way to the matrix [Spec, CP], as in (55), or we can move the WH-phrase in 

. one step all the way up to that position, as in (56). The grammar will have to 

prefer (55), however, since even though there appear to be less chain links in 

(56), adjunction to VP is necessary to void the barrierhood of VP. Since chains 

cannot be formed into a barrier, the EM would not consider the derivation in 

(56) as a legitimate LF object. (55) is the only derivation that converges, and 

therefore, the question of the optimal satisfaction of the EM docs not arise in this 

case, so (53) actually plays no role. 

Now consider the two possible derivations (due to Collins 1993) of an example 

like (57): 

(57) Who; did you say that [NP pictures of tJ 2 were stolen t 2? 

The first derivation involves the following steps: The adjunction of the WH

phrase to VP to void its barrierhood precedes NP-movement of the 1Nppictures 

of t;] to the subject positon of were stolen. Finally who moves through the 

SPEC of the embedded CP and through adjunction to the matrix VP to the 

SPEC of the matrix CP. These three movements yield the following chains: 

(58) (a) 

(b) 

(who;, t;''', t;'', t;') (t;', t;) 

([pictures of t;] 2, t2) 

The second derivation would maintain the independence of the two processes 

of NP and WH-movement, with the result that A and" A-bar chains are not 
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interleaved as they are in (58). The chains formed there would be as in (59): 

(59) (a) (whOj 1 ti'" 1 ti'' 1 t/ 1 tj) 

(b) ([pictures of tj) 21 t2) 

Of the two derivations, (59) is the more economical by the metric provided 

by (53), since it involves only two applications of the operation of Form-Chain, 

whereas (58) requires three applications. The fact that the example is ungram

matical is not at issue here, since it is quite easy to rule this example out, using 

independent principles for this purpose. 29 Rather, the fact of the matter is that 

the evaluation metric in (53) has the ability to choose between derivations and 

is thus the primary instrument of optimality in the theory of MPLT. 

With this discussion of the economy principles of the minimalist program, we 

come to the end of our presentation of the f~ndamental insights this approach 

yields for the theory of UG. In the next section, we turn to the phenomenon under 

investigation in this dissert<ttion- Hindi and Urdu free word order phenomena

and examine the exact implications this phenomenon has for a restrictive theory 

of grammar. 

1.3 SCRAMBLING AND THE THEORY OF GRAMMAR 

The type of word order variation this dissertation will address is the phenomenon 

that has, since Ross (1967), come to be known as scrambling. In this section, 

I present the data that will b.e considered in the dissertation and outline the 

problems this phenomenon poses for the theory of grammar. 

29If the chain in (59b) is formed first, the (a) c.hain will violate what was formerly known 

as Subjacency, and is now known as the EM. If the (a) chain is formed first, a violation of the 

strict cycle condition, now the extension condition on GT, will take place. 
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1.3.1 SCRAMBLING IN HINDI AND URDU: EMPIRICAL FACTS & PROBLEMS 

Hindi and Urdu,30 predominantly head-final, WH-in-situ Modern Indo-Aryan 

languages, normally pattern wi~h other SOY languages in arranging their con

stituents in the default order: Subject - Indirect. Object - Direct Object - Ad

junct(s) - Verb - Auxiliaries. This order, however, is less than rigid; in fact a 

fair degree of flexibility in this ordering has been attested.31 Thus, (60) which 

represents the default order, may have the variants in (61 ):32 

30 Hindi and Urdu, both dialects of Western Hindi, are virtually identical with respect to 

syntactic description. In many respects, the divide. between the two languages has been forged 

by politics, rather than ethnicity, religion or culture. The 8th Schedule of the Indian Con

stitution recognizes two as distinct languages, a perception shared by native speakers as well. 

I shall therefore refer to the languages as distinct entities, but in actuality, the data of this 

dissertation is from the lingua franca spoken throughout North and Central India, but never 

officially recognized - Hindustani. 

I have elicited judgements on the basis of my own dialect, spoken by the educated cla.<;ses in 

the region of Delhi, and urban centres in Uttar Pradesh. 
31 See Gambhir (1981) for a comprehensive description of word order variation in Hindi (and 

Urdu). 
32These various variant orders have often been noted to have certain semantic/pragmatic 

reflexes, such as focus and specificity, but very few of the studies of the phenomenon have 

paid sufficient attention to the syntactic nature of these semantic/pragmatic effects attendant 

on scrambling. The aim of this dissertation is, at least in part, to lift a references to these 

consequences out of the footnote domain and to give at least some of these effects a proper 

syntactic characterization. 

Some of these orderings appear to be more marked than others, and judgements vary across 

native speakers. This variation in judgements has a lot to do with the elicitation techniques 

adopted, since, in general, scrambled structures are not well received as discourse-initiators. 

This is primarily because of the semantic and pragmatic presuppositions that the scrambling 

operation seems to make reference to, word order variation from the default order presupposes 

discourse. If no discourse pre-exists the utterance of the variant, the semantic/pragmatic 

effects that variant seeks to obtain are difficult to ascertain. Typically, judgements improve if 

the examples are adequately contextualized for the speaker. 
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(60) nuur-ne anjum-ko kitaab dii (SU-!0-DO-V) 

Noor(SU) Anjum(DO) book(IO) gave(V) 

1 Noor gave Anjum a book. ,33 

(61) (a) anjum-ko nuur-ne kitaab dii (IO-SU-DO-V) 

(b) kitaab nuur-ne anjum-ko dii (DO-SU-!0-V) 

(c) nuur-ne kitaab anjum-ko dii (SU-DO-IO-V) 

(d) anjum-ko kitaab nuur-ne dii (!0-DO-SU-V) 

(e) kitaab anjum-ko nuur-ne dii (D0-!0-SU-V) 

(f) nuur-ne anjum-ko dii kitaab (SU-IO-V-DO) 

(g) nuur-ne dii anjum-ko kitaab (SU-V-!0-DO) 

(h) anjum-ko kitaab dii nuur-ne (IO-DO-V-S) 

( i) anjum-ko ciii :Kiiaab nuur-ne (IO-V-DO-S) 

(j) dii anjum-ko kitaab nuur-ne (V-IO-DO-S) 

(k) kitaab anjum-ko dii nuur-ne (DO-IO-V-S) 

(l) kitaab dii anjum-ko nuur-ne (DO-V-!0-S) 

(m) dii kitaab anjum-ko nuur-ne (V-D0-!0-S) 

(n) dii nuur-ne anjum-ko kitaab (V-SU- IO-DO) 

(o) nuur~ne kitaab dii anjum-ko (SU-DO-V-!0) 

(p) nuur-ne dii kitaab anjum-ko (SU-V-D0-!0) 

(q) dii nuur-ne kitaab anjum-ko (V-SU-D0-!0) 

(r) kitaab dii nuur-ne anjum-ko (DO-V-SU-!0) 

These variations of the default order, referred to as scrambling,34 have been 

33 Phonetic transcription follows standard practise in Hinadi and Urdu research literature. 
Length is indicated by the number of consonants/ vowels; nasalization by an H following the 
vowel. A consonant followed by h is aspirated. Retroflex consonants are indicated by higher 
case (T, D, and Jl. R represents a flapped/trilled lateral; ZZ = !; S = s; G = 't ; CH = ~; TH = !3 
; E = f; AE =re. 

The abbreviations used are: SU =Subject; DO= Direct Object; 10 =Indirect Object; AUX 
= Auxiliary; ERG = Ergative; OAT = Dative; ACC = Accusative; ABL = Ablative; ASP = 
Aspect; PERF = Perfective; M = Masculine; F= Feminine; SG = Singular; PL = Plural. 

Focused/stressed categories are indicated by higher case. 
34 Strictly speaking, only clausal-level word order variation is referred to as scrambling. Move-
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shown to be the result of syntactic movement (Saito (1985; 1989); Hoji (1985); 

Saito and Hoji (1983); Gurtu (1985); Mahajan (1988; 1990; 1991); Sengupta 

(1990); \Vebelhuth (1989), etc.), mainly on the basis of the syntactic conse

quences of the operation in (62)-(65), concentrating first on leftward scrambling 

(in (61 a-e)). These syntactic effects of a permutation in linear order militate 

against a view that holds· that these orderings to be derivable by operations of 

the PF component, or even against one that holds that this variation can be ex

plained in terms of language-particular UG modifications of X-bar theory - the 

'flat-structure' hypothesis (Chomsky (1981); Hale (198:3); T. Mohanan (1990); 

Butt ( 1993) ). 3s 

(62)(a) *uskiii bEhen kiskoi pyaar kartii hE? 

his sister(SU) who(DO) love does lS 

'*Whoi does hisi sister love? 

(b) kiskoi uskiii bEhen ti pyaar kartii hE 

who(DO) his sister(SU) love does is 

'Whoi does hisi sister love? 

(63) (a) nuuri apne-aap-koi pyaar kartii hE 

Noor(SU) self-DAT(DO) love does lS 

'Noor loves herself.' 

ment in this connection that crosses clause boundaries is commonly referred to as topicalization. 
35 But see Jones (1994) for an approach that straddles both worlds. Jones proposes certain 

mechanisms whereby Hindi and Urdu scrambling is explained in terms of multiple branching 

structures, except that instead of these multiple branching structures (flat) structures being 

base-generated, they are shown to be derived by grammatical rule. On this base, the further 

application of grammatical rules yields the syntactic properties of the scrambling operation. 
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(b) apne-aap-koi pyaar kartii hE 

self-DAT(DO) Noor(SU) love does is 

1 Noor loves herself.' 

(64)(a) *apnei baccoN-ne mohan-koi ghar-se nikaal diiyaa 

self's children(SU) Mohan(DO) h~me-from evicted 

1 Self's children threw Mohan out of the house' 

(b) ?mohan-koi apnei baccoN-ne ti ghar-se nikaal diiyaa 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SU) house-from evicted 

1 Self's children threw Mohan out of the house' 

(65) kOn-sii kitaabi mohan soctaa hE [kii raam [binaa PRO; 

which book(DO) Mohan thinks that Ram without 

pg; paRhe] ti phenk degaa] 

reading throw away-FUT 

1 Which book does Mohan think that Ram will throw away 

without reading?' 

As ( 62b) demonstrate the scrambling of a DO WH-phrase manages to override 

a weak crossover (WCO) violation, despite the fact that the pronoun and the 

variable are in a the classic WCO configuration in ( 65 )?6 It is expected (Chomsky 

1976; Koopman and Sportiche 1983; Lasnik and Stowell1990) that, if scrambling 

is an adjunction operation, the coindexation of the WH-phrase with the pronoun 

_and the variable (the trace of the scrambled DO) should be disallowed by the 

filter this configuration represents:37 

36Th is property of Hindi and Urdu word order variation was first noticed by Pandit ( 1985). 
37The WCO filter has received different formulations, viz., the Leftness Condition of Chom-

sky ( 1977) and the Bijection Principle of Koopman and Sportiche ( 1982). Since these conditions 

on the Binding Theory are presumably formalized as filt.ers, rather than as principles, we do 

not expect them to be open to parametrization. 
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(66) WCO Filter 

*[ ... Operatori ... [ ... Pronouni ... Variablei·· .]] 

Ordinary instances of WH-movement, such as the Englisl~ gloss of (62a), show 

WCO effects. This appears to suggest that Hindi and Urdu scrambling is not 

the same type of WH-movement, if it is WII-movement at all.38 In fact, there 

seems to be evidence that this movement may well be NP-movement. As (64a-b) 

show, scrambling opens up new reflexive binding possibilities: The scrambling of 

the DO mohan in (64b) provides an antecedent for the reflexive possessive apne, 

thereby saving it from ungrammaticality of the order of (64a). Add to this the 

fact that this movement must clearly resist reconstruction - in both ( 62b) and 

(64b) reconstruction of the DO will lead to Binding Theory violations- and we 

seem to have conclusive evidence that scrambling is NP-movcment.39 

This claim, however, cannot be made as authoritatively on a complete con

sideration of the facts. As (63a-b) and (6.5) indicate, substantial empirical facts 

are also arraigned against such an easy solution. Consider (63a-b). Here, the 

scrambling of the anaphor does not create a new binding configuration, and in 

fact, reconstruction seems to be forced, if the example is to be correctly eval_uted 

by Principle A of the Binding Theory. Furthermore, scrambling also has the 

ability to license parasitic gaps, as in ( 64 ). Given the standard assumption that 

38It would be erroneous to assume that Hindi and Urdu does not have any WCO violations. 

If we made such an assumption, we would lose the account we have of the ungrammaticality 

of (62a). At S-structure, where the DO is in situ, there is no Binding Theory violation which 

prevents the binding of kisko by the pronoun uskii embedded jn the subject position. (Prin

ciple B is not offended as the pronoun does not c-command the WH-phrase, being embedded 

in the subject NP.) Yet, the example is ungrammatical. The standard reasoning for its un

grammaticality has taken recourse to the assumption that wh-in-situ languages are Wll-in-situ 

only till S-Structure, all WH-phrases raising to an operator position at LF, at which level of 

representation examples like (62a) violate the WCO configuration. 
39Theory-internal contradictions of this claim, such as there is no Case motivation for this 

movement, a distinguishing property of regular NP-movement, can be potentially resolved. 

Mahajan (1990) represents an attempt in this direction. 
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reconstruction and WCO effects are diagnostic properties for WH-movement, 

this set of data stands in direct contradiction to the evidence given by (62)-(64). 

In sum, then, it appears that scrambling is a mixed type of syntactic move

ment, exhibiting properties of both A-movement as well as A-bar movement. 

Various attempts have been made to give a syntactic characterization to the 

mixed properties of the scrambling operation, all of which have targeted the 

problem in terms of the landing sites of the operation. The proposals vary from 

alterations in the typological classification of movement types (Mahajan 1990) 

and/or the postulation of a specific position for scrambled categories (Deprez 

(1989); Webelhuth (1989); Muller and Sternefeld (1993)), to modifications in the 

binding theory (Gurtu (1985); Sengupta (1990); Lee, Owen and Rambow (1992)) 

to modifications in the phrase structure rules of Hindi and Urdu (T. Mohanan 

(1990); K.P. Mohanan & T. Mohanan (1993); (Butt 1993)). I shall argue that 

scrambling is uniformly an adjunction operation, 

Besides these syntactic properties, scrambling also has at least two discern

able semantic/pragmatic effects. As (6i) shows, scrambled (bare and overtly 

indefinite) DPs regularly receive what has been called a specific interpretation 

in their scrambled position, by which the DP in question is usually interpreted 

as having received a prior mention in the discourse. 40 The fact that this specific 

interpretation is not available to the DP in its base position, demonstrates the 

strong link between scrambling and the availability of these interpretations: 

(67) (a) nuur-ne aaj seb khaayaa 

Noor(SU) today apple(DO) ate 

'Noor ate an apple today. 1 

40Th is notion of a discursive referentiality of scrambled DPs varies over a range of interpre

tations, from a definite one (as in (67b)) to a partitive one (as in (67d)); 
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(b) seb; noor-ne aaj ti khaayaa 

apple(DO) Noor(SU) today ate 

1 Noor ate the apple today.' 

(c) mEN-ne ek film dekhii thii 

I(SU) one film saw was 

1 I saw a film.' 

(d) ek film; mEN-ne dekhii thii 

one film I(SU) saw was 

1 I saw one film/one of the films.' 

63 

While this phenomenon has been discussed in the literature (Mahajan ( 1990; 

1991; 1992); Singh 1993), little attempt has been made to properly contextual-

ize the semantics of these constructions within the range of definiteness effects 

(Milsark (1974); Safir (1985); Kamp (1981); Heim (1982); Enc (1991 ); Diesing 
-. 

(1992)) observed cross-linguistically, effects which have been argued to determine 

the syntactic and logical properties of particular constructions. This dissertation 

will attempt to remedy this deficiency, by showing, in Chapter 5, that these speci

ficity effects can be easily accounted for by Diesing's (1992) proposals regarding 

the interpretation of indefinites. 

The second semantic/pragmatic effect, often with distinct phonological con

sequences, is the link between scrambling and focus, both in the sense of phono

logical prominence and the foregrounding of 'new' information, as demonstrated 

by (68) and (69): 

(68)(a)*?MEN-NE kitaab paRhii thii, raam-ne nahiiN 

I(SU) book(DO) read was Ram not 

1 I am the one who read book, not Ram.' 
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(b) kitaabi MEN-NE ti paRhii thii, raam-ne nahiiN 

book(DO) I(SU) read was Ram not 

1 I am the one who read it, not Ram.' 

(69)(a)*?mEN-ne RAAM-ko ye kitaab dii thii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) this book(DO) gave was 

II gave the book to RAM. I 

(b) ye kitaabi mEN-ne RAAM-ko ti dii thii 

this book(DO) I(SU) Ram(IO) gave was 

'I gave the book to RAM.' 

This focusing is not however, arbitrary, in that there are fairly strict restric

tions regarding what can be focused and where. A focused element must be in 

the c-command domain of the scrambled element, and must be in the preverbal 

syntactic focus ·position that Hindi and Urdu share with other Indian languages 

like Malayalam, Dogri, Tamil, Bengali, etc., and other of the world like Mongo

lian, Hungarian, Georgian, Turkish, etc .. These facts are demonstrated by (70 

a-b), where (70a) shows the focusing of the subject is unacceptable because it is 

not in the c-command domain of the scrambled DO, and (70b) shows that if this 

relationship of c-command is met focusing of this subject DP must preferably 

take place in the preverbal syntactic focus position: 

(70)(a)*?MEN-NE ye kitaabi 

I(SU) this book(DO) 

raam-ko ti dii thii 

Ram(IO) gave was 

'I am the one who gave the book to Ram.' 

(b)*?ye kitaabi MEN-NE raam-ko ti dii thii 

this book(DO) I(SU) Ram(IO) gave was 

'I am the one who ~ave the book to Ram.' 
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This relationship between scrambling and the preverbal focus position will be 

the object of investigation in Chapter 4. 

In fact preverbal focusing is a preferential strategy with WH-questions in 

most languages that have such a position, and Hindi and Urdu are no exceptions 

to this general rule, as (71) demonstrates. For the WH-phrasc, if it an SU or an 

10 question, to get to the preverbal syntactic focus position, (lefward) scrambling 

must necessarily be involved. 

(71)(a)*?kis-ne raam-ko maaraa? 

who(SU) Ram(DO) hit? 

1 Who hit Ram?' 

(b) raam-koi kisne ti maaraa? 

Ram(DO) who(SU) hit 

1 Who hit Ram?' 

The properties exhibited in (62)-(65) and (67)-(71) are however, restricted 

to the instances of leftward scrambling in (61a-e) only. (6lf~r), instances of 

rightward scrambling, do not have the ability to override WCO effects, license 

refelexives in the subject position, trigger preverbal focusing or induce a specific 

readings of the rightward scrambled DPs. I oreturn to the data that bears on 

this in Chapter 6. For the time being, accepting the correctness of these gener

alizations, recognize that these facts are puzzling if both rightward and leftward 

scrambling are derived by the same movement operation. I shall argue (in Chap

ter 6) that they are not, and that rightward 'scrambling' is in fact the output of 

base-generation rather than syntactic movement. 

The bulk of the dissertation will, however, be devoted to a description and 

explanation of leftward scrambling, since it is the properties of this operation 

that pose the problems for a minimalist theory of UG. Besides the obvious ques

tions "regarding: (a) How, and in which way, are the landing sites postulated for 
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scrambled categories to be assimilated to the typology of movement assumed for 

UG?; (b) How, and with which mechanisms, are the syntactic constraints and 

consequences (e.g., binding and coreference) of the scrambling operation to be 

given syntactic expression, and; (c) Is the relationship between scrambling and 

the preverbal focus position and scrambling and specificity a syntactically ex

pressable one, or is it a relationship fostered by discourse grammar?. Minimalist 

constraints on grammatical theorizing further complicate the problem. It is to 

these larger theoretical questions that we now turn. 

1.3.2 SCRAMBLING IN MPLT: PROBLEMS 

In the beginning of this chapter, we had isolated a set of five questions, repeated 

below, that any analysis of intralanguage word order variation, irrespective of 

theoretical affiliation, must respond to, if it is to be descriptively and explana

torily adequate. In this section, I paraphrase these questions in a way that they 

can be addressed by the theoretical perspective and model within which this dis

sertation is articulated - a generative minimalist approach to language design -

and can be responded to in terms of the data of the dissertation - the scrambling 

operation. 

0 

(A) How is the absence of a fixed word order to be captured 

by UG? Is the difference petween languages that have a 

relatively free word order, and those that do not located 

located in a parameter? 

(B) Does all word order variation necessarily involve move

-ment, or can some of it be base-generated? 

(C) How is the syntactic movement involved in word order 

variation to be decribed? 

(D) What is the relationship between syntax and semantics/ 

pragmatics with respect to word order variation. That 
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is, what triggers intralanguage word order variation? 

. (E) How are the variant word orders related to the default 

word order of a language? How is the notion of a 

default word order encoded in UG? 

67 

Take first, the questions regarding movement away from a default word order: 

n, D and E. The model preserves the P&P understanding that not all word order 

variation falls within the purview of a theory of syntax, for it is possible for word 

.. order variants to be base-generated, subject to their satisfaction of the general 

convergence conditions on derivations. It also does not imbue the concept of a 

'default' or 'basic' word order with a grammatically defined superior status; this, 

however, does not necessarily imply that the approach denies its cognitive reality, 

specially in languages like Hindi and Urdu that exhibit only a relative freedom 

of word order. 

As far as word order variation wrought by syntactic movement is concerned, 

the MPLT position on the scrambling operation is, in fact, quite sceptical of its 

·very existence as a grammatical rule. Recall that in MPLT, all movement is con

strained, rather than facilitated, by the economy principles of Procrastinate 

and Greed. This has the result that movement is undertaken only if it is necesc 

sary, where necessary is defined solely in terms of feature-checking. Given that 

LF-movement is cheaper than overt movement, movement must also take place 

only when it is necessary, preferably not earlier than LF. Now, if scrambling is 

. truly optional, and if these assumptions are correct, it turns out that the fact 

that we have languages at all is unpredicted by the theory, and therefore pro

hibited. This is because the only characterization of optionality available to us 

would require that scrambling be immune to Greed, i.e. it is not movement 

for feature-checking. Therefore, Procrastinate should prevail, postponing all 

scrambling to LF, and since LF orderings are not visible to the PF component, 
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languages like Hindi and Urdu should never surface.'u 

This very conclusion is reached by other principles regarding the economy of 

derivation. If the evaluation metric in these economy principles chooses the least 

costly derivation from a set of conv~rgent derivations, then scrambled variants 

will always turn out to be too expensive to be legitimate LF outputs. That 

is, the belief that scrambling is optional and semantically vacuous translates 

into the understanding t~at scrambling yields the same output default word 

order, but does so by either involving more operations or traversing more nodes. 

Consequently, there is no reason for the scrambled variant to ever appear on the 

surface. A study of the scrambling phenomenon, specially if it wants to continue. 

with the analysis of scrambling as optional, would therefore have to build into the 

modd £~.. !"f>roenition of the very existence of the phenomenon, before attempting 

to characterize its syntactic and semantic properties in terms of A- or A-bar 

movement. And if the A-bar m<_>vement analysis is chosen, the problem of the 

absence of reconstruction must be addressed in terms of the Preference Prin~iple 

for ReconStruction. 

Now, consider the question of the relationship beween semantics and syntax 

with respect to intralanguage word order variation (D). Since "derivations are 

driven by the narrow mechanical requirement of feature-checking only, not by 

a "search for intelligibility and the like" (Chomsky 1992: 47), all questions re

garding the syntactic representation of semantic effects reduces to a question of 

morphology and feature-specifications. That is, all semantic effects of the scram-

. bling operation must be realized as a feature-specification of the functional head 

that this movement is to, as well as the category that moves to that position. 42 

In fact, only this kind of semantics is licensed as a trigger for movement in the 

theory. 

41 For the insights that guide this section and for arguments that LF-scrambling is prohibited 

on general theoretical conditions, see Jones (1994). 
42 Note that once such a position is adopted, scrambling can no longer be construed as 

optional or semantically vacuous. 
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This hegemony of morphology also recasts the question (A) of the differences 

between rigid and free word order languages. As we noted above, parameters 

reduce to a difference between [strong] and [weak] features. The question 

whether these above two language-types can actually be the result of a parame

ter setting is then a question about whether feature-specifications in individual 

languages can lead us to the parametrization of the differences between the two 

language-types. If this were our goal, then at least two types of problems would 

surface: The first problem would once again hinge on the characterization of 

scrambling as optional. As yet, we do not have a complete idea of what 'op

tional' signifies for the theory of grammar, or what exactly is entailed by the 

optional observance of a parameter setting. Second, and more importantly, in 

what way can the potential of intralanguage word order variation be captured in 

terms of morphology, that is, what property of lexical elements actually trigger 

language-variation, and where is this variation to be evaluated in the UG clause. 

Qn the other hand, if the potential for intralanguage word order variation is the 

result of a conspiracy of parameters, then the analysis that proposes this must 

make explicit the way the conspiracy comes into existence and how it is executed. 

Although I address these questions at various points in the dissertation, I 

return to these questions in Chapter 6 to see how the proposals I make, encap

sulated in the next section, face up in terms of responses to these questions. 

1.4 PROPOSALS 

The dissertation separates rightward scrambling from leftward scrambling, argu

ing that the former is base-generated and the latter is derived by a grammatical 

rule of adjunction to XP, which, in Hindi and Urdu, is restricted to adjunction 

to IP43 and/or VP. 

To capture the binding and coreference facts in leftward scrambled configu-

431 use IP here, and throughout the dissertation, as mnemonic for the highest non-operator 

functio'nal projection of the Split-INFL assumed in MPLT. 
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rations under this analysis of scrambling as uniformly adjunction, I adopt Rein

hart's (1983; 1986; 1991) and that the Binding Theory be restricted to those 

configurations where syntactic binding (in the sense of c-command and coindex

ation) obtains, and that coreference is determined by a separate module alto

gether. The Binding Theory and the Coreference Rules that emerge out of this 

adoption (based on Reinhart and Grodzinsky's (1993) proposals) are shown to 

interact with the theory of reconstruction proposed in Chomsky ( 1992) to yield 

the required binding and coreference facts of scrambled configurations. 

In the course of developing this Binding Theory, I examine the LF-raising ap

proach to reflexives and pronouns with regard to Hindi and Urdu and MPLT and 

suggest certain modifcations whereby the general approach can be maintained 

to explain the subject-orientation of reflexives and the antisubject~orientation of 

pronominals in these languages. The Binding Theory that is ultimately adopted 

incorporates the LF-raising approach within its domain. 

The observed link between scrambling and a preverbal focus position leads 

to a further refinement of the analysis of scrambling as driven by a null focus

ing particle that piedpipes the XP onto which it is cliticized to an TP-adjoined 

position, where it checks its [+FOCUS] feature against Tns0 • A mechanism of 

dormant head-activation is proposed whereby the movement of this null focusing 

particle phrase is linked to the activation of the preverbal focus position, which is 

syntactically represented as a Focus Projection (Jayaseelan (1989; 1995)) base

generated just above VP. The essential idea is that null the focusing particle 

phrase on its way up to a broadly L-related position to TP, activates this pro

jection, which is then enabled to host XPs in its SPEC position. 

The proposal that links scrambling and focus (Proposal II) and the proposal . 
that simply analyzes scrambling as adjunction (Proposal I) are kept separate, 

since it could be argued that the focusing properties of the scrambling operation 

can be derived from the rule-systems of discourse grammar. However, it is impor

tant to note that the form~r proposal succeeds in giving the scrambling operation 
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a morphological motivation, that the latter does not, and puts to rest the debate 

on the so-called optionality of the scrambling operation. Proposal I, is however, 

not theoretically illicit, given the current assumption that adjunction operations 

are somehow exempt from the principles of Procrastinate and Greed. 

The link between scrambling and specific interpretations is shown to derive 

from the general quantificational variability of indefinites crosslinguistically. I 

use Diesing's (1992) approach of tree-partitioning at LF to explain these ef

fects, by which any object DP included in the IP projection, but excluded by 

the VP, after tree partitioning will take place, will necessarily be given a defi

nite/partitive/specific interpretation. Since scrambling, by both Proposal I and 

Proposal II, always moves the XP out of the VP-projection, scrambling will 

necessarily have such specificity effects. 

The dissertation also contains some novel proposals regarding the structure 

of double object constructions in UG, and the position of the AGR-oP projection 

in Hindi and Urdu. It is proposed that, at least in these languages, the AGR

oP projection is generated internal to the VP. I show that this proposal has 

a number of advantages, specially in regard to a UG analysis of double object 

constructions that is in consonance with the checking theory in MPLT. 

1.5 A SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 

This introductory chapter of the dissertation has outlined the theoretical frame

work within which the free word order phenomena known as scrambling will be 

investigated, and the data that must be brought to bear on the discussion. 

Chapter II investigates the syntactic properties of the (clause-internal) scram

bling operation, and finds that from perspective of the theory of movement, 

scrambling cannot be assimililated to any of the canonical instantiations of A- or 

A-bar movement. In this chapter, theoretical and empirical reasons are provided 

to distinguish scrambling from movement for Case and agreement, by present-
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ing a critique of Mahajan (1990) who first proposed an A-movement analysis of 

scrambling. I then go on to distinguish scrambling from WH-movement and Top

icalization, which I assume, following proposals by Muller and Sternefeld (1993), 

to target a SPEC rather than an adjoined position. In this regard, I claim that 

the Hindi -to particle is a topic particle that raises to [Spec, TopP] only at LF. 

The chapter also provides evidence for Muller and Sternefeld's ( 1993) Principle 

of Unambiguous Binding, which they propose constrains improper movement in 

UG. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the theoretical status of adjunc

tion in a minimalist UG, since adjunction is not normally held to be driven by 

the requirement of feature-checking. The discussion here is intended to delineate 

the theoretical reasons for making a choice between Proposal I - scrambling as 

optional adjunction - and Proposal II - scrambling as feature-checking driven 

adjunction. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to 'fixing the base' upon which these two proposals 

are built. The first part of the chapter develops a universal proposal for the 

structure of Double Object Constructions in UG, a proposal which maintains a 

strict version of UTAH and therefore universally generates lOs below DOs. It 

is claimed that DOCs universally have a VP-internal AGR-oP position, where 

Case-checking is always overt, with the 10 checking its Case in a broadly L

related position to the AGR-o head. This is used to explain, not only the word 

order facts for languages like Hindi and Urdu, but also why lOs behave like 

adjoined elements when the dative-shifted form of the double-object construction 

is employed. Other theoretical and empirical justifications are also presented. 

The second part of the chapter is devoted to developing the Binding Theory. 

and Coreference Rules that this dissertation employs to account for the binding 

and coreference facts in scrambled configurations. In this connection, I consider 

the LF-raising approaches to Principle A and B, and propose that in Hindi and 

Urdu, if not universally, X0 reflexives raise to Tns0 at LF, XP-reflexives ad

join to their containing XP, and pronominals raise to D . I then incorporate 

• 
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these proposals into a theory of binding and coreference based on Reinhart and 

Grodzinsky's (1993) proposals, and show that the proposed binding and corefer

ence rules can adequate account for the binding and coreference facts in default 

c~mfigurations in Hindi and Urdu. 

The first part of Chapter 4 employs the insights attained in Chapters 2 and 

3 to give an account of the scrambling operation as uniformly an adjunction 

operation. By this proposal, the focusing effects of scrambling are to be treated 

as independent of the syntactic motivations of the operation. Arguments for the 

relationship between the two necessitate a refinement of this proposal whereby 

scrambling is shown to be driven by a null focusing particle that activates the pre

verbal focus position in such languages. The proposals here build on Jayaseelan 

(1989; 1995), and also include suggestions about WH-licensing in UG that will 

explain why languages like Malayalam obligatorily move their question word to 

their preverbal focus position. Theis propos'al regarding scrambling is shown to 

have the same empirical coverage as Proposal I as far as the binding and corefer

ence facts in scrambled configurations are concerned, since they leave the Binding 

Theory and coreference rules presented earlier almost entirely unaffected. 

Chapter 5 shows how the specificity effects noted in scrambled and in situ 

DPs can be explained by the proposals of Diesing (1992) regarding the interpre

tation of (in)definites. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a discussion 

of some residual issues like long-distance scrambling, rightward 'scrambling' and 

the larger theoretical questions raised by the. scrambling phenomenon. 



Chapter 2 

SCRAMBLING: SYNTACTIC PROPERTIES 

In this chapter I examine the syntactic properties of the scrambling operation 

and provide evidence that it does not target the same landing sites as either 

A-movement or A-bar movement (WH-movement or Topicalization). The series 

of negative definitions of scrambling that are offered in the chapter are intended 

to build up to a positive characterization, in the next chapter, of scrambling as 

a distinct operation in itself. 

To this end, the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 presents, and 

critiques, the theoretical and empirical motivations offered by Mahajan ( 1990) for 

an A-movement analysis of scrambling, and demonstrates that. such an analysis 

makes wrong empirical and theoretical predictions. At the same time, scrambling 

differs significantly from canonical instantiations of A-bar movement, such as 

Topicalization and WH-movement, and 2.2 is devoted to a demonstration of this 

difference. 2.3 distinguishes scrambling from QR, and 2.4, taking the arguments 

in the previous two sections to argue for scrambling as a distinct movement 

operation, examines the issues involved in developing a minimalist theory of 

movement that can incorporate the 'otherness' of scrambling into its ambit. 

2.1 SCRAMBLING IS NOT A..:MOVEMENT 

As observed in the introductory chapter of this dissertation, scrambling exhibits 

properties of both A- and A-bar movement. On the one hand, scrambling has 

the ability to create new binding configurations, escape the WCO filter and resist 

reconstruction, and on the other, to create operator-variable structure's like para-
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sitic gaps. These mixed properties of the scrambling operation have engendered a 

number of proposals, the majority of which have debated the question of the na

ture of the position that scrambling targets as its landing sites. A major proposal 

in this regard has been of Mahajan ( 1990), who has sought to link (Hindi and 

Urdu) Case and verb agreement with (at least certain types of) scrambling, with 

the result that scrambling is considered (in those instances) to target the same 

landing sites as movement for Case and agreement. In this section, I first present 

Mahajan 's justifications for his proposals, and then discuss their theoretical and 

empirical validity. 

2.1.1 MAHAJAN (1990): PROPOSALS 

Early approaches to scrambling within generative syntax usually prefered to ex

clude it from the realm of (syntactic) movement, since as it proved difficult to 

find an appropriate position for it within the typology of movement phenomena 

that research had isolated. Thus, scrambling has bee'n sometimes considered as a 

PF rule, and at other times, to be derived by a modified X-Bar theory, precisely 

because of the fact that since it exhibits both A-movement type and A-bar move

ment type behaviour, it cannot be easily slotted into either of the two movement 

types available within the theory of Universal Grammar. Scrambling patterns 

with A-movement in that it is immune to waek crossover effects and does not 

appear to undergo reconstruction at LF. On the other hand, it is able to licence 

parasitic gaps, and, in cases of long-distance scrambling, is susceptible to weak 

crossover violations, thus patterning with A-bar movement. 

The major contribution of Mahajan (1988; 1990) has been to reveal scram

bling to be "a systematic syntactic phenomenon which is subject to regular syn

tactic principles" (1990: 7). In fact, he advocates that the term 'scrambling' 

should be abandoned because it implies that the operations it represents are 

unitary, something which, in his view, is clearly a misrepresentation of the true 
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state of affairs. Rather, he proposes that the so-called scrambling operation be 

viewed as consisting of three distinct operations: (1) Argument shift: A substi

tution operation, with properties similar to those of rules of passives and raising; 

namely, movement into a non-0 Cased position from a 0-position to which no 

Case is assigned; (2) Adjunction to XP: An adjunction operation, involving the 

same set of properties that are exhibited by rules such as those of topicalization 

and WH-movement; namely, movement from a Case and 0-position to a non-Case 

non-0-position, and; (3) X0 Shift: A rule of head movement. 

Mahajan concentrates exclusively on the first two operations. Essentially, he 

claims that scrambling can be either A-movement or A-bar movement, and that 

it cannot simultaneously exhibit the characteristics of both. In the terminology 

of Chomsky (1989), argument shift is always movement to an L-related position 

whereas adjunction shift is always movement to a non-L-related position, there 

being no support, in his view, for the postulation of broadly L-related and nar

rowly L-r~lated positions. 1 Movement to an L-position creates an L-chain, which 

is a chain with all its links in an L-position. Its characteristics mirror those of 

A-chains: namely, it locates its head in a Case, but non-0, position and its tail 

in a B, but non-(structural)Case, position, whereas an non-L-chain neccesarily 

located its head in a position to which neither 0-role nor Case was assigned and 
0 

its tail in a position to which both were. Mahajan permits L-chains in which 

an DP bears both inherent as well as structural Case, as he assumes that in

herent Case, being 0-related is not 'visible' to the Case Filter. Furthermore, he 

also assumes that the locality restrictions on L-chains requires formation of an 

extended chain along the lines suggested in Chomsky (1986a). Thus, argument 

shift, in the structure above would be considered as L-movement into one of the 

1 L-related positions are the specifier and complement positions of a lexical item and func

tional heads projected from it and, therefore, include all SPEC and Complement positions of 

V, I, T, AUX and AGR. Non-L-related positions would be all other positions including SPEC 

CP and adjunction· positions. 
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SPEC positions in (2). Adjunction to XP will involve adjunction to TP, AGR-sP, 

AGR-oP, AuxP, etc., and will be considered to be non-L-movement. 

Now, for movement to be considered syntactic movement it must be described 

m terms of the A/ A-bar distinction .. For Mahajan, this description may prove 

problematic as it would neccessitate the establishment of a relationship of equiv

alence between A-positions and L-positions. At first glance, this does not seem 

easy to motivate as the for_mer are defined as 'potential' 0-positions, whereas the 

latter are defined in terms of sisterhood to a lexical head, and so include both 0-

and non-0- positions. However, by making use of the theoretical debate about 

the distinction between argument and non-argument positions, Mahajan does 

manage to establish this equivalence, as we see below. 

In the LGB framework, as Mahajan points out, the distinction between the 

two positions, A and A-bar, was multiply characterised: " On the one hand, 

it characterises positions themselyes as potential 0-positions or uon-0 positions. 

On the other hand, it was largely justified by what kind of elements could move 

into these positions ... , the nature and properties of the traces left behind by 

the movement and whether the movement was subject to biuding conditions or 

not." (1990; 17-18) This distinction between the two positions logically entailed 

a distinction between the chains formed by movement to either of these two 

positions, the same distinction between L-chains and non- L-chains discussed 

above. A-movement left behind a trace which was an anaphor and consequently 

subject to the Principle A of the Binding Theory (henceforth, BT), whereas 

A-bar movement (usually) left behind a variable, being consequently subject to 

Principle C effects such as weak crossover, licenced parasitic gaps and was subject 

to the ECP. 

This traditional distinction, as Mahajan observes, has been called into ques

tion by the currently accepted theories which suggest that the subject is gener

ated within the VP and assigned its 0-role in that base-position. This entails 

that the SPEC of IP position is now not even a 'potential' 0-position, and should 
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therefore, be classified as an A-bar position. It, however, remains a Cased posi

tion, and by doing so, causes further dissatisfaction as movement to that position 

(as in the case of passives and raising) would yield an A-bar chain with its head 

in a Cased position. Additionally, if we accept the view, d~fe to Chomsky (1989), 

that verbs do not assign structural Case, and that all structural Case is tied up 

to the AGR system, with objects moving to get Case, we will end up with a 

hitherto unknown type of movement: Case-driven A-bar movement. 

There is, thus, obviously a need to rephrase, if not reformulate, the A/ A

bar distinction, if we are to retain the insights achieved by earlier research. As 

Mahajan views it, there are mainly two options - either we revise our definition 

of movement in terms of the presence or absence of Case-theoretic motivations, 

which doe.s not seem desirable. or we redefine the concept of A-positions. lie 

prefers the latter and holds that the L- /non- L distinction serves well as a re

placement. By this distinction, Case can serve as a defining characterization of 

A-positions, so that in the theory, an A-p?sition now may be a position to which 

either a Case or O-rale is assigned. The SPEC of IP is thus restored to its rightful 

status as an A-position. Also emerge as A-positions are the SPEC positions of 

AGR-so, AGR-oo and Vo. 

Turning now to scrambling, it is therefore incumbent on Mahajan to show that 

the operation is Case-motivated.2 In terms of the Pollockian approach to Case 

and verb agreement, he must show that scrambling involves substitution into the 

SPEC positions of the various functional heads internal to IP for reasons of Case 

and verb agreement. This implies, that for at least part of the way, movement 

for Case and agreement are the same as scrambling-, and that this movement 

can result in variations from the default order. Consequently, it is expected that 

Mahajan's account of verb agreement in Hindi and Urdu must simultaneously 

be about srambling as well, and it is to this account that I first turn. 

21n this chapter, I concentrate on Mahajan's discussion of clause-internal scrambling. 

return to the issue of long distance scrambling in Chapter 6. 
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HINDI AND URDU CASE AND VEHB AGREEMENT 

For reasons of brevity, I shall not undertake a detailed presentation of the facts 

of Hindi and Urdu verb agreement. Briefly, Hindi and Urdu has three types of 

agreement, either with the subject, or the direct object, or a default system, 

where the verb bears the third person masculine singular agreement marking. 

These facts about Hindi and Urdu verb agreement can be stated as follows (based 

on the formulation in Kachru and Kachru 1976: 86):3 

(1) Hindi and Urdu Verb Agreement 

a. The verb agrees with the subject in case it is unmarked; 

b. If the subject is lexically Case-marked, the verb agrees 

with the direct object if that i~ ··----1 .. -..J. 
W..6&.&U\.I..L A~'-1. J 

c. If both subject and direct object noun phrases are marked 

the verb is in the third person masculine singular form. 

Mahajan (1990) provides an account of these fa~ts of Hindi and Urdu verb 

agreement, assuming a highly articulated IP-structure of the type in (2), as 

suggested by Pollock (1989) and Chomsky (1989). (In Mahajan 's system, ev

ery inflectional category projects maximally and, in principle, empty functional 

projections may also be projected): 

3 In the literature on verb agreement in Hindi and Urdu it is often assumed that direct 

objects that trigger agreement are in the nominative Case, and that, therefore, nominative 

is the default case in Hindi and Urdu. It remains an open question why object pronouns, 

referential or interrogative cannot ever appear in the nominative, and therefore can never 

trigger verb agreement: 

{i) raam-ne ek ladkii J*voj*kOn dekhii 

Ram(SU) a girl / she/who-NOM saw 

'Ram saw a girl/*she/*who.' 
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(2) CP 
1\ 

I \C' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
C AG,,sP 

I \AGR-s' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ J\ AGR-s 

I \T' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
AG,,oP T 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
VP AGR-o 

1\ 
I \V' 

su 1\ 
I \ 

DO V 
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The general assumptions hold, but with a few refinements. With regard to 

the suggestion that all structural Case is tied up to the AGR system, Mahajan 

suggests that this ll?ay well be interpreted as an LF condition rather than as a 

S-structure one. That is, noun phrases need to be in the specifiers of the (IP

internal) functional projections above VP by LF, but at S-structure, the condition 

may be relaxed a little to allow structural Case-assignment by the verb as well 

as lexical Case to count as sufficient for the Case Filter. Mahajan ( 1990: 99) 

formulates this refinement as Visibility Condition s on S-structure "and LF: 

(3) S-structure Visibility 

Every NP must have a Case at S-structure. This Case may be 

lexical or structural. 

LF Visibility 

Every NP (or every A-chain with a lexical NP) must have 

a structural Case. 

These visibility conditions are crucial for Mahajan 's theory of verb agreement 
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and scrambling as they put forward the hypothesis that lexical Case and Case

marking by the verb is sufficient for the Case Filter at S-structure. Consequently, 

objects that are either Case-marked by the verb or bear a lexical Case do not 

have to move to [Spec, AGR-oP] before LF, and may even remain in situ at 

S-structure. 4 Observe that, under these assumptions, only those DPs that are 

not structurally Case-marked by the verb at S-structure must obligatorily move 

at S-structure, such as the objects of passive and raising verbs, and of course, 

subjects (if they do not bear a lexica.! Case). 

With these observations in mind, let us examine Mahajan's analysis of the 

facts of Hindi and Urdu verb agreement in some more detail. Take first subject 

agreement, where the main verb and the auxiliaries agree with the subject of the 

sentence in person, number and gender. Assuming that auxiliaries are head, the 

D-structure of (4) would be (5): 

(4) raam roTii khaat----aa raht-aa hE 

Ram bread eat(HAB)-AGR PROG-AGR is-AGR 

MSG FSG MSG MSG 3PSG 

(Ram keeps on eating bread' 

4 At LF, however, since only the structural Case assigned by AG R nodes satisfies the Case 

Filter, these DPs will have to move to the SPECs of the AGR nodes for structural Case. Note 

that by these assumptions, all lexically Case-marked noun phrases will have to move out of the 

VP at LF to receive a structural Case. While Mahajan does not choose a precise account of 

the interaction between LF structural Case assignment and lexical Case, he does throw up two 

possible approaches: Either we assume that heads of chains bearing two Cases, if one is lexical 

Case, and the other structural Case, are allowed by UG, or we take the position (implicitly the 

one taken by Mahajan), that lexical Case at LF can only be visible to the Case Filter if it is 

realized under government by a functional head at that level of representation. 
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(5) AGR-sP 
1\ 

I \AGR-s' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
)\ AGR-s 

I \T' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
A,~p T 

I \AUX' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
A,~p A~~ 
I \AUX' 

SPEC I\ 
I \ 

AG~-oP AUX 
/\ rahtaa 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC /\ 

I \ 
VP AGR-o 

1\ 
I \V' 

su 1\ 
raam / \ 

DO V 
rotii J:haalaa 
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Now, the verb khaanaa is a structural Case-assigner, so the object roTii does 

not have to move to [Spec, AGR-oP] at S-structure to recive a structural Case, 

since the structural Case of the verb is sufficient at that level of representation. 

The subject, on the other hand, must move to [Spec, AGR-sP] as it is Caselcss 

in its base position, and since nominative Case can only. be assigned by AGR

s0, the subject moves through the intervening specifiers to the SPEC position 

of AGR-sP, where it is assigned nominative Case. Subject-auxiliary agreement 

is effected in this movement, as the subject on its way up to [Spec, AGR-sP] 

enters into SPEC-head relations with the auxiliaries in AUX. Subject-main verb 

agreement is a reflex of verb-raising to adjoin to the head position of AGR-sP, 

via the head positions of AUX, by which it can pick up the auxiliaries generated 

in the head positions of AuxP. The S-structure of (5) would then be (6): 
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AGR-sP 
1\ 

I \AGR-s' 
SPEC 1\ 
raam I \ 

)\ f:X~~faa rahtaa hE 
I \T' 

SPEC I\ 
t,u I \ 

TP T 
I\ taur 

I \T' 
SPEC 1\ 
t,ul \ 

AGR-oP T 
1\ taur 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC 1\ 
roTiil \ 

VP AGR-o 
1\ 

I \V' 
t,u 1\ 

I \ 
DO V 
tdo t,, 

Turning now to object agreement, it will be recalled that the situation prevail 

mainly in those contexts where the subject has lexical Case-marking, either as 

an ergative, dative or ablative: in (7)-(9): 

(7) nuur-ne I saif-ne seb khaay-aa 

Noor-ERGI Saif-ERG apple ate--AGR 

FSG MSG MSG MSG 

(NooriSaif ate an apple' 

(8) nuur-ko I saif-ko bhuukh lag--ii 

Noor-DATI Saif-DAT hunger felt-AGR 

FSG MSG FSG FSG 

(NooriSaif felt hungry' 

(9) nuur-se I saif-se seb khaay-aa nahiiN jaat-aa 

Noor-ERGI Saif-ERG apple eat--AGR not go---AGR 

FSG MSG MSG MSG MSG 

(NooriSaif cannot eat an apple' 
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Let us assume that in these cases the verb is not a structural Case-assigner, 

and that the direct objects in these cases have to move to the [Spec, AG R-oP] 

position to receive structural accusative Case. 5 The verb moves to AGR-o0 and 

object-verb agreement takes place. The subject of the clause, being lexically 

marked, may· either remain in situ, or may even move at S-structurc to the 

SPEC position of functional heads internal to IP; since, while there is nothing 

that forces it to move, there are also no reasons that prevent its movement. Of 

course, if the subject does move at S-structure, we must take the position that 

structural Case assignment by the functional heads is optional at S-structure 

(to those DPs that already bear a lexical Case).In fact, there docs seem to be 

evidence for the S-structure movement of lexically. Case-marked subjects and 

objects from languages closely related to Hindi and Urdu, such as Marathi, Nepali 

and Marwari, where Case-marked subjects and objects can still control verb 

agreement, and if verb agreement involves verb-raising to the AG R nodes, then 

the Case-ri1arked subjects and objects must be in the SPEC positions of these 

AGR nodes at S-structure. 

This analysis of object agreement, then gives us our first glimpse of the link 

between verb agreement and scrambling. The fact that the lexically Case-marked 

subject need not, but may, move at S-structure, gives us a word order variant of 

(7). That is, (7) could have either the form of (10) or (11) at S-structure: 

5This assumption is only partly motivated, since it can hold only for transitive verbs in 

the perfective, where the participial form of the verb is the same as that used in the passive 

construction. (8) and (9) involve complex predication, where the facts of Case-assignment and 

verb agreement are, at best, unclear. 
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(10) 

( 11) 
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Finally, consider default agreement, as in (12): 

(12) siitaa-ne larkii-ko dekh-aa 

Sita--ERG girl--OAT saw-3PMSG 

'Sita saw the girl' 

Again, given that Case-marked subjects and objects may move at S-structure, 

there is nothing that prevents the subject from moving to [Spec, AGR-sP], and 

the object from occupying the [Spec, AGR-oP] position. However, and this is 
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a stipulation, since postpositions on arguments block verb agreement in Hindi 

and Urdu,6 the verb must rai~e to bear the default agrc'Cment suffix. Note that 

here too, word order variation is predicted as a consequence of the S-structure 

visibility conditions, since there is no Case or agreement reason that forces the 

subject (in Hindi and Urdu) to move, and therefore it may remain in situ, yielding 

the word order variant in (13): 

(13) larkii-ko siitaa-ne dekh-aa 

girl--OAT Sita--ERG saw-3PMSG 

'Sita saw the girl' 

CASE, AGREEMENT AND SCRAMBLING 

The analysis of Hindi and Urdu verb agreement presented here makes some rather 

precise predictions about clause-internal word order variation. It gives a Case 

.and agreement motivation to this variation in linear ordering, whether it be for 

S-structure or LF structural Case. The L-positions to which this movement takes 

place have the properties of the A-positions of the LGB approach to UG, and 

therefore are the positions from which pronouns and reflexives can be bound. 

And because in Mahajan 's model the BT is an internal interface condition, and 

therefore evaluated at S-structure, an important consequence of the system pro

posed is that only that S-structure movement that is movement for structural 

Case-assignment by the AGR system can actually count as L-movement. Vari

ation from the word order established inside the VP is therefore L-movement 

only in such cases, and only the noun phrases so moved will be able to bind 

pronouns and reflexives that fall into their c-command domain. Noun phrases 

that are structurally Case-marked by the verb at S-structure, even if they do 

move/ will not share this ability to create new binding configurations. Mahajan 

6 But not in Nepali, Marwari and Marathi. 
7Scrambling, in these instances, does not involve argument shift, but rather adjunction shift. 
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(1990: 100-106) presents data that appears8 to confirm this prediction: 

(14) kDnsaa laRkaai uskiii maaN-ne ghar-se t nikaal diiyaa 

which boy his mother-ERG house-from threw out 

1 Which boy did'his mother throw out of the house?' 

(15) *kDnsaa laRkaai uskiii maaN ghar-se t nikaal degii 

which boy his mother house-from threw out-will 

1 Which boy will his mother throw out of the house?' 

In (14), the DO cannot satisfy the S-structure visibility conditions as it is 

not structurally Case-marked by the verb, since the predicate involved is not a 

structural Case-assigner. Hence, the noun phrase has to move to the [Spec, AGR

oP] position to receive structural Case under government by AGil-o. From that 

position it can bind the pronoun embedded in the subject DP. On the' other hand, 

in (15), the predicate is a structural Case-assigner, and hence tl,1e movement of 

the DO cannot be for Case reasons,9 The fact that in this example, and in 

opposition to (14), WCO effects persist with scrambling, demonstrates that the 

movement here must not be to a position that has the properties associated with 

L-movement. The movement in (15) is therefore non-L-movement, and in fact it 

involves the adjunction shift operation of scrambling. 

Note that (14)-(15) can also be realized with a -ko marking, and in fact the 

examples improve substantially: 

8 The data presented by Mahajan is disputed by many native speakers (including myself), 

specially with regard to the claim that it makes about the obviation of WCO effects in (14). I 

return to this example in Chapter 4. 
9 Here we must assume that optionality in assigning structural Case is limited to the AGR 

system. Verbs, if they can assign structural Case, must assign it, otherwise we would have no 

account for the unacceptability of (15). 
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( 16) kOnse laRkaai-ko uski ii maaN-ne ghar-se t nikaal diiyaa 

which boy-OAT his mother~ERG house-from threw out 

1 Which boy did his mother throw out of the house?' 

( 17) ?kOnsaa laRkei-ko uskiii maaN ghar-se t nikaal degii 

which boy his mother house-from threw out-will 

1 Which boy will his mother throw out of the house?' 

For Mahajan this suggests that -ko in these instances is, in fact, a structural 

Case, assigned by AGR-o. 10 

The proposals, however, require some extensions, especially given Mahajan 's 

assumption that all arguments generated VP-internally move out to VP-external 

position by LF. Consider (18): 

(18)(a) *uskiii bEhan kiskoi pyaar kartii hE 

his sister(SU) who(DO) love does is 

1 Wh0i does hisi sister love?' 

(b) kiskoi uskiii bEhan pyaar kartii hE 

who(DO) his sister(SU) love does lS 

1 Whoi does hisi sister love?' 

The S-structure movement of the direct object to [Spec, AGR-oP] in (18) 

· can be explained by our assumptions so far, for, it is assumed that -ko is a 

structural Case, rather than a lexical Case. But the S-structure movement of 

the subject is also required, since the s~bject DP needs nominative Case, and 

10 More precisely, Mahajan argues that the fact that -ko and agreeing noun phrases are 

interpreted as specific in Hindi and Urdu must be accounted for by the grammar. He suggests 

that LF rules interpret all DPs that are structurally Case-marked within the VP as nonspecific, 

with the result DPs that are specific, such as -ko and agreeing noun phrases, must move out of 

the VP to receive a structural Case, if they are to be correctly interpreted by the LF rules as 

bearing the property of specificity. This approach to specificity, whereby this semantic concept 

is considered a trigger for syntactic movement, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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that can only be assigned by the AGR system. Hence, the subject too will have 

to move at S-structure. But that movement should result in the default word 

order of the subject and the DO, in that the subject will naturally precede the 

DO. The analysis so far, therefore predicts the non-existence of this word order 

variant, rather than explaining its occurrence. 11 For the sake of the exposition, 

let us, however, put the issues raised by this difference in assumptions aside, and 

consider the solution Mahajan offers for this problem. Maha.jan proposes that 

the DO may move to a functional head higher than the [Spec, AGR-oP], and 

that, in fact, it lands in [Spec, TP], yielding the S-structure in ( 19): 

(19) [rpkisko[AGR-sPuskii bEhan pyaar kartii hE[vp tsu tdo tJ]J 

Now consider word order variation of the type exc:~--:p!i!!cd !~:,' (20), in whid! 

the DO is scrambled to a position lH~twcen the subject and the 10 and binds 

a pronoun embedded in that 10. Uy a similar logic, and together with an as

sumption tnat it is possible to generate empty functional projections if they are 

not ruled out by some independent principle of the grammar, the S-structure of 

(20b) will be (21): 

11 At this point, it is important to note that Mahajan assumes aUG clause structure that 

appears to be different from the one he overtly assumes in the dissertation. ln the discussion 

of the L-movement properties of scrambling in his dissertation (Chapter ll), he seems to adopt 

a Pollockian view of the hierarchical ordering between TP and AG R-sP, in that TP dominates 

AGR-sP, while in the discussion of Hindi and Urdu verb agreement ascribes to the position 

that AGR-sP dominates TP. Presumably, this is an error, and one that would appear minor, 

but for the fact that for each of the two analyses, the hierarchy of the inflectional phrases 

they individually assume turns out to be quite significant. For the analysis of Hindi and Urdu 

verb agreement, AGR-sP must dominate TP otherwise the right order of auxiliaries and main 

verbs cannot be derived, and nor will we be able to explain how subject-verb agreement is 

effected. Similarly, for the L-movement. analysis of scrambling, TP must dominate AGR-sP, 

since we need a (L-position) landing site for scrambled DOs and lOs that will precede and 

dominate the subject noun phrase in the [Spec, AGR-sP]P. Note that it will not do to assume 

that AGR-sP dominates TP, and that the subject is in fact in [Spec, AuxP], since AUX cannot 

assign structural n<;>minative Case to the subject.. 
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(20)(a) *raam-ne uskii; bEhan-ko kiskii; kitaab dii 

Ram(SU) his sister(IO) whose book(DO) gave 

'Whose; book did Ram give to his; sister?' 

(b) raam-ne kiskii; kitaab uskii; behan-ko dii 

Ram(SU) whose book(DO) his sister(IO) gave 

'Whose; book did Ram give to his, sister?' 

(21) [Tpraam-ne[AGR-oPkiskii kitaab[uskii bEhan-ko dii[vp t 6 u t;o tdo 

It is not clear what the Case motivation for the movement to the vanous 

types of positions that a fronted DO may occupy is to be, specially if -ko is a 

structural Case. 12 Although, Mahajan does not address this specific issue in any 

detail, presumably the analysis will wish to capitalize on the fact that -ko is a 

lexical Case-marker which forces movement to a VP-external position, because 

of the specific interpretations it induces. Then, if we assume the structural 

Case of these -ko noun phrases actually differs from regular types of structural 

Case, such as unmarked accusative Case and that it can therefore be assigned or 

even 'realized' under government by any functional projection above VP, we can 

argue for a Case motivation for this word order variation. 13 Whatever be the 

12 Note that we cannot simply assume that -ko is not a structural Case in the imperfective, 

and be rid of the problem, since we would then lose the analysis given to the specificity effects 

of word order variation with -ko DPs. Recall that the trigger of specificity forced these DPs 

to get their structural Case, -ko, from the AGR system. Now, if -ko is a lexical Case in 

the imperfective, then this S-structure movement need not take place, with the result that we 

would not expect -ko DPs to be specific in that aspect. This prediction, however, is proven 

wrong, by data such as in (i) and (ii) below: 

(i) raam-ne kitaab paRhii 

Ram book read 

'Ram read a book.' 

(ii) raam-ne kitaab-ko paRhaa 

Ram book-DAT read 

'Ram read a (specific) book.' 
13 Alternativelv. we mav suooose that. since structural Case-assignment is 'optional', it may 
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position taken in this regard, it is important for Mahajan that these positions 

be recognized as L-positions for the BT, since the evidence from that domain 

suggests that scrambling is indeed L-movement. 

EVIDENCE FOR A-MOVEMENT: WCO 

As noted earlier, scrambling has the ability to escape WCO violations, even 

though it appears to create the classic WCO configuration. Mahajan sees this 

as evidence for an L-movement analysis of the scrambling operation. Ordinarily, 

Hindi and Urdu does not have any S-Structure WH-/QP movement in simple 

clauses, as (22) demonstrates: 

(22) raam-ne kisko dekhaa 

Ram(SU) who(DO) saw 

cWho did Ram see?' 

However, by scrambling, question words and quantifiers may be fronted, as in 

(23b-c), with the same number of variants being available to these constituents as 

there are for DPs. The interesting point about these word order variations is that, 

in some cases (enumerated below), WH-/QP scrambling overrides weak crossover 

(\VCO) effects. Assuming the presence of crossover effects to be diagnostic of 

A-bar movement, in Mahajan's terms , non-L- movement, leads Mahajan to 

consider this scrambling of constituents to the left of VP to be an instance of L-, 

and therefore A-, movement. Thus, if we consider (23), in which the scrambled 

WH-/QP binds the embedded pronoun, we are allegedly forced to conclude that 

the position the scrambled constituent is occupying is an L-position. (We present 

only WH-phrases here and assume that unless otherwise stated QPs will exhibit 

well be that the functional projections that scrambled DOs land in after their initial movement 

to [Spec, AGR-oP], do not assign structural Case to them. But then, we lack a Case moti

vation for the movement of the DO from [Spec, AGR-oP] to the SPECs of higher functional 

projections. 
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the same behaviour as WH-phrases.) 

(23)(a) raajaa-ne; uskei pitaa-ko kOn sii daasii.j lOTaa dii 

king(SU) her father(IO) which maid(DO) returned 

1 Which maidi did the king; return to her.j father?' 

(b) raajaa-ne; kOn sii daasiii uskei ,pitaa-ko tdo lOTaa dii 

king (SU) which maid(DO) her father(IO) returned 

1 Which maidj did the king return to heri father?' 

(c) kOnsii daasiij raajaa-ne; uskei pitaa-ko tdo lOTaa dii 

which maid(DO) king(SU) her father(IO) returned 

1 Which maidj did the king return to heri father?' 

(23a) shows that WH-in-situ induces WCO effects. However, as (:2:3c) demon

strates, if the WH-phrase is left-scrambled over the subject DP to a. pre-subject 

position WCO effects are suppressed. (2:3b) indicates that the DO WH-phrase 

need not be scrambled all the way up to the pre-subject position to override 

WCO effects, as scrambling to a position between the S U and IO also allows the 

binding of a pronoun embedded in the IO DP by the scrambled DO. 

This indicates to Ma.ha.ja.n that there are at least two L-positions external to 

the VP in Hindi and Urdu, which he equates with the SPEC positions of the 

various functional projections above VP. Thus, in (23c), the subject occupies 

the [Spec, TP], position, the DO occupies the [Spec, AGR-oP] (if there is an 

empty AUX, then the DO occupies the [Spec, AGRcsP] with its trace in [Spec, 

AOR-oP / AuxP]). The 10 must then be occupying the SPEC position of an 

empty functional projection lower than the AGR-oP. Since all these positions 

are L-rela.ted in Chomsky's system, and since Ma.ha.ja.n's approach establishes 

equates A-movement with L-movement at least in terms of the BT, a. verdict 

of A-movement can be passed on this type of word order variation in Hindi and 

Urdu. The same conclusions are arrived at if we start with the order 10-DO-S-V. 
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In this order WCO effects obtain, hut if the DO is left-scrambled over the 10, 

then WCO effects disappear. Although Mahajan does not discuss the structure, 

one would assume it to be somewhat as follows: The DO occupies the [Spec, 

AGR-sP] position with a trace in the [Spec, AGR-oP], the 10 occupies an empty 

functional projection lower than AGR-sP and the subject occupies the SPEC T 

position. 

One last point that must be made regarding Mahajan 's suggestions so far is 

one in connection with his analysis of the order 10-DO-S-V, in which, presumably 

the 10 and the DO constituents have been left-scrambled over the Subject DP. 

Mahajan accounts for the scrambling of 10 DPs by assuming that all arguments 

move to VP-external positions for Case reasons. Inherently Case-marked D Ps 

also move as "even inherent Ca.<>e needs to be realised in a position governed 

by a functional head." (Mahajan 1990: 27, fn.l3). In the order 10-DO-S-V, 

presumably Case requirements must. have been met, otherwise the order should 

be ruled out. Further left-scrambling of the DO cannot then be for Case·reasons, 

specially if we assume the base order from which such movement is derived 

to be the one mentioned. The DO, then, obviously inherits its Case from the 

trace it leaves in [Spec, AGR-oP]. The movement from [Spec, AGR-oP] to [Spec, 

AGR-sP] is, thus, not movement for Case reasons, and there seem no reasons to 

motivate it as such. o Mahajan 's assumptions thus seem to militate against his 

own analysis. 

Given the closely-knit structure of the principles-and-parameters theory that 

is UG, independent justifications for proposals made within one component or 

sub-theory of the grammar must be found in another component or s_ub-theory. 

For his proposals, Mahajan garners (rather controversial) evidence from reflexive 

binding facts in Hindi and Urdu. 

Principle A of the BT, which requires that reflexives/reciprocals be bound in 

their governing categories, clearly relates to DPs in A-positions. For Principle A 

to be satisfied the binder must be in an A-position, or, if we assume the equiv-
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alences/correspondences established in Mahajan's the<;:>ry, an L-position. Given 

this, we would expect anaphor/reflexive binding to act as a diagnostic test for 

determining the nature of the position the binder of the reflexive occupies. This 

is indeed what Maha.jan does assume. If DO scrambling is to an L-position/ A

position, then it should be able to serve as an antecedent to a reflexive in subject 

. position. According to Mahajan, this is what does indeed happen in (24 ): 

(24) (a) *apne; baccoN-ne mohan-ko; ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

self's children(SU) Mohan(DO) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self's; children threw Mohan; out of the house.' 

(b) mohan-ko; apne; baccoN-ne tdo ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SU) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self's; children threw Mohan; out of the house' 

The contrast between the (a) and (b) sentences above indicates to Mahajan 

that the fronted DO DP must be in an L-position since it can bind the reflexive 

embedded in the subject DP. Mahajan also claims, rather controversially, that 

a DO left-scrambled over an IO containing a reflexive may also serve as an 

antecedent for that reflexive. Consultations with native speakers, however, call 

into question the grammaticality of (2.5b ), as the desired interpretation does not 

seem to be available to any of them. 

(25) (a) raam-ne; apne;/•i baccoN-ko 

Ram (SU) self's children(IO) 

Seri dikhaayaa 

tiger(DO) showed 

'Ram; showed a tigeri to self' Si/•i children' 
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(b) raam-nei Serj apnei/i baccoN-ko tdo dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) tiger(DO) self's children(IO) showed 

1 Rami showed a tiger1 to self'si/j children' 

According to Mahajan, in (25b), both the Subject and the fronted DO can 

serve as the antecedent for the reflexive in the 10, but these intuitions are not 

shared by any of the native speakers I have consulted. I return to this matter in 

2.2. 

REFLEXIVE BINDING AND RECONSTHUCTION 

It is traditionally held that A-movement is not subject to reconstruction. If 

clause-internal scrambling is indeed A-movement, then we would not expect re

construction to take place. If this is so then this alleged evidence can pose 

problems for accounts such as Bdletti and Rizzi ( 1988) which maintain that 

A-movement may undergo reconstruction. In the paradigm presented below, in 

which the intuitions are strictly Mahajan 's as native speakers uniformly consider 

the Hindi and Urdu reflexive to be subject-oriented, Mahajan presents his proof 

that there can be no reconstruction to the site of argument traces. 

(26) (a) raam-nei mohan-koj apn11ifj kitaab lOTaaii 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) self's book(DO) returned 

1 Rami returned self' Sifjj book to Mohan1.' 

(b) raam-nei apniii/•j kitaab mohan-koj lOTaaii 

Ram (SU) self's book Mohan(IO) returned 

1 Rami returned self' si/ * j book to Mohan1 . ' 

(c) apniii/•i ki taab raam-nei mohan-koj lOTaaii 

self's book Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) returned 

1 Ram returned self' si/ * j book to Mohan . ' 
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(26a), which is the reading that native speakers contradict, shows that the 

reflexive can be bound by the subject as well as the 10. But when, as the (b) 

and (c) examples of the paradigm show, the DO is fronted over the IO, the 

reflexive can no longer be bound by the 10. Mahajan remarks that, given the 

interpretation possibilities in (26b ), we would assume that reconstruction could 

take place. However, reconstruction cannot take place to the D-Structure site 

of the DO as the interpretation possibilities of (26a) arc not available to (26b ). 

Since the reflexive in (26c) can only refer to the subject, reconstruction must be 

restricted to a position higher than the 10. This is possible only if we assume 

that in (27), the representation of (26c), reconstruction is possible only to the 

site of t 1 , which is a variable, and not to the site of t 2 , which is the DP trace of 

the scrambled DO. 

(27) apnii kitaab [raam-ne t 1 mohan-ko t 2 lOTaaii] 

The evidence in (28)-(29) also supports Mahajan's hypothesis. Binding Prin

ciple C effects are overridden by the left-scrambling of the DO. Now, if recon

struction was to take place at the site of tj, which is the argument trace, then 

(28) would be expected to be ungrammatical, and (29) grammatical. Since it is 

not, the examples count as evidence for the claim that reconstruction must be 

limited to the site of variables. 

(28)(a) *mEN-ne use; raam;-kii ki taab dii 

I(SU) him(IO) Ram-GEN book(DO) gave 

(I gave him Ram's book' 

(b) mEN-ne raam;-kii kitaab; use; t· J dii 

I(SU) Ram-GEN book( DO) him(IO) gave 

(I gave Ram's book to him' 
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(29) (a) rnEN-ne raami-ko uskiii kitaab dii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) his book(DO) gave 

'I gave Ram his book.' 

(b) rnEN-ne uskiii ki taab raarni-ko tj dii 

I(SU) his book(DO) Rarn(IO) gave 

'I gave Ram his book.' 

As we have remarked earlier, native speakers of Hindi and Urdu uniformly 

interpret the reflexive in all these cases as subject-oriented. If these intuitions 

are to be accepted, then there is no evidence whatever that reconstruction distin

guishes between argument traces and variables, as the only result we shall have 

is the fact that scrambling is amenable to reconstruction. At the same time, 

the fact that there exist speakers like Mahajan who do not enforce this subject 

condi.tion on reflexives also requires explanation. As remarked earlier, I shall be 

returning to the issue of variation in speakers, so I put the matter aside for the 

time being. 

2.1.2 MAHAJAN (1990) : A CRITIQUE 

I would like to begin this section with a brief.reconstruction of the argument 

Mahajan constructs for scrambling as eithe1· A-or A-bar movement. Broadly, 

his proposals follow from three major, and very crucial, assumptions: 

I Explanandum Why does scrambling exhibit mixed properties of both A

and A-bar movement? 

II Assumptions 

1. There are only two movement types in UG: A-movement and A-bar move

ment. 
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2. A-movement is Case-driven, creates new binding configurations and docs 

not license reconstruction. 

3. A-bar movement is not Case-driven, does not create new binding configu

rations and licenses reconstruction. 

III Hypothesis A: ·scrambling is A-movement when it exhibits the properties 

in (2). 

Hypothesis B: Scrambling is A-bar movement when it exhibits the prop

erties in (3). 

IV Proof of Hypothesis A : 

(i) A-movement involves substitution into L-positions for Cu:;c-ic<.:;Gil:;. 

(ii) Any constituent which exhibits the properties in (2) must be in an L

position. 

(iii) Any constituent which is in an L-position must have been landed there for 

Case reasons. 

(iv) Scrambling exhibits the properties in (2). Thus, by (ii), it must target 

L-positions, and since (iii) defines L-positions as Cased positions, scram

bling must also have a Case-theoretic motivation. Thus, scrambling is 

L-movement. 

(i) A-bar movement involves substitution into (or adjunction to L- and) non

L-positions. 

(ii) Any constituent which exhibits the properties in (3) must be in a non-L

position. 

(iii) Any constituent which is in a non-L-position cannot have been moved there 

for Case reasons. 
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(iv) Scrambling exhibits the properties in (3) .. Thus, by (ii), it must target non

L-positions, positions which, by (iii), are not Cased. Therefore, scrambling 

is A-bar movement. 

Seen in this way, Mahajan 's explanation for the mixed properties of scram

bling turns out to be rather descriptive, and a trifle circular. His proposals rest 

on a refusal to recognize 'mixed properties' as worthy of an independent expla

nation, since that would entail explanations from outside the strict typology of 

movement he assumes. His assumptions, therefore, preclude the possibility of a 

uniform analysis of the scrambling operation, and logically culminate in a desc

cription and explanation of the phenomenon as involving two distinct movement 

operations. But, as we see in this section, his construal of a disjunctive state

ment as an adequate explanation turns out to be theoretically and empirically 

undesirable. 

First, consider the theoretical implications of the proposals and the manner 

in which they are justified. Mahajan assumes a unitary characterization of the 

properties of the two movement types in the P&P model to be perfectly possi

ble, an assumption which is questioned by research within the P&P model itself. 

Research has shown that A-bar movement does not exhibit uniform behaviour: 

Note only do the following avowed instances of A-bar movement show insensi

tivity to the WCO Filter, but it also appears that A-bar movement also has the 

ability to positively affect binding configurations, as in (31 ): 

(30) (a) [Himself; [he; likes t;]] 

(b) [The man; who; [his; mother likes t;]] 

(c) [It's him; that [he; thinks that M~ry likes t;]] 

(d) [Who; did [you speak with t; [before his; wife had 

spoken to t ]]] 
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(31) (a) [cp [which picture of himself;/i]k does [John; know 

[cp t'k [Fred likes tk]] 

(b) John; knows [cp[which picture of himself.;;j]k [Fred 

likes tk]] 
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As (30) shows, topicalization, \VH-relatives, clefts and parasitic gap con

structions do not violate the WCO Filter, even though they appear to be in the 

classic WCO configuration. Moreover, as (31) shows, it is also not uniformly the 

case that A-bar movement has no positive effect on binding configurations. As 

pointed out by Barss (1986), movement of the WH-phrase to the matrix [Spec, 

CP] allows the anaphor contained in the WH-phrase to be interpreted as corcfer

ential with either the matrix or the embedded subject. This interpretative option 

is not available when the WH-phrase gets stranded in the embedded [Spec, CP] 

thereby demonstrating that even A-bar movement has the poten~ial of extending 

binding possiilities to beyond those available at 0-structure. 

Mahajan's strategy for proving scrambling to be A-movement via the BT 

(BT), if generalized, would force us to consider the examples in (30) - (31 ), and 

the positions they occupy to be (more or less) equivalent to A-positions. Note 

that using his strategy would also allow us to prove the claim by the very data 

that are used to motivate it, since he assumes a unique mapping between binding 

and Cased positions. 

The assumptions that Mahajan makes turn out to require very little inde

pendent evidence to make the proposals they derive, work. This gives rise to a 

certain circularity of argumentation and the expla.nandum frequently gets recy

cled as the explanans: The fact that scrambling can, in certain circumstances, 

create new binding configurations, is 'explained' by the fact that it is A-movement 

a claim that is supported by the fact that scmmbling, in certain instances, cr·eates 

new binding configumti~ns. Part of the reason for this circularity is endemic to 

the very nature of the data itself, for while it is always relatively easy to find 
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counter-evidence for an A-movement analysis of scrambling, positive evidence 

for scrambling as A-movement is forthcoming only from the BT. This results in 

a situation where the BT becomes both the evidence as well as the diagnostic. 

I suggest that theoretically, this is an undesirable approach, as it is no_t only 

unfalsifiable but also yields incorrect results. The question really is whether the 

absence of positive evidence for an A-movement analysis of scrambling can really 

be ignored in this manner, or whether this paucity should be taken as evidence 

against an A-movement of scrambling. The decision between the two options, 

I believe, must inevitably be constrained by the parsimony criteria internal to 

theory, to which I turn in just a mome1it. 

In sum, the analysis of scrambling as both A- and A-bar movement can be 

argued to be a restatement of the problem itself: Scrambling sometimes behaves 

like A-movement and at other times, like A-bar movement precisely because it is 

sometimes A-movement and sometimes A-bar movement. 14 Under a restrictive 

theory of UG, the formulation of st.tch kinds of disjunctive explanations are usu

ally suspect, since they usually imply that a relevant generalization may well be 

being missed, rather than obtained. 

To return to the criteria of parsimony built into the theory, it appears that 

viewing scrambling as an instance of A-movement is considerably more expen

sive than an adjuction analysis. For instance, it allows for, and even necessitates 

an unconstrained proliferation of functional heads (filled and empty), whose sole 

motivations and function appears to be the licensing of scrambled DPs. It is a 

matter of debate whether this use of empty functional projections as a theory

internal 'escape hatch' is in keeping with the desired objectives of the theory. 

14It is implied above that Mahajan 's theory makes no predictions when clause-internal scram

bling will be either A- or A-bar movement. It may be objected that this reading of Mahajan 

is incorrect, since Mahajan does attempt to link Case and scrambling: E.g., DOs of perfective 

participles must move to (Spec, AGR-oP] in the overt syntax, and if the subject stays in situ 

in the (Spec, VP], then scrambling is A-mdvement. At the end of this section, however, we see 

that this prediction turns out to be incorrect. · 
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The issue of empty functional projections becomes more complicated if we as

sume even a minimal constraint of learnability on UG, as there can be very little 

disagreement on the fact that these will further complicate the grammar. In 

Mahajan 's analysis of DO scrambling there seems to be an explosion of empty 

functional projections, specially regarding the position of lOs in these structures. 

While it is perhaps theoretically suicidal from the point of view of explanatory 

adeq~acy to completely rule out empty functional projections as categories in 

UG, we must use this very adequacy criterion to determine the validity of the 

postulation of empty functional projections, this requiring some kind of philo

sophical and methodological distinction between that which is used for 'true' 

explanation and that which facilitates a 'simple' analysis. Note also that con

commitant with this proliferation of empty functional projections, Case licensing 

is equated with a far weaker theory of positional licensing, even at Spellout. 

Overt verb-r<:ising also would lose much of its Case-theoretic motivations, since 

in many instances it must take place only to legitimize possible landing sites for 

scrambled DPs. 

The analysis is also too expensive in that it generates a number of competing 

derivations which are all completely licit. Consider the following data: 

(32)(a) kitaab, raam-ne paRhii 

book(DO) Ram(SU) read 

crhe book, Ram read.' 

(b) kitaab, raam paRhegaa 

book(DO) Ram(SU) read-will 

The book, Ram will read.' 

By Mahajan's proposals, (32a) differs from (32b) in that (32a) must involve 

raising of the DO to [Spec, AGR-oP] since it involves the perfective participle. 

This yields the representations in (33) : 
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(33) (a) [AGR-oP ki taabi [v p raam-ne ti [AGR-oPaRhi i] J J 

(b) [AGR-aP ki taabi [v p raam ti [AGR-_,paRhegaa] J J 

Mahajan also proposes that lexically Case-marked DPs need not stay in situ 

at S-structure since lexical case is adequate for the S-structure Case Filter in any 

position. This means that in (32a), the subject could very well be in a functional 

projection outside VP, and the object would have scrambled to a positi9n higher 

than that of the subject. This yields another representation in (34a). (32b) could 

also have another representation, given Mahajan's assumption that specific DPs 

are assigned Case in [Spec, AGR-0] - since a specific interpretation is available 

to the object in (32b), the S-structure representation of (32b) could very well be 

(34b ), rather than (33b ): 

(34) (a) [Fpki taabi [ypraam-ne [FpaRhii [AGR-oPti [v pt.,u tdo tv] J J 

(b) [Fpki taabi [AGR- .. praam [F paRhegaa[AGR-oPti [vpt.,,u tdo tv] J J 

In fact, more representations are possible. The fact of the matter is that Ma

hajan 's proposals allow a profusion of derivations, and making a choice between 

them puts quite a burden on the grammer, and on the learner . 
. 

Third, the analysis is uneconomical in that it, by making the BT the major 

diagnostic for the A-movement properties of the scrambling operation establishes 

an equivalence between two distinct subtheories of the grammar. This, as we have 

seen in our discussion of (30)-{31), has the result that any moved constituent that 

has the ability to create new binding configurations ends up as being classified as 

having undergone this movement for Case reasons. The proposals, then, rather 

than reformulating the typology of movement in an efficient way, serve to confuse 

Case-driven and operator movement. 

Fourth, an A-movement account of scrambling cannot capture the so-called 

optionality of the phenomenon. Nore can it explain the notion of a default 
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word order in free word order languages. Recall that Case-driven movement for 

objects is required, in this system (for 'nominative' and specific objects). This 

means that, in the perfective, an OSV order is perfectly 'normal', and that to 

derive an SOV order, an 'optional' movement of the lexically Case-marked subject 

must take place. This analysis entails that native speakers should at least be 

able to make no distinction between sov and osv orders in the perfective and 

preferably consider the OSV order as the default. Neither of these entailments 

are supported by native speakers - Hindi speakers have a very strong intuition 

about a default word order, and consider OSV (and other) orders as variations 

from the norm, more context bound than the norm, and often quite deviant from 

the norm. 

Fifth, Mahajan's analysis can be shown to yield emr>irically incorrent pre-

dictions. For example, the fad that Dutsch lOs can scramble, but cannot be 

passivized (den Dikken and Mulder (1991)) is unexpected under the proposal 

that scrambling is Case-driven movement. In Mahajan's framework, scrambling 

in Hindi is equated with object shift in Scandinavian. This would predict that 

the object in Hindi should also be able to shift over subject floated quantifiers 

stranded in the [Spec, VP] (the base-generated position of the subject), just as in 

object-shift in Icelandic in (35 ). (The example is due to Collins and Thrainsson 

(1993)), but it cannot, as shown in (36): 15 

(35) i gAEr maluTHu strakarnir husiTH allir rautt 

yesterday painted the boys the house all red 

'Yesterday, all the boys painted the house red.' 

(36) *kal laRkoN-ne ghar-ko saare laal rang diiyaa 

yesterday boys-ERG house-OAT all red colour gave 

'Yesterday, all the boys painted the house red.' 

15 But see ~oizumi (1993) for evidence that ·Q-float is not a reliable diagnostic for the syntactic 

position of subjects. 
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Additionally, it appears that, crosslinguistically, the A-movement analysis 

of scrambling receives very little justification (Bayer and Kornfilt (1991; 1994); 

Muller and Sternefeld (1993; 1994a)). For example, take the scrambling out 

of infinitivals in German ((from. Bayer and Kornfilt (1994)) and Hindi in the 

examples below. both examples involve the scrambling of the infinitival object: 

(37) weil heinrich [den Wagen]; versprochen hat [PRO t; zu 

because Heinrich the car 

was chen] 

wash 

promised has to 

' ... because Heinrich has promised to wash the car.' 

(38) ?kissei uskiii Tiich-ar [PRO t; baat karneaa] nahiiN caahtii 

who(EDO) her teacher(SU) talk do-INF not wants 

Who does'nt her teacher want to talk to?' 

Bayer and Kornfilt point out that the A-movement analysis of scrambling 

would force us to assume that the scrambled DO occupies the SPEC of an AGR

oo head in the matrix clause. As they demonstrate, such raising could never 

conform to the principles governing proper movement in the grammar: Since 

zu is not a proper governor, it cannot, and does not L-mark the VP of the 

embedded clause, with th~ result that the latter category will be a blocking 

category for movement of its constituents out of it. Morover, the infinitival 

AGR-sP dominating this VP will inherit barrierhood from it. Object-raising 

across two barriers would therefore, in fact be impossible. The only way which 

such raising can be executed is by the use of either [Spec, CP], or adjunction to 

VP and IP as an escape hatch, but then that would produce an A-chain that has 
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one of its links in an A-bar position, a clear case of improper movement. 16 The 

movement involved in (37)-(38) cannot, therefore be A-movement. 

Note that in the Hindi example, not only does scrambling take place, but 

some speakers also allow pronominal coreference with the scrambled DO WH

phrase, thus providing evidence that the BT is not an adequate diagnostic for 

the kind of landing sites targeted by the scrambling operation. The evidence is 

strengthened by the fact that, if the A-movement analysis is to be maintained, it 

must ignore other evidence from the BT that points in the other direction, such 

as the inability of scrambling to remedy Strong Crossover (SCO) effects, as in 

(39) for Hindi: 

(39)(a) *usne; K1sKe; bhaaii-ko dekhaa 

she(SU) whose brother(DO) saw 

1 Whose; brother did she; see?'-. 

(b) *kiske; bhaaii-ko usne; t; dekhaa 

whose brother(DO) she(SU) saw 

1 Whosei brother did shei see?' 

There also seems to be some evidence that Mahajan (1990) has misconstrued 

the data on syntactic pronominal binding in Hindi. He assumes that possessive 

pronouns can be bound without exception by a c-commanding antecedent, ir

respective of its grammatical function. This runs contrary to the result of my 

investigations: Almost all of the speakers I have consulted betray an antisubject 

orientation of possessive pronouns. That is, a possessive pronoun may never be 

bound by a subject antecedent but may be freely coindexed with an 10: 

16 M ore precisely, such a derivation would be ruled out by both Collins' ( 1993) version of the 

Economy of Derivation discussed in Chap,ter 1, as well as Muller and Sternefeld's (1993) soon 

to be discussed Principle of Unambiguous Binding. 
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(40) (a) siitaa; uskii.;/i kitaabeN paRhtii hE 

Sita(SU) her books(DO) reads is 

'Sita reads his/her/*her own books.' 

(b) siitaa;-ne raami-ko uskii.i/i/k kitaabeN diiN 

Sita(SU) Ram(IO) her books(DO) gave 

'Sita gave Ram his/her/*her own books.' 

As we shall see in Chapter 3, these facts identify Hindi to pattern with Nor

wegian and Danish (Hestvik (1992); Vikner (1990)) than English. The point to 

be be noted here is that if scrambling is to be A-movement, there must be some 

mechanisms introduced to ensure that the scrambled binder never counts as as a 

syntactic subject for the purposes of the UT in Hindi. Given that the definition 

of syntactic subject m~st be phrased in terms of a SPEC-head relationship with 

a specific functional head, let us say Tns0 (since Hindi does not use verb agree

ment as a systematic clue to subjecthood), then it is, at best unclear how this 

constraint is to be formulated within Mahajan's approach. Consider the example 

in (41), which could have the S-structure representation in (42), omitting details 

of verb-raising: 

(41) [ek-do laRkiiyoN;-ko-to] k unke; patiiyoN-se 

one-two girls-OAT-TOP their husbands-ABL 

tk kuch zyaadaa-hii maar paRtii hE 

some more-EMPH hit fall-HAB is 

'One or two girls are excessively beaten by their husbands.' 

(42) [TP [ek-do laRkiiyoN;-ko-to]k [vpunke; patiiyoN 
. 

t kuch zyaadaa-hii maar paRtii hE 
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Since the verb is not a perfective participle, and the object is not specific in 

the sense intended by Mahajan, there is no need to suppose that the scrambled 

DO is necessarily in [Spec, AGR-oPJ - it may as well be in [Spec, TP]. The 

subject, being lexically Case-marked, is in situ. Now, if the observatio~ that 

Hindi possessive pronouns must obviate from antecedents in [Spec, TPJ is correct, 

we have to bar the derivation in ( 41 ). It appears ~hat this can only be done by 

stipulation, since the freedom of movement licensed by the visib~lity conditions of 

Mahaja.n's theory cannot rule out the possibility of scra111bled DPs using [Spec, 

TP] as a landing site or an escape hatch. 

Finally, consider the implications of the strong correlation that Mahajan 's 

theory establishes between binding and Cased positions. Given the strict ty

pology of movement he assumes, it follows that those instances of scrambling 

that do not license pronominal and reflexive binding are necessarily instances of 

A-bar movement, which, in his theory is unitarily characterized. Hence, these 

instances of scrambling are expected to pattern with WH-movement. As Muller 

and Sternefeld (1993;1994a) have shown, Russian represents the perils such sim

plistics assumptions can encounter, since in this language, scrambling is subject 

to completely different locality constraints than WH-movement. As ( 43) demon

strates, scramblingo has the ability to escape from finite WH-islands, a property 

in which WH-movement (in (44)) evidently does not share: 

(43) ty doktori videl [cpkogda ti pod'' ezzal] 

you(SU) doctor(ESU) saw when came 

'Did you see when the doctor came?' 

(44) ktoi ty videl [cpkogda ti pod' 'ezzal] 

who you(SU) saw when came 

'Who did you see came when?' 
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If scrambling and WI-1-movement did indeed target the same landing sites, 

such an asymmetry between the two should not be evidenced at all. 

2.1.3 CoNCLUSION 

I would like to close this section with a few remarks about some of the data 

that Mahajan employs in his arguments. As ·pointed out earlier by Srivastav 

Dayal (1993), Jones (1994) and Davison (1994), the judgements Mahajan re

ports appear to be those of a minority of Hindi speakers - speakers who do 

not (uniformly) accept either the subject-orientation of reflexives and reciprocals 

and/or the antisubject orientation of pronouns attested by the majority of Hindi 

speakers. Mainly, the data he uses for reflexive binding in the most disputed by 

the native speakers I have consulted -the data in (2.5b) and (26a) above. For all 

the relative speakers I have consulted, coreference of the reflexive with the IO is 

s.trictly prohibited. 

As far as reflexive binding by a fronted DO in simple transitives is concerned, 

the judgements reported by Mahajan are generally echoed. That is, all speakers 

agree that DO scrambling in (24b) reserves an ungrammatical (24a) ot a large 

extent. But, as Srivastav Dayal has pointed out, this set of examples could be 

anomalous, given the severe and universally accepted ungrammaticality of the 

pair of examples in ( 45 ): 

(45) (a) *apnei-ne mohani-ko maar a a 

self(SU) Mohan(DO) hit 

1 Self hit Mohan. 1 

(b) *mohani-ko apnei-ne ti maaraa 

Mohan(DO) self(SU) hit 

1 Self hit Mohan. 1 

Mahajan's proposals do not have the means to account for this divergence in 
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judgements : In both cases, the verb is a perfective participle, so the DO should 

be in [Spec, AGR-oP], and should therefore be able to bind a reflexive in the (in 

situ) subject in [Spec, VP]). For ·some reason (outside the scope of Mahajan's 

analysis), this is possibl~ in (24b) but not in ( 45b )Y 

In this dissertation, I shall use the judgements my research has obtained as 

the basis for discussion. However, following Srivastav Dayal (1993)"and Davison 

(1994), I shall also attempt to accounts for the judgements of speekers reflected 

in Mahajan's work. On the basis of my research (my own and those obtained), it 

turns out that scrambling affects the coindexation of pronouns and anaphors, in 

only three types of constructions, the ones in ( 46)-( 48). Davison and Srivastav 

Dayal also support these conclusions. Including the disputed data from Mahajan, 

it then emerges that any account of scrambling must explain the facts in ( 49) 

and (50) as well. 

(46)(a) raaj aa-nei u~kei pitaa-ko kOn sii daasii.i :t.OTaa dii 

king(SU) her father(IO) which maid(DO) returned 

1 Which maidi did the kingi return to her.i father? 1 

(b) raajaa-nei kOn sii daasiii uskei pitaa-ko tdo lOTaa dii 

king (SU) which maid(DO) her father(IO) returned 

'Which maidj did the king return to heri father? 1 

(c) kOnsii daasiii raajaa-nei uskei pitaa-ko tdo lOTaa dii 

which maid(DO) king(SU) her father(IO) returned 

'Which maidj did the king return to her; father?, 

(47) (a) *apnei baccoN-ne mohan-koi ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

self 1 s children(SU) Mohan(DO) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self 1 si children threw Mohani out of the house. 1 

17With this example we also find evidence for our earlier contention that Mahajan 's theory 

cannot predict when scrambling will be A~bar movement and when it will not, as noted in 
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(b) mohan-koi apnei baccoN-ne tdo ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SU) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self'si children threw Mohani out of the house' 

(48)(a) *mEN-ne usei raami-kii kitaab dii 

I(SU) him(IO) Ram-GEN book(DO) gave 

'I gave him Ram's book' 

(b) mEN-ne raami-kii kitaabi usei 

I(SU) Ram-GEN book(DO) him(IO) gave 

'I gave Ram's book to him' 

(c) mEN-ne raami-ko uskiii ki taab dii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) his book(DO) gave 

1 I gave Ram his book.' 

(d) mEN-ne uskiii kitaab raami-ko ti dii 

I(SU) his book(DO) Ram(IO) gave 

'I gave Ram his book.' 

(49) (a) raam-nei mohan-koj apniii/j kitaab lOTaaii 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) self's book(DO) returned 

'Rami returned self' Sifjj book to Mohanj.' 

(b) raam-nei apniii/•i kitaab mohan-ko· . ) lOTaaii 

Ram (SU) self's book Mohan(IO) returned 

'Rami returned self'sif*i book to Mohani.' 

(c) apniii/•i kitaab raam-nei mohan-koj lOTaaii 

self's book Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) returned 
1 Rami returned self 1 sif * j book to Mohanj. 1 
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(50) (a) raam-nei apnef.jl baccoN-ko Serj dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) self's children (IO) tiger(DO) showed 

'Rami showed a tigeri to self'si/•i children' 

(b) raam-nei Serj apne/i baccoN-ko tdo dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) tiger(DO) self's children(IO) showed 

'Ram~ showed a tigerj to self' Sifj children.' 

For the moment, however, I put the questions that these examples raise for 

the BT aside, returning to how this coreference in scrambled structures is to be 

explained in Chapter 4. Instead, considering the syntactic properties of scram

bling in terms of the theory of movement, it appears that scrambling cannot 

be A-movement, since it there seems to be very little theory-internal or empiri

cal motivations to maintain an analysis of scrambling as Case-driven substitution 

into the SPECs of functional heads involved in checking Case and agreement fea

tures. There is absolutely no independent evidence for a link between Case and 

agreement and scrambling: Scrambling is not Case-dependent- both nominative, 

accusative as well as oblique DPs can scramble - nor does it affect the normal 

agreement patterns in the language. The only evidence for an A-movement anal

ysis of scrambling comes from the area of the BT, whose reliability as a diagnostic 

for the Case- /non-Case-driven nature of a movement has been repeatedly called 

into doubt in this section. From now on, I shall assume that evidence from the 

BT for an A- or A-bar movement analysis of the scrambling operation is never 

sufficient to unambiguously identify the the landing site targeted by it. Rather, 

I propose that the landing sites of scrambling can be uncovered only through a 

proper consideration of the theory of movement in the grammar. In the next 

section, I put the questions of how pronominal and (marginally) anaphoric coref

erence can be established in scrambled configurations aside, and concentrate on 

the purely syntactic characteristics of the phenomenon. In the next section, I 

show that scrambling cannot be either WH-movement or Topicalization from the 
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perspective of the theory of (im)proper movement in UG. 

2.2 SCRAMBLING IS NOT WH-MOVEMENT OR TOPICALIZATION 

The discussion in this section is based on the insights of Miiller and Sterne

feld (1993; 1994a; 1994b), and constitutes a confirmation of their proposals for 

Hindi. In the works cited, Muller and Sternefeld, henceforth MS, demonstrate 

that the landing sites of scrambling must necessarily differ from those targeted by 

WH-movement, topicalization, or NP-movement. In their proposals, scrambling 

involves adjunction to XP, whereas NP-movement, WII-rnovement and Topical

ization all involve substitution into [Spec, XP]. 

MS's proposals for scrambling as adjunction are articulated within the theory 

of "improper movement" in UG, which they claim (in MS {1994b)) cannot be 

derived from the Economy of Derivation (Epstein (1992); Collins (1993)) without 

further stipulation. Rather, they suggest that their formulation of Principle of 

Unambiguous Binding (PUB) stated below in (51), is best equipped to charac

terize the conditions in which (im)proper movement obtains. The PUB assumes 

that A-bar movement cannot be unitarily characterized, and that adjunction 

to XP and substitution into the SPEC of an operator position must be distin

guished between by the theory of movement. The PUB bars chains that involve 

movement from one type of A-bar position to another type of A-bar position: 

(51) Principle of Unambiguous Binding (PUB) 

A variable that is a-bound must be fi-free in the 

domain of the head of its chain (where a and fi refer 

to different types of positions). (MS (1994b: 17) 

In this section, I demonstrate that both the PUB and the assumption that 
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scrambling involves adjunction to XP receive justification from Hindi. 18 For rea

sons of coherence, I deal with both types of evidence simultaneously, showing that 

the fact that scrambling differs from WH-movement in its syntactic properties 

provides evidence for an adjunction analysis of scrambling, as well as the PUB. 

The strategy I adopt throughout this section is that I first present the crosslin

gustic support that MS adduce for scrambling as adjunction and the PUB, and 

only then turn to the specific facts of the PUB. The section is organized as follows 

: 2.2.1 distinguishes scrambling from WH-movement, 2.2.2 from Topicalization, 

and 2.2.3 considers the relationship between scrambling and Quantifier Raising 

(QR). 2.2.4 closes the section with a brief summary of the results. 

Before I embark on the discussion proper, let me briefly summarize the basic 

pre.mise.s re.~.a.rding the landing sets of A-bar movement in that the PUB in (51) 

is predicated on. From MS's proposals it emerges that the possible landing sites 

for A-bar moved elements are as in (52) (adapted from ~S (1994b: 18)): 

(52) The Landing Sites of Movement in UG 

(a) WH-movement at Spellout involves substitution in [Spec, CP]. 

WH-movement at LF is either substitution in [Spec, CP], or, 

if [Spec, CP] is already filled, (right-)adjunction to [Spec, 

CP]. 

(b) Topicalization targets the same SPEC position as WH-move-

-ment, the SPEC position of a ''matching projection''of a Co 

18 As it stands, the PUB is stated as a principle constraining representations rather than 

derivations, and is therefore not compatible with the derivational approach to UG adopted in 

Chomsky (1992). MS (1994b: 18) contend that the reformulation of the PUB as a derivational 

constraint, as in (i), does not result in any loss of empirical coverage: 

(i) PUB' There is no upward movement from a position of type o to a 

position of type f3 (where o is a derived A-bar 

position). 

In the discussion below, I continue to use (51) as the basis for discussion, mainly for the sake 

of ease of exposition. 
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and a Top0 (ic) head. 

(c) Scrambling is left-adjunction to XP (XP c VP, IP, CP, or 

NP); adjunction sites are subject to parametrization as well 

relativization across levels of representation (e.g. CP and 

NP are not possible adjunction sites for LF-movement). 

I shall discuss the details of (52) as I proceed. Let us now directly turn to 

the distinction between the landing sites of scrambling and WH-movement, and 

the evidence it provides for the PUB. 

2.2.1 ScRAMBLING Is NOT WH-MOVEMENT 

The first set of evidence against the claim that scrambl~ng is WH-movement 

obviously originates in the data that is used to motivate scrambling as NP

movement: Each of the instances in which scrambling overrides WCO effects, 

licenses reflexives in the phrase to which it is adjoined and resists reconstruction, 

distinguish it from WH-movement, since WH-movement displays exactly the 

opposite behaviour. I do not go over the arguments and the data again here, 

since the discussion in the previous section must have clearly established this 

distinction. 

The second type of evidence against an equation of scrambling with ·wH

movement comes from the fact that in many languages, the two types of move

ment diverge significantly in their observance of locality constraints on movement. 

On the one hand, languages like German allow WH-movement take a WH-phrase 

unboundedly far from its base position, but restrict scrambling within the clause; 

on the other, languages like Russian allow scrambling to be unbounded and force 

WH-movement to be clause bound. (53) and (54) demonstrate these facts for 

German and Russian, respectively. 
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(53)(a) •dafi niemand [vpPudding; sagt [CPdafi sie t; mag]] 

that nobody pudding says that she likes 

'That nobody says that she likes pudding.' 

(b) . [cpWasi sagt niemand [cP dafi sie t; mag]] 

What says nobody that she likes 

'What does nobody say that she likes?' 

(54) (a) * [cpktoi stranno [cp CHto ti nam pomogal] 

who is-odd that us helped 

'It is odd that who helped us? 

(b) on skazal[cpCHto [JpPetrov [Jpstrarino [cpCHto 

he said that Petrov is-odd that 

ti nam pomogal 

us helped]]]] 

'He said that it is odd that Petrov helped us.' 

This difference in the locality restrictions on scrambling and WH-movement 

argue that the two cannot target the same landing site of (Spec, CP]. For, if 

this were the case, then (53a) should be grammatical, since scrambling would 

be allowed to use [Spec, CP] as an escape hatch for successive cyclic movement, 

in a manner analogous to WH-movement in (53b) in the language. Similarly, 

in Russian, WH-movement should not be clause bound, since if scrambling and 

WH-movement were the same type of movement, WH-movement should be able 

to use the same escape hatches it does to escape the CED-effects in (54). Evi

dently, this is not the case, so scrambling and WH-movement to target different 

landing sites. Assuming scrambling to be adjunction, and WH-movement to 

be substitution into [Spec, CP], scrambling in German cannot be long distance 

because it cannot use (Spec, CP] as an escape hatch for that movement. Long 

scrambling ispossible in Russian, because it allows adjunction to CP in the course 
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of a derivation.19WH-movement in Russian cannot proceed successive cyclically, 

and since it also cannot proceed via adjunction to CP (because of the PUB), 

(54a) in ungrammatical. 

These observations yield the LF representations for (53) and (54) in (55) ~nd 

(56): 

(55)(a) *[daB niemand [vpPudding;[cpsagt [cpdaB [ 1pt'; 

[tP sie t; mag]]]]]] 

(b) [was; sagt [1pniemand[cp t'; daB [1p sie t; mag]]]]]] 

(56)(a) * [cpkto; [1pstranno [cpCHto [ 1p t; nam pomogal]]]] 

(b) [rpon skazal [cpCHto [ 1pPetrovi [1pstranno [cpCHto 

[ 1p t; nam pomogal]]]]]] 

(55a) and (56a) are ruled out at LF because they violate both Subjacertcy and 

the ECP. In both derivations, the movement crosses two bounding nodes in one 

step, and in both instances the trace of the moved element cannot be antecedent 

governed, since the CP crossed is a barrier to antecedent government. 

It is important to realize that the reason the ECP and/or the Subjacency Con

dition are able to rule·out these LF-representations is because these derivations 

are constructed in conformity with requirement of the PUB: The representations 

assume that WH-movement must proceed via [Spec, CP) only, that scrambling 

and WH-movement target different landing sites and that neither movement may 

use the landing sites of the other as an escape hatch. Neither of these_ assump

tions follow from the ECP or the Subjacency Condition, but rather from the 

assumption of the PUB. To confirm this, consider an alternative set of represen-

19 And also overtly viz. the grammaticality of (i): 

(i) ty znaes(cpPetr lvanyCH (cpCHto (lpti uZZe priexal))] 

(lit.) 'Do you know Peter lvanich that has already come?' 
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tations for (53a) and (54a) in (57) and (58), generated by a grammar without 

the PUB. 

(57) [cpdaB niemand [vpPudding sagt [cp t' 'i [ 1p sie ti mag]]]]]] 

(58) [cpkto [ 1p t' ' 'i [tpstranno [cpt' 'i [cpCHto [tpt 'i [Jpti nam 

pomogal ]]]]]] 

In this grammar without the PUB, these examples would not violate the 

ECP /Subjacency, since no one step crosses more than one bounding node, and 

every ECP barrier is voided by adjunction. At the same time, note that the 

fact that WH-movement cannot proceed through (Spec, CP] in Russian is still 

maintained, as is the fact that German does not allow adjunction to CP. This 

grammar thus contravenes native speaker intuitions only because it lacks the 

PUB, since that is the sole principle that distinguishes between tht landing sites 

of the two typeS of A-bar movement, and prohibits chains that are not uniform 

with regard to these landing sites. 

The PUB is therefore an independent principle of UG. This fact is confirmed 

by a consideration of the third type of evidence that MS present to argue for 

scrambling as adjunction rather than WH-movement. In languages like Ger

man, the scrambling of WH-operators (Wlf-phrases as well as focused phrases) 

is strictly forbidden: 

(59) *ich wei6 nicht [cpwemi [ 1pwasi [1p der Fritz ti ti gesagt 

I know not whom what Fritz said 

hat]]] 

has 

1 I don't know what Fritz has said to whom.' 
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(60) ich glaube [cpdafi [1peiner ELEPHANTENi [ein Eingeborenor 

I believe that 

ti sah]]] 

saw 

an elephant 

'I believe that a native saw an ELEPHANT. 1 

a native 

On the assumption that both focused elements and WH-phrases must be in 

[Spec, CP] at LF, the scrambling of these operators is prohibited because the 

chain formed after that LF-movement will violate the PUB, since it will be an 

WH-chain with one of its links in an adjoined position. 

The most immediate problem that languages like Hindi and Urdu, Korean 

and Japanese present for the adjunction hypothesis of scrambling is that these 

languages, unlike German, allow the scrambling of WH-phrases: 

(61) [IP [kiskii ki taab] i [1p nuur-ne siitaa-ko ti dii] 1 

whose book(DO) Noor(SU) Sita(IO) gave 

'Whose book did Noor give Sita? 1 

Recall that UG requires all WH-phrases crosslinguistically to be in [Spec, CP] 

at LF. This would yield an LF-representation for (61) that would be (62), and 

immediately recognizable as a configuration in which a PUB violation should 

obtain, since the chain of the WH-phrase in [Spec, CP] will contain a link in a 

scrambling position: 

Contrary to this prediction, (61), and its Japanese and Korean analogue, 

is perfectly grammatical. MS suggest that the difference between these three 

languages and German lies in the fact that "the PUB only restricts theooperation 
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Form-Chain, so that the S-structure part of a chain will not be checked again in 

the course of LF-movement" (MS (1994a: 23)).20 MS(1993: .507) term such a 

PUB as nonprojective, while a PUB that 'checks' overt movement even at LF is 

termed as projective. 

A nonprojective PUB is impervious to S-structure movement, and therefore 

cannot recognize that the intermediate trace in (62) is in an adjoined position. 

Rather, it considers it to be the ~foot' of the operator chain formed by LF

movement, and finding no PUB violation, rules it in. Assuming this ahistoricity 

of the PUB not to contravene any fundamentals of the grammar, this concept can 

be used to explain a number of facts about Hindi and Urdu operator scrambling. 

It is to the Hindi and Urdu facts that we now turn. 

First, note that scrambling and WH-movement appear in Hindi and Urdu to 

observe different locality restrictions. While both scrambling and WH-movement 

cannot cross finite tensed boundaries,21 sc~_ambling, however, can cross nonfinite 

clause boundaries, but WH-s~ope is strictly clause-bound (Mahajan (1990); Sr~~ 
vastav (1991):22 :';·'LJ'.:-.·ry 

0~), .. ' 

t:. •'"" 
20This is not to imply that the PUB may be violated by these languages in overt movement,'~l 

since it is assumed that overt movement will also be constrained by the PUB, presumably 

stated as a derivational principle in the form of PUB' footnoted earlier. 
21 Mahajan (1990) assumes that long distance scrambling can take place in Hindi and Urdu, 

a claim contradicted by the majority of native speakers. I discuss his characterization of the 

long-distance properties of scrambling in Chapter 6, but I shall continue to assume that Hindi 

and Urdu do not have this operation. 
22It remains an open question whether Hindi and Urdu scrambling uses adjunction to CP 

as an escape hatch for scrambling. Here, I do not assume it does for two reasons. First, 

if adjunction to CP were allowed for scrambling, we would have no explanation for the fact 

that scrambling "across tensed clause boundaries ·is adjudicated more marginal than scrambling 

out of infinitival clauses, even by those speakers who allow (some) long distance scrambling. 

Second, there is absolutely no overt realization ofadjunction to CP in the language. Thus, 

there is no parallel to the Russian sentence in (i) to be found in Hindi and Urdu: 

(i) ty znaes[cpPetr lvanyCH [cpCHto (tpti uZZe priexal]]] 

(lit.) 'Do you know that Peter lvanich that has already come? 

(ii) **kyaa tumheN pataa he [cpnuuri[cpkii [ti aa gayii he]]] 

(lit.)'Do you know Noor that has come?' 
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(63)(a) nuur-ne siitaa-se [PRO raam-ko kitaab ] 

Noor(SU) Sita(DO) Ram(EIO) book(EDO) 

If adjunction to CP is not an option in Hindi and Urdu, it remains to be answered how 

the scrambling in (63), etc., proceeds. Following suggestions by Srivastav (1991); Butt (1994); 

Bhattacharya (personal communication) Hindi and Urdu infinitivals in such contexts could be 

taken to be DPs rather than CPs. Hindi and Urdu does reappear to allow overt adjunction to 

DP, viz. (iii), so that it may well be that the representation at LF for (63) is (iv): 

(iii) [oP kitaabeN; [oP merii tiinoN t; ]] 

(lit.) 'Books my all three.' 

(iv) [tP nuur-ne [v p kitaab; [v p Siitaa-se [oJ> ti'[oP PRO [v p t '; [v p raam-ko t; 

dene-ko]]]] kahaa]]] 

However, this analysis cannot be conclusive until the structure of Hindi and Urdu DPs is 

investigated more closely. First of all, it may be that Hindi and Urdu possessors are in [Spec, 

NP] rather than [Spec, DP], as I propose in the next section, with th.o 1.00u:~ ~:i<.~ {iii) above 

would be analyzed as adjunction to NP rather than DP. Second, scrambling out of DPs per se 

appears to be more restricted than scrambling out of infinitivals in the sense intended above. 

Scrambling out of nominal DPs is constrained by a number of factors: (a) Scrambling can 

move an NP out of the domain of a cardinal determiner but not out of the one established by 

an ordinal numeral. To see this, compare (v) with (iii), which shows scrambling out of a"DP 

that contains an ordinal determiner: 

(v) ?*[oP kitaabeN; [DP merii t;i nt; ]] 

(lit.) 'Books, my three.' 

(b) Scrambling out of DPs with a null determiner is far better than scrambling out of DPs 

with overt determiners (if the deictic pronoun in (vi) is to be analyzed as a determiner): 

(vi)(a) [op kitaab [DP raam-kii t;]] 

(lit.) 'Book, Ram's 

(vi)(b) ?*[oP kitaab [DP raam-kii yet;]] 

(lit.) 'Book, Ram's this 

(c) Scrambling out of DPs containing adjectival modifiers which are genetic case-marked is pro

hibited. In general, scrambling is unacceptable with modified DPs, though speaker judgements 

vary: 

(vii)(a) nuur ek lakRii-kaa-ghar Xariidegii 

(lit.) Noor a wood's house will buy 

( vii)(b) *[nuur [oP[DP ghar; (opek lakrii-kaa-t;]] xariidegii 

(lit.) Noor, house a wood's, will buy 

(viii)( a) ?*[op kitaab; (op kaalii t;]] 

(lit.) 'Book, black 

(viii)(b) ?*[ kitaab 1 raam-kii kaalii t ]] 
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dene-ko] kahaa 

to give-OAT told 

1 Why did Noor tell Sita to give Ram a book?, 

(b) nuur-ne [vpkitaab [vpSiitaa-se [cp PRO raam-ko t; 

Noor(SU) 

dene-ko] 

book(EOO) Sita(IO) 

kahaa 

to give-OAT told 

1 Noor told Sita to give Ram a book., 

Ram(EIO) 

(64) tumne siitaa-se [PRO raam-ko kitaab kyuun 

you(SU) Sita(IO) Ram(EIO) book(OO) why 

dene-ko] kahaa 

to give-OAT told 

1 Noor told Sita to give Ram. a book for what reason?, 

1 *Why did Noor tell Sita to give Ram a book?, 

If scrambling and WH-movement were indeed the same operation, it would be . 
expected that the WH-phrase could take wide-scope, since WH-movement would 

be entitled to a use of the escape-hatch that scrambling uses to escape from the 

embedded clause. This is patently not the case, and therefore scrambling must • 

be distinguished from WH-movement. 

Now, scrambling of QPs in such clauses can affect relative scope interpre

tations. In Hindi and Urdu, like Chinese (Aoun and Li (1989; 1993)), relative 

(lit.) 'Book, Ram's black 

However, these examples are significantly improved with the addition of the -vaalaa modifier 

to the adjectival predicate: 

(ix) ??[vP kitaab [vP kaaliwaalii ]] 

(lit.) 'Book, black-WAALAA 

Pending a full investigation of the factors affecting scrambling from the Hindi and Urdu DP its 

hierarchical structure, it is therefore quite problematic to postulate DP as a possible adjunction 

site for scrambling in Hindi and Urdu. I leave the matter for future research. 
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scope is determined by linear order. As (65b) shows, QP-scrambling changes 

the relative-scope interpretations in these sentences, where the scrambled QP 

achieves a wide-scope interpretation it lacked in its base position: 

(65)(a) har laRkaa kisii-ko pyaar karta hE 

every boy(SU) someone(DO) love does is 

t Every boy loves someone. 1 (wide scope for every boy) 

(b) [[pkisii -ko; [Jphar laRkaa t; pyaar kartaa hE]] 

someone(DO) every boy(SU) love does is 

t Every boy loves someone. 1 (wide scope for someone) 

I address the question of the interpretative changes in 2.2.3, for the moment 
-. 

let us concentrate on the propriety of the movement ·at LF in terms of the PUB. 

Assuming an Aoun and Li (1993) style representation, (65a) will have the repre

sentation in (66), and (65b), the one in (67): 

(66) [Jphar laRka~ [fpt 1
; [vpkisiikoi [vpt; ti pyaar kartaa hE ] ] ] ] 

(67) [Jpkisii-ko; [Jphar laRkaai [vpt 1
; [vptjti pyaar kartaa hE]]]] 

Without the assumption of a nonprojective PUB, (67) cannot be ruled in 

since the variable t; is bound by an antecedent in a scrambling position t~ and 

the QP in the QR 'position'. A nonprojective PUB would, however, correctly 

rule in this representation as proper movement, since it would consider only the 

chain [kis i i-ko, .... , t;] as satisfying the environment for its application. 

In this chain, the variable is uniquely bound, and no PUB violation can ensue. 

The idea of a nonprojective PUB also serves to explain why the scrambling 

of WH-phrases in multiple questions leads to superiority-type effects analogous 
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to those observed in English. Consider the data in (68)-(69): 

(68)(a) [Jp kisne kyaa khaayaa]? 

who what ate 

(Who ate what?' 

(b) ?* [1p kya~ [1p kisne ti khaayaa]? 

what who ate 

(What did who eat?' 

(69) (a) [1p kOn kyuuN aayegaa]? 

who why will-come 

(Who will cum~ why?: 

(b) ?*[Jp kyuuNi [1p kON ti aayegaa]] 

why who will-come 

(Why will who come?' 

Normally, WH-phrases can scramble as freely as DPs, so the ungrammati

cality of ( 68b) and ( 69b) does not stem from a restriction on WH -scrambling. 

Neither can the the nonprojective status of the Hindi and Urdu PUB be at 

stake, since a reformulation of this position to rendering the PUB projective in 

the languages would not only rule out (68b) and (69b), but also all licit cases 

of WH-scrambling as well. Let us assume, therefore, that the PUB is indeed 

nonprojective in Hindi and Urdu, and that it rules these examples in as proper 

movement. The ungrammaticality of (67b) and (68b) then follows from some 

other principle of the grammar. Now, since these violations so closely resemble 

Superiority violations in English, I propose that these too can be accounted for 

by the ECP. To confirm this, consider the LF-representations of the examples in 

(68a)-(68b) in (70) and (71) (assuming right-adjunction in (Spec, CP]): 
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(70) [cpkisnei [kyaai]] [tp ti ti khaayaa ] 

(71) [cpkyaai [kisne;]] [1p ti ti khaayaa ] 

Assuming the traditional version of the ECP, by which complements mt~st be 

head-governed and noncomplements antecedent governed, we find that represen

tation in (70) does not constitute an ECP violation: the trace of kyaa 'what' 

is lexically head-governed, and the trace of the subject is antec~dent governed. 

In (71 ), on the other hand, while lexical government of the trace of kyaa still 

holds (in fact it is also antecedent governed by the intermediate trace tj ad

joined to lP), antecedent government of the subject trace no longer obtains: 

On the assumption that the ECP requires a first branching node definition of 

c-command, the subject WH-phrase being right-adjoined to [Spec, CP] does not 

c-command its trace and cannot therefore antecedent-govern it. Hence (71) is an 

ECP violation, rather than a PUB violation. 

The nonprojectivity of the PUB in Hindi and Urdu als<? explains a fact about 

scrambling and WH-movement that often goes unnoticed in the study of either 

phenomena in the language - the fact that scrambling is necessary to ask a ques

tion in the language. However, it is not the WH-phrase that is scrambled,23 but 

rather the constituents preceding it, if any. Consider. (72 a-b), both exceedingly 

normal ways of asking a question:24 

(72)(a) mohan-koi Sitaa-kii-kitaabi kisne ti ti dii? 

Mohan(IO) Sita-GEN-book(DO) who(SU) gave 

(Who gave Mohan Sita 1 s book 1 ? 

23 In fact Laxmibai (1994) in an experimental study has shown that DO WH-phrase fronting 

is not a preferred question strategy in Hindi and Urdu. In general, the prepared strategy can 

be either of the two noted in the text - an in site strategy or one that moves the WH-phrase 

to the preverbal focus position. , 
24These questions presuppose discourse- an important point, since discourse-initial questions 

tend to use the in sit'! strategy. 
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(b) liilaa-ne tasviiri kisko ti dii? 

Lila(SU) picture(DO) who(IO) gave 

'Who did Lila give the book 1 

If the PUB were projective in Hindi and Urdu, the subsequent LF-movement 

of the WH-phrase would violate the PUB since the trace of the WH-phrase wo"uld 

be ambiguously bound. by the raised WH-phrase in [Spec, CP] as well as the 

adjoined DO; that it is not projective therefore saves the derivation. Notice that 

the situation here is different from any of the ones encountered so far: For the 

LF-raising of the WH-phrase to satisfy the PUB (and the ECP), the PUB must 

completely ignore the very existence of the DO in the adjoined position at LF, for 

if it does recognise its adjoined position, the variable left by WH-movement will 

be ambiguously bound. That this does follow from the concept of a nonprojective 

PUB should also be clear- the only way an item can be interpreted as adjoined is 
-. 

through a historical consciousness of the environment it moved into from it~ base

position. A nonprojective PUB lacks that consciousness and therefore treats that 

adjoined item, or a trace of that adjoined item, as if it were in its base-generated 

position. 

In sum, the discussion in this section has upheld the validity of a distinction 

between scrambling and WH-movement, and the postulation of the PUB as a 

wellformedness condition on legitimate objects at the LF-interface. I now turn 

to the distinction between scrambling and topicalization, where I show that once 

again, Hindi and Urdu confirm MS's (1993) findings. 

2.2.2 SCRAMBLING IS NOT TOPICALIZATION 

It is now quite standard in linguistic theory to assume topicalization to be analyz

able as left-adjunction to 1P ((Baltin (1982); Culicover and Rochemont (1991); 

Lasnik and Saito (1990). If our thesis that scrambling is also adjunction to 
0 

XP (where XP may well be 1P) is also maintained, this results in an equation of 
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scrambling with topicalization in both structural and functional terms. However, 

as we see below, this cannot be the case, since scrambling and topicalization dif

fer substantially in their syntactic properties. In fact, topicalization, in many 

(but not all) respects, patterns with WH-movement rather than scrambling- for 

example, both types of movement observe the same island constraints. In this 

section I present MS's (1993: 4 79-99) proposals regarding the proper analysis 

of topicalization in UG, proposals that explain the differences and similarities 

between scrambling, topicalization and WH-movement. As usual, I first discuss 

their data and proposals and then consider the facts of Hindi and Urdu topical

ization and scrambling. 

First, let us examine the details of the asymmetry between scrambling and 

topicalization that MS allude to. The asymmP.t.ri~ t.•.•!'!'l. out to be q'..!!t~ f~r

ranging in nature, and are worth exploring in a little detail. 

The first difference between the two movements is that while scrambling is 

iterable within a clause, topicalization may take place only once in the same 

syntactic domain. The Japanese examples in (73) demonstrate this fact: 

(73) (a) naihu-dei Bill-oj [JpJohn-ga ti ti sasista] 

knife-with Bill-ACC John-NOM stabbed 

'John stabbed Bill with a knife.' 

(b)•naihu-wa Bill-wa John-ga sasista] 

knife-TOP Bill-TOP John-NOM stabbed 

'John stabbed Bill with a knife.' 

If both scrambling and topicalization involve adjunction to 1P, there is no 

explanation for this asymmetry. 

Second, it is well known that topics create a 'topic island' effect for further 

topicalization and/or WH-movement·out of the clause that contains the topic. 
0 

Hence, the ungrammaticality of the English examples in (7 4) is derived by Lasnik 
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and Saito's (1990: Ch. 3) theory that adjunction to 1P multiplies the barrehood 

of 1P as a Subjacency violation: 

(74) (a) •Whati do you think [cpt 1 i that [ 1p2for Ben 1 s car [ 1p1 Mary 

will pay tj)]] 

(b) *That manii know [cpti that [ 1p2 this booki [ 1p1 Mary 

gave ti to tj)]] 

If scrambling is also adjunction to 1 P, then it, too, is expected to induce is

landhood for subsequent WH-movement and/topicalization. The very iterability 

of scrambling gives the lie to this prediction, as does the example in (75) from 

German, where it is shown that scrambling does not affect the extractability of 

an adjunct by (long) WH-movement. And this, in a language that in which top

icalization behaves exact,Jy as English in inducing topic island effects (MS ( 1993: 

481) ). 

(75) Wiei meinst du [cpt 1 i daB dieser Fraui [ 1pder Ede ti ti 

how think you 

geholfen hat]] 

helped has 

that this woman(ACC) the Ede 

'How do you think that Ede helped this woman?' 

Third, in the Germanic languages, topicalization, but not scrambling, is cor

related with verb-raising in a positive way. (76) represents the case of German, 

where verb-raising is obligatory if topicalization takes place, but is prohibited 

with scrambling. (77) shows that English also has a more-marked instantia

tion of the same phenomenon, in that topicalization with monotone decreasing 

quantifiers triggers a similar V-2 phenomenon: 
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(76)(a) 1ch glaube [cpden Fritzi 

I believe the Fritz(ACC) like many 

'I believe that many people like Fritz. 1 

(b) * [/ pden Fritzi mogeni [ 1p viele tj] J] 
the Fritz(ACC) like many 

'Many people like Fritz. 1 

(77)(a) [In no case]i would [1p he give up ta 

(b) *[In no case]i [Jp he would give up til 

If scrambling were the same phenomenon as topicalization, the structural 

asymmetry displayed in {76) could not receive a structural characterization. 

Fourth, it is a widespread phenomenon that topicalization blocks clause

bound WH-movement in many languages. Scrambling, however, does not pattern 

with topicalization in this regard. As an example, consider the German examples 

in (78), keeping" in mind that this is also attested in Japanese, Russian and Hindi 

and Urdu: 

(78) (a) *Warumi den Fri tzj hat diese Frau ti ti gekuBt 

why the Fritz(ACC) has this woman kissed 

'Why has this woman kissed Fritz?' 

(b) Wasi hat dem Fritz diese Frau tj ti geschenkt 

What has the Fritz(DAT) this woman 

'What has this woman given Fritz? 1 

given 

Fifth, topicalization {in the Germanic languages, at least) appears to be more 

context-bound than scrambling. For example, consider the fact that embedded 

topicalization is prohibited in CP complements of non-bridge verbs but scram

bling is possible in the very same contexts (MS (1993: 483-84)): 
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(79) (a) •1ch bedaure [cpden Fritz; mag [rpjeder t;]] 

I regret the Fritz(ACC) likes everyone 

'I regret that everyone likes Fritz.' 

(b) Ich bedaure[cpdaB[rpdem Fritz; [rpdiese Frau 

I regret that the Fritz(DAT) this woman 

t; ein Buch gibt]]] 

a book gave 

'I regret that this woman gave Fritz a book'. 

Sixth, and finally, scrambling (at least in German) appears to obey different 

locality constraints than topicalization. As the examples in (80) show, scrambling 

in German is clause-bound but topicalization is not: 

(80)(a) •daB niemand [vpPudding; sagt [CPdaB sie t; mag]] 

that nobody pudding says that she likes 

'That nobody says that she likes pudding.' 

(b) Pudding; glaube ich [cp daB sie t; mogen wurde] 

pudding believe I that she like would 

'Pudding, I believe that she would like.' 

Let us then, conclude that scrambling and topicalization target different land

ing sites. We have already assumed tht scrambling is an adjunction operation, so 

now let us consider whether topicalization involves movement to [Spec, CP]. At 

first blush, the complementary distribution between the two evidenced in many 

of the examples above, as well as the fact that topicalization obeys the same 

island constraints as WH-movement (Chomsky (1976) appear to suggest that 

this unification of the two movement types in terms of a single landing site may 

well be possible. However, as MS (1993: 484-85) show, that the differences be

tween the two movements are too overwhelming to be amenable to such a simple 
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unification. 

The most obvious problem with analyzing topicalization and WH-movement 

as movement to [Spec, CP] is the distribution of the topic vs. that of the WH

phrase, vis-a-vis that the Complementizer: Topics must appear to the right of. 

the Complementizer, but WH-phrases can only surface to its left, and any in

terchanging of the two positions leads to sharp ungrammaticality judgements. 

Consider as examples the following from German; (81a) for WH-movement, and 

(81 b) for topicalization: 

(81) (a) •Ich weiB nicht · [cpdaB wen; [1p du t; 

I know not that who(ACC) you 

gesehen hat]] 

seen have 

ci don't know who you have seen.' 

(b) •Ich glaube [cp den Fritz; daB hat 

I believe the Fritz(ACC) that has 

[ 1psie t; gesehen]] 

she-NOM seen 

ci believe that she has seen Fritz.' 

In the Germanic languages, topics are further distinguished from WH-phrases 

in that only the former, and never the latter, trigger V-2, as shown for German 

in (82): 

(82) (a) Ich sagte [cpwen; (daB) [Jpsie t; gesehen hat]] 

I said who(ACC) that she seen has 

ci asked who she has seen? ' 
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(b) *Ich sagte [cp weni hat [Jpsie ti gesehen]] 

I asked who-ACC has she seen has 

ci asked who has she seen?' 

Other dissimilarities also exist, but consider these two as conclusive indica

tions that topicalization cannot be movement to [Spec, CP]. Nor can it, as we 

have just seen, be adjunction to lP, which we have identified to be the landing 

site for scrambling. MS (1993: 485-86) propose that topicalization targets the 

specifier of its own Topic Phrase (Top?), and that the structure of an English 

ex~mple like (83) is as in (84): 

(83) I know that [in no case]i will he give up ti 

(84) I think [cpthat [TopPin no case [i [r0 pwill] [ 1phe give up tiJ]]] 

It is important to note that TopP qualifies as a distinct landing site for the 

PUB, and it is this that explains why long topicalization, as in the English 

example in (83), is possible. It is hypothesized that long topicalization uses 

[Spec, TopP] as an escape hatch, with each step in the derivation satisfying the 

PUB. 

(85) John said that [TopP [this book]i TOP [Jp he thought [cpthat 

[TopPt 'i TOP EtP you would like tiJ]]]] 

From this proposal, it follows that topicalization of WH-phrases in multiple 

questions in English and German is improper movement. Recall that in these 

languages, the PUB is projective in that it constains both overt and covert move

ments. In an instance of topicalization in multiple questions such as {86), which 

will have the LF-representation in (87)., the PUB will consider the LF-movements 

of whom from [Spec, Top P] to [Spec, CP] as satisfying the environment for its 
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application. Being projective, it can recognize that the foot of the covert chain 

([Spec, TopP]) is in a position distinct from the position the head of that chain 

occupies ([Spec, CP]), and will therefore rule out the example in (86) as a PUB 

violation. 

(86) Who believes that [TopP whom [Jp Mary likes tj]] 

(87) [cpwhomi [rpti believes [cp whomi that [TopPt 1 i 

[Mary likes ti]]]]] 

This suggestion that topics occupy the SPECs of their own Topic Phrases eas

ily accounts for the scrambling / topicalizati<?n asymmetries noted earlier in this 

section. These differences follow straightforwardly from the fact that scrambling 

is a distinct movement_.operation (adjunction to XP)from topicalization (substi

tution int9 [Spec, TopP]). For example, the iterability of scrambling is expected 

under an adjunction account of the phenomenon, but since normally functional 

heads license a unique specifier, topicalization is expected to take place only once 

in a clause (Fukui and Speas (1986)). Similarly, the fact that scrambling does not 

create the same island effects as topicalization is also a consequence of the fact 

that the two are distinct operations targeting different landing sites. Whatever 

the explanation for the topic island effect (MS (1993: 493)), scrambling being 

adjunction to XP and not substitution into [Spec, TopP] like topicalization, is 

not expected to duplicate the effects noted in (74). Similar considerations carry 

over to the observation that topicalization, but not scrambling, triggers verb

raising to Top0 , blocks clause-bound WH-movement, is dependent in embedded 

contexts on the bri?ge/non-bridge nature of the predicate and obeys different 

locality constraints from those respected by scrambling. Since scrambling and 

topicalization target different landing sites, no similarity of syntactic behaviour is 

predicted, and the fact that none obtains can be taken to validate the hypothesis 
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that the two are distinct movements in UG.25 

The assymmetry between topicalization and WH-movement cannot, however, 

be adequately captured by the proposal as it stands. For one, the fact that 

topicalization involves substitution into (Spec, TopP] does not adequately explain 

the possibility of long-topicalization in (86), since it is unclear how successive -

cyclic movement of the topic through (Spec, TopP] can void the barrierhood 

of the CP immediately dominating it. More importantly, simply specifying ·a 

landing site for topics does not explain the fact that topics and WH-phrases are 

in complementary distribution in most languages, and that the two show distinct 

syntactic properties beyond their basic set of shared properties. 

MS suggest that the asymmetry, as well as the similarity, between topicaliza

tion and WH-movement can be captured if the concept of matching projections, 

proposed by Haider (1988) is employed to charcterize the CP and TopP projec

tions in a clause (MS (1993: 487)): 

. 
(88) Matching 

Two functional projections match iff one immediately domi

-nates the other, and at least one specifier position of 

these projections is empty. 

The essential idea is that matching projections behave like a single projection 

in many instances, and as two distinct projections in others. The basic intuition 

is that in such "matching projections", each functional projection functions a 

segment, in analogy with adjunction structures. For CP and TopP to qualify as 

matching projections, the SPEC position of one must be empty at the level at 

which matching is determined, presumably LF. MS (1993: 487-489) accomplish 

this by proposing that only one of the two heads Co or Top0 can be active in 

25See MS (1993) for details on how these differences between scrambling and topicalization 

are given a syntactic explanation. 
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a clause, suggestin this stipulation to be derivable from functional perspectives 

on the nature and role of C0 and Top0 heads in a clause. Briefly, the basic idea 

is that C0 is a "potentially nominal category" whereas Top0 is a "potentially 

verbal category", and since a clause cannot be both nominal as well as verbal, it 

is necessary that one of clausal heads be activated, or in their terms, designated: 

If Top0 is the designated head, topicalization will occur, if it is not, then Co must 

be active, and WH-movement may/may not occur.26 The definitions in (89-91) 

spell out the relationship a designated head and the element in its SPEC position 

that MS propose be the basis of their analysis (MS (1993: 488-489)): 

(89) Uniqueness of Designated Head 

Exactly one of the two functional heads C0 and Top0 is 

the designated head of CP. CP is''nominal" when C0 is the 

designated head, and CP is ''verbal" when Top0 is the desig-

-nated head. 

(90) Licensing Condition for A-bar Specifiers 

A [±WH]-phrase in (an A-bar) [Spec, XP] must agree with an 

appropriate designated head X, where Co is appropriate for 

[ +WH] -phrases (called WH-operators) and Top0 is appropriate 

for [ -WH] -phrases (called topics) . 

(91) Visibility Condition for Clausal Functional Heads 

A clausal functional head (C0 or Top0 ) is designated iff 

it is visible at S-structure (where visibility is (roughly) 

26The default option: it appears, must be Co at the designated head. Designated Top0 

heads are moe marked, and appear to require an additional licensing condition in complement 

position - "A designated embedded Top0 made must be head-governed by a lexical category" 

(MS (1993: 491)). This licensing condition explains why embedded topicalization is prohibited 

with non-bridge predicates (79a above): non-bridge predicates do not L-mark, i.e. lexically 

head-govern their CP complements. See (MS: 1993 490-91) for details. 
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equated with phonological realization). 

Turning first to the question of whether the CP containing the topic counts 

as a barrier for extraction of the topic (by successive-cyclic rising through [Spec, 

TopP] in long topicalization, MS suggest that if the idea that a "matching pro

jection has two (or more) single projections as its segments" (MS (1993: 487)) is 

built into the theory of barriers, we can successfully avoid making "special case" 

stipulations regarding the barrierhood of CP in long topicalization. They point 

out that in a matching projection of CP and TP, maintaining the barrierhood of 

either CP or TP has the effect of actually predicting that these projections also 

constitute barriers for their own specifier positions. This is an unwelcome n suit, 

and one out of tune with the general approach in which SPECs d f!!!ld~G!l~! 

projections serve as escape hatches for movement. Rather, they propose that 

the barrierhood of CP is voided as follows: "Movement into any of the specifiers 

of the segments of matching projections has the same effect as adjunction; it is 

a safe way to circumvent a barrier. In other words, the blocking effect of one 

segment of a matchiRg projection can always be undone by moving into any of 

its segments"(MS (1993: 487)). Hence, the fact that topics in long-topicalization 

move successive cyclically through the SPECs of TopP projections ensures that 

the CPs containing them are never barriers to their extraction. 

MS (1993: 488-98) demonstrate at the length that the proposals in (89)-(91} 

provide a more than satisfactory account of the asymmetries between topical

ization and WH-movement. I do not reproduce the full discussion here, merely 

restricting myself to a discussion of (81 ), repeated below as (92), where we have 

seen that that topics and WH-phrases differ in their distribution vis-a-vis the 

complementizer. It turns ot that this difference follows quite straightforwardly 

from the licensing condition for A-bar SPECs in (90): 
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(92) (a) •Ich weiB nicht [cpdaB weni [rp du ti gesehen hat ] ] 

I know not that who(ACC) you seen 

'I don,t know who you have seen., 

(b) •Ich glaube [cp den Fritzi daB qat 

I believe the Fritz(ACC) that has 

[rpsie ti gesehen]] 

she-NOM seen 

'I believe that she has seen Fritz., 

have 

·The fact that topics target the lower segment of the matching projection 

CP /TopP ensures that complementizers (if present) will always precede topics. 

The fact that a + WH-phrase must agree with its designated head, C0 , ensures 

that WH-phrases will precede the complementizer. The impossibility of \VII

phrase topicalization in German is also similarly explained by (90), since the CP 

projection dominates the TopP projection, and lowering is generally prohibited 

in the language. 

The fact that, in German, topicalization triggers verb-second phenomena but 

WH-movement does not, is also explained by the proposals. Recall that the Top0 

head is verbal in nature. Now, supposing that German establishes a "one-to

one correspondence between designation and phonological visibility" (MS (1993: 

489)), this correspondence requires the overt raising of the verb to the Top0 head. 

The absence of verb-raising with WH-phrases then follows from the fact that C0 , 

being nominal rather than verbal, does not require su~h lexicalization of itselfY 

This concludes our presentation of MS's approach to topicalization and its 

properties, I now turn to a consideration of the Hindi and Urdu facts, where I 

27The English facts of (77) reflect vestigea.l V-2 phenomena in the language. The fact that 

'normal' topicalization in English does not trigger verb-raising is due to the fact that, in English, 

the designated verbal head Top0 in such constructions does not require overt lexicalization like 

the designated verbal head in German does. In M LPT terms, then, the V-features of Top0 are 

[weak]. 
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first argue for the analysis of the Hindi and Urdu -to as a topic particle, on both 

semantic/pragmatic as well as syntactic grounds. !then distinguish Hindi and 

Urdu topicalization from scrambling and show that they echo the ( crosslinguistic) 

findings of MS (1993), viz., that scrambling does not target the same landi~g sites 

as topicalization. 

First, let us ascertain that -to is indeed a topic particle. 

A CASE FOR HINDI AND URDU -to AS A TOPIC PARTICLE 

In most Hindi and Urdu grammars (e.g. Kachru (1980)), the particle -to has 

been classified with other discussive particles like -hii and -bhii as an empha

sizer/ delimiter. it is assumed that the semantic range of these particles ranges 

over "emphasis;;, "contrase;, "deiimitation;; and ;;quantification". Little system

atic attempt has been made to separate the various usages of these particles in 

different contexts in order to identify the common foundation upon which a uni

fied analysis for that particle may be constructed. In this·section, I make such an 

attempt with the particle -to, which I claim to be syntactially and semantically 

similar to the Japanese topic particle -wa.28 

The particle -to can attach to any maximal projection of a lexical category, 

but generally cannot be inserted 'inside' that maximal projection via affixation 

either to the head or to a (maximal projection) modifier. The examples in (93)

(97) demonstrate these facts, for DP, PP, and PP: 2930 

(93)(a) [vp ye kaalii kitaab]-TO acchii hE 

this black book -TOP good is 

1 This black book is nice.' 

28See Srivastav (1991) for a discussion of the particle bhii .. In earlier work, Verma (1971) is 

worthy of mention for an attempt to analyze these particles. 
29 In this respect, Hindi and Urdu differ from Japanese, where~ can mark only PP and · 

VP. 
301 assume that every V , main or auxiliary, heads its own maximal projection. 
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(b) * [DP ye [AP kaalii-TO] kitaab] .. . 

(c) *[DP [DeicPye-TO] kaalii kitaab] .. . 

(94) (a) [DP merii kaalii kitaab] -TO mil gayii 

my black book -TOP found went 

1 My black book was found.' 

(b) *[Dpmerii [Apkaalii-TO] kitaab] .. . 

(c) ??[Dpmerii-TO [Dpkaalii kitaab]] ... 31 

(95)(a) raam [vp kitaab paRh-TO] rahaa hE] 

Ram book read-TO PROG is 

1 Ram is reading a book' 

(b) raam[vpkitaab paRh [vp rahaa-TO]hE] 

(c) raam[vpkitaab paRh rahaa hE]-T032 

(96)(a) siitaa [pp nuur-ke-paas]-TO gayii 

Sita Noor-GEN-near-TO went 

csita went to Noor' 

(b) ??siitaa[pp[vpnuur-ke-TO]] paas gayii~ 

31 The occurrence of -to with the possessor nominal appears to be less marked in an appro
priate context, which typically involves a contastive reading of the XP-to (i) is much better 
than (94a): 
(i) TUMHAARAA-to sirf DIL ThuTaa hE, MERII-to ZINDAGII 

Xatam ho gayii hE 
'YOU'VE only broken your HEART, I'VE ruined my LIFE!' 

Interestingly, the contrastive focus spreads over from the -to subjects in these clauses. Bayer 
(to appear) has noted that this is a property of focusing particles in general, 

that is, to take multiple foci. If this is considered to hold for contrastive uses of -to, I am 
not entirely clear as to whether this would preclude an analysis of -to as a topic particle. It 
may be possible to consider contrastive -to as a focusing particle, and therefore posit two -to's 
in Hindi and Urdu, a thematic -to and a contrastive- to. It would then remain to be shown 
why the two particles are identical in distribution and other syntactic properties. 

32 Bhaya-Nair (1991) has given a pragmatic account of the "sentence-final" use of -to as a 
tag question. She suggests that the "core meaning" of this particle is the "introduction of 
uncertainty /doubt in an utterance" (ibid.: 144). I suggest that this meaning is an extension of 
the phrasal-level meaning of -to we isolate in the text above of "set anaphoricity". As a tag 
question, -to conforms to a use of -to that is contrastive, rather than thematic. However, a 
comprehensive discussion of how the phrasal uses of -to interface with the tag-question usages 
of the same particle will have to be postponed till a later date. 

33Just like in DPs, the (b) example in (96) improves substantially with the right context, 
usually a contrastive one: 
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(c) •siitaa [pp[op nuur-TO-ke] paas gayii 

(97)(a) amiinaa [ppbaGEr saif-se puuche]-TO kuch nahiiN kartii 

Ameena without Saif asking-TO some not does 

'Ameena doesn 1 t do anything without asking Saif. 1 

(b) ??amiinaa [ppbaGER [op saif-se-TO] puuche] , .. 

(c) *amiinaa [pp[p baGER-TO] saif-se puuche] ... 

The examples in (93)-(97) disclose that there are certain restrictions on the 

attachment sites for the -to particle: It may attach only to maximal projections 

of either Vo, D0 , N0 , or to the maximal projections of the arguments these heads 

subcategorize for. APs, in (93b) and (94b), being adjuncts cannot host the 

particle, and nor can X 0 heads, e.g. P0 in (97c). In syntactic terms, the -to 

particle has the following distribution: 

(98) Distribution of -TO 

In a maximal projection of either D0 , P0 , or V0 , 

the -TO particle can attach to either (i), (ii) or (iii): 

(i) the maximal projection of these heads, or 

(ii) the maximal projection of the complement of these heads, or 

(iii) the maximal projection in the SPEC position of one of these 

heads. 34 

(i) siitaa nuur-ke-TO-paas jaatii hE, par raam-ke paas nahiiN 
'Sita does go to Noor, but not to Ram.' 

34 It has been observed that -to can be used with negation as well: 
(i) tez calo nahiiN-to gaaRii chhuuT jaayegii 

fast walk not-TO train leave will go 
'Walk quickly or_ the train will go.' 

The data is rather murky here. For one, the fact that in 'ordinary' negative declaratives, 
the use of =!2_ is generally ungrammatical: 
(ii) **miinaa nahiiN-to jaayegii 

Meena not-TO will go 
'Meena will not go.' 

It appears that nahiil-to may be leximic ill nature. At the same time there is some evidence 
that IEG+hii+TO constructions are allowed in Hindi and Urdu: " 
(iii) (Thiik hE, itnaa naaraaz mat ho) mEN nahiiN-hii- TO jaa 
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Let us assume with Bayer (to appear) and Rothstein ( 1991) that particles like 

-to are "minor functional heads which subcategorize, but do not have 0-grids, 

do not bind 0-positions and do not project category features (Bayer (to appear): 

Ch.l) ). Then, XP-to will have the following phrase-structure: 

(99) XP 
1\ 

I \ 
XP T 

-to 

The question that must now be addressed is what exactly the syntactic status 

of -to is, apart from its categorial status, which we have just determined to be a 

minor functional head. The clues to its identify lie in its semantic and syntactic 

properties, both of which, I d~!:n, !de:-!!-!fj' !t M a topic r~:-!-!de, ~!!alogous to the 

Japanese -wa topic particle. First, consider the semantics of -to (and -wa). 

The most important semantic feature of -to that emerges on an examination 

of the data is that it is discourse anaph01-ic, in th~ sense that it presupposes that 

the reference of the XP-to has been either mentioned in the discourse before, or 

that the speaker and the hearer share in the knowledge of the reference of XP-to 

by some other pragmatic means. Thus, in an example like (100), Ram-to can 

be employed only when either the existence of Ram has already been mentioned 

in the discourse preceding the utterance of (100), or when the knowledge of the 

referent of Ram is assumed by the speaker to be shared by the hearer as well: 

(100) Raam-to aayegaa 

Ram-TO will come 

'Ram will come' 

rahii huuN paaRtii meN! 
(All right, don't get so angry) I am NOT going 

to the party am I?' 

It seems that NEG+hii+to is allowed only in contrastive uses, assuming that -hii is a simple 
lexicalization of stress (see Verma (1971)). If this is the case, then the data is straightforwardly 
explained by the semantics of the :l2 particle that follows in the text. 
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(100) is particularly infelicitous as a discourse-initial utterance, or when the 

speaker cannot presume a shared knowledge of the referent of XP-to. In many 

senses, then, XP-to must be "old information", either aged discursively, or pre

sumed old; in short - a theme. 

The problem that arises with such a simple characterization of -to is a topic 

marker is that a sentence like (100) is actually ambiguous, out of context, between 

a thematic and a contrastive reading. (101) and (102) disambiguate these two 

readings with the appropriate contextualization: 

(101) raam-to kal aayegaa (thematic) 

Ram-TO tomorrow will come 

'Ram will come tomorrov. 1 

(102) raam-to aayegaa, or koi aaye-na-aaye (contmstive) 

Ram-TO will come, else any come-not-come 

'RAM will come, whether anybody else comes or not. 1 

Similar contrastive/thematic readings are available to DPs and VPs marked 

with -to. Consider the two readings available to each instance of PP-to and 

VP-to in (103) and (104): 

(103)(a) miinaa nuur-ke-paas-to kal jaayegii 

Meena Noor-GEN-near-TO tomorrow will go 

'Meena will go to Noor tomorrow.' 

(thematic) 

(b) miinaa nuur-ke-paas-to gayii, par uske saath rEh 

Meena Noor-GEN-near-TO vent, but her with stay 

nahiiN paayii (contrastive) 

not could 

'Meena did go to Noor, but couldn't stay with her. 1 
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(104) (a) kyuuN naaraaz ho rahe ho, nuur kitaab paRh-to 

why angry be PROG be, No or book read-TO 

rahii hE (thematic) 

PROG is 

'Why are you getting angry -- Noor IS reading a book.' 

(b) nuur kitaabeN paRhtii-to hE, par Samajhtii 

Noor books reads-TO is, but understands 

nahiiN hE (contrastive) 

'Noor READS books' but doesn't UNDERSTAND them.' 

A consideration of the Japanese topic particle - wa, however, suggests that 

this semantic ambiguity could very well be characteristic of topic particles in 

general, since -wa also exhibits this variation between a thematic and contrastive 

use (Kuno 1973: 44-49). T~e contrastive uses of -wa are distinguished fro.m its 

thematic usag~ in a very similar way to the -to particle in Hindi and. Urdu in 

that a contrastive -wa phrase must always be stressed. Thematic -wa DPs or 

NPs must be either referential or generic, while contrastive NP /PP -wa need not 

be. Hindi and Urdu -to topics also exhibit the same properties.35 

The following examples from Japanese and Hindi and Urdu exemplify the 

closeness of the correspondence between the two particles: 

(105)(a) jon-wa hon-o yonda 

John-TOP book-TOP read 

'As for Johri, he read a book.' (thematic) 

35It is a fact that Hindi and Urdu -to has a wider distribution than Japanese -va, and a 

number of differences in their usages also obtain. The discussion in this section is not intended 

to equate Hindi and Urdu -to-topics with Japanese -va topics, since Japanese, but not Hindi 

and Urdu, is a topic prominent language a~d the role that topicalization plays in the sy~tax 
of Japanese is quite different from the role it plays in Hindi and Urdu syntax. 
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(106) 

(b) kujira-wa hongyuu-doobutsu desu 

whales-TOP mammals 

1 Whales are mammals.' 

are 

(thematic) 

ame-wa futteimasu ga, yuki-wa futteimasen 

rain-TOP falling but snow-TOP not-falling 

1 It, s raining but it is, nt snowing., (contrastive) 

(107)(a) jon-to kitaab paRhtaa hE 

John-TOP book reads is 

(108) 

1 As for John, he reads books.' 

(b) kutte-to wafaadar hote hEN 

dogs-TO faithful be-HAB are 

1 Dogs are faithful.' 

koyii-to aayaa 

someone-TOP came 

1 *As for someone, he came.' 

1 At least someone came.' 

(thematic) 

(thematic) 

(thematic) 

(contrastive) 

(105), (106) and (107) that topicalization JS possible with referential and 

generic DPs. (108) demonstrates that quantificational DPs cannot achieve a 

thematic reading, since they are not referential. 

Miyagawa (1987) suggests that a unified semantic analysis of the thematic 

and contrastive usages of the topic particle -va, and by extension -to, is quite 

possible. He proposes that the these two distinct semantic usages spring from 
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the fact that -wa is set-anaphoric (ibid.: 191 ), in that it refers to the shared 
' knowledge between the speaker and the hearer "of an identifiable set of individ-

uals in the immediate conversational context" (ibid.: 188). Now, assume that 

there is an additional condition on -wa topics, Miyagawa's Condition 2, whereby 

every member of the shared set between speaker and hearer must somehow be 

exhaustively represe-nted by the -wa phrase. "This is a reasonable assumption 

because once -wa set anaphorically picks out an identifiable set, then somehow 

all the members of the set, and not just a portion, must naturally become in

volved" (ibid.: 197). If a referential/generic DP is-wa/-to marked, and if that 

NP exhaustively represents each member of the discursively determined shared 

set, the result is a thematic use of DP-wa/-to; but if only a portion of the set 

is picked out referentially, "the only way for remaining member(s) of the set to 

"become involved" is to have the one picked out contrasted (exhaustively) with 

every other member of the sets. In other words, by picking out a portion of the 

set referentially, that portion gains the relation "IS IN CONTRAST TO" with 
. 

every other set member, thereby making it possible for all the members to be 

exhaustively represented even though a subset is referentially pocked out" (ibid.: 

197). 

By Miyagawa's analysis, then, neither the thematic nor the contrastive read-
0 

ing of wa is a basic semantic property of -wa/-to, but rather derives from the 

interaction of its basic property of "set-anaphoricity", with the requirement that 

all the members of the set it refers to be exhaustively represented. As an ex

ample of how Miyagawa's semantic analysis works to derive the thematic and 

contrastive readings of the topic particle, consider once again the example in 

(100), which we have seen is ambiguous between the readings in (109a) and (b): 

(100) Raam-to aayegaa 

Ram-TO will come 
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(109)(a) As for Ram, he will come. 

(b) At least Ram will come. 

In Miyagawa's framework, the set that the topic marker -to in ( 100) refers 

to on the thematic reading in (109a), is a single-membered set {Ram}, on the 

assumption that this knowledge is contextually shared. Now, Ram-to exhaus

tively represents each (the single) member of this contextually shared set, and 

since it is also a referential DP, the thematic reading is the most salient. In 

(109b), on the other hand, the discursively determined contextually shared set 

contains at least one other member besides Ram {Ram, person X}. The topic 

particle only referentially picks out one member of the set, i.e. Ram (-to), and 

since all members of a topic particle set require representation, the only way DP 

like 'person X, can only be represented is by the establishment of the relation 

"IS IN CONTRAST TO" between mernbers of the set and the DP referentially 

picked out by the topic particle. H~nce, the contrastive reading is most salient 

in (109b ). 

On semantic grounds, then, there does seem to be some reason to suppose 

that Hindi and Urdu -to is a topic particle. The question now is whether is 

syntactically a topic particle as well, insofar as it requires (LF-) movement to 

[Spec, TopP]. It emerges that the syntactic evidence in this regard is more than ° 

decisive. The Hindi and Urdu -to particle turns out to exhibit the canonical 

syntactic properties of topics observed crosslinguistically. Below, I show that 

Hindi and Urdu -to topics pattern with English and German topics in blocking 

WH-movement, inducing island effects, and in being bound by syntactic context. 

The only difference between English and German and Hindi and Urdu topics is 

that in Hindi and Urdu, but not in German and English, topicalization is covert.36 

36These proposals regarding covert topicalization are uncommitted to whether overt topical

ization exists in Hindi and Urdu. If it does, then it is possible to invoke Rizzi's (1992) system· 

of dynamic agreement (outlined in Chapter 4) to, incorporate it into Hindi and Urdu grammar. 

However, there does not appear to be any conclusive evidence for topicalization in Hindi and 
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First, just like German, English and Japanese, topicalization in Hindi and 

Urdu takes place just once in .a clause, as shown by (llOb) and (c).37 (llOc), in 

which the verb and the subject are both marked with the topic particle is also 

equally unacceptable:38 

The sentential tag use of -to appears to conform to the way in which Japanese 

WH-wa questions are interpreted, according to Miyagawa's framework. He sug

gests that -wa questions are, like other instances of. contrastive wa, interpreted 

by partitioning the 'set' shared by the speaker and the hearer into two or more 

subsets, "the members of one subset being associated with a property that can be 

contrasted with the property explicitly or implicitly associaited with the mem

bers of the other subset( s ). ( Miyagawa ( 1987: 205)). This set-contrast analysis 

can be c:htc!u{.::J t0 -to tag quc5tivi15 on the assumption that the shared set 

ranges over the affirmation and negation of a particular proposition. Then, since 

the tag-question picks out only one of the two members of the set, the other can 

get represented only by t~e relation of IS IN CONTRAST TO being established. 

(110)(a) raam-to kitaabeN paRhtaa hE 

Ram-TOP books reads is 

1 Ram, he reads books.' 

Urdu, evidence that will distinguish it from scrambling to adjoin to IP. 
37 Although the intervention of other factors such as intonation play a part in licensing 

multiple topics. For example, some speakers accept (llOb) with a heavy pause in between the 

two DPs. I suggest that the DP following the pause is a kind of "afterthought topic", somewhat 

in the sense of Dwivedi (1994). 
38The fact that (i) is better than (llOc) has to do with the fact that -to here is used as a 

sentential tag question, or as an answer to a negated interrogative. In_ either case, the set to 

which the topic-particle (exhaustively) refers to, ranges over two propositions, rather than just 

one, in which the one is contrasted with the other. 

(i) ??[raam-TO kitaab paRh rahaa hE]- TO 

(a) 'Ram is reading a book is'nt he? 

(b) 'Ram is reading a book, I tell you ! 
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(b) *raam-to kitaabeN-to paRhtaa hE 

Ram-TOP books-TOP reads is 

tRam, books, he reads them. 1 

(c) *raam-to kitaabeN paRhtaa-to hE 

Ram-TOP books reads-TOP is 

tRam, he does read books. 1 

Second, the occurrence of a -to topic creates a topic island for WH-movement 

(at LF) in Hindi and Urdu in (112), just as it does in English in (111): 

(111) •What; do you think that for Ben 1 s car Mary will pay? 

(112) •siitaa [anjum-kii gaaRii-ke-liye-TO] kitnaa paisa 

Sita Anjum-GEN car-for-TOP 

degii 

give-will 

how much money 

tHow much money [for Anjum 1 s car] will Mary pay? 1 

Third, the occurence of a -to topic blocks clause-bound WH-movement in 

Hindi and Urdu, just as it does in the English example below: 

(113) *Whoi [TopPthe bookj [ti has given ti to Mary]]? 

(114) *kisne siitaa-ko kitaab-TO dii? 

who Sita(iO) book-TOP gave 

tWho gave the book to Sita? 1 

In fact, -to topics can never be questioned, as in (115): 

(115)(a) •KON-TO aayegaa? 

who-TOP will come 

tWho will come? 1 
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(b) *tumne kyaa-TO xariid liiyaa 

you what-TOP bought book 

'What have you bought? ' 

Again, this situation is analogous to German and English 111 which WH

phrases cannot be topicalized either: 

(116)(a) *[TopPwhomi [JpSita gave the book to ti]] 

(b) *[TopPWasi hati [Jpdiese Frau dem Fritz ti 

what has this woman Fritz(DAT) 

geschenkt t)J 

given 

1 What, this woman has given Fritz?' 

Fourth, even in Hindi and Urdu, embedded topicalization is only licensed by 

verbs that L-mark their CP complements. In contexts where this requirement 

is not met, topicalization is prohibited, just as in the German examples in (79) 

and the English examples in ( 117): 

(117)(a) I think that [y0 Ppto Tomi [JpMary will give ·a book t)J 

(b) *I resent that [yoppto Tomi [JpMary gave a book ti]] 

(118)(a) miinaa jaantii hE [cpkii siitaa-TO aayegii (Or 

Meena knows is [ that Sita-TOP come-will else 

koyii aaye-na-aaye) 

any come-no-come 

'Meena knows that Sita will come (whether anybody 

else comes or not).' 
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(b) •miinaa-ko dukh hE [cpsiitaa-TO aayegii (Or 

Meena-DAT sorrow is Sita-TOP come-will else 

koyii aaye-na-aaye) 

any come-no-come 

'Meena is sad that Sita will come (whether anybody 

else comes or not). ' 39 
· 

It thus appears that there are good semantic and syntactic reasons to mo

tivate Hindi and Urdu -to as a topic particle. Then, assuming the analysis of 

topicalization just sketched in the preceding section, XP-to in Hindi and Urdu 

moves at LF, to the [Spec, TopP] of the designated TopP head. In a way anal

ogous to English and German, the fact that Top0 is the designated head blocks 

WH-movement, since movement to [Spec, CP] requires agreement with a des

ignated head, and a WH-phrase cannot agree with Top0 • The impossibility of 

topics in non-bridge configurations ,reduces to the requirement that designated 

embedded Top0 nodes must be head-governed by a lexical category and since 

in these contexts, V does not L-mark the embedded CP, -to topics cannot be 

licensed by a non-head-governed designated Top0 node. 

I now distinguish scrambling from topicalization in Hindi and Urdu, and a 

consideration of the PUB in relation to scrambling and topicalization. 

39 Note that the focusing particles -hii and -bhii are completely insensitive to the bridge/ 
non-bridge nature of the predicate involved. Both -hii and -bhii are perfectly grammatical 
in the context of -to in (118b) (as well as 118a): 
(i) miinaa-ko dukh hE kii sitaa-hii/bhii aayegii 

'Meena is sad that only Sita/even Sita will come.' 

This suggests that -to needs to be distinguished from these particles, even though they 
share some syntactic properties between them. For example, a bare -hii particle blocks WH
movement when it is affixed onto a WH-phrase (but not in other contexts): 
(ii) *kisko;-hii bhuukh lagii thii? . 

who-EMPH hunger felt had 
'Who felt hungry?' 

Similarly, -bhii cannot occur more than once in a clause: 
(iii) *tum-bhii roam-ko-bhii pyaar karte ho? 

'Do you also love Ram also?' 
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SCRAMBLING VS. TOPICALIZATION 

First, let us distinguish scrambling in Hindi and Urdu from topicalization. As 

is obvious from {110), topicalization must take place only once in a clause, but 

scrambling is iterable, as'shown in (119) 

(119) [Jpye kitaabi [Jpraam-koi [ 1psiitaa-ne ti ti dii]]] 

this book(DO) Ram(IO) Sita(SU) gave 

'This book to Ram, Sita gave. 1 

Second, scrambling in (120) does not create any islands for WH-movement 

and is thus unlike -to topicalization on the evidence of (112): 

(120) [anjum-kii gaaRii-ke-liye]i siitaa ti kitnaa degii? . 

Anjum-GEN car-GEN-for Sita how much give-will 

lHow much will Sita give for Anjum's car? 

Third, both scrambling and topicalization can co-occur, and in fact XP-to 

constituents can be scrambled: 

(121) (a) [lpraam-koi [1pmEN-TO ti ti ek kitaab duuNgii]] 

Ram(IO) I-TOP a book(DO) give-will 

'I will give a book to Ram.' 

(b) [1p kitaab-TOi [1praam-ne mujhe ti dii thii]] 

book-TOP(DO) Ram(SU) me(10) gave was 

'It was Ram who gave me the book.' 

Fourth, scrambling does not remov~ the configurations for LF WH-movement 

either. and is therefore different from tooicalization. which does (in (114) above): 
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(122) [1p kitaabeNi [1p kOn ti laay~a hE]]? 

books who brought is 

'Who has brought the books?' 

Fifth, scrambling is insensitive to the nature of the embedding predicate, as 

in {123), where scrambling is equally possible in bridge and non-bridge contexts. 

As we have seen in (117) and (118), topicalization in Hindi and Urdu does exhibit 

this sensitivity, so scrambling and topicalization in Hindi and Urdu must, like in 

German, be completely different movement phenomena. 

(123)(a) mEN jaantii huuN [cp[1pkitaabi [1praam-ne kise t; dii]]] 

I know am book(EOO) Ram(ESU) who(E10) gave 

'I know who Ram gave the book to.' 

(b) mujhe duukh hE [cpkii [1pkitaabi [1praam-ne 

me-OAT sorrow is that book(EOO) Ram(ESU) 

tumheN ti nahiiN dii]]] you-OAT not gave 

'I am sorry that Ram didn't give you this book.'. 

Finally, Hindi and Urdu topicalization may not even cross infinitival clause 

boundaries, using [Spec, TopP] as an escape hatch. Scrambling, as we have 

seen, can escape out of infinitvals. Some additional support for this claim comes 

from the data in (124) provide some evidence for the claim that topicalization 

is clause-bound (just like WH-movement in the language): (124a) shows the 

multiple instances of -to are licensed in clauses with embedded infinitivals, on a 

one per clause basis. (124b) shows that coindexation of an embedded topic with 

a pronoun in the matrix clause does not yield WCO violations at LF: 
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(124)(a) raam-ne-TO uskii bEhan-se [PRO uskaa kamraa-TO saaf 

Raam-ERG-TOP his sister-ABL his/her room-TOP clean 

karaane-kaa] iraadaa kar liiyaa hE 

make-do-GEN decision done taken is 

'Ram has decided to make his sister clean his/her room'. 

(b) mEN-ne uskii1 bEhan-se [PROi raam1-se-TO baat 

I-ERG his sister-ABL 

karne-kii ijaazat] le 

Raam-ABL-TOP talk 

lii hE 

do-GEN permission take took is 

'I have taken his sister's permission to talk to Ram.' 

If in (124b) the -to topic moved to the matrix (Spec, TopP] at LF, the 

coindexation of the pronoun with the embedded topic should result in a WCO 

violation, since LF-movement would establish a relation of c-command between 

the topic in (?pee, TopP], the pronoun embedded in the matrix DO and the vari

able left behind by LF-topic raising to (Spec, TopP]. No such violation however 

obtains, and it therefore appears that -to topics cannot undergo long topicaliza

tion in Hindi and Urdu. 

The fact that XP-to topics can scramble immediately requires that the PUB 

be assumed to be nonprojective in Hindi and Urdu, for reasons analogous to 

the reasons why WH-scrambling assumes a nonprojective PUB. In an example 

like ( 125), let us assume that the topic adjoined by the overt syntax to 1 P 

raises to [Spec, TopP] at LF, in deference to Full Interpretation. · If the 

LF-representation of (125) is as in (126), and the PUB is projective, (126) will 

be ruled out as a PUB violation, since the trace of the topic-phrase in its base 

position will be ambiguously bound by a scrambling position and a topic position. 

If the PUB is nonprojective, on the other hand, it will ignore movement at 

Spellout, and therefore correctly rule (126) (and therefore (125)) in as perfectly 

proper movement. 
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(125) [1p kitaab-TO [1p raam ti paRh rahaa hE]] 

book-TOP Ram read PROG is 

'Ram is reading the book.' 

( 126) [TopP ki taab-TOi [tP t 'i [tP raam ti paRh rahaa hE]]] 

This concludes our discussion of topicalization and scrambling in Hindi and 

Urdu. In this section, I have shown that scrambling differs from topicalization 

in these languages, just like it does in German, English and Japanese. We have 

also seen that the PUB is relevant for evaluating proper 'topicalization' and that 

only the assumption of a nonprojective PUB can explain the fact that topics in 

Hindi and Urdu can scramble. 

In the next section, I examine the status of QR in MS's theory of movement, 

and consider the interaction between Hindi and Urdu scrambling and QR in some 

detail. 

2.3 SCRAMBLING IS NOT QR 

A potential problem that crops up for an analysis of scrambling as adjunction 

is the LF -rule of Quantifier Raising ( QR) which has also been analyzed as an 

adjunction operation. A number of questions arise that need to be answered 

if both QR and scrambling are to be accounted for by the PUB, as well as 

subsumed under a uniform theory of adjunction: How are scrambling and QR 

to be distinguished at LF? Is QR subject to the PUB? What is the relationship 

between QR and scrambling?, etc .. 

MS (1993: 499-502) suggest that it is possible to maintain both scrambling 

and QR as adjunction operations and still distinguish between the two opera

tions. Arguing that the crucial differences between the two operations is that 

QR is universally clause-bounded,40 and is exclusively an LF-phenomenon. They 

40 MS (1993: 499-501) the,refore reject May's (1985: 45) proposals regarding biclausal QR. 

They suggest that May's examples that appear to require QR across clause boundaries be 
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propose that this distinction between QR and scrambling be captured by a rel

ativization of the notion of possible adjunction site across levels of derivation in 

such a way that non-clausal adjunction sites, such as CP, are rendered impossi

ble adjunction sites for LF-movement. Hence, QR, which involves LF-movement 

will universally be clause-bound, while scrambling (in languages that allow overt 

adjunction to CP) need not be. Furthermore, given that QR cannot use adjunc

tion to CP as an escape hatch for LF-movement, any derivation which involves 

QR across clause boundaries will always violate the PUB, since that movement 

will always necessitate the use of either [Spec, CP], [Spec, Top P] or adjunction 

to CP as an escape hatch, all of which would result in an ambiguously bound 

QP-trace at LF. Movement in one swoop, on the other hand, would result in 

ECP /Subjacency violations. 

Turning finally to the question regarding the relationship between the scram

bling and QR, the main import of the query can be seen to center around the 

derivational relationship between the two operations: Does scrambling feed/bleed 

QR? The question can best be answered by considering (at least) two possi

ble situations in which it is relevant ( 1) QR of a QP over a scrambled non

quantificational DP, and (2) QR of a scrambled QP. Let us address the second 

situation first. 

Under the theory of movement developed in this section, scrambling and QR 

. positions receive identical treatment by the PUB, in that the PUB recognizes 

both of them to be adjoined positions for its purposes. In principle, then, LF

movement from a scrambling position to a QR position can never constitute a 

violation of the PUB, irrespective of whether the PUB is projective or not.41 

alternatively analyzed in terms of von Stechow's (1990) semantics of scope without syntactic 

raising. 
41 A nonprojective PUB could not even recognize the scrambling position as an adjoined 

position, since it is completely insensitive to chains built up by overt movement. A projective 

PUB would, however, recognize the fact that the scrambled QP is in an ajoined position, but 

since the movement would be from an adjoined position to another, no PUB violation will be 

registered. 
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The question is whether further QR from an adjoined position is really required, 

specially under minim<i:list assumptions about the expense that QR puts on the 

system: If QR is an expensive operation (Reinhart (1994: ISIS lectures)), and 

involves raising in the covert syntaxto adjoin to 1 P, ':"hY should 'nt an overt 

operation that accomplishes this LF-movement in the overt syntax remove the 

need for further QR at LF? Kiss ( 1987) has suggested that this is exactly what 

happens in Hungarian and other free word .order languages - such languages 

express scopal relations through overt, rather than covert, moment. Bayer and 

Kornfilt (1994: 42) phrase her proposals in the following way: 

(127) Scrambling bleeds LF-movement. 

As I see it, there are at least three major empirical problems with this as

sumption and a few theoretical problems as well. Conside first the empirical 

problems. (127) would require that the examples in (128) have the identi

cal LF-representati<_m in (129) (assuming, of course, that scrambling is not A

movement): 

(128) (a) •uskiii bEhen-ne har larke-koi dekhaa 

his sister(SU) each boy(DO) saw 

'Hisi sister saw every boyi.' 

(b) har laRke-koi uskiii bEhan-ne ti dekhaa 

each boy(DO) his sister(SU) saw 

'Hisi sister saw every boyi.' 

(129) [Jp [har laRkei-kO]j [Jp uskiii bEhan-ne tj dekhaa]] 

It is therefore expected that both· (128a) and (128b) should yield the same 

interpretation of the pronoun in the subject DP, but as we have repeatedly 
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pointed out, QP-scrambling has the option <?f overriding WCO effects, an option 

not available to the default configuration. 

Let us suppose, however, that this problem of pronominal coindexation with 

scrambled QPs can be solved independently, and continue with the strict ver

sion of (127) given above. Then, conside QP-QP interaction in a language like 

Japanese. As Aoun and Li (1993: 189) have shown (based on Hoji (1985)), a 

Japanese sentence of the form [QP1 , ••• , QP2] is unambiguous only in its base 

order. If QP1 is a scrambled QP, then the sentence is ambiguous: 

(130)(a) dareka-ga daremo-o semeta 

someone everyone criticized 

(unambiguous) 

'Sn~~n~A (wide scope) critized everyone.' 

(b) [dareka-o]k daremo-ga tk semeta (ambiguous) 

someone everyone q:iticized 

'Someone, ev~ryone criticized tk. 1 

How is this difference in relative scope interpretations to be derived by (127)? 

The nonambiguity in (130a) follows from the intuition that, in some way, syn

tactic linear order is responsible for scope interpretation in Japanese. That same 

intuition, however, would predict that scrambling should switch the relative scope 

interpretations around in (130b), rather than lead to an ambiguity. Assuming 

that an A-movement analysis of scrambling is not an option, it would then ap

pear that scrambling is not QR. For the reading in which the wide-scope reading 

of the subject QP obtains, it must be assumed that QR over the scrambled DP 

can take place. 

The third empirical problem for (127) comes from languages like Russian 

where scrambling can, but QR cannot, adjoin QPs to CP and DP. If scram

bling does indeed bleed QR, then the' scrambled QP will never be able to raise 

from, for example, a CP-adjoined position to a proper scope taking position. 
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The LF-representation of a CP-adjoined QP 1s then unlikely to satisfy Full 

Interpretation. 

Theoretically, as well, it is dubious to characterize QR merely in terms of 

the landing site it targets: Merely being in an adjoined to an IP /VP position 

cannot be taken to satisfy QR, since scope-taking must be as much as a matter 

of movement as the position that it targets. The principle in (127) negates this 

completely, and if this were to be generalized, then languages like Chinese, Hindi 

and Urdu, etc., where linear order ordinarily reflects relative scope, QPs, speially 

where relative scope interpretations are involved, would never require QR. 

I shall, therefore, assume that QR is possible, and desirable, out of, and 

over, scrambled QPs.42 This alternative means, I show, comes from the Minimal 

Binding Requirement on Variables (MBR) ()fA()'-~!' and Li {199;\). Rut before I 

do so, let us collate the data that needs explanation. {131) represents the case 

for the impossibility of QR over, a scrambled DP /QP. 

(131)(a) har aadmii kisii aurat-ko pyaar kartaa hE 

each man(SU) some woman(DO) love does is 

'Every man loves some woman.' (unambiguous) 

(b) [ 1p [kisii aurat-ko] i [I phar aadmii ti pyaar kartaa hE]] 

some woman(DO) each man(SU) love does is 

'Some woman, every man loves.' {unl!-mbiguous) 

(131) shows that, like Chinese (Aoun and Li (1989; 1993)), Hindi and Urdu 

also encode the relative scope of quantifiers in terms of their linear order. (131a) 

is therefore unambiguous with the universal quantifier taking wide scope over the 

42To completely distinguish QR from scrambling, it may be possible to identify a functional 

head above IP and VP for scope interpretations. I do not consider the alternative here, but 

nothing in the analysis I propose here precludes the postulation of such a position. The basic 

£Onclusion that I do make is that (127) must be incorrect, and the facts that lead to its 

formulation must be accounted for in some other way. 
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existential quantifier embedded in the DO. Surprisingly, scrambling in ( 131 b) has 

the ability to alter the scopal interpretation, with the wide-scope reading being 

assigned to the scrambled DO. This means that the subject QP is somehow 

blocked from being QR-ed, by the presence of the scrambled DP adjoined to IP. 

It will be obvious that this freezing effect cannot follow from the PUB, since 

adjoining a QP to an adjoined position cannot possibly be ruled out as a PUB 

violation. In any case, the PUB is nonprojective in Hindi and Urdu, so pre

sumably even the fact that the DP has been scrambled would be invisible to the 

PUB at LF. Nothing, in fact, should prevent QR of the subject from taking place 

over the scrambled QP; but since the (131b) is unambigous, it must be blocked 

by some independent principle of the grammar. That is, the LF-derivation for 

(131b) in (132), which shows QR over the scrambled QP, must therefore be ruled 

out by some principle of the grammar other than the PUB. 

(132) [Jp [har aadmii]i [1p[kiskii aurat-ko]j [1p ti tj pyaar 

kartaa hE]]] 

In (132), the variable left behind by QR is unambiguously bound in the sense 

of the PUB, since it is only bound by adjoined positions.43 

43Some speakers suggest that examples like (i) below, involving a distributive indefinite quan

tifier also exhibit the same variation as in (131 a-b), in that scrambling of the QP containing 

the indefinite distributive quantifier allows it a 'specific' reading: 

(i)(a) har aadmii kisii-na-kisii-aurat-ko pyaar kartaa hE 

'Every man loves some woman or the other'. 

(b) [I p [kisii-na-kisii aurat-ko]; [r phar aadmii t; pyaar 

kartaa hE]] 

(i) 'SOME woman is loved by every man.' 

(ii)'Every man loves some woman or the other'. 

This specific interpretation follows from the analysis for the specificity effect noted with scram

bling in Chapter 5. -(here, using Diesing's (1992) proposals regarding the interpretation of 

indefinites I show that any nominal (indefinite) !=onstituent scrambled from its base-position 

will receive this interpretation. 

I 

I 

I 
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Additional evidence that the 'impossibility' of QR over scrambled DPs/QPs 

cannot be attributed to the PUB comes from German, which exhibits rather 

contradictory behaviour. As noted by Webelhuth (1985) and Bayer and Kornfilt 

( 1994 ), scrambled DOs containing bound pronouns differ quite significantly in 

their behaviour, depending on whether the licensing QP is contained in the 10 

or the SU. As (133) and (134) show, scrambling of a DO that contains a bound 

pronound licensed by an 10 QP blocks QR of that QP, but if the licensing QP 

is contained in the subject, no such blocking effect is observed: 

(133)(a) wir wollten [jedem Professor]i seinei sekretariin 

we wanted each professor(IO) his secretary(DO) 

ti vorstellen]] 

introduce 

'We wanted to introduce to each professor his secretary'. 

(b) vir wollten[vp[seine.i Sekretarin]j [vpjedem Professori 

we wanted his secretary(DO).. each professor(IO) 

ti vorstellen]] 

introduce 

'We wanted to introduce his.i secretary to each professori 

(134)(a) daB jederi 'seinei Eltern liebt 

that everybody(SU) his parents(DO) loves 

that everyonei loves theiri parents. ' 

(b) dafi [rp [seinei Eltern]j [rpjederi ti liebt]] 

that his parents(DO) everybody(SU) loves 

that everyonei loves theiri parents. ' 

QR is impossible in (133b). but required in (134b), if the bound variable 
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reading is to be derived as such.44 Thus, there is a 'subject-object' asy~metry 

with respect to scrambling licensed QR. The point to be noted is that since QR 

can in fact be licensed by scrambling, it would appear that the impossibility of the 

bound variable interpretation in ( 134b) cannot be the result of the generali~ation 

that scrambling does not license QR. 

Rather, I propose that the impossibility of QR over a scrambled DP /QP 

derive from the Minimal Binding Requirement (MBR) on variables left by QR 

(Aoun and Li (1993: 10)) in (135):45 

(135) The Minimal Binding Requirement 

Variables must be bound by the most local potential 

A-bar bi~de!'. 

(136) A qualifies as a potential A-bar binder for B iff A c

commands B, A is in an A-bar position, and the assignment 

of the index of A to B will not violate Principle C of 

the BT. 46 

As an example of how this proposal works, consider the LF-representation of 

the examples in (131): 

(137)(a) [Jp[har aadmii]j [Jp1tj [vp[kisii aurat-ko]k[vptk 

pyaar kartaa hE]]]] 

44 Bayer and Kornfilt (1994: 40-42) develop an alternative analyses of these faits, by which 

QR is prohibited in both (133) and (134), one which cannot be adopted by our analysis which 

is committed to a movement analysis of scrambling. 
45 In the Aoun and Li system, the MBR is responsible for ensuring that QR in [QP 1 , ... , QP2] 

structures cannot involve multiple adjunction to the same maximal projection (VP or IP). Of 

their theory of scope, I adopt just the MBR. Below, I use simplified versions of the derivations 

they propose. 
46 Aoun and Li (1993: 56) assume the proposals of Aoun and Hornstein (1985) that variables 

left by QPs are not subject to Principle C. 
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(b) [rp [har aadmii]j [rp [kisii aurat-ko] k [rp ti tk pyaar kartaa 

hE]]]] 

In (137a), both the variables ti and tk are bound by the closest potential . 

A-bar binder (the QP c-commands the variable, is in an A-bar position and the 

coindexation of the variable and its antecendent does not lead to any Principle C 

violations). In (137 b), on the other hand, the MBR is not satisfied; th~ closest 

potential A-bar binder for ti is the scrambled DO QP, but that does not bind 

it, viz., the difference in the indices. The derivation will therefore crash. The 

only convergent derivation is therefore the derivation that involves no QR of the 

scrambled QP. 

The German example iii (1341:.} wilfirms the cGrrcd;lcss of the approach. 

Consider the LF-representation of (134b), as in (138): 

The closest potential A-bar binder for the QP-trace ti is not the IP-adjoined 

[seine El tern] since it is not a QP: The transmission of the index of the 

adjoined DP (j) to the trace of the QP ti will result in a situation where a 

Condition C violation will take place, since the object trace also bears the same 

(j) index. Consequently, the closest potential A-bar binder for the variable ti is 

the QR-ed jeder. On the other hand, the closest potential A-bar binder forti 

is the IP-adjoined DP. Both variables are bound in satisfaction of the MBR, and 

hence the grammaticality of the bound variable representation in (138). 

In conclusion, let us ensure that QP-scrambling over a bound pronoun does 

not violate the MBR. The examples in (128) would then have the representations 

in (139). 

(139) (a) [ [har laRke -ko] [ uskii bEhen t pyaar kartii hE]] 
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(b) [1p [har laRke-ko]j [1ptj [rp uskii bEhen tj pyaar kartii 

hE]]] 

In l;>oth the representations in (139), the MBR is respected, since the variable 

is a QP-variable, and hence not subject to the Principle C clause in (136). 

I address the question of how pronominal coreference in such configurations is 

to be explained in Chapter 3 and 4. The purpose of the discussion here is to argue 

that from the perspective of movement, statements like (127) are not required, 

since they tend to equate scrambling with QR. As we have seen, the two rules are 

actually quite different in their syntactic and interpretative consequences, obey 

different locality restrictions, and are operative at different levels of derivation. 

Rather, the suggestion is that, from the perspective of movement, the fact that 

scrambling and QR are both adjunction to XP, merely allows scrambling to feed 

QR, at LF. As far as instances in which scrambling apparently bleeds QR, I 

suggest that those derivations are ruled out, ·not by the theory of (im)proper 

movement, but by conditions like the MBR on the legitimacy of derivations that 

input into the scope-interpretation mechanisms of the grammar. 

2.4 CONCLUSION 

The discussion in this chapter so far has demonstrated that any analysis that 

equates the landing sites targeted by the scrambling operation with those of either 

NP-movement, WH-movement, topicalization or QR, runs the risk of empirical 

and theoretical inadequacy. In this section, I examine the implications of these 

conclusions for the syntactic characterization of the scrambling operation. 

As I see the problem, the discussion so far throws up two possible analyses 

for the characterization of the landing sites of scrambling, especially in Hindi 

and Urdu. Either we can assume, as we have done so far, that scrambling is 

uniformly an adjunction operation, or we can argue that scrambling involves the 
• i 
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overt substitution into the SPEC of functional head that licenses scrambling - let 

us call it a scrambling particle for the time being. In both approaches, the dis

tinctness of the landing sites of scrambling from those targeted by NP-movement, 

WH-movement, topica.lization and QR will be maintained, so the choice between . 
the two approaches would rest on mainly theory- internal arguments for one of 

the other. Specifically, the choice between the two must· hinge on the stat us of 

derived adjoined positions in a minimalist theory of linguistic organization and 

the legitimacy of overt adjunction as economical movement. 

Consider- the question of the status of derived adjoined positions in a mini

malist approach. Recall that MPLT seeks to reduce all movement to the mor

phological requirement of feature-checking. In particular, overt movement is held 

to be possible only when the morphological features that trigger the movement 

are [strong]; if they are [weak], then movement must be postponed to LF (by 

Procrastinate). In this scenario, the earlier position that Move can adjoin XP 

to XP should appear to be untenable, since adjuncti<?n to XP is, in principle, 

not triggered by the properties of either the element that adjoins, or the element 

to which it adjoins. To maintain the possibility of adjunction as a viable move

ment operation, then, it would appear to be necessary to weaken the theory of 

movement to exclude adjunction, as in (140): 

(140) The MPLT Theory of Movement 

Substitution into [Spec, XP] is triggered by feature

checking. Adjunction to XP is free. 

Presumably, principles such as the PUB and other Economy constraints on 

derivation will prevent the use of adjunction to XP as an escape hatch for other 

types of movement. 

Note that since adjunction to XP, is a free operation, in the sense that it 

may occur anywhere, or not occur at all, the idea that adjunction operations like 
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scrambling are "optional" can be captured without stipulation. The problem that 

this optionality poses is really for the principles of economy that constrain UG, 

specially Procrastinate, which would require that a rule that is truly "optional" 

never apply overtly at all. Scrambling should therefore never take place at all, 

and in fact, neither should the adjunction operation of VP-preposing in English: 

(141)(a) Criticize himself, he never could. 

(b) He never could criticize himself. 

The principles that economize derivations would always consider the default 

variant in (141b) more economical than (141a) counterparts, since the former 

would involve no movement. For (141) to be licit, we would have to assume 

the adjunction operation is exempt from the dictates of Procrastinate and 

the Minimal Link Condition. The same arguments would hold scrambling as 

adjunction as well. 

Conceptually speaking, weakening the r~trictiveness of the MPLT theory of 

movement is quite unattractive, since a less restrictive theory will necessarily 

yield shallower 'explanations' of the nature of language acquisition and the ar

chitecture of universal grammar. For example, the pure adjunction theory has . 
no explanation why scrambling takes place at all, why do languages have scn~m-

bling, and what are the basic UG conditions a language must satify for it to be 

licensed at all?47 At the same time, it is also questionable whether we wish to 

give up the very notion of adjunction as an operation, and derive its effects via 

a proliferation of functional projections - an approach hardly satisfactory of the 

learnability constraints on UG. 

In this dissertation, I explore the possibility of retatining the concept of ad-

47MS (1993: 470) reduce the impossibility of scrambling in English to the non-availability of 

VP as an adjunction site in the language. The question then is, why does English, which has 

adjunction to IP, still not have 'scrambling', and what does it mean, to have that operation? 
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junction and yet giving such movement a morphological motivation of feature

checking. The basic idea I examine, via scrambling, is that adjunction to XP 

involves feature-checking from a broadly L-related position. The proposals made 

here are confined to scrambling, but I suggest the approach as a more general the

oretical strategy of describing overt adjunction in natural language. In chapter 

4, I first motivate scrambling to be adjunction, and then showing that this pure 

adjunction analysis is incapable of capturing the link between scrambling and_ 

focus in Hindi and Urdu, refine the proposal to give a [+focus] feature-checking 

motivation to the scrambling operation. 

Irrespective of whichever approach ultimately turns out to be the correct one, 

two facts about the phenomenon of scrambling need to be explained by both -

the potential that scrambling h.;~_-. t.o ovPrrirtP WCO effects and its resistance to 

reconstruction. Neither of these two facts follow directly from either approach of 

scrambling as feature-checking, or pure, adjunction. Mainly, the problem lies in 

the fact that in certain cases scrambling must undergo reconstruction to t~e foot 

trace before the BT applies, and in others it must not. In the next two chapters, 

I show that on certain different (independently motivated) assumptions about 

the BT, and the phrase structure configurations in ditransitive predicates in UG, 

these properties of the scrambling operation can be accommodated under an ad

junction analysis of it. The next chapter is devoted to delineating and developing 

these assumptions about the 'basic facts' of the Hindi and Urdu default order. 



Chapter 3 

HINDI AND URDU: THE BASIC FACTS 

This _chapter is devoted to "fixing the base" for Hindi and Urdu and UG. Ir 

this chapter, I propose a establish the basic facts about the binding and phrase· 

structure configurations upon which the scrambling operation is enacted. 

At the end of section 2.1, we had identified the empirical data that an) 

analysis of scrambling as an uniform movement operation must come to grips witl 

as the examples in (1)-(5), where the examples in (4) and (5) are disputed by al 

the native speakers that I have consulted, but appear to be allowed by speaken 

like Mahaja~. In the discussion that follows, I show that a close consideration o 

the facts of these examples reveals that unless we know .how the default order o 

Hindi fits in with current proposals about the BT and the structure of ditransitivc 

predicates, research into the syntactic and semantic properties of scramblin1 

cannot yield any valid results. 

(1) kisko; uskii; bEhan dekhaa 

who(DO) his sister(SU) saw 

'Whoi does his; sister saw? 1 

(2) mo~an-ko; apne; baccoN-ne tdo ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

Mohan(DO) self 1 s children(SU) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self 1 Si children threw Mohan; out of the house 1 

(3) '>~ mE-ne 

I(SU) 

raam;-kii ki taabi 

Ram-GEN book(DO) him(IO) gave 



(4) (a) raam-ne; mohan-koj apniii/i kitaab lOTaaii 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) self's book(DO) returned 

'Ram; returned self' s;lij book to Mohani.' 

(b) raam-ne; apfliii/•i kitaab mohan-koi lOTaaii 

Ram (SU) self's book Mohan(IO) returned 

'Ram; returned self'si/*i book to Mohani.' 

(c) apnii;J•i ki taab raam-ne; 

self's book Ram(SU) 

mohan-koj lOTaaii 

Mohan(IO) returned 

'Ram; returned self' sif * j book to Mohani. ' 

(5) (a) raam-ne; apne/•jl baccoN-ko Seri dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) self's children (IO) tiger(DO) showed 

'Ram; showed a tigeri to self' Sif•i children' 

(b) raam-ne; Seri apne/i baccoN-ko tdo dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) tiger(DO) self's children(IO) showed 

'Ram; showed a tigeri to self' s;/i children.' 
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Consider these examples closely: Except for ( 1) and (2), the predicates in

volved in all the other examples are ditransitive predicates. Recently, Srivastav 

Dayal (1993) has questioned the validity of Mahajan's (1990) assumption that 

the Hindi IO asymmetrically c-commands the DO in the base configuration. She 

argues that under a Larsonian analysis of such Double Object Constructions 

(DOCs), The 10 can asymmetrically c-command the DO only when Dative Shift 

has taken place, and although Hindi does have the order SU-IO-DO-V, it does 

not exhibit the dative alternation. Given this debate, it is necessary for us to de

termine the default structure of DOCs in Hindi, and in a minimalist UG, before 

we can even begin to address the issue of scrambling in these phrase structure 

configurations. 

Second, consider the Principles of the BT that are involved in these examples, 
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and their formulations, in (6): 

(6) (a) Principle A: An anaphor must be bound in its GC. 

Principle B: A pronominal must be free in its GC. 

Principle C: An R-expression must be free. 

(b) The Governing Category (GC) for an expression E is 

the smallest complete functional complex (CFC) where, 

either, if E is an anaphor, an anaphor could potent

ially be bound, or if E is a pronoun, where a pro

noun could potentially be free. 

(c) A CFC is a domain in which all the grammatical func-

tions compatible with itg h~Q~ are realiz~~. 

Mahajan (1990) essentially assumes this version of the BT. While the A

movement analysis is equipped to explain the improvements in the acceptability 

of (2b ), it cannot explain the examples in (7), where.scrambling has no remedial 

effects in improving the possibility of reflexive licensing: 

(7) (a) *apnei-ne mohani-ko maaraa 

self(SU) Mohan(DO) hit 

cSelf hit Mohan. 1 

(b) *mohani-ko apnei-ne ti maaraa 

Mohan(DO) self(SU) hit 

cself hit Mohan. 1 

The version of the BT employed is insensitive t<;> the fact that the reflexive 

employed in (2) differ from that used in (7), in that (2) employs a possessive 

reflexive, but (7) does not. Therefore; it cannot exploit this distinction to explain 

the difference in acceptability between the two examples in (2b) and (7b ). Again, 
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recent approaches to the environment in which Principle A must be satisfied 

(Chomsky (1986a; 1992); Pica (1987; 1991); Cole, Hermon and Sung (1990); 

etc.), involving the LF-raising-to-INFL of possessive reflexives may help us to 

derive an understanding about the difference between (2) and (7). Therefore, in 

order to even understand the problem that scrambling in (2) and (7) pose for the 

theory of binding in UG, it is incumbent upon us to first determine whether such 

reflexive-raising takes place in the default configuration of Hindi phrase-structure 

or not. 

. Similar arguments have to be made for the Hindi observation of Principle B 

in default configurations. as mentioned in the previous chapter Hindi possessive 

pronouns are as equally antisubject-oriented as Hindi DP pronouns (e.g., (8)), 

thus differing from English possessive prc!!c:;-.!!!~!e '.':h!d1 allow ccrefere:~~ with 

a c-commanding subject (e.g., (9)): 

(8) (a) sii ta~-ne usee•i/i dekhaa 

Sita(SU) her(DO) saw 

'Sita saw her. 1 

(b) siitaa; uskii.;/i kitaabeN paRhtii hE 

Sita(SU) her books(DO) reads 

'Sita reads his/her/•her own books. 1 

(9) (a) Sit~ saw her.;/i. 

(b) Si ta; read heri/i books. 

is 

Hestvik (1990; 1992) and Avrutin (1992; 1994) have proposed that this 

antisubject-orientation of pronouns in languages like Hindi derives from a gener

alization of the LF-raising approach for reflexives to include pronominals as well. 

Again, until we establish the precise way in which this approach to Principle B 

works for Hindi, it is impossible to e>q>lain why scrambling of quantified DPs has 

the potential of licensing a bound pronoun interpretation for possessive pronouns 
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in DPs c-commanded by the scrambled constituent. 

This chapter is intended to determine the default configuration in Hindi for 

DOCs as well as to define the precise version of the BT that I shall be adopting. I 

begin in 3.1, with a proposal about the universal structure of DOCs that conforms 

to the current minimalist assumptions; 3.2 discusses the LF-raising approach to 

Principles A and B of the BT; 3.3 collates the results of the discussion to present 

a final definition of the BT that I shall employ in the two analyses I present for 

the scrambling operation. 

3.1 THE STRUCTURE OF DOCs IN MPLT 

The proposals in this section are based on modifications to proposals made by 

Larson (1988), Muller (1992)), Muller and Sternefeld (1994a), Bures (1993), 

Collins and Thrainsson (1993). The section begins with a brief presentation 

of the proposals of Larson (1988, 1990), and considers the facts of DOCs in lan

guages like Hindi and shows that a naive adoption of the Larsonian analysis of 

DOCs into MPLT cannot work. The section presents, and defends an alternative 

proposal for DOCs in UG. The final part of the subsection 3.1.3 briefly considers 

the implications the proposed analysis has for scrambling. 

3.1.1 THE STRUCTURE OF DOCs: LARSON (1988; 1990) 

It has long been observed that, in many languages, a ditransitive predicate may 

realize its arguments in either of two structurally quite distinct configurations: 

either as SO - V - IO - DO or as SO - V - DO - 10, where, in the latter con

figuration, the IO mus,t be realized as a PP. This paradigm is exemplified by 

verbs like give, present, etc.: 

(10) (a) I gave/presented him a book. 

(b) I gave/presented a book to him. 
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These variants have been hypothesized to have the D-structures in ( 11) (based 

on Chomsky (1981(81), and ignoring external arguments for the moment): 

(11) (a) VP 
I\ 

I \ 
V' HP2 

I\ a letter 
I \ 

V HP1 
gave him 

(b) VP 
1\ 

I \ 
Y' PP 
/\ to him 

I \ 
V JP2 

give a letter 

This divergence in the structural representations of the two superficial re

alizations of a ditransitive predicate is predicated on the assumption that the 

two are not derivationally related, or relatable. But, as Larson (1988) points 

out, when the very empirical adequacy of these representations is in question, 

speciaiiy with n:gard to evidence from the BT, the theoretical appropriateness 

of prohibiting any transformational relationship between the two becomes quite 

an immediate question as well. 

Consider the empirical inadequacieS of the structures proposed, specially the 

one in (lla), which we shall refer to as the Dative Shift Construction (DSC). 

Barss and Lasnik (1986) point out a number of structural c-command asymme

tries that are entirely unexpected under the hypothesized structures in (lla-b). 

For example, note that (lla) entails that NP2 asymmetrically c-commands NP 1, 

and so NP1 must be in the domain of NP2 , but not vice versa. Consequently, 

it is expected that NP2 must be able to license anaphors, bound variables and 

negative polarity items (NPis) in VP2• These predictions are, however, sharply 

contradicted by the empirical facts: 1 

(12) (a) *I showed himselfi Maryi. 

(b) *Whosei pay did you send hisi mother ti. 

(c) *I gave anyone nothing. 

1See Barss and Lasnik (1986) and Larson (1988) for more details. 
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In fact (lla), quite damagingly ends up predicting the grammatical forms of 

these DSCs, in (13) as ungrammatical:2 

(13) (a) 

(b) 

. (c) 

I showed Mary herself. 

Which man; did you send his; pay check? 

I showed no one anything. 

These facts then call for a revision of the structure of DSCs in a way by 

which the 10 precedes as well as c-commands the DO. Larson (1988) proposes 

that this revision would be significant only if it could be built on a recogni~ion 

of the derivational link between the DSC and the construction in (lOb), which 

we call the Prepositional Dative Construction (PDC). He proposes that the DSC 

is, in fact, derivationally derived by a rule of VP-Passive from the PDC. The 

primary motivation for this proposal is theoretical - since the theory would like 

as ~trong a thesis as possible about the relation between thematic and categorial 

structure, expressable in terms of Baker's (1988) Uniformity of 0-Assignment 
-· 

Hierarchy (UTAH) in (14), the fact that the 0-roles assigned in the PDC and the 

DSC are essentially the same3 could well be taken to force a derivational account 

of the relationship between the two realizations of the DOC. 

(14) UTAH 

Identical thematic relationships are represented by 

identical structural relations between the items at 

the level of 0-structure. 

2 A flat structure for DOCs is also of no help in accounting for these binding asymmetries, 

since that structure would, in fact, predict that no asymmetries of the type noted above could 

ever exist. 
3 A goal NP in a DSC may be more 'affected' than a PDC goal,- but the roles remain 

the same. See Koizumi (1993) and Hale and Keyser (1991) for syntactic derivations of this 

. additional' semantics by the means of incorporation of abstract null eli tics. 
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The basic structure of the VP in the Larsonian framework is then as in (15b ): 

(15) (a) John sent a letter to Mary 

(b) VP1 
1\ 

I \ 
SU V' 

John 1\ 
I \ 

V1 VP2 
e 1\· 

I \ 
DO V' 

a letter 1\ 
I \ 

V2 IO 
send to Mary 

The correct form of the PDC is derived by head-to-head movement of the V2 

to the V1 position, the moment being triggered to Case-assign the object NP.4 

It is from this structure that the DSC is derived by a rule of VP-Passive. 

Suggesting that the gov.erned preposition to has the status of a Case-marking,. 

Larson proposes that its absorption is a natural consequence of VP-Passive, 

thereby triggering movement of the 10 to a Cased position to satisfy the Case 

Filter. The question now is whether there exists such a vacant Cased position: 

Larson proposes that if we maintain an analogy of the VP-Passive to the senten

tial passive, the DO position will naturally fall vacant, since the DO 0-role will 

be absorbed by VP-Passive, it will be demoted to adjunct status, just like the 

demotion of the subject in the sentential passive.5 Thus, the (Spec, VP2] posi-

4The structure in (15b) is also justified by the intricacies of 0-assignment in DOCs. Larson 

detects at least three major layers of predication within the VP in DOCs: The verb predicates 

of the 10, the verb and the 10 predicate of the DO, and finally the whole DO-IO-V thematic 

complex compositionally assigns the subject 0-role to the SPEC ofVP1 • See Larson (1988:339-

341) for details. 
5The difference between VP-Passiveo and the sentential passive is that the DO is that it, 

but not the sentential subject, is 0-marked by the verb. Larson proposes a rule of Aryument 

Demotion, whereby the verb may assign its ·undischarged 8-role to an adjunct, which achieves 

this objective. 
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tion is empty and the IO moves into it. Case-assignment here is accomplished 

by V-raising, while Case-assignment to the adjunct DO takes place under a rule 

of V' reanalysis, by which the V' -+ [v• tv, ti0 ] is reanalyzed into a V that can 

Case-assign the adjunct DO. 

Larson claims this analysis of DOCs to be a UG property, easily generated 

by a restriCtive view of X-bar theory and the mapping between thematic and 

categorial structure. In essence, the analysis follows from the hypothesis in (16), 

that the X-bar schema licenses a only single complement, thereby forcing the 

generation of empty V-heads in multiple object constructions, since it is also 

assumed in (17) that complements of a head must lie ·within a projection of 

the head in question. Finally, if the thesis that UTAH determines categorial 

structure is also maintained, then an attempt must also be made to somehow 

link relative role prominance with relative structural prominance. The principal 

P2 is an attempt in this direction: 
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(16) The Single Complement Hypothesis (SCH) 

XP -+ Spec X' X' 

X'-+ X YP 

(17) Principle P1 

If a is a pre~icate and {3 is an argument of a, 

then {3 must be realized within a projection headed by a. 

(18) Principle P2 

If a verb a determines 0-roles 01 , 02, ... , On, 

then the lowest role on the Thematic Hierarchy is 

assigned to the lowest argument in constituent structure, 
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the next lowest role to the next lowest argument, and so on. 

Thematic Hierarchy: AGENT> THEME> GOAL> OBLIQUES 

(manner, location, time .... ). 

It is important to realize that the rule of VP-Passive in Larson (1988; 1990) 

is employed to generate D-, rather than S-, structures, which means that the 

effects of VP-Passive are completely invisible to the eye (and the learner). The 

D-structures of the PDC and the DSC would then be, as in (19) (ignoring subject

raising): 

(19) (a) PDC 

VP 1 
1\ 

I \ 
SU V' 
John 1\ 

I \ 
V1 VP2 

e 1\ 
I \ 
DO V' 

a letter 1\ 
I \ 

V2 IO 
send to Mary 
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(b) DSC 

VPt 
1\ 

I \ 
SU V' 
John /\ 

I \ 
Vt VP2 

e 1\ 
I \ 
V' DO 
/\a letter 

I \ 
V2 IO 

send Mary 

This, as Jackendoff (1990) points out, is a violation of a strict versiOn of 

UTAH, since the PDC and the DSC do not have identical structural representa

tions. Larson (1990) argues that linguistic theory always employs a Relativized 

UTAH given below in (20), by which all it seeks to maintain is the same rela

tive structural prominence between role-bearing elements, rather than requiring 

absolute correspondences between two o-:structure representations that encode 

identical thematic relations: The requirements of this Relativized UTAH are 

satisfied -in the DSC and PDC constructions, as in both, Theme arguments are 

always generated higher than Goals. 

(20) Relativized UTAH 

Identical thematic relationships are represented by 

identical relative hierarchical relations between 

items at D-structure. 

In the next section, I consider the appr()priate formulation of Larson's insights 

in the minimalist paradigm. I propose a novel analysis of DOCs that cannot 

only maintain a strict version of UTAH, but also can capture the binding and 

extraction asymmetries observed between lOs and DOs in the DSC and the PDC 

variants of DOCs. 
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3.1.2 THE STRUCTURE OF DOCs IN UG: A NEW PROPOSAL 

A feature of Larson's analysis detailed in the previous section is that it makes 

no explicit prediction about languages like Hindi and Albanian (Snyder (1992)), 

which lack the PDC altogether.6 At the same time, he also notes that his analysis 

is uncommitted to which of the two constructions, the PDC and the DSC, is more 

"basic" than the other: "These remarks only imply of course, that one of the 

two dative constructions - oblique or double object - should be derived from 

the other "(Larson 1988: 351, fn. 18). The suggestion for languages like Hindi 

would, then, involve a description of the DSC as basic, from which the PDC for 

some reason can not be derived. 

Srivastav Dayal (1993) assumes this strategy, and takes the Hindi DOC to 

have a "basic" DSC-type form at D-structure. She does not, however, account 

for the absence of the PDC in Hindi. In the structure she proposes, given in (21 ), 

the 10 does not asymmetrically c-command the DO (as assumed by Mahajan): 

(21) VP1 
- I\ 

I \ 
SU V' 

I\ 
I \ 

VP2 Vt 
1\ 

I \ 
V1 DO 

1\ 
I \ 

IO V2 

In (21), the DO asymmetrically c-commands the 10, but not vice-versa. It 

is therefore expected that reflexives and pronouns- embedded within the DO will 

not show (Hindi) Principle A or B effects. This is confirmed by (22), where the 

6 Larson does attempt to account for the absence of the DSC in languages like French (which 

have only the PDC), by proposing a link between the DSC and the possibility of P(reposition)

stranding: Languages that do not allow P-stranding will also lack the DSC. Zhang (1990) has 

demonstrated that this prediction is incorrect, since the dative alternation is attested in many 

languages that lack P-stranding altogether. 
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reflexive in the DO obviates from the 10, and by (23), a possessive pronoun in 

(23) is bound by the IO even as it obviates from the subject, since Hindi Principle 

B requires possessive pronouns to be disjoint in reference only from subjects: 

(22) kitaab dii 

Noor(SU) Vrin.da(IO) self 1 s book(DO) gave 

'Noori gave Vrindaj heri/•i book. 1 

(23) nuuri-ne Vrindaaj-ko uskii.i/i kitaab dii 

Noor(SU) Vrinda(IO) her book(DO) gave 

'Noori gave Vrindaj her ·i/j book. 1 

But, as Srivastav Dayal also points out, the DO cannot lice!!~e ::ef!e~!·:ee ~:-!d 

bound pronouns in the 10, a fact predicted by (21) but unconfirmed by the data 

in (24): 

(24) (a) raami-ne apniii/·i maaN-ko baccaaj thamaayaa 

Ram(SU) self's mother(IO) child(DO) handed 

'Rami handed the childj to hisi/•i mother. 1 

(b) raami-ne uskii•i/•i/k maaN-ko baccaaj thamaayaa 

Ram(SU) his mother(IO) child(DO) handed 

'Rami handed the childj to his.i/•i/k mother. 1 

These facts lead Srivastav Dayal to suggest that the impossibility of bind

ing in these structures is not derived from the configuration but from the def

inition of binding in the BT. She proposes that the BT incorporate into its 

definition of binding, a requirement of linear precedence as well as hierarchi

cal dominance, a proposal that has its antecedents in Barss and Lasnik (1986) 

and Jackendoff (1990). The examples in (24) would then be explained by the 

fact that antecedents must not only c-command but also precede their bindees. 
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Then, in both (24a-b ), the fact that the putative DO antecedent for the reflex

ive/pronoun in the 10 c-commands but does not precede its bindee, explains 

their ungrammaticality.7 

Reinhart (1986) and Larson (1990) have questioned the theoretical desirabil

ity of such mixed definitions of binding domains on a number of counts. As 

Larson (1990: 593-93) observes, "a notion of domain involving both structure 

and order entails very few structural consequences,and is, in fact, compatible 

with all possible structurings of V-NP 1 - NP2 ••• The pure hierarchical analysis 

appears to yield a more restructure analysis overall." Moreover, as Srivastav 

Dayal herself notes ( 1993: 264-65 ), the th~ory she advocates is not empirically 

adequate, since it cannot explain, though it can judge, the grammaticality of {25 ), 

the ungrammaticality of (26), or the existence of the bound variable reading in 

(27): 

(25) nuur-ne rohanJ·-ko rohan--kii kitaab dii 
] > 

Noor(SU) Rohan (IO) Rohan--GEN book(DO) gave 

Noor gave Rohan Rohan's book.' 

(26) Saif-ne usko; anjum.;-kii ki taab dii 

Saif(SU) her Anjum-GEN book (DO) gave 

c Saif gave her; Anjum' s.; book. ' 

(27) Tiicar-ne har laRkii;-ko uskii; ki taab dii 

teacher(SU) each girl(IO) her book(DO) 

cThe teacher gave each girl; her; book.' 

gave 

Consider first (25 ). Srivastav Dayal's theory would rule this example in, 

7This is not the only solution to the problems of binding in Hindi DOC's that Srivastav 

Dayal explores. She also considers the two LF-movement approaches to Principles A and B 

that we address below, but eventually (implicitly) settles on this version of the BT, since it 

allows the BT to be sensitive to linear order,' and can thus provide an account of reflexive and 

pronound consideration with scrambled N Ps. 
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since the R-expression in the DO does not c-command or precede the 10, and 

the R-expression in the 10 does not c-command, though it precedes, the DO. 

Therefore, there is no Principle C violation. The analysis would then predict that 

this configuration should never yield Principle C violations. (28) demonstrates 

that this is incorrect: 

(25) nuur-ne raami-ko rohanj-kii kitaab dii 

Noor(SU) Ram(IO) Rohan--GEN book(DO) gave 

In fact, it appears the R-expression here functions more like a bound variable 

than an R-expression. Note that the English counterparts to (25) and (27) are 

also perfectly grammatical, a fact which the Larsonian analysis has no expla

nation for. In (26) and (27). too, no binding configuration can be established 

between the 10 and the DO, given Srivastav Dayal's definition of binding as 

precedence and c-command. In theory, then, there should be no Principle B or 

C violation in the examples, since the R-expression in the DO Anjurn neither 

precedes nor c-commands the pronominal IO. The fact that the violation does 

take place is therefore unexplained by the theory. In fact, Srivastav Dayal con

siders the ungrammaticality of (26) to follow not from the BT, but from a general 

constraint against an R-expression following a pronoun in Hindi. 

It is my contention here that Srivastav Dayal's translation of Larson's pro

posals is incorrect, and that the Hindi 10 does asymmetrically c-command the 

DO at Spellout. In particular, I propose that the Hindi DOC has the same 

structure as the English DSC, after VP-Passive has applied. My proposals have 

their origins in suggestions made by Muller (1992) and Muller and Sternefeld 

(1994a), whose work has suggested that, universally, lOs in DSCs occupy A-bar 

8 Even on the assumption that Rahul and Ram identify the same referent -e.g., Ram is a 
nickname of Rohan's- the sentence is perfectly ungrammatical. 
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'Cased' positions, and that lOs in languages without the PDC must necessarily 

undergo this A-bar movement. With some modifications to their approach. 

show that the binding in DOCs in UG can be easily explained. 

The structure of my argument will, for reasons of brevity and lucidity., have 

the shape of a denouement. After commenting briefly on the MPLT need for a 

revision of Larson's proposals, I present the proposals I defined as the structure 

of DOCs in UG. I then provide theoretical and empirical evidence for each of the 

claims made by the structure, and show that it is empirically and theoretically 

superior to other analyses. 

DOCs IN MPLT: A PROPOSAL 

The approach to Case in MPLTrender Larson's proposals regarding the structure 

of DOCs untenable in their current state, since verbs cannot assign -.objective 

Case(s) without the assitance of an AGR head. In fact, the MPLT adoption of 

the Larsonian analysis of DOCs rests exclusively on its 0-theoretic motivations, -

the SCH and Principles P1 and P2 in (16)-(18) above. There is therefore a need to 

formulate the Case-checking procedure in DOCs in a minimalist framework. The 

structure in (29) represent the proposal I make in this regard (order irrelevant): 

(29) VP1 
1\ 

I \ 
SU V' 

1\ 
I \ 

AGR-oP V1 
1\ 

I \ 
IO '~R-oP 

I \ 
DO 17~-o' 

I \ 
VP, AGR-o 
1\ [1-2 Case Features] 

- I \ [0-2 Agreement Features] 
tvo V' 

1\ 
I \ 

tw v2 
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The assumptions/proposals that this structure is derived from arc as follows: 

(A) An absolute version of UTAH holds by which the PDC and the DSC are 

derived from exactly the same structure. 

(B) Case-checking in DOCs involves checking in a VP-internal AGR-oP posi

tion. 

(C) The DO checks its Case in a narrowly L-related position to AGR-o0 ([Spcc, 

AGR-oP]), while the 10 checks its Case-features in a broadly L-related po

sition to that AGR-o0 head {adjoined to [Spec, AGR-OP]). The AG R-oo 

head of this phrase can license the maximum of two Case and agreement 

features, but while one Case-feature must always be licensed, (overt) agree

ment features may be zero. Case-checking in DOCs is always overt. 

(D) The IO in the broadly L-related position has the status of an operator, since 

adjoined positions are always A-bar positions. lOs are therefore amenable 

to reconstruction. 

Before I defend each of these claims in some detail, a level look at how the 

derivation proceeds in (29). First, the DO moves into the [Spec, AGR-oP] 

to check its structural accusative Case. Since the AGR-o0 licenses two Case

features, the IO also raises and adjoins to [Spec, AGR-oP] to get its Case features 

checked. This raising is facilitated by verb-raising to AGR-oP and then to V 1 .
9 

Note that no shortest move violations obtain in the adjunction of the 10 to 

the (Spec, AGR-oP] position, since the adjoined position creates a segment of 

the AGR-oP. Adjunction to a SPEC position does not constitute skipping an 

intervening specifier since adjoined to SPEC positions and SPEC positions are 

9 Alternatively, the V 1 position may be occupied by an empty causative verb, as proposed 

by Aoun and Li (1989), Miilder (1992), Hale and Keyser (1991), Collins and Thrainsson (1993), 

in order to maximally assimilate DOCs to causatives. 
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both in the domain of the head chain formed by V-raising. ·Case-checking then 

takes place, yielding the DSC. 

I now turn to a defense of the claims in (A-D) above. 

(A) UTAH: As noted in the previous subsection, the observations of Jackendoff 

(1990) and Speas (1990) force Larson {1990) to spell out a position for linguis

tic theory whereby it can observe, at best, only a relativized from of UTAH. 

This theoretical stance has the effect of relegating almost all the processes that 

facilitate the DSC to a level that is 'presyntactic' in nature, since the rules of 

Argument Demotion and V' Reanalysis that derive the DSC turn out to be in

visible to the syntax. This, in turn, undercuts the very validity of claiming a 

derivational link between the PDC and the DSC: If the two constructions have 

different 0-structures that are treated differently by the syntax, then even if this 

invisible derivational link between the two does exist, it is treated as completely 

irrelevant to syntactic operations. From there it may be argued that in fact no 

such derivational relationship exists at all, and the facts noted by lwakura (1987) 

in (30) and (31) could be taken to confirm this contention: 

(30) (a) Noor gave the book to Mary. 

(b) Who did Noor give the book to? 

(c) What did Noor give to Mary? 

(d) Mary was given the book. 

(e) The book was given to Mary. 

(31) (a) Noor gave Mary the book. 

(b) *Who did Noor give the book? 

(c) What did Noor give Mary? 

(d) Mary was given tbe book. 

(e) *The book was given Mary. 
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The DSC, in English, forbids WH-extraction of the 10 (31b) and passivization 

of the DO (31 e), facts which go unpredicted by the Larsonian analysis, which 

must conside these properties to be independent of the derivational link between 

the PDC and the DSC. However, there must be a connection between the two 

sets of data above, since (31) is derived from (30) by movement, it is quite likely 

that the ungrammatical examples in (31) canf be accounted for within a general 

theory of movement from moved structures. The problem with Larsons analysis 

is that it, and the relativized VTAH he adopts, turn out to virtually pmhibit the 

syntax from taking note of these facts. As we shall sc>e, the proposals I make 

abive allow us to derive these results quite straightfforwardly. 

In theoretical terms, it is also extremely desirable that we maintain an as 

absolute a version as possible of UTAH in MPLT, since D-structure representa

tions must be as constrained as possible. Note that the theory of Case-checking 

adapted in the current framework entrenches Case-motivations to be the only 

motivation for NP-movement, and requires a complete, and final, separation be

tween 0 and Cased positions. In such a framework, 0-theoretic motivations for 

the dative alternation - rules of Arguments Demotion and V' Reanalysis - cannot 

be legitimate, since 0-theory cannot trigger movement, at any level of repre

sentation or derivation. An analysis of DOCs within the numeralist framework 

must strengthen, rather than weaken, these minimal assumptions about language 

design. 

The proposals in (29) do just that. Without taking either the PDC or the DSC 

as 'basic', it projects the complements of a ditransitive predicate in accordance 

with the principles in (16)-(18). From this single structure both the PDC and 

the DSC can be derived, so an absolute version of UTAH can be maintained in 

the theory. My proposals differ from Larson's in that in my view, it is the PDC, 

and not the DSC, which is derived by a rule of VP-Passive: VP-Passive absorbs 

one of the two Case-features licensed by the VP-internal AGR-o0 in the structure 

in (29). This entails that only one of the objects can raise to the [Spec, AGR-
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oP] for Case checking, and as we sec from our discussion in (C), it must be the 

DO. The 10 must therefore remain in situ, since the fact that the VP-internal 

AGR-oP position now lacks a second Case-feature, and if the 10 does move, it 

will vioate Greed and Procrastinate. 10 Preposition insertion takes place at PF 

as a last resort to save the derivation.U 

Observe that the analysis maintains the strict separation instituted in MPLT 

between Case and 0 positions. The fact that the DSC and the PDC have similar 

thematic relationships is maintained without taking recourse to Larsonian 0-

assignment rules, by the fact that the projections determined by UTAH arc left 

unaffected by VP-Passive. 

The analysis of the DSC and the PDC given here can therefore help us to 

account for the differences in syntactic behaviour betrayed by the PDC and the 

DSC. I shall not go into the explanation of the facts in (30) and (31) immedi

ately - !'take them up in section C - but the fact that the PDC and the DSC, 

while. maintaining UTAH at D-structure, give rise to different syntactic configu

rations at Spellout can be effectively used to account for the divergence in their 

behaviour of the DSC from the PDC. 

(B) The VP-Internal AGR-oP: The necessity of postulating a VP-internal AGR

o0 position has been argued for in Collins and Thrainsson (1993) and Koizumi 

(1993) (with somewhat different implications). These authors argue that a naive 

translation of the Larsonian principles into MPLT, in the form of two VP-external 

10 Note that movement to a functional projection outside the VP is also blocked for the 10 

since that movement will violate the Shortest Move conditions because the 10 will have to 

cross three filled SPEC positions on its way there. 
11 As far as I can judge, this analysis of the PDC as an enstance of VP-Passive is in keeping 

with the spirit of Larson's proposals and the meninalist program. The theoretical consequences 

of considering insertion to be cheaper than Shortest Move violations may, however, be quite 

unpleasant, since insertion could achieve the status of a Economy 'escape-hatch'. At the same 

time, Larson's proposal that to is an (objective Case-marking is also incorrect, since if it were, 

it should be expected to appear in DSCs, which it does not, given the ungrammaticality of (i): 

(i) * I gave to the boy the book. 

I therefore "maintain the analysis in the text, but with this note of caution. 
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AGR-oP positions, can never generate any well-formed, legitimate LF objects. 

For example, take our contention that the DSC involves overt checking of the DO 

and IO Case-features. On an assumption that the checking of these Cases involves 

two VP-external AGR-oP positio'}s, one immediately dominating the otll('r, the 

word order facts would require the IO to check its features in the higher AG R-oP, 

and the DO in the lower one. Ignoring the functional projections above AG R-oP 

for the moment, the st~ucture for the DSC in (32a) would be (32b) at SPELLOUT: 

(32) (a) Hoor gave Mary a book 

(b) AGR-oP 
1\ 

I \ 
Mary AGR-o' 

1\ 
I \ 

AG~-o AQR-oP 
grve I\ 

I \ 
a book AGR-o' 

1\ 
I \ 

AGR-o VP1 
I\ 

I \ 
SU V' 

1\ 
I \ 

V1 VP2 
1\ 

I \ 
IO V' 

1\ 
I \ 

V DO 

Collins and Thrainsson {1993), citing the work of Bures (1992; 1993), argue 

that a representation such as this one, can never be a legitimate LF object, 

since the movement of either one of the objects leads up to actually blocking 

the movement of the other (in.terms of the Shortest Move requirement): If the 

DO raises feret, in (32), the movement being facilitated by verb-raising to V 11 

the IO must fail to make the shortest move since it would have to cross two 

intervening filled SPEC positions - (Spec,VP1] and (Spec, AGR-oP] - on its way 
0 

to the higher AGR-oP. The derivation in which the IO moves to AGR-oP is 
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equally illicit, since now it is the DO that does not make the shortest move, as 

two filled SPEC positions (Spec, VPt] and (Spec, VP2] intervene between it and 

the SPEC of the lower AGR-oP. 

These theory internal arguments for a VP-interna! AGR-oP must constitute 

the primary evidence for a VP-internal AGR-oP, since empirical evidence is hard 

to obtain in this connection. 12 

(C) Case and Agreement Checking in the VP-internal AGR-oP: The proposed 

structure for DOCs in (29) assumes that the VP internal AGR-oP licenses two 

Case-features that are checked by raising DPs into its checking domain. It is 

my contention that the second DP must check its features in a broadly L-related 

position rather than in another SPEC position, since the concept of multiple 

SPEC r~~!tions caP..!!0t b~ ~~sily reconciled with the MPLT mechanisms of GT 

sketched out in the previous chapter. Also, it is unclear what will be status of 

these SPEC positions with regard to the Shortest Move requirement. Ordinarily, 

only filled SPEC positions count for this condition, and it is generally assumed 

that unfilled SPE!Cs are not base-generated (Jonas and Bobaljik (1993)). If mul

tiple SPECs are to be licensed, the only way appears to be base-generation, and 

then the Shortest Move requirement would require further stipulation. Also, 

if we accept Fukui and Speas ( 1986) characterization of the specifier a func

tional projection as "closing off the protection" in the sense of its non-iterability, 

Case-checking of multiple features must proceed through broadly L-related po

sitions. Ura (1993a, 1993b) and Schutze (1993) make similar proposals about 

Case-checking in broadly L-related positions.) 

12 Frequently, tests based on adverbial position have been used identify syntactic position, 

but always prove inconclusive. Even on the strict assumption that temporal adverbs adjoin 

to VP (and IP), the fact that there are two VP-positions in a DOC serve to complicate the 

matter. Thus, there is nothing that forces us to conclude that the adverb secretly in (i) is 

adjoined to the higher VP, it may as well be adjoined to the lower VP (VP2 ): 

(i) Mary gave John the book secretly 
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I propose that it is the DO DP that checks its Case in [Spec, AGR-oP], mainly 

on the basis of a 'symmetry' argument with simple transitives. As pointed out 

by Koizumi (1993), albeit with different implications, it is usually the DO DP 

th?-t crosslinguistically bears an accusative Case (IO NPs may bear Dative and 

Ablative) and if we wish to assimilate DOC Case-checking to Case checking 

in simple transitives, it is only natural to assume that the DO Case-checking 

takes place in a SPEC position, rather than an adjoined position. Empirically 

also, there seems to be more evidence for locating DOs in SPEC positions as, 

unlike lOs, they retain their argument properties even after checking. As (30)

(31) show, DOs are always amenable to extraction, while shifted lOs are not. 

In languages like Albanian and Dutch, lOs cannot be passivized but DOs can, 

thereby suggesting that in these languages DOs, and not lOs, occupy a position 

which has the properties of the LGB A-positions. 

The claim that checking of the Case-fetu~es of 10 takes place in a broadly 

L-related position to AGR-o0 , immediately left-adjoined to the DO in [Spec, 

AGR-oP] is defendable on a number of grounds. Muller (1991) and Muller and 

Sternefeld (1994) give extensive evidence to motivate the Case position of the 

IO as an A-bar position, which in the terms of my analysis, translates directly 

into the claim that the 10 checks its features in a broadly L-related position to 

AGR-o0 • The evidence in this regard comes from the syntactic behaviour of lOs 

in languages as diverse as English, German, Hindi and Albanian. The first set of 

relevant data in (33)-(35), originally from Muller and Sternefeld (1994: 357-87) 

and Miiller (1991: 204), show that lOs that have undergone Dative Shift are 

(adjunct) islands, and therefore resistant to extraction. 
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(33)(a) 

(b) 

[uber wen] hat der verleger ihr [ein Buch t] 

about whom has the publisher her a book-ACC 

gegeben? 

given 

'About whom has the publisher given her 

[uber wen] hat der Verleger [einem Buch 

about whom has the publisher a book-OAT 

Chance gegeben? 

chance g1ven 

a book?' 

t] keine 

no 

'The publisher gave no chance to a book about whom? 

(34)(a) Who did you give them [a photo oft]? 

(b) *Who did you g1ve [a friend of t] a present? 

(35)(a) [maarksvaad-par] raam-ne use [t ek kitaab] dii -. 

Marxism-on Raam(SU) her(IO) a book(DO) gave 

'Ram gave her a book on Marxism'. 

·(b) *[maarksvaad-par] aalocak-ne [t ek kitaab-ko] koii 

Marxism-on critic(SU) one book(IO) any 

mOKaa-hii nahi iN diiyaa 

chance-EMPH not gave 

'The critic didn't even give a chance to the book on 

Marxism., 

193 

As the contrast between the (a) and the (b) examples in (33Y..(35) show, the 

barrierhood of lOs to extraction is unpredicted by either a Larsonian analysis 

or those based on it (Collins and Thrainsson (1993); Koizumi (1993)). If the IO 

was indeed in a SPEC position, which I assume must be what A-positions work 

out to be in MPLT, just as the DO is, ,it should display the same behaviour. The 

facts, then, indicate that the 10 must be in an A-bar position. 
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Stronger evidence for the claim that lOs occupy an adjoined position comes 

from the impossibility of WH-extraction out of shifted lOs in English (as noted 

before in (31b)): 

(36) (a) Who did you give a book to? 

(b) •Who did you give a book? 

Again, first note that analyses that assume that lOs check their Case in a 

SPEC position have no explanation for this variation in extractability. Recall 

that DOs are always extractable in English, while lOs can only be extracted in 

the PDC, but not in the DSC. Note that the behaviour of IO's in the DOC is 

parallel to the behaviour of adjunct PPs in their base versus preposed positions: 

(37) (a) Ameena ran into the forest 

(b) Into the forest ran Ameena 

(c) Where did Ameena run? 

(d) •Where ran Ameena? 

Just like lOs, PPs in their base position are perfectly extractable, but after 

the PP is preposed it attains the status of an islandY I suggest that the freezing 

effect observed for 10-movement here derives from the fact that the 10 in (26b) 

13It is not my concern here to present an analysis of the constructions in (37), or even to 

propose a theory of barQ'!rs that allows PP-extraction. Note that in (29) I assume that certain 

locational and directional adverbs are generated as V-sisters (Stroik 1990; Miiller and Sternefeld 

(1994); Now I assume that such PPs may well be extracted. See Miiller and Sternefeld (1994) 

for a formalization of a theory of barrers that accounts for this claim. For analysis of the 

structures of (37) see Gueron (1980), Rochemont (1986), Rochemont and Culicover (1991). 
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occupies the same kind of position as the PP in (37d)- an adjoined position. 1415 

Third, support for the claim that lOs occur in an adjoined position comes 

from the impossibility of 10-passivization in languages like Albanian and Dutch. 

Note, again, th;~.t any analysis that presupposes lOs check their Case features in 

a narrowly L-related position can have no explanation for the data from Dutch 

(den Dikken and Mulder (1992)) and Albanian {Snyder (1992)), in (38) and (39): 

(38) *zij werd het boek gegeben 

She was this book given 

'She was given the book.' 

(39) *baba i tij iu tregua secilit djala 

father his CL show each boy 

'His father was shown each boy.'· 

If the 10 occurs m an adjoined (A-bar) position,· as in my analysis, the 

prohibition against the A-movement of the IO is explained quite naturally in 

terms of a violation of the Minimal Link Condition's prohibition against chain 

interleaving.l6 • 

A possible objection to the analysis above comes from English, in which it 

appears that DSCs allow passivization of the 10, and not of the DO. (40) shows 

that lOs can be passivized, while ( 41) demonstrates that DOs cannot: 

14The fact that the Hindi 10 may well be questioned can be seen to derive from the fact 

that Hindi is_ a WH-in-situ language. On the assumption that Subjacency is irrelevant for 

covert movement, the fact that the 10 is in an adjoined position is rendered meaningless for 

the LF-movement of question words in Hindi. 
15It may be that the bar on WH-extraction may be too strong as a universal principle. 

Under my proposals, languages that allow \VII-extraction of the 10 must/should allow WH

extractrons from what appear to be adjunct islands of the type in (27) as well. 
16 Hindi passives are not considered here because, as shown by Davison ( 1987), they do not 

involve word order changes and absorption of inherent Case. Rather, all ~hat seems to happen 

is that the passive morpheme suppresses the external 0-role of the subject. 
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(40) Mary was given a book. 

(41) •A book was given Mary. 

Let us examine the reasons for grammaticality of ( 40) first. First recall that 

in the paradigms represented by ( 40). and ( 41 ), there exists only one 10 passive 

form, the one in ( 40), for both the DSC and the PDC in English. I take this to 

suggest that the 10 passive must be derived from one or the other, since there 

is no theoretical imperative that requires ~s to derive the same output by two 

different processes. I suggest that the 10 passive is derived from the PDC father 

than the DSC. Recall that the PDC is derived from (29) by a rule of VP-Passive · 

that absorbs the second Case-feature of the VP-internal AGR-o0 • This ensures 

that the 10 cannot move, and in active sentences, a preposition has to be inserted. 

But when sentential passive is involved, the 10 can move, since presumably the 

subject is not generated in SPEC of VP2 (the subject 0-role being absorbed), and· 

raising of the IO to (Spec, AGR-sP] well not violate the shortest move condition. 

Now consider the' data in ( 41 ). Here too, I propose that DO passive proceeds 

from the PDC, rather than the DSC. Again, rules of sentential and VP-Passive 

applies, but in this Case, the DO raises to the (Spec, AGRsP position. Note that 

nothing prevents this movement, since no shortest move violation will take place. 

The 10, however, now has no place to move, since its Case-checking position 

internal to the VP is not licensed. It must therefore stay in situ, if preposition 

insertion takes places the derivation is saved, if it does not, the derivation crashes. 

Languages like Albanian, however, lack the option of preposition insertion al

together. Therefore, there is no ~ule of VP-Passive to feed the sentential passive. 

Sentential passive absorbs the Case-feature for the DO on the VP-internal AGR

oP position thereby triggering the raising of the DO to [Spec, AGR-sP]. Since 

only VP-Passive can affect the Case-feature checked in an adjoined position,17 

the sentential passive cannot affect the Case-feature of the 10. Consequently, 
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if 10-passivization does take place, it will be in violation of the MLC (chain

interleaving), Procrastinate (movement without Greed) and the CHAIN con

dition (the resulting CHAIN will have two Cases). 

The proposals I make therefore yield a typology of languages that uses the 

rule of VP-Passive as a parameter. Languages that have the VP-Passive will 

exhibit· the dative alternation, while languages that do not will have either the 

DSC, and even the PDC, since the PDC will be derived from the base structure 

projected in accordance with UTAH. Presumably, French is one such language 

that derives its PDC from the structure projected at the base. 18 

In conclusion, I would like to address the question why languages like Hindi 

and Albanian, which lack the rule of VP-Passive, should require overt checking 

of the Case-features of the 10. While it may well be possible to maintain overt 

checking as a universal requireinent for all VP-internal functional projection, 

or even 'just for objects in DOCs, I suspect that the final position that will 

have to eventually be taken will be somewhat weaker, resting more on language 

specific data. Below, I briefly examine some facts about Hindi, which if properly 

interpreted, can be used to argue for an overt checking of lOs in Hindi. 

T. Mohanan (1992) has pointed out that in Hindi, there seems to be a fairly 

strong prohibition against the co-occurrence of DPs with phonologically identical 

Case-formatives in adjacent constituents, as in (42): 

(42) (a) ?raam-ko baccoN-ko sambhaalnaa paRaa 

Ram-OAT children-ACC manage fell 

'Ram had to amnge the children.' 

(b)*?raam-ko baccoN-ko kitaaboN-ko denaa hogaa 

Ram-OAT children-OAT books-ACC give will-be 

'Ram will have to give the books to the children.' 

181 am not in a position to comment on whether French has a VP-internal AGR-oP position. 

Koizumi ( 1993) argues that it does, and that it can account for the facts of participial agreement 

in the language. 
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Ignoring the fact that ( 42b) is much worse than ( 42a), for the momeut, con

sider where this marginality comes from. Mohanan ( 1992: 319) proposes that 

this fact derives from the Hindi version of the Obligatory Contour Principle 

(OCP) in (43a), a principle which (due to Leben 1973) constrains the distribu

tion of identical elements in adjacent units. The Hindi Case OCP in ( 43b) rules 

out the structures in ( 42), since it interprets the OCP to apply across word 

boundaries, but only to adjacent Case-formatives of the participants of the same 

predicate: 

(43) (a) The Generalized OCP 

Identical elements (melodic/ formatives) are 

disallowed in adjacent units (not absolute). 

(b) Hindi Case OCP 

Identical element: Case formative. 

Adjacent unit: phonological word. 

Environment: participants of the same predicate. 

The fact that DOs in Hindi DOCs can never appear with the DAT-ACC 

Case-marking is now explained by the OCP, since, for some reason, the 10 must 

be Case-marked and a violation of the OCP results if the DO is Case-marked: 

(44) *raam-ne siitaa-ko use diiyaa 

Ram ERG Sita-DAT it-ACC gave 

(Ram gave Sita it. d 9 

19It will be observed that Dative Shift is prohibited over pronouns in English as well. A 
consideration of particle constructions also shows the same results - namely, that movement 
over phonologicallyJi_ghter elements leads to ungrammaticality: 
(i) Mary looked upi'~ference ti 
(ii) *Mary looked upi it ti 
The fact that added stress on the pronoun· in both the English gloss of (44) and (ii) above 
improves the sentences considerably, can be taken to indicate that in English as well, phonology 
can save/improve/reject (certain sentences of) the syntactic outputs at Spellout. This is, not 
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The question now is: How are the facts of Hindi Case OCP effects on syntactic 

structure to be construed in UG? T. Mohanan (1992: 221) suggests that these 

facts argue against aUG where the outputs of one component may well feed rules 

in the components to which it is an input, but w.here rules in one component 

cannot be allowed to make reference to the rules of the other. She holds that since 

the Case OCP in Hindi cannot be stated without reference to order, semantic 

participation in a predicate, and phonological shape, and takes the data to argue 

for a "multidimensional conception of linguistic organization ... [in]... that the 

various dimensions are available to principles_of the grammer." (ibid.) Thus, in 

her view, a UG like the MPLT UG cannot capture the Hindi Case OCP effects. 

These conclusions, I feel, are incorrect, or at least a trifle hasty. l suggest 

that it may well be possible to state the Hindi Case OCP as applying to a purely 

syntactic output of overt movement, a structure which can reflect the fact that 

the OCP in Hindi applies to adjacent phonolo~ical words that are part of the 

same semantic predicate. Although this claim is quite speculative, I think that 

it may well be possible to state the principle as applying in the environment 

specified in ( 45): 

(45) Syntactic Environment for the Hindi Case OCP: 

Items in (overt) Case-checking positions (SPECs and ad

joined-to-SPEC positions) of adjacent functional heads. 

Now, any items that has undergone overt checking must be phonologically 

identifiable as a 'word' and since checking in ·adjacent functional heads would 

involve only participants of the same semantic predicate, the statement of the 

environment in which the OCP applies in (45) above would adequately capture 

the essence of Mohanan 's observations. The statement would also explain the 

however, to suggest that syntax is actually driven by the knowledge that phonology can repair 
or reject such structures, but rather to imply that the syntax must be blind to phonological 
rule. 
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difference m the OCP violations in {42a) and {42b): In {42a), the adjacent 

functional heads involved in checking the Case of the SU and the DO are (a VP

external) AGR-o0 and Tns0 , respectively; in ( 42b ), the Case-checker for both the 

IO and the DO is the same functional head, a VP-internal AGR-o0 • lu some 

way, the DO and the 10 are more strictly adjacent in {42b) than in {42a), and 

hence the strength of the Hindi Case OCP violation. 

Pending independent verification that this is indeed the correct statement 

defining syntactic inputs to OCP, the data about DOCs in this connection can 

be seen to support the hypothesis about the overt raising of lOs and DOs, in 

a non-circular manner. That is, assuming that ( 45) is a statement that lays 

down the syntactic environment for the application of the Hindi Case OCP at 

PF in general terms. Now~ fact that Hindi DOCs respect the Case OCP suggest 

that they must be in the configuration in (45) by PF, for if they were not (44) 

should be grammatical.Overt 10 and DO raising must therefore. take place in 

Hindi DOCs. 

(D) Binding and Reconstruction in the DOCs in (29): The proposed analysis can 

be shown to explain a number of binding facts in DOCs that the Larsonian anal

ysis of the construction cannot. In this section, I briefly discuss the empirical 

superiority of this analysis in terms of the BT. However, since I shall be tak

ing the LF-raising approach to reflexives and pronominals, to be developed in 

the next two subsections, I will not dwell on the details of each example. The 

objective of this section is therefore mainly to show the empirical advantages of 

assuming that the 10 in a DOC is an adjunct that undergoes reconstruction. 

First, as Miiller (1992) and Miiller and Sternefeld (1994: 360-61) demonstrate, 

the hypothesis that the 10 can undergo reconstruction explains why lOs can 

never bind reflexives in the DO, even in languages like German which do not 
- -

have as strong a subject condition on reflexives as Hindi: 
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(46) •daSS der Arzt dem Patienten sich 

that the doctor the patient(IO) self 

im Spiegel zeigt 

in mirror showed 

1 That the doctor showed the patient himself 

in the mirror.' 

201 

The 10 here is in an A-bar position and cannot therefore count as a relevant 

A-binder for the reflexive. Reconstruction may take place, but since the base 

position of the 10 is lower than the DO, A-binding is still cannot take place.20 

Second, the analysis also explains why lOs can bind anaphors in more deeply 

embedded constitutents than the DO, such as PP adjuncts. As the data in ( 4 7) 

show, both German and Hindi allow this binding, precisely because PP adjuncts 

in the proposed structure in (29), are generated below the base position of the 

IO. After reconstruction, the 10 can count as an A-binder for the reflexive in 

these adjuncts: 

(47) (a) daB ev~ ihr die Augen [uber sich;] offnete 

that Eve her(IO) the eyes about self opened 

1 Eve opened her eyes about herself.' 

(b) nuur-ne amiina~-ko [apne; kamre-meN] bheej diyaaa 

No or Ameena(IO) self's room- in sent gave 

Noor sent Ameena to her room.' 

Third, the analysis can also explain why lOs in Hindi, English, and German 

2°For the limited purposes of the discussion, I assume a notion of reconstruction more in 

tune with the Pf3P model than MPLT, involving some kind of lowering of the A-bar moved 

constituent into its base position. This is ;wt, ~owever, the position that I will maintain 

throughout the dissertation. Chapter 4 discusses the question of reconstruction in some detail. 
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can be coindexed with pronouns embedded in the DO, {e.g., {48a)): Since the 

10 reconstructs to its base-position, no relationship of c-command is established 

between the two DPs, and therefore coindexation can take place without a vi

olation of Principle B. The analysis also thus predicts the ungrammaticality of 

( 48b ), where the fact that the DO is a pronoun entails that, after recomstruc

tion at LF, the DO woo c-commands the R-expression (10) 'raam, in violation of 

Condition C. 

(48) (a) mE-ne raam;-ko uskii; kitaab dii 

I(SU) RAM(IO) his book(DO) gave 

1 I gave Ram; his; book. 1 

(b) *mE-ne raam;-ko woo; diiyaa 

I(SU) RAM(DO) he gave 

1 I gave Ram; him;. 1 

Fourth, the analysis also explains the reasons why pronouns in DOs can be 

bound by 10 quantifier to give a bound variable interpretation for the pronoun 

- simply by virtue of the fact that the 10 is in an operator position, and is thus 

able to license that reading. Fifth, we now have an analysis for the scope-freezing 

effects noted by Larson (1990: 603-4) in the DSC. As the examples in (49) show, 

while the PDC gives rise to relative QP-scope ambiguity; in the DSC, the 10 

quantifier always has wider scope than the DO quantifier: 

(49) (a) -I gave one problem to every student. (ambiguous) 

(b) I gave one student every problem. (unambiguous) 

This is explained quite straightforwardly from our earlier contention that 

variables left by QR must be locally bound by the closest potential local A-
. 

bar binder. Consider the LF-representations of (49) in (50). (49a) has the 
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representation in (50a), while (49b) may choose between the representations in 

(50b) and (50c): 

(50) (a) I gave [vp 1 [one problem] k [AGR-oP t 1 k 

[vP2 [every student] [vp2 tk [to tz]J]]] 

(b) I gave [vPt [every problem] k [v Pt [one student]z 

[AGR-oP t 1 k [AGR-oP t 1 z [v P2 tk tz]]]]] 

(c) I gave [vp 1 [one student] z [AGR-oP t 1 z [AGR-oP t 1 z 

[AGR-oP [every problem] k [v P2 tk tz]]]] 

Consider the LF-representation of QP-scope in the PDC in (50a) first. The 

representation does not -v-iu~a.tc:: Uu': MDR in any wa.y. Tlu: va.ria.ble of the DO QP 

one problem in the AGR-oP is bound by the closest A-bar binder one problem. 

Similarly, the variable of the 10 QP every student is also unambiguously bound 

by the closest potential A-bar binder, every student. The trace of the DO in 

the lower VP 2 does not count as a variable, since it is not a Cased empty category. 

Now consider QR in the DSC in (50b-c). Which of these two representations 

is the legitimate one at LF. Recall that in the DSC, both the 10 and the DO 

occur in an L-related positio!l to the VP-internal AGR-o0 • (50b) represents the 

derivation in which the DO QP every problem has QRed over the AGR-oP 

adjoined 10 QP one student. Consider the variable left behind by this QR -

t 1 k -: Is it bound by the closest potential A-bar binder? No, since the closest 

potential A-bar binder is the IO QP one student, which does not bind it. Hence, 

the representation in (50b) violates the MBR.21 (50c) then turns out to be the 

only licit LF-representation for (49b), where the 10 QP is the only one that can 

QR to get the wide-scope reading. Hence, the scope-freezing effects of ( 49b) is 

21 Note that assuming QR of the 10 QP over the QRed DO does nothing to save the deriva

tion, since the trace of the QRed 10 will still be the closest potential A-bar binder for the 

variable left behind by the QRed DO. 
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a result of the fact that the only convergent derivation of QP-QP interaction in 

DSCs that respects the MBR forbids the QR of the DO QP. 

3.1.3 CONCLUSION 

In sum, then, the analysis of DOCs proposed in this_ section can be considered 

to have some empirical if not theoretical value. If this analysis is accepted as 

the basic structure for DOCs in UG, the proposals have the welcome result of 

ruling out the possibility of scrambling being Case-driven movement in languages 

like Hindi that have the DSC and scrambling: 10-scrambling will always have 

to be movement to an A-bar position, since any further movement to a Case

checking position will result in Economy violations, since it will result in chain 

interleaving and a violation of the CHAIN Condition, which requires CHAINS 

to have a unique Cased position. DO scrambling can!lot also be movement for 

Case and agreement checking since it would result in a similar CHAIN violation. 

Scrambling in DOCs must therefore be A-bar movement. 

I now turn to a discussion of two novel proposals regarding the domains in 

which Principles A and B of the BT apply. It emerges from the discussion there 

that on a proper formulation of the BT, scrambling cannot be motivated as 

A-movement. 

3.2 FIXING THE BASE-II: THE BINDING THEORY 

This section is devoted to developing a Binding Theory for UG along the lines 

proposed by Reinhart (1983; 1986) and Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993), whereby 

the BT is restricted to determining coreference brought about by syntactic bind

ing, one that will be in consonance with the LF-raising approach to reflexives and 

pronominals developed in the work of Lebeaux (1983), Pica (1987; 1991 ), Cole, 

Hermon and Sung (1990), Cole and Sung (1994), Sung (1990), Katada (1991), 

Battistella and Xu (1990), Chomsky (1986a; 1992), Jones (1994), Hestvik (1990; 
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1992), Avrutin (1992; 1994) and Davison (1994). The section is organized as 

follows: 3.2.1 discusses the LF-raising approaches to Principle A; 3.2.2, the LF

raising approaches to Principle B, and 3.2.3 discusses Principle C and formalizes 

the results of the discussion into a BT that not only respects the insights of 

Reinhart (1983; 1986), but also conforms to the requirements of the minimalist 

program. 

3.2.1 REFLEXIVE RAISING AT LF: PRINCIPLE A 

I first summarize the LF-raising approach to reflexive>:>, as proposed and devel

oped in Pica (1987; 1991), Cole, Hermon and Sung (1990), Cole and Sung (1994) 

and Davison (1994). I then examine the theory in the light of more recent theo

:.-et!:::~! developments, and on the motivations of minimilism, and some Hindi and 

Urdu and Russian data on reflexives, propose a few (minor) modifications to the 

theory as originally proposed. 

REFLEXIVE RAISING AT LF: PROPOSALS 

Principle A of the standard BT (Chomsky (1981; 1986a)) in (6) above imposes 

a restriction of local binding on anaphora in natural language, where the pos

sible binders for reflexives/reciprocals must be chosen from the set of closest 

c-commanding 'subjects' {[DP, 1P], [DP, DP], [AGR-s0]}. Principle A in this 

theory is therefore at a loss to explain the fact that reflexives in languages like 

Chinese, Korean, Russian, Hindi and Urdu, Norwegian, Malayalam, JapaneSe, 

etc., can take antecedents quite a long distance away; the examples in (51)-(53) 

exemplify the contrast posed by such languages (Chinese and Russian, respec

tively) to English: 
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(51) Zhangsan, renwei Lisii zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zijii/i/k 

Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like self 

1 Zhangsan thinks Lisi knows Wangwu likes him/herself. 1 

(52) professor, poprosil assistentaj [PROj citat 1 SVO j i/i doklad] 

professor asked assistant read self's report 

1 The professor asked the assistant to read self 1 Sifi report. 1 

(53) Tom; thinks that Billj likes himself.;;i. 1 

The (mainstream) P&P approach cannot explain this long distance (LD) 

reflexive binding, since it expects that once a reflexive finds its antecedent in 

its local domain, the reflexive's desire for reference should be satisfied. In fact, 

it uses this very fact to explain the ungrammaticality of the starred reading in 

(53). It therefore has no explanation for Chinese and Russian, and languages like 
-. 

them, where reflexives may be anteceded by DPs more than one clause boundary 

away;22 

Equally inexplicable for the P&P approach is the oft-noted subject-orientation 

of these LD reflexives. Consider (54) and (55) from- Norwegian and English 

respectively: 

22 Progovac (1993) attempts to build an explanation for these facts into the standard version 

of the BT, by relativizing the notion of accessible SUBJECT with reference to the kind of 

reflexives they antecede, Xo or Xmar· While these proposals can capture the facts which 

motivate the LF-raising approach to reflexives, it remains a matter of future research to confirm 

their empirical superiority. As far as I am able to judge, the key difference between her 

proposals and the analysis to be presented below, lies in the stipulation that she must make 

regarding the possible subjects for Xo reflexives to be AGRo categories, This is a stipulation 

that the approach below is not required to make, since there the fact that X0 reflexives take 

Xo categories as SUBJECTS follows from the X-bar compatibility theory of movement. In 

Progovac's approach, since there is no movement, the X-bar compatibility approach must be 

incorporated into the definition of the BT itself. In theoretical terms as well, the fact that her 

approach relies heavily on (transitive) indexing could be viewed with suspicion, espescally if 

we share in Chomsky's (1992) assumptions that indexing is too expensive a mechanism for a 

thrifty theory of UG. 
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(54) Johni fortalte Peri om et bilde av seg;/•j 

John told Peter about a picture of self 

t Johni told Peteri about a picture of himself;/•).' 

(55) John; showed Peterj a picture of himself;/j.' 

The standard BT would indcntify the binding domain of the reflexive in 

both (54) and (55) as the whole IP.' Since both the subject and the object c

command the reflexive inside the PP, it is expected that the reflexive betray 

some ambiguity of reference. While this expectation is confirmed for English, 

the ungrammaticality of a coreferential reading between the reflexive and the 

DO in Norwegian is in total contrast to the predictions of the theory. The 

Norwegian case would then be wrongly predicted to be grammatical by P&P BT 

and Principle A. 

These observations about the subject-orientation of LD reflexives carry over 

to possessive reflexives as well. Here too, Principle A would predict that a 

reflexive in the DO could very well be bound by either the IO or the subject, 

contrary to the facts in (56) and (57), which represent the case of possessive 

reflexives in Hindi and Urdu and Norwegian respectively: 

(56) sii ta~-ne n~urj-ko [apnii;/•i kitaab] dii 

Sita(SU) Noor(IO) self's book(DO) gave 

(Sit~ gave Noori heri/•i book.' 

(57) Johni ga Peri [sini/•i jakke] 

John(SU) gave Peter(IO) self's jacket 

t Johni gave Peteri hisi•i jacket. ' 

In Hindi and Urdu and Norwegian possessive reflexives must be bound by the 

subject. 
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The issue before linguistic theory, then, is, whether the data from these lan

guages calls for a reformulation of Principle A, or of the whole BT itself. Pica 

(1987), developing suggestions in Chomsky (1986a) that the subject-orientation 

of reflexives results from the LF-requirement of LF-raising, suggests that the 

requirement that an reflexive be bound in a minimal domain cannot be the of

fending principle.· The difference between the type of languages exemplified by 

English and the type exemplified by Chinese does not derive from a requirement 

that reflexives must be locally bound, since Chinese also requires its reflexives to 

be locally bound. He proposes that the difference between the two languages lies 

in the categorial status of the reflexives they employ- X0 or Xmax- together with 

the assumption of a sufficiently rigorous thesis about the X-bar compatibility of 

movement (at LF, and throughout the grammar). 

Briefly, Pica suggests that LD reflexives have the categorial status of X0 

categories that project a structure with the head (the reflexive) and its maximal 

projection. Local reflexives, on the other hand, are XPs, but XPs which lack any 

internal X-bar theoretic structure. 

Under a strong thesis of the X-bar compatibility of movement, whereby XP's 

can only substitute into, or adjoin to XPs and Xo 's to X0 's, it then follows that 

XP reflexives, like English himself Hindi and Urdu apne aap Chinese ta zij i, 

can only undergo XP-movement at LF. X0 reflexives, on the other hand, can (and 

must) undergo X0 movement at LF. This has the result that the landing sites of 

the two types of reflexive is very different. According to Pica, the LD reflexive 

moves (successive cyclically) to INFL, whereas local reflexives adjoin to their 

containing XP. Since the SPEC of IP contains the subject at LF, X0 reflexives 

will end up being subject oriented, while XP reflexives will not necessarily be. 

As an example, consider the LF-representations of (54) and (55) which by Pica's 

approach will be (58) and (59): 

(58) John INFL-seg [fortalte Per [om et bilde av t ]] 
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(59) Johni told Billj [pp himselfi/i [pp about thim3df]] 

The only c-commanding antecedent for the (Norwegian) X0 reflexive is the 

subject, but for the (English) XP reflexive, there are two c-commanding an

tecedents, the subject and the 10. On the assumption that (60) and (61) arc ad

equate characterization of the notion of binding domain (from Chomsky ( 1986a: 

169), then these facts follow quite straightforwardly. Also note that no stipu

lations regarding Principle A are needed regarding LD versus local reflexives, 

since the difference in their behaviour (subject-orientation) follows from their 

categorial status. Principle A can then be stated as in Chomsky (19c86a), as in 

(62). 

(60) The binding domain of o is the minimal CFC containing o and 

its governor. 

(61) A CFC is a domain in whi~h all the grammatical functions 

compatible with its head are realized. 

(62) Principle A: A reflexive must be bound in its GC. 

Now, let us look at the LD binding properties of X0 reflexives a little more 

closely. As we have remarked earlier, these facts are derived by the successive 

cyclic movement of the X0 reflexive from the lowest to the matrix INFL, satisfying 

Principle A at each step. The feature of this approach, and of all similar work 

(Battistella (1989); Cole, Hermon and Sung (1990); Cole and Sung (1994); Huang 

and Tang (1989)) is that it treats "LD reflexives as only seemingly LD; in all 

analyses of this group, the relationship between the reflexive and its antecedent is 

covertly local in nature" (Cole and Sung (1994: 356)). I adopt the approach taken 

by Cole and Sung (1994), by which the raising of the X0 reflexive is constrained 

by the HMC (and therefore the ECP).23 The LF representation for the example 
0 

23See Cole and Sung {1994) for a demonstration of the empirical and theoretical superiority 
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of LD reflexive binding in (51) will then be (63): 

(63) [1p1 Zhangsan [/,ziji-INFL [vp1t 1111111 -renwei 

[cP2 til 1111-C [fp2Lisi [!'till I ~-INFL 

[vP2 t 1111 -zhidao [cp3t 111 -C[/P3 Wangwu 

[f't 11 -INFL [vp2t 1-xihuan tziji]]]]]]]]]]] 

On the assumption that head-movement can proceed via adjunction to V0 and 

C0 , but cannot terminate in these positions, the derivation respects the HMC. 

LD binding of complex reflexives like the English XP reflexive himself is 

prohibited. In Cole and Sung's approach, this prohibition is derived from an 

ECP violation. Consider the LF-representation of (53) on the ungrammatical 

reading: 

(64) [cPt [1P2John [vp1 himself [vp 1 thinks [cp2that [Jp2Bill [v p2 t 1 

[vp2 likes t]]]] 

Adopting Chomsky's (1986b) suggestions that adjunction to IP /CP as an 

escape hatch for further movement is disallowed by U G, we see that himself 

moves directly from the lower VP to the higher VP. In this movement, it crosses 

CP2, a barrier by inheritance from 1P2 and that leads to an ECP violation at 

LF. The grammatical reading of (53) is also adequately captured by (64), since 

himself can move out of VP2 to adjoin to it (VP2) without any ECP violations. 

The minimal CFC that contains himself and its governor is the lower IP (IP2), 

where it is bound by its subject, Bill. 

The analysis accorded to LD reflexives carries over quite straightforwardly to 

possessive reflexives as well. Being X0 categories, they too raise to INFL. The 

(simplified) LF representation of (57} is then (65): 

of this approach vis-a-vis other proposals within the LF-movement paradigm. 
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At LF, since the possessive reflexive is c-commanded only by the subject in 

its minimal CFC (lPl) it can only be bound by the subject, and not the IO,. 

Per. 

This completes the brief sketch promised of the LF-raising approach to re

flexives. A number of questions remain unanswered as far as the specificities 

of the approach are concerned: Why must monomorphemic relfexives raise to 

INFL? Why can't these monomorphemic reflexives stop at V0 /Co on their way 

up to an INFL projection? Why can't an XP- reflexive be stranded in a position 

adjoined to IP? To even attempt to answer these questions would lead us too 

far afield from the basic purpose of this brief resume. On the assumption that 

these problems do not provide serious arguments against an LF-raising analysis 

of reflexives, I put them aside here. Instead, in the next section, I consider so_me 

cmperical and theoretical problems posed by Hindi and Urdu reflexives and the. 

general minimalist considerations for this approach. 

REFLEXIVE RAISING IN MPLT 

First, I would like to address the larger theoretical question of how this proposal 
< 

about the LF-raising of reflexives fits in into the MPLT approach to movement. 

The first question that arises is whether this reflexive-raising at LF is motivated 

by feature-checking. As far as can be made out at this stage of research, licensing 

of XP and Xo reflexive systems has little to do with inflectional morphology per 

se and, if the proposals of Reinhart and Reuland (1993) are to be accepted, more 

to do with the lexical properties of predicates. Yet, inflectional morphology must 

also play a part in the whole process of reflexive licensing, since only it can be 

used to explain why languages seem to systematically lack nominative reflexives. 

Additionally, theory-internal considerations based on empirical facts, also appear 

to force a relationship between inflectional morphology and reflexive licensing -
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a reflexive must match the ¢-features of its antecedent, irrespective of whether 

it is XP or X0 in terms of its categorial status. 

Consider how this relationship between reflexive licensing and inflectional 

morphol?gy is to be formalized within the MPLT approach for X0 reflexives first. 

Clearly, X0 reflexives cannot have to raise to INFL (or some relevant head in the 

Split-INFL) for feature-checking of their· ¢-features, mainly because they lack 

intrinsic ¢-features - the ¢-features of the reflexive are those of its antecedents. 

That is, instead of being an NP-Iike category, it is a V-like one; it agrees with 

an antecedent, rather than being an agreement trigger in itself. Recall that the 

classical configuration for agreement in the minimalist framework is the SPEC

head configuration. Now, if as has been hypothesized, X0 reflexives must raise 

to the head of an inflectional projection at LF, the X0 -reflexive will be in a 

SPEC-head configuration with a potential antecedent and hence can agree with 

the ¢_~features of the [DP] in the SPEC of that inflectional projection. 24
. Thus, 

whatever. the reason that trigger reflexive-raising to the head of an inflectional 

projection above VP, also ensures that an X0 reflexive will agree in ¢-features 

with its antecedent.25 

24 1t may be possible to take this suggestion a little further and argue that, in fact, reflexive

raising at LF for X0-reflexives is triggered by the need for an X0-reflexive to attain 4>-features, 

since if it does not, it will violate the Principle of full Interpretation at LF. I do not adopt this 

position in the text, since a number of questions are raised by this proposal - e.g., How is this 

movement to be distinguished from overt movement where agreement is merely a reflex of the 

SPEC-head configuration, while here it is the trigger for establishing that configuration? How 

is this strategy of movement for </>-feature agreement to be constrained so that it does not serve 

as a global "escape hatch" for all derivations in which FI is being violated? - which cannot be 

adequately dealt with here 
25Cole, Hermon and Sung (1990) and Cole and Sung (1994) use this notion of 4>-feature 

agreement to explain the "blocking effect" observed in Chinese, where if the 4>-features of the 

various potential antecedents of a LD reflexive do not agree in person, LD uses of the reflexive 

is blocked, as in (i): 

(i) Zhangsani renwei woi zhidao Wangwu~: xihuan ziji•i/•j/A: . 

'Zhangsani thinks that I know Wangwui li_kes self•i/•i/1:·' 

Cole et al propose that this effect follows from the fact that, in Chinese, the first instance of 
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The situation is more complicated for XP-reflexives, which are never m a 

SPEC-head relation with their antecedents, since XP-reflexives do not undergo 

head-movement. At the same time, that such q'>-feature agreement is crucial for 

grammaticality judgements is also evident: the contrast in (66) follows directly, 

and only, from the fact that the q'>-features of the XP-reftexive in (66a), but not 

in (66b ), match that of its antecedent: 

(66)(a) Johni thinks himselfi to be the best person for the job. 

(b) *Johni thinks herselfi to be the best person for the job. 

How is this need for ¢>-feature matching of XP-reftexives and their antecedents 

to be implemented in an MPLTframework for UG? First notice that XP-reflexivcs 

do have q'>-features and what appears to be involved is not so much q'>-feature 

agreement between an. antecedent and the reflexive (as in X0-reflexives), but a 

mechanisr:n of 4>-feature matching between the reflexive and its antecedent. The 

question that now arises is whether this mechanism of q'>-feature matching is 

subject to similar locality constraints as is the system of q'>-feature agreement? 

That is, does the mechanism also involve some kind of local relationship within a 

checking domain, or is it free from such locality constraints? The MPLT frame

work would be predisposed to a solution of the former type, rather than the 

latter, since that would be far too unconstrained to yield any solutions whatso

ever. For example, if the ¢>-feature matching of XP reflexives was free of locality 

constraints, we would not have an explanation for the ungrammaticality of (67): 

SPEC-head agreement for the LD reflexive fixes its ¢-features, which then cannot be changed 

in the course of the derivation. If the next (higher) antecedent does not bear the same ¢

features the Xo reflexive will not find a proper antecedent, and the derivation crashes. In (i), 

then, the reflexive raises from the lowest INFL to next highest, when the ¢-features of the 

higher antecedent clash with that of the reflexive. Further raising of the X0 reflexive is blocked 

presumably by general Economy considerations that would prohibit further transformational 

work on a derivation that has already been adjudicated illegitimate. 
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(67) *Mary thinks John likes herself. 

Let us therefore assume that XP-reflexive-antecedent feature-matching re

quires some kind of local relationship. First, let us explore the idea that. such 

feature-matching involves substitution into a SPEC position. Clearly, this is an 

untenable proposal, since no sufficiently local relationship that satisfies checking 

theory could obtain. Also, it is unclear what the Case-theoretic consequences of 

such a movement will be I propose that at LF, ¢>-feature matching of the reflexive 

with its antecedent involves the adjunction of the XP-reflexive to the SPEC of 

the functional projection that hosts its antecedent (or a trace of that antecedent). 

Since this movement takes place after feature-checking for Case and agreement 

has taken place, the head of that functional projection (hosting the reflexive's 

antecedent) bears the </>-features of the antecedent. </>-feature matching between 

the XP-reflexive and the head then takes place, and the derivation converges iff 

the features match. As an example, consider (67) which by the approach outlined 

above, will have the representation in (68) at LF: 

(68) [1p Mary thinks [cp that [1p Johnz INFLz [vpherselfk 

[vp likes tj]]] 

The indices on the DPs in (68) are mnemonics for their </>-feature content. As 

is obvious, the </>-features of herself do not match those of John, and hence the 

derivation crashes. 

The conclusions reached in the discussion so far are summarized in (69) and 

(70) below: 

(69) </>-Feature-Agreement for Xo-Reflexives 

An X0 reflexive agrees with the DP in the SPEC of the 

functional head to which it is cliticized at LF. 
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(70) ~-Feature Matching for XP-Reflexives 

An XP-reflexive matches its ~-features with the 

functional head whose SPEC hosts the antecedent of the 

reflexive at LF. The XP-reflexive is adjoined to the SPEC 

position of that functional head. 
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The second question that must be addressed with regard to reflexive raising 

is one regarding the relationship between X0-reflexive raising and movement for 

Case and agreement: Given the resolution of INFL into a number of functional 

projections such as AGR-sP, TP, AGR-oP etc., which functional projection Xo

reflexive raising target? Clearly, it cannot be AGR-o0 , since Xo-reflexives are 

subject-oriented. Therefore, it must be either Tns0 or Ar.R-s0 , and it appP.ars 

that languages like Chinese, Italian and Russian (Cole et a/(1990; 1994) and Pro

govac (1993)). For example, Cole et a/ (1990; 1994) propose that the blocking 

effects in Chines LD reflexives follow from the fact that the verb agreement fea

tures in Chinese are morphologically nonexistent. Italian, where verb agreement 

is morphologically rich, LD reflexives in the language do not show any blocking 

effects.26 Similarly, but contradictorily Progovac (1993) has argued that Rus

sian X0-reflexives are bound in the first finite clause because X0-reflexives need 

a "morphologically rich AGR" projection to raise to. 

There are a number of empirical and theoretical problems with this approach 

of linking Xo-reflexive raising to the strength/weakness of AGR-s0 in UG. First 

of all, it is not entirely clear whether it is possible in the MPLT to have languages 

that do not have "verb-agreement" at LF, since all. languages are supposed to 

be as alike as possible at that external interface. Second, Hindi and Urdu can 

be seen to provide evidence against the claim that Xo-reflexive raising has any

thing at all to do with verb agreement, i.e. with the ~-features on AGR-s0 • 
G.) 

26 See Cole, ijermon and Sung (1990) and Cole and Sung (1994) for details of the Feature 

Percolation Convention that derives these results. 
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As we know, Hindi and Urdu is a language with three major subsystems of 

verb agreement, but reflexives are always subject-oriented, irrespective of the 

(nominative/non-nominative) Case on the subject. In fact in Hindi and Urdu, 

Tns0 (like Russian) seems to be t!,Je relevant head that licenses LD reflexives 

(Davison (1994)). As (71a) and (b) show, only X0 reflexives in nonfinite clauses 

can take LD antecedents: 

(71) (a) siitaa_--ne kahaa [cpkii raami-ne apnii.;/i kitaab pheNk dii] 

Sita(SU) said that Ram(ESU) self's book(EDO) throw gave 

c Si ta_- said that Ramj threw away self, s.ifi book. , 

(b) siitaa;-ne raamrko [cpPROj apnii;/i kitaabeN paRhne] diiN 

Sita(SU) Ram(DO) self's books(EDO) to-read gave 

csita allowed Ram to read her/his books.' 

In both examples, the subjects of both the matrix and embedded clause do 

·not control verb agreement, and on the assumption that [Spec, AGR-sP] is the 

position occupied by agreeing subjects, all four subjects must be in some other 

functional head. And since both the ergative case on Hindi and Urdu subjects 

and PRO are licensed by Tns0 , the SPEC these subjects occupy is [Spec, TP]Y 

Reflexives in both examples, then cliticize onto Tns0 . The LF-representations 

for (71a-b) would be as follows, assuming Srivastav Dayal's analysis of Hindi and 

Urdu finite complements as syntactic adjuncts. (The representations in (72)-(73) 

abstract away from the detail~ of verb-raising): 

(72)(a) siitaa-ne kahaa [cpkii[Tpraam-ne [Tn6 apniij-Tns0 

[AGR-oPtj kitaab (pheNk dii hE ]]]]] 

270bject agreement on the verb is determined in (Spec, AGR-oP]. As yet, my analysis is 

uncommitted between the claims that either simple transitives have a VP-external AGR-oP or , 

that all AGR-oPs are VP-internal in Hindi and Urdu. 
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(b)*[Tpsiitaa-ne [Tnaapniij-Tnso [vpkahaa]]] [cpraam-ne 

[tj kitaab] [pheNk dii hE]]]]] 

(73) (a) sii taa-ne raam-ko [cp [TP PRO [Tnaapniij-Tnso [AGR-oP [ti 

kitaabeN paRhne]]]] diiN 

(b) [Tpsii taa-ne [Tnaapniij-Tns0 [cp PRO [ti ki taabeN] 

paRhne] diiN]]] 
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Consider first the ungrammaticality of the representation in (72b ). Since the 

finite CP is an adjunct and therefore not L-marked. Reflexive-raising out of the 

finite clause thus crosses two barriers (the CP and the 1 P barrier (by inheritance)) 

and is therefore illicit as it yields an ECP violation. (72a), on the other hand, 

does not involve crossing the ECP barrier, and hence is legitimate. The fact that 

the CP is L-marked in (73) explains why reflexive-raising is permitted across 

clause-boundaries in Hindi and Urdu. 

While this. analysis is adequate to explain X0-reflexive raising across nonfi

nite boundaries in Hindi and Urdu, its crosslinguistic validity is questionable. 

Russian, an SVO language, exhibits a similar role of finite Tense in blocking 

successive cyclic X0-reflexive raising at LF. One could argue that these prohibi-

. tions in Russian are also derived by a similar intervention of language-specific 

factors, as in Hindi and Urdu, but this strategy of reducing what appears to be a 

fairly general phenomenon to language-specific factors defeats the very concept 

of a theory of UG. Consequently, I shall attempt a very speculative analysis of 

why languages diverge in this respect. I propose that it may be possible to de

rive the difference in the role of finite tense in licensing LD reflexives in Hindi 

and Urdu /Russian-type languages and Chinese/Korean type languages can be 

derived from undertaking Certain extensions to Watanabe's (1993) theory of 

Case-checking. 

Brieflv. Watanabe oronoses that in e:eneral CP comolements are lirensecl hv 
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the fact that Case-checking in AGR-sP creates a feature [F]. This [F] feature 

must be satisfied by raising of AGR-s0 and its incorporated heads to a higher 

functional head - C0 - that is capable of checking off this [F] feature. The 

difference between the various CP complements in terms of the kind of subjects 

they allow structually Case-marked overt subjects vs. PRO, which bears a Null 

Case - is a consequence of the kind of feature [F] that is created and the type of 

Co that is appropriate for checking this feature "Depending on which Case is to 

be checked, different [F] features are created, and accordingly different COMP 

nodes have to exist to check off these features". (Watanabe ( 1993: 90) ). Now, 

suppose we assume that the feature [F] created by Null Case-checking in Hindi 

and Urdu and Russian, is different from the one that is created by nominative 

Case-checking in other CP complements, and that the subsef!11Pnt. raisin~ of the 

AGR complex to C0 is enabled by this feature to override the general prohibition 

in these languages against adjunction to C0 • Hence reflexive raising via Co is 

permitted in these .languages only in nonfinite clauses, since in finite clauses the 

feature [F] does not, in the required way, license the transparency of C0 to 

subsequent LF-adjunction. Languages like Chinese and Korean then differ from 

Hindi and Urdu and Russian in that they have no prohibition against reflexive

raising via C0 •
28 29 

I propose that the difference between Chinese-type and Hindi and Urdu-type 

28 Note that Null Case is licensed in Hindi and Urdu Russian, Chinese and English) by a 

null complementizer, and that, in fact, Chinese (from the data in Cole et al appears to lack 

overt complementizers in all clauses. It is therefore tempting to derive X0-reflexive raising in 

Chinese, Hindi and Urdu and Russian from the general prohibition against adjunction to overt 

complementizers. Since C0s are null only in infinitivals in Hindi and Urdu and Russina, but 

always null in Chinese. The prediction is, however, contradicted by Korean where finite clauses 

are headed by an overt complementizer, and yet allow LD antecedents for an X0 reflexive. 
29 Directionality considerations also appear to have little role in explaining the transparency 

of Co in Hindi and Urdu and Russian nonfinite clauses. Any chance that the explanation for 

the impermeability of C0s in finite clauses i~ these languages may lie in the fact that Hindi 

and Urdu Co's are not head-(i.nal is immediately dashed by the Russian facts: Russian has Cos 

in the canonical position but still allows X reflexive-raising only out of nonfinite clauses. 
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languages reduces to the parameter as in (73). This parameter is subject to a 

condition, whereby a strong enough [F] feature created by Null or Nominative 

Case checking can reset (73) in another direction: 

(73) X~Reflexive-Raising Parameter 

(a) Intermediate adjunction to C0 (yes/no) 

(b) Null Case {\tt [F]} feature is [powerful] (yes/no) 

Hindi and Urdu and Russian select the negative option in (a) and the affir

mative one in (b) (for the Null Case [F] ); hence, X0 reflexives can raise out of 

nonfinite clauses. Chinese and Korean select the affirmative option only for (a), 

hence X0 -reftexive-raising is possible across all clause boundaries. It is hypothe

sized that there will also exist languages which will allow intermediate adjunction 

to C0 but because of the choice of the affirmative option in (b) restrict Xo-reftexive 

raising to finite clauses, as well as those that will require reflexives to be bound 

within the first clause boundary. 

It is important to note that the role of C0 is crucial in blocking Xo-reftexive 

raising and that the licensing conditions for LD reflexives cannot be reduced to 

merely the role of [±Tense]. As evidence consider the data in (74-and 75) from 

Russian (Avrutin (1994: 719; fn. 14) and Hindi and Urdu respectively. 

(74) [kaZZdyj student]i skazal [cp CHto [vp[NP svoj.i drug]] 

every student said 

xoCHet [PRO est]] 

wants to-eat 

that self's friend 

1 Every student said that self' s.i friend wants to eat. ' 

(75) [har CHHaatr]i kahtaa hE [cp CHto [vp[NP apnaa.i dost]] 

every student says ·is 

[PRO est] caahtaa hE] 

that self's friend 
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to-eat wants is 

'Every student said that self 1 s.i friend wants to eat. 1 

Both these examples involve subject agreement. Therefore, ~t LF, the subject 

of the embedded CP [self's friend] must be in [Spec, AGR-sP], having moved there 

from [Spec, TP]. Then at the stage that Xo-reflexive raising takes place, the X0 -

reflexive is higher than Tns0 and hence cannot move ~o, or through adjunction to, 

Tns0 • Now, if we were to attempt to distinguish Hindi and Urdu-type languages 

from Chinese type languages by merely the role of finite Tns0 we would have 

no explanation for the impossibility of X0-reflexive raising in (74)-(75). In the 

proposed system, on the other hand, the role of Tns0 is linked to the role played 

by (;~ - t.hP. lan~ua.ge-specific prohibition against intermediate adjunction to Co 

is voided only if a Null Case feature is checked in that C0 • The ungrammaticality 

of the coindexation in (75) is explained thus: The feature ~F] created by Case

checking in AGR-s0 is not a Null Case featu~e; and hence cannot override the 

language-specific prohibition against adjunction to C0 in Russian and Hindi and 

Urdu. X 0-reflexive raising to the matrix Tns0 will then violate the HMC. 

Given these proposals, it is possible to extend the claim that Tns0 is the 

landing site for Hindi and Urdu and Russian X0 reflexives to a universal position 

in (76): 

(76) Universally, Xo-reflexives cliticize onto Tns0 at LF. 

In languages like Chinese, Japanese, Korean, ltaliati, etc., the systematic 

(overt or covert) agreement pattern of subject-verb agreement entails that Tns0 

will always raise to AGR-.s0 at LF. A cliticized Xo-reflexive will then be carried 

along by this LF-raising. 

There appears to be some evidence that establishes the central role played 

bv the </>-features of the element in fSpec, TP] in licensing LD reflexives, at least 
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in Hindi and Urdu: 

(77) raami-ne siitaarko [PROj apniii/i gaaRii laane-ko] kahaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(OO) self's car to-bring-OAT said 

1 Rami told Si taj to get self' si/i car. 

(78) raami-ne siitaai-se [PROi apniii/•i gaaRii laane-kaa] 

Ram(SU) Sita(OO) self's car to-bring~GEN said 

vaadaa kiiyaa 

promise did 

1 Rami promised Si taj to get self' Sif•i car. 

(79) raami-ne sii taa;-ko [PROj ghar jaane-ke-liiyee] 

Ram(SU) Sita(OO) house to-go-for 

[PR01 apniii/j gaaRii laane-ko] kahaa 

self's car to-bring-OAT said 

'Rami told Si taj to get self' Sifj car for going home. 

jaane-ke-liiyee] 

Ram(SU) Sita(OO) house to-go-for 

[PROj apniii/•i gaaRii laane-kaa] vaadaa kiiyaa 

self's car to-bring-GEN promise did 

'Rami promised Sita1 to get self'si/•i car for going home. 

The data in (77)-(80) show that the predicates kahnaa ( (77) an~ (78)) and 

vaadaa karnaa are object and subject control predicates respectively.30 It ap

pears that LD raising of X0-reflexives is dependent on an object-controlled com-

30It is not my concern here to discuss how control relations are established between predicates 

and their complements. Larson (1991) has attempted to connect the possibility of subject 

control with the structure of DOCs he adopts. At present, I have no account of how this 

proposed linkage fits in with the structure of DOCs I have proposed. 
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plement, since it is only in such object-control predicate constructions that the 

X0-reflexive is ambiguous in reference. Examples (79) and (80) show that the 

pattern generalizes to multiple embeddings. These two examples provide conclu

sive proof that reflexive raising does not take place, since each contains a subject 

and an object controlled predicate.31 the point to be noted is that 4>-features 

of the category in (Spec,TP]32 affects the ·kind of antecedents an X0 reflexive 

in Hindi and Urdu can take: if the most embedded PRO has the 4>-features of 

the subject of the matrix clause then the reflexive embedded in the clause con

taining the PRO cannot take antecedents other than the subject of the matrix 

clause. On the other hand, an object controlled PRO in the clause containing 

the X0-reflexive has a feeding effect for further X0-reflexive raising. Note also 

that this situation is exactly the reverse of what obtains in Chinese, where the 

mesmatch of the 4>-features of the antedent blocks, rather than feeds, X0 reflex-

ive successive cyclic raising. At present, I have no convincing analysis for this 

difference between Hindi and Urdu and Chinese, and also no account of what 

this difference precisely entails for other differences already described between 

the two languages. Therefore, I shall just make some observations about what 

the data represents and suggest possible avenues for future research. 

The first point to be noted is that the Chinese X0-reflexives that show block-

31 The fact that these subject control predicate are complex (N + V) predicates, should not 

have any direct consequences for control theory per se, since this is presumably a lexical prop

erty of certain predicates. The syntactic operations involved in complex predicate formulation 

here are presumably, independent of the subject/object control nature off these predicates, 

specially since complex predicates of this type can take either type of controlled complements: 

(i) mENine siitaai-ko [PROj jaane]-kii [ijaazat dii]] 

'I gave Sit a permission to go.' 

(ii) [mEN-ne siitaarse [PROi jaane]-ki [ijaazat Iii]] 

'I took permission to go fro Sita.' 
32 I suggest that PRO is in [Spec, TP] mainly for reasons of exposition. In fact, the analysis 

presented here can easily accommodated within Watanabe (1993) three layered case theory 

approach to PRO, whereby PRO is checked for Null Case in [Spec, AGR-sP], after the raising 
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ing effects are plain 'self' reflexives, whereas the ones in the Hindi and Urdu 

examples above are possessive reflexives, although it is unclear to me how their 

syntactic position is to affect their relative ability to raise to Tns0 • Second, the 

X0-reflexives in the .two languages differ in that Hindi and Urdu X0 -reflexives 

do not fix their </>-features in the first instance of SPEC-head agreement in all 

cases, viz., the 'feeding' effect in (77) and (80) . Chinese reflexives, on the other 

hand, do .so. This suggests that there may be a difference in the way the re

flexives in the two languages come to agree with their antecedents -Hindi and 

Urdu X0-reflexives may in fact, enter into a relationship of "feature matching", 

rather than feature-agreement, with their antecedents, although it is difficult to 

find empirical support for this hypothesis. I therefore set the matter aside for 

future research. 

Let us now turn to local uses of possessive reflexives, about whose subject

orientation the theory so far makes no explicit predictions. Recall that, in gen

eral, subject-orientation of X0 reflexives is derived from the fact that they un

dergo head-movement to Tns0 . It is therefore to be expected that in languages 

like Chinese and Hindi and Urdu, the subject-orientation of the posssessive re

flexive follows from possessive reflexive-raising LF to Tns0 . The question how 

is why do possessive reflexives in Italian deviate from this tradition? As the 

example in (82) shows, Italian possessive reflexives are ambiguous in reference, 

while the Hindi and Urdu and Chinese examples in (82) and (81), respectively, 

are unambiguously bound by the subject: 

(81) Wangwui shuo Zhangsani zengsong gei Lisij 

Wangwu says Zhangsan(SU) gave to Lisi(IO) 

yipian guanyu zij ii/i/•k de venzhang 

one about self DE article(DO) 

'Wangvu says that Zhangsan gave an article about selfi/i/•k 

to Lisi.' 
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(82) anjum;-ne rahulj-ko [apnei/•i baare-rneN ek rnazrnuun] diiyaa 

Anjurn(SU) Rahul(IO) self about-in an article(DO) gave 

(Anjum gave Rahul an article about herself/•hirnself., 

(83) Giannii ha ricondotto Mariai alla propriai/i famiglia 

Gianni(SU) has returned Maria(DO) to-the self family 

Gianni has brought back Maria to her own/his own-family. 

Cole and Sung (1994: 369) take the Italian facts to suggest that head

movement of the reflexive is barred here, for if head movement did take place, the 

reflexive should not be bound by with Maria, since at LF, its only c-commanding 

antecedent is Gianni. 

Hindi and Urdu and Chinese, on the other hand, enforce head-movement. 

As is obvious, these stipulations cannot explain why such movement to Tns0 is 

required in Chinese and Hindi and Urdu, but not in Italian or Icelandic. Cole and 

Sung (1994: 371) therefore suggest that the difference must originate'not from 

the universal principle of X0-reflexive raising, but from the fact that "additional 

language-specific requirements have been added to Universal Grammar" (ibid). 

Note that all the examples in (81 )-(82) involve the DOC. Also note that 

while Hindi and Urdu and Chinese have the DSC form of a ditransitive predicate, 

Italian has the PDC. Recall that this means that in Hindi and Urdu and Chinese, 

lOs are in a position adjoined to a VP-internal AGR-oP and the DO is in the 

SPEC position of that VP-internal AGR-oP. Italian, on the other hand, forces 

the 10 to remain in situ (preposition-insertion Case-marks the 10), while the DO 

is in [Spec, AGR-oP]. Thus at Spellout, the two types of languages exemplified 

by Hindi and Urdu and Italian will have the following structures: 
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(84) VP1 

(85) 

1\ 
I \ 

t,.. V' 
1\ 

I \ 
AGR-oP Vt 

1\ diiyaa 
I \ 

siitaa-ko AG,\oP 

I \ 
apne baare-meN AGR-o' 

ek mazmuun I\ 
I \ 

VP 1 AGR-o 
1\ 

I \ 
tvo V' 

I\ 
I \ 

tw V2 

VP1 
1\ 

I \ 
t,u V' 

I\ 
I \ 

V1 AGR-oP 
ricondotto . 1\. 

I \ 
Maria A?~-o' 

I \ 
AGR-o VP 

1\ 
I \ 

tvo V' 
1\ 

I \ 
tv PP 

1\ 
I \ 

1 fP 
alia propria 

famiglia 
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First, let us maintain that (76) holds absolutely, and universally. Second, I 

propose that Principle A in local uses of X0 reflexives can apply to any AGR

p /TP projection in which the reflexive and its antecedent are in a SPEC-head 

configuration.33 Now consider the Italian example first. The reflexive moves 

33Thus distinguishing it from LD uses of the sa-.reflexive where Principle A can only be 

satisfied" by a binder in [Spec, TP) or (Spec, AGR-sP). I have no explanation for why this 

stipulation must hold. 
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successive cyclically through adjunction to the [V 2 , AG R-o0 , V t] positions to a 

VP-external Tns0 head. In the course of this movement, it satisfies the conditions 

for the application of Principle A; not once, but twice - once when it is in a 

SPEC head configuration with the DO in [Spec, AGR-oP] and once when it is 

in a SPEC-head configuration with the SU in [Spec, AGR-sP] (after the [Tns0 -

REFL] complex incorporates into AGR-s0 ). Hence the ambiguity of reference of 

the Italian reflexive. 

Now consider the Hindi and Urdu example in (84 ): For the X0-reflexive to 

raise successive cyclically to adjoin to a VP-extermal Tns0 it does not involve 

movement through the VP-internal AGR-o0 head, since the reflexive is embedded 

in a constituent in the SPEC of that very functional head. Consequently, any 

mow~ment through AGR-o0 would require a lowering operation that would violate 

the ECP. As a result, the Xo-reflexive in the Hindi and Urdu and Chinese DOC 

ends up satisfying Principl~ A just once, when it is in a SPEC-Head configuration 

with the subj_ect in the SPEC of AGR-sP /TP, and hence its subject-orientation. 

(86) and (87) show how the derivation proceeds for Hindi and Italian, respec

tively: 
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(86) TP 
I\ 

I \ 
roam-ne T' 

I\ 
I \ 

VP1 Tns 
1\ apne, 

I \ 
t,u V' 

I\ 
I \ 

AGR-oP V1 
I\ diiyaa 

I \ 
siitaa-ko AG,\oP 

I \ 
t, baare-meN AGR-o' 

ek mazmuun I\ 
I \ 

VP 1 AGR-o 
I\ 

I \ 
tvo V' 

(87) TP 
I\ 

I \ 
Gianni T' 

I\ 
I \ 

I\ 
I \ 

t 10 v2 

Tns VP1 . 
propria I\ 

I \ 
t,u V' 

1\ 
I \ 

V1 AGR-oP 
ricondotto I\ 

I \ 
Maria AJ~-o' 

I \ 
AGR-o VP 

tpropria 1\ 
I \ 

tvo V' 
1\ 

I \ 
t., pp 

I\ 
I \ 

-l ?P 
alia tpropria 

famiglia 
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By my analysis, then, the variation languages with respect to the subject

orientation of local uses of Xo-refiexives follows from the principle in (76) and 

the particular way that that language structures its DOCs. The correlation 
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established is quite simple: If a language has the PDC, X0 reflexives in DOCs 

will not be subject-oriented; if a language has the DSC, X0-reflexive in DOCs 

will necessarily be subject-oriented. 

In the next section, I discuss some residual data about Hindi and Urdu XP

reflexives that has not been covered so far in the discussion. 

HINDI AND URDU REFLEXIVES AND REFLEXIVE-RAISING 

All the relevant data on local and long-distance uses of the Hindi and Urdu 

X0-reflexive has been covered by the discussion in the previous section. I shall 

therefore concentrate on Hindi and Urdu XP-reflexives in this section. 

Hindi and Urdu has an XP-reflexive, very like the Chinese ta zij i, which is 

both local and subject-oriented: 

(88) sii taa;-ne kahaa [kii raamj-ne apne-aap.;jj-ko dekhaa] 

Sita(SU) said that Ram(ESU) self(EDO) saw 

1 Si ta; said that Ramj saw self.;fj. 

Just like in English, the reflexive raises to adjoin to its containing XP, which 

at LF, is an AGR-oP category. XP-reflexive movement outside the clause will 

result in an ECP /Subjacency violation, just like in English. 

The XP-adjunction analysis can also explain why in languages like German 

and Hindi and Urdu lOs cannot license reflexives in DOs, as shown in (89). This 

example will have the representation (90) at Spellout. XP-reflexive adjunction 

to its containing AGR-oP at LF will take the reflexive out of the c-command 

domain of the 10, as in (91): 

(89) *?raam;-ne siitaa_;$-ko apne-aap;;.j-ko dikhaayaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(IO) self(DO) showed 

1 Ram showed Sita himself/herself., 
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(90) [Tpraam-ne [vp 1 t~u[AGR-oP siitaa-ko [AGR-oPapne-aal'-ko [vpz tdo 

tio dikhaayaa]]]]] 

(91) [Tpraam-ne [vPI t 8 u [AGR-oPapne-aap-koz [AGR-oPsii taa-ko [AGR-oPtz 

[vpz tdo tio dikhaayaa]]]]] 34 

In conclusion, I would like to address a rather puzzling property of Hindi and 

Urdu XP-reflexives. It appears that the Hindi and Urd~ reflexive can also have 

what appears to be a 'monomorphemic' form-apne- (P), which is in free variation, 

for many speakers, with apne-aap (P). For such speakers, the examples in (92) 

are equivalent to (88) and (89) in all respects: 

(92) (a) siitaai-ne kahaa [kii raam1-ne apne-.i/i-ko dekhaa] 

Sita(SU) said that Ram(ESU) self(EDO) saw 

1 Sit~ said that Rami saw self•i/i. 

(b) raami-ne sii taarko apnei/•i-ko dikhaayaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(IO) self(DO) showed 

1 Ram showed Sita himself/herself.' 

The crucial test for the identity of two forms comes from nonfinite comple

ments. If the form apne-P is truly a monomorphemic reflexive, it should be able 

to take LD antecedents. The fact that it cannot, in (93c) shows that it patterns 

with XP-reflexives in (93b), rather than X0 reflexives in (93a): 

(93) (a) raami-ne sii ta:ai-ko [PROi apniii/i gaaRii laane-ko] kahaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(DO) self's car to-bring-OAT said 

34 (89) is admittedly very odd, and it is therefore difficult to make BT judgements on what 
appear to be an ungrammatical structure. The example clearly violates the Hindi and Urdu 
Case OCP, since two adjacent DPs bears the same Case formative. Nevertheless, I believe that 
if the example is admissible as interpretable at all, it is on the reading of subject-binding rather 
than 10-binding. This sets Hindi and Urdu apart from English- the gloss of (91) is perfectly 
grammatical. Note that the 10 is in an adjoined position in these examples, and pending a 
resolution of the English facts, let us assume that (91) is out because A-bar positions cannot 
license reflexives. I return to the issue. 
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'Ram; told Sitai to get self's;/j car. 

(b) raam;-ne sii taai-se [PROi apne-aap.;;i-ko maarne-ko] kahaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(DO) self(EDO) to-hit-OAT said 

'Ram told Sitai to hit self•i/i· 

(c) raam;-ne sii taai-se [PR01 apne.;/i-ko maarne-ko kahaa 

It therefore seems that in dialects like mioe, the reflexive apne-P is derived 

by phonological rule from the XP-reftexive, a rule that leaves its categorial status 

unaffected. Judgements, however vary in this regard, across constructions and 

dialects, and most especially in infinitival contexts. It appears that speakers 

are always ready, in some dialects, to interpret the truncated XP-reftexive in 

te;~~ d !t~ monomorphe!!!l<: e~!'?rior in such nonfinite contexts.35 Additionally, 

the fact that apne-aap (P) has no inherent </>-features marked on it may be 

a contirbuting factor to the ambiguous interpretatiQns accorded to it by some 

native speakers.36 I shall continue to ass.ume an identity between these two types 

of local reflexives, b~t with the note of caution that while the distribution of the 

two forms coincides, it also diverges. For the limited purposes of this dissertation, 

however, this assumption of identity seems legitimate. 

In sum, then, XP-reflexives in Hindi and Urdu pattern with other known 

instances of XP-reftexives to a large extent. However, in some dialects of the 

language there is quite a large residue of behaviour that is shared with known 

instances of X0-reftexives rather than XP-reftexives. Any detailed study of re

flexives in Hindi and Urdu will have to sift through this residue if it is to be 

35 Finite contexts are irrelevant for the discussion since both XP and Xo reflexives must 

necessarily be subject-oriented there. 
36This fact should not be taken to indicate that Hindi and Urdu XP-reflexives do not undergo 

feature-matching agreement. Recall that I propose that XP-reflexives adjoin to the SPEC that 

hosts their antecedent or its trace, to agree with the functional head that bears the ¢-features 

of its antecedent. The situation obtains for f:Iindi and Urdu XP-reflexives, except that they do 

not really 'match' in the same sense as English XP-reflexives, but rather acquire the ¢-features 

represented on the functional head to which they are broadly L-related. 
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empirically adequate. 

CONCLUSION 

In this concluding section let us examine the implications the LF-raising approach 

to reflexives has for reflexive binding in scrambled configurations. Recall that our 

discussion isolated four major interactions of reflexive binding with scrambling, 

repeated below in (94) and (95). 

(94)(a) mohan-ko; apne; baccoN-ne tdo ghar--se nikaal diiyaa 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SU) house-from threw out 

(lit.)'Self's; children threw Mohan; out of the house' 

(b) *mohan;-ko apne;-ne maaraa 

Mohan(DO) self(SU) hit 

'Self hit Mohan.' 

(95) (a) raam-ne; mohan-koi apnii;/i kitaab lOTaaii 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) self's book(DO) returned 

'Ram; returned self 1 s;/ij book to Mohani. 1 

(b) raam-ne; Seri apne/i baccoN-ko tdo dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) tiger(DO) self's children(IO) showed 

'Ram; showed a tigeri to self'si/i children' 

As we pointed out earlier, the examples in (95) are disputed by all the native 

speakers I have consulted. Nevertheless since speakers like Mahajan ·do accept 

(95a-b ), let us attempt to account for this minority dialect as well. 

First consider the examples that involve Xo reflexives. By (76), all these 

reflexives raise to Tns0 AGR-s0 LF. For legitimate binding to take place the 

antecedent for the reflexive must be in {Spec, TP]/[Spec, AGR-sP]. In (94a), the 

reflexive cannot move to Tns since it is embedded in the subject DP itself. If 
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such movement were to take place, it would be a lowering operation, and an 

ECP (HMC) violation. Furthermore, allowing no profusion of empty functional 

projections mohan-ko cannot therefore be in a SPEC position of a functional 

head, since the SPEC that is reserved for the subject is already occupied by 

the DP containing the X0-reflexive. In any case, even if mohan-ko does occupy 

the SPEC position of an empty functional head, the reflexive is in Tns0 and it 

cannot be in the required SPEC-head configuration. Hence, by the assumptions 

of the X0-reflexive raising approach outlined above (97a) cannot be an instance 

of A-movement, and the coindexation between the reflexive and the scrambled 

DO cannot derive from the Binding Principle A. 

Similar arguments ensure that the scrambled DO cannot be the binder for 

the reflexive in (95b ). Since all Xo-reflexives cliticize onto Tns0 , the DO is never 

a c-commanding binder for the reflexive in the 10. The reflexive in the 10 canot 

cliticize onto the VP-internal AGR-o0 either since that would be a lowering oper

ation. Consequently the reading in which, scrambled DOs 'bind' reflexives inside 

the lOs cannot be due to the BT. (95a) is also similarly characterized. Since 

the reflexive in the DO can never move to the AGR-o0 position, as it will in

volve lowering, the reading in which the DO reflexive is bound by the 10 cannot 

therefore follow from the BT either. 

The only example which conform to the predictions made by the BT is (94b ), 

which is a direct violation of Principle A, since the XP-reflexive is unbound in 

the minimal CFC that contains it. It is therefore incumbent upon us to find the 

extra-BT-theoretic means to achieve an explanation for (95a-b) and (94a). For 

the moment, however, note that on these assumptions about Principle A of the 

. BT, scrambling can no longer be justified as A-movement on the basis ofreflexive 

coindexation with scrambed DPs. 

In the next section, I examine proposals by Hestvik (1990; 1992) and Avrutin 

(1992; 1994), both of whom argue for the extension of this LF-raising approach to 

reflexives to include pronominals as well. I sho~ that the binding facts of Hindi 
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and Urdu pronominals is best accounted for by such an approach, and that the 

adoption of this tl~eory entails that scrambling can never be A-movement. 

3.2.2 THE LF-MOVEMENT OF PRONOUNS: PRINCIPLE B 

It has frequently been observed that many languages differ from English with 

regard to Principle B: while these languages, like Norwegian, Danish, Hindi and 

Urdu, Russian behave just like French, English in forcing pronouns to obviate 

from c-commanding subject and object antecedents when the pronoun involved 

is the complement of a D head, they differ from English in that they forces an 

antisubject-orientation on their possessive pronouns. This has led Hestvik (1990; 

1992), Avrutin (1992; 1994) to suggest that the mechanisms for the definition 

of an appropriate domain for the application of Principle B are inadequate, and 

argue for a generalization of the LF-raising approach to reflexives to pronominals. 

In what follows, I present the original proposal by Hestvik (1992) first, and then 

examine Avrutin's (1992; 1994) proposed modifications to it. After suggesting 

some refinements in A vrutin 's theory of pronominal raising, based on our earlier 

proposals regarding the structure of DOCs in UG, I conclude the section with a 

brief discussion about of the implications such an approach has for pronouncial 

consideration in scrambed structures. 

A GENERALIZED LF-MOVEMENT THEORY: HESTVIK (1992) 

In languages like Danish (Vikner (1985)), Icelandic (Thrainsson (1980); Manzini 

and Wexler (1987)) Norwegian (Hestvik (1990; 1992)), and Hindi and Urdu (Sri

vastav Dayal (1993); Davison (1994)) possessive and PP pronouns must obvi

ate from the closet c-commanding subject. The behaviour of these pronominals 

differs radically from that of pronominals in English, which exhibits no such 

antisubject-orientation (all Norwegian examples are from Hestvil< (1992)): 
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(96) (a) Johni likes hisi/i car. 

(b) Johni liker hans•i/i bil 

John(SU) likes his car(DO) 

Johni likes his.i/i car. 

(c) sii ta~ uskii•i/i gaaRii laayii 

Sita(SU) her car(DO) brought 

1 Si ta brought her.i/i car.' 

(97) (a) Johni told Peterj ab?ut hisi/i wife. 

(b) Johni fortal te Peri om hans.i/i kone 

John(SU) told Peter about his wife 

1 Johni told Peteri about his.i/i wife.' 

(c) Noori-ne sii taaj-ko uske•i/i patii -ke-baare-meN bataayaa 

Noor(SU) Sita(DO) her husband-about told 

1 Noori told Sitaj about her•i/i husband.' 

(98) (a) Johni looked behind himi/i. 

(b) J ohni kikket bak ham•i/i 

John(SU) looked behind him 

1 Johni looked behind him.ifj.' 

(c) sii taai-ne uske•i/i piichee dekhaa 

Sita(SU) her behind looked 

1 Sit~ looked behind her•i/j·' 

As the examples show, Norwegian and Hindi and Urdu differ from English in · 

that a pronoun embedded in an object DP cannot corefer with the subject, even 

in instances where coreference with a higher object (97b-c) is not blocked. This 

antisubject-orientation of possessive and PP pronouns is quite mystifying for 

established formulations of the BT (Chomsky (1981; 1986a)), and it is unable 

to account for these facts without taking recourse to stipulation. For, by the 
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standard BT, in each case the DP or the PP would be identified as a CFC 

for the pronoun and s.ince the pronoun would be free within its minimal CFC 

on any indexation whatsoever, coreference with other expressions in the clause 

should not be prohibited. English, then, respects the predictions of the BT; 

Norwegian and Hindi and Urdu do not. This has led many researchers like 

Manzini and Wexler (1987) and Vikner (1985), to consider Norwegian and Hindi 

and Urdu to be more marked instances of languages in UG and to suggest that 

the antisubject-orientation of pronouns in these languages follows from language

specific stipulations on the BT component,whereby Principle B effects must be 

computed keeping the subjecthood of the antecedent in mind. 

Hestvik (1992: 558) takes issue with this characterization of antisubject

orientation phenomena: "The drawbacks with these proposals is that the addi

tional "binder" conditions have no connection with other elements of the binding 

theory; in other words, what is required is an entirely new mechanism. Also 

no principled explanation for why English pronouns differ from Scandinavian 

pronouns exists within these frameworks; the difference is simply stipulated". 

Hestvik suggests that a generalization of the LF-movement approach, as in (99)

( 100) provides the required principled solution: 

· (99) Reflexives and pronouns di~ide universally into two types: 

X0 and XP. 

(100) At LF, 

(a) Xo-pronouns and X0-reflexives must occur in a functional 

head. 

(b) XP-pronouns and XP-reflexives must occur in the specifier of 

their governor. 37 

37Hestvik here departs from Pica (1987) who assumes that reflexives adjoins to their contain
ing XPs at LF. The modification yields no loss of empirical coverage, rather results in further 
refinements. I do not spend time on Hestvik's argauments here, since the theory I shall adopt 
- Avrutin (1994) -makes no such distinction between XP and X

0 
pronouns. 
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The difference between English-type and Norwegian-type languages is that in 

the former, pronominals are XPs, while in the latter, they are X0 s. The evidence 

for this distinction admittedly quite slender, since monomorphemicity cannot 

obviously be the criterion to be used - pronouns crosslinguistically tend to be 

monomorphemic."The 'evidence' for this distinction (Hestvik (1992: 569)) comes 

from the difference in the ability of pronouns to take restric~ive modification: If 

restrictive modifiers involve Xo or X1 level adjunction, then it is exepcted that 

only X~ pronouns will be able to take such modifiers, since out of the two they 

are the only ones with an X-bar theoretic internal structure. XP pronouns being 

inherent maximal projections, are not expected to take such modifiers. This 

prediction is apparently confirmed for Norwegian and English, since English lacks 

such restrictive modification of pronominals, but Norwegian allows it: 

(101)(a) hansom gar der 

he who walks there 

(b) *He who is walking there is nice.~ 

Let us for the moment accept that this distinction reflects the true state of 

affairs. By the LF-movement approach to X0 pronouns, Norwegian and Hindi and 

Urdu pronouns will end up in INFL by LF, where Principle B would forbid the 

coindexation of the pronoun with the c-commanding DP in the SPEC position of 

INFL, the subject. For XP-pronouns, on the other hand, the raising to the SPEC 

position of its governor woulde not interfere with the binding domain established 

for it as S-_structure. Consequently, coreference with a higher c-commanding 

38Evidence from Hindi and Urdu is hard to obtain. (lOla) can be expressed using either a 
j o-wo correlative or a waalaa construction: 
(i) vo jo vahaaN cal rahaa hE 

he who there wal PROG is 
(ii) vo vahaaN calnewaalaa 

he there walking-one 

But neither of these examples convey the same sense intended by the Norwegian examples 
It i~ 'll~o debatable whether either of the5e constructions involve restrictive modification or 
X 1 X levels. o 
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subject or object will be permitted. 

Working through the examples in (96)-(98) one by one (I discuss only the 

Hindi and Urdu examples here since Norwegian and Hindi and Urdu are paral

lel) the LF representations for (96a) and (96c) would be as in (102) and (103) 

respectively (omitting details of functional projections between IP and VP and 

assuming with Hestvik that only the pronoun raises): 

(102) IP 
1\ 

I \ 
John T' 

I\ 
I \ 

!NFL 'fP 
likes /\ 

t 3 u V' 
I\ 

I \ 
V DP 
tv I\ 

I \ 
his D' 

I\ 
I \ 

0 lp 
w1te. 

Abney (1987) holds that possessive pronouns raise to [Spec, DP] by Spellout. 

Therefore, in English, no further LF-movement of pronouns is needed in (102), 

since the pronoun is already in the SPEC of its governor at LF. 

(103) IP 
I\ 

I \ 
siitaa T' 

1\ 
I \ 

V? IllFL 
I\ uskiiz 

I \ 
t,u . V' 

I\ 
I \ 

l~p Yaayii 
I __ \ 

tz gaaRii39 

39 Hestvik (1992: 570-572) argues against the proposals made by Abney (1987) that pronouns 
are Do categories in English and Norwegian. He suggests that the facts that Abney uses to argue 
this claim, namely the incompatibility of determiners and pronouns is not due to structural 
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In Hindi and Urdu, the pronoun in INFL is c-commandeded by the subject, 

which is also in its binding domain, hence the Hindi and Urdu pronoun must 

obviate from the subject if Principle B is to be satisfied. In English, the minimal 

CFC containing the pronoun is the object DP, which also contains a govenor for 

it (D) and a subject (the pronoun itself, since specifierhood in DP and 1P is 

equa:ted with subjecthood). It satisfies Principle B since it is not coindexed with 

any c-commanding antecedent in its binding domain. Moreover, since indices are 

assigned freely, coreference with a subject DP outside its minimal CFC is also 

no blocked. 

Turning to the examples in (97a) and (97c), they will have the LF-representations 

in (104) and (105), based on Hestvik's assumptions about DOC structure:. 

(104) IP 
I\ 

I \ 
John T' 

I\ 
I \ 

to!lFL VI-. 
I \ 

HP PP 
Peter 1\ 

I \ 
P DP 

about !\ 
I \ 

his D' 
I\ 

I \ 
D HP 

I 
v1fe 

(105) IP 

factors. 

I\ 
I \ 

nuur-ne I' 
1\ 

I \ 
IYP\ 

1~ii, 
I I \ 

HP PP V 
siitaa-ko I\ bataayaa 

I \ 
9\ -fe baare meN I __ \ 

t, b1vii 
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The ambiguity of reference of the English pronoun is derived in the same way 

as in (102); the pronoun is the subject of a DP that contains it and its governor. 

Hence it is free in its binding domain and conference with the SU or 10 does not 

violate Principle B. In Hindi and Urdu, on the other hand, the minimal CFC for 

the Xo pronoun is IP. There, it is c-commanded only by the subject and must 

therefore obviate from it" by Principle B. Since the IO does not c-command it, 

coreference between the two does not fall under the purview of the BT. 

Finally consider (98a) and (98c). These will have the LF-representations in 

(106) and (107) respectively. 

(106) IP 
I\ 

I \ 
John T' 

I\ 
I \ 

IHFI, Vf. 
looked ·/ \ 

NP PP 
himz 1\ 

I \ 
P' 
I\ 

I \ 1 yp 
behind tz 

(107) IP 
1\ 

I \ 
nuur-ne I' 

1\ 
I \ 

Y
p !NFL 

I \ uskez 
I I \ 

WP P.P V 
siitaa-ko ~ ldekhaa 

~ 1\ piiche 
I __ \ 
tz 

The difference between the two languages follows in the same way as before; 

LF-movement of the XP-pronoun does not change the DP binding domain iden

tified for it at S-structure, but LF-movement of the X pronoun to INFL identify 
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IP as the binding domain. Given that the subject, in the latter, c-commands the 

raised pronoun, coindexation of the two would lead to a Principle B violation. 

This approach to the antisubject-orientation of ~ pronouns also explains 

why this antisubject-orientation is, defused across clause boundaries, either when 

another subject intervenes or if the clause boundary is tensed: 

(108) Johni likte [np Mari tsi bilde av hama 

John liked Mary's picture of him 

1 John liked Mary's picture of him.' 

(109) Johni tror [at [[p hani er smart] 

John thinks that he is smart 

1 .Jnhn thinks that he is smart. I 

In both these examples, P..rinciple B applies to the bracketed category, the 

DP in (108), anq the lower IP in .(109). Take ( 109) first, the movement.of the 

pronoun to INFL will be a lowering operation. Since this is banned, the pronoun 

raises to C0 • Principle B is not violated since the minimal CFC that contains 

the pronoun is the embedded CP, in which the pronoun is free. In (108), the 

pronoun moves to the D0 head of the DP that contains it, and since it is free in 

that domain, conference with the matrix subject does not violate Principle B. 

The analysis makes interesting predictions for pronominal coindexation in 

infinitival clauses. Since X0 pronouns must obviate from the subject of the INFL 

they raise to, if the PRO in the infinitival is controlled by the matrix subject, the 

pronoun will have to obviate- from that PRO, and consequently from the matrix 

subject as well. This prediction is, confirmed by the Hindi and Urdu data in 

(110): 

(110) raami-ne siitaai-se [PROi uskii;/•i gaaRii laane-kaa] 

Ram(SU) Sita(DO) self's car to-bring-GEN said 
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vaadaa kiiyaa 

promise did 

t Rallli promised Si tai to get her •itd hisi/k car. 40 

In conclusion, let us consider the proposals in the ro,ntext of the minimalist 

framework. First of all, it is unclear how these proposals are to be interpreted 

within the 'split-INFL' assumed by MPLT since now, all DPs will be in a func

tional projection at LF. Second, why should .rronouns have to move to INFL at 

all? Observe that this movement cannot be for <!>-feature "agreemcnf since pro

nouns, whether X0 or XP, are fully specified for <!>-features. If at all they should 

move, then the motivation would be <!>-feature matching argeement, but then 

pronouns cannot be X0s in any language. Third, as Avrutin (1994) has shown, 

the distinction between X0 and XP pronouns is not well motivated crosslinguisti

cally: In Russian, pronouns are antisubject-oriented but do not allow restrictive 

modification, as hypothesized by Hestvik. 

These problems lead Avrutin (1992; 1994) to suggest that the distinction 

between English-type and Norwegian type languages does not lie in the XP /X0 

distinction, but in the fact that Norwegian pronouns must undergo LF-raising 

to a functional projection, whereas English pronouns do not have to. I present 

his proposals in the next section. 

A GENERALIZED LF-MOVEMENT THEORY: AVRUTIN (1992; 1994) 

Avrutin (1994) proposes that Hestvik's generalization of the LF-movement the

ory to pronouns be restricted only to bound variable interpretations of pronouns, 

and that pronouns which receive a referential interpretation do not- in fact, can

not - move at LF. Specifically, he proposes the generalization in ( 111): 

(111) The Structural Position of Bound Variables 

40 Although judgements vary. In my dialect, howeve.r, the judgement is absolute. Icelandic 
(Hestvik 1992: 577, fn 17) patterns with (my dialect of) Hindi and Urdu in this regard. 
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At LF, a pronominal interpreted as a bound variable must 

1n a functional projection. 41 

Where "inclusion in a functional projection" is disjunctively defined as either 

adjunction to its head or substitution into its SPEC position. For A vrutin, the 

relevant functional heads targeted by pronominal-raising at LF are the Do head 

of DP and/or the lo head of INFL. 

A vru tin's proposals restrict the LF-raising of pronouns to instances where 

the pronoun is interpreted as being referentially dependent on an clement in the 

syntactic context. This, he argues, is motivated by the fact that "although an 

element interpreted as a bound variable may have (at least some) </>-features ... 

these features are not used for establishing the reference for the element. Bound 

variables do11ot receive their reference independently: their value depends on 

the choice of value for the.operator that binds them". (Avrutin (1994: 711). 

Referential pronouns, on the other hand, involve the use of the</> features specified 

on them for their interpretation, independent of any operator. Thus, in an 

example like (112), the pronoun on the reading where it is coindexed with the 

IO receives a bound variable reading, whereas where it is contraindexed with the 

same category, it receives a referential interpretation: 

( 112) Si ta gave Noori heri/i book. 

The LF-raising of pronominals is restricted to bound variable interpretations, 

since referential uses of pronouns are independent of the immediate syntactic 

context, and therefore have no reason to raise. Let us assume that Economy 

41 A vrutin assumes the approach to binding and co reference proposed by Reinhart ( 1983; 
1986) and Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993), by which the BT constrains only the distribution 
of bound variable anaphora (pronouns, reflexives and R-expressions) and not of all instances of 
coreference. I summarize Reinhart's theory in 3.2.3, therefore I do not address it here. For the 
moment, interpret the term bound variable in the discussion that follwos as meaning "coindexed 
with a c-commanding antecedent"· and keep in mind that the BT Principle B applies only to 
the bound variable, and not the referential, interpretations, of pronouns. 
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considerations therefore forbid referential pronouns from undergoing LF-raising 

to Do or INFL0 • Similarly, let us take these very considerations to force raising 

of pronouns that do receive a bound variable interpretation. In short, then 

( 111) is to be interpreted as a "a wellformedness condition that applies at the 

interface level between syntax and the interpretative mechanism, ruling out those 

representations where pronominals (interpreted as bound variables) appear in a 

lexical projection" (ibid.). 

To see how Avrutin's approach works, first consider the more easily com

prehensible cases of pronouns 'bound' by an overtly quantified DP. The data in 

(113) from Russian and Hindi and Urdu exemplifies this configuration: 

(113)(a) [kaZZdyj student]i citaet [ego• ilk knigu] 

every student is-reading his book 

'Every studenti is reading his•i/k book.' 

(b) [har laRkii]j uskii•i/k kitaab paRh rahii hE 

every girl her book read PROG is 

'Every girlj is reading her•i/k book.' 

The j reading in (113) represents the bound variable reading for the pronoun, 

and therefore it must raise to Do or INFL at LF. In either case, the LF-raising 

voids the 'binding domain-hood' of the DP that contains this possessive pronoun, 
/ 

since this LF-raising removes the subject of the DP from the DP. The whole IP 

-then becomes the binding domain for the pronoun, and coreference with the 

subject QP is a violation of Principle B, since the pronoun will be bound, rather 

than free, in its minimal CFC. Crucial to this analysis is A vrutin 's assumption 

that Russian genitive noun phrases have the following DP-structure ; 

(114) [ D [ POSSESSOR [ I POSSESSUM]] 
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I assume that the Hindi and Urdu genitive DP has the same structure. It 

has been suggested that Hindi and Urdu D0 are the Case-markers rather than 

the deictic pronouns (Bhattacharya and Dasgupta (1993)), since they are sites 

of definiteness. 42 

This assumption also explains why the bound variable reading is perfectly 

grammatical in English, since it sets Russian and Hindi and Urdu apart from 

English, which raises its possessors to [Spec, DP] at Spellout .. At LF, then, the 

possessive pronoun is already in a functional projection; economy considerations 

forbid further raising. Hence, it can receive a bound variable interpretation, since 

the CFC that will be the binding domain for the possessive pronoun will be the 

DP that contains it.43 

Similar arguments account for the impossibility of bound readings of object 

pronouns with definite NP antecedents. In the examples from Hindi and Urdu 

and Russian below, the fact that the pronoun is interpreted as a bound variable 

forces it to raise to either D0 or INFL, where its only c-commanding antecedent 

42The only apparent problem is the occurrence of agreement between the possessor and 

the possessum in Hindi and Urdu DPs; By Abney ( 1987), agreement in the DP invovles an 

AGR node in the Do head. This, however would require the Do node to be head-initial with 

possessor-raising to (Spec, DP]. 

There are three important points to be noted here: First, agreement in genitive DPs in Hindi 

and Urdu does not pat~ern with subject-verb agreement in the language (gender, number, per

son), but rather with modifier-head agreement (gender). Abney's proposals were formulated 

for those languages (e.g. Turkish) where genitive agreement patterned with subject-verb agree

ment, and hence Hindi and Urdu does not necessarily have to raise possessors to [Spec, DP] 

position. Second, if Ritter (1993) is correct, [GElDER] does not involve feature-checking with 

a specific separate functional head for that feature, but rather that it is itself a feature on 

another functional head, the fact that Hindi and Urdu genitive agreement only in_volves gender 

agreement between possessive pronoun with the possessum, need not necessarily be construed 

as involving an AGR node in D0 . Thirdly, Hindi and Urdu is a head-final language and hence it 

would be somewhat of an X-bar theoretic puzzle if the Do in Hindi and Urdu were head-initial. 

In sum, then, there are no real impediments to an analysis of Hindi and Urdu genitive DPs 

as having the structure in (ii): 

(ii) [DP [sPECNP POSSESSOR [N• POSSESSUM]] D]. 
43Since it contains the pronoun, a 'subject'' for the pronoun (the AGR-node in DP), and a 

governor for the DP, the D head. 
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is the subject and Principle B requires the pronoun to obviate from it. 

(115) (a) John; liker hans•i/i bil 

John(SU) likes his car(DO) 

John; likes his•i/i car. 

(b) sii taa; uskii•i/i gaaRii laayii 

Sita(SU) her car(DO) brought 

Is ita brought her •i/i Car • I 

The proposals can who capture our earlier observations that in languages like 

Norwegian, Russian, Hindi and Urdu, etc. the pronoun can be bound by a higher 

object (but not by the subject), as shown by (116). 

(116)(a) [kaZZdeja devoCHka]; pokazala 01 1 gei [ee•i/i komnatu] 

every girl(SU) showed Olga(IO) her room(DO) 

1 Every girli showed Olgaj her.;/j room. 1 

(b) [har laRkii -ne] · sii taa ·-ko uskaa F ' J ., J kamraa dikhaayaa 

every girl(SU) Sita(IO) her room(DO) showed 

1 Every girli showed Sitaj her•i/i room. 1 

Assuming that the pronoun raises to.D0 , for concreteness, in both these ex

amples, the ungrammaticality of the coreferential reading with the subject is as 

expected. Morover, as the LF-representations for (116a-b) in (117) and (118) 

show, since the minimal CFC that contains the pronoun its governor and a sub

ject is the IP, coreference with a non-e-commanding 10 cannot offend Principle 

B. Thus, on the j reading, the pronoun is free in its minimal CFC. Further possi

bilities of coindexation with DPs outside its minimal binding domain induce no 

Priciple B violations. 

( 117) [ [kaZZde j a devoCHka] [ t [ pokazala [ Olg 1 e] 
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[vp[v eei [NP ti[N komnatu]]]]]]] 

(118) [rp [har laRkii-neL [rptz [vp siitaa-ko [vp [NP [ti 

[vuskaai kamraa]] dikhaayaa]]] 

The ambiguity of DO possessive pronouns with respect to subjects and lOs 

antecedents in English follows from the claim that these pronouns are already in 

[Spec, D~] by Spellout. Hence, no further LF-movement is allowed and since 

the pronoun will always be free in its CFC (its containing DP), coreference with 

non-e-commanding antecedents will never be ruled out. 

Turning now to nonlocal antecedents, recall that possessive pronouns in Hindi 

and Urdu and Russian must obviate only from the subjects of their host claus.c, 

and that they may freely corefer with subjects (or objects) outside their binding 

domain. This is true for both finite and nonfinite clauses, as shown in ( 119) and 

(120), for Russi~n and Hindi and Urdu. 

(119)(a) [kaZZdyj student]; dumal [CHto Ivani cital 

every student thought that Ivan will-read 

[egoi/•i stat' ju] 

his article 

1 Every student; thought Ivanj will read his;.j article. ' 

(b) [har laRkii]; jaantii hE [kii [nuuri [uskiii/•i ki taab 

each girl 

paRhegii]] 

read-will]] 

knows is that Noor her book 

1 Each girl; knows that Noori will read heri/•i book.' 

(120)(a) [kaZZdyj student]; poprosil Ivani [PROi proCHitat' 

every student asked Ivan to-read 

[ego stat' ju] 
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his article 

(Every student; asked Ivani to read his;.j article., 

(b) [ [har laRkii -ne]; nuur-sei [PROj uskiii/•i ki taab] 

each girl-ERG Noor(ABL) her book 

paRhne-ke-liiye] kahaa 

to-read-for said 

(Each girl; asked Noori to read heri/•i book. , 
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In all these examples, assume that the pronoun adjoins to D0 . Therefore, its 

minimal CFC can only be the lower clause, where the pronoun, being contrain

dexed with its c-commanding antecedent - the subject - satisfies Principle B of 

the BT. Coreference with antecedents outside the pronoun's binding domain lead 

to no BT violations. 

·A closer consideration of the infinitival data raises the important question why 

pronouns if they may adjoin to INFL just like reflexives, do not move successive

cyclically like reflexives to the matrix INFL. That is, A vrutin 's theory would 

predict that in an infinitival clause in these two languages, pronouns should 

obviate from all subjects. Clearly this is not the case, and the theory cannot 

account for this behaviaour without further stipulation. 

Before I propose a solution, looking back·, we find that in all the examples 

we have discussed so far, whether the pronouns moves to D0 or INFL has no 

real effect on the. analysis, since in either case the raising of identifies the IP 

containing it as the binding domain. In fact, there is exactly one instance where 

raising to INFL cannot be substituted for by raising to D0 - the double object 

construction in ( 121). 

(121)(a) Ol,gai pokazala [kaZZdyj devoCHka]; [eei/•i komnatu] 

Olga showed each girl(IO) her room(DO) 

(Ol~a showed each ~irl her room., 
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(b) nuurj-ne [har laRkii-koL [uskiii/•i kitaab] dii 

Noor(SU) each girl(IO) her book gave 

'No or j gave each girli heri/•i book. 1 

Avrutin assumes the structure of DOCs m UG to be [vP V DP DP]. In 

such a structure, raising of the pronoun will not remove the pronou·n from the 

c-command domain of the 10. thereby leading to the incorrect prediction that 

coreference of the DO possessive pronoun with the IO QP is ungrammatical. It 

is therefore required that we assume that the pronoun raises to INFL, since this 

LF-movement removes the pronoun from the c-command domain of the 10. The 

abstract LF-representation of (121) would then be (122) (Avrutin (1994: 715)): 

On the other hand, if the structure of DOCs I have proposed i,s adopted the 

nonbinder status of the IO is easily maintained in this configuration, since the 

IO is in an adjoined position. It is a fairly traditional assumption to assume that 

adjoined elements do not count as binders for the BT at S-structure/Spellout, 

and we could thus assume (123) as the stipulation that solves the problem posed 

by (121 ). 

(123) Possible Binders for the BT: Definition 

Only Xmax SPECs count as potential binders for the BT. 

In the discussion over the next two sections, however, I hope to show that 

there is no need, in fact, to stipulate the generalization in (123) as an independent 

statement in the BT in UG, and that (123), in fact, derives from the BT that is 

developed in the next two sections. 

For the moment, however let us take (123) to exclude lOs from the "purview 
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of bindership in the BT. It is therefore no longer required that we make the 

construction-specific stipulations that in DOCs, bound variable pronouns must 

raise to an INFL projection at LF, whereas elsewhere raising to Do suffices. 

Rather, it is possible to maintain that (124) l~olds universally: 

(124) The Structural Position of Bound Variables in UG 

At LF, a pronominal in~erpreted as a bound variable must 

be in a functional projection of 00 . 

where inclusion in a functional projection of a head f3 is defined as in ( 125 ): 

(125) a is included in a functional projection of a head f3 iff 

(a) or (b): 

(a) a is adjoined to /3, or 

(b) a is in the SPEC position of /3. 

CONCLUSION 

In this concluding section, let us examine the implications that (124)-(125) have 

for the relationship between scrambling and pronominal coindexation. Broadly, 

· ther are three patterns here: Either scrambling leaves the coindexation available 

in the basic order entirely unaffected, or it improves, or destroys, the possibility 

of pronominal coreference with the scrambled constituent. These patterns are 

shown in (126)-(130): 

I. Scrambling leaves Pronominal Coindexation Unaffected 

(126) (a) raai!tj-ne/har laRkei-ne uskiij saikal toR dii 

Ram /Each boy his bike broke gave 

cRam /Each boy broke his bike.' 
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(b) [1p [uskiij saikalL [1praami-ne/har laRke-i-ne tz toR dii]: 

'Hisj bike, RamJeach boyi broke. 1 

(127)(a) raami-ne unheNi mEhmaanoNj-se/kinsei milaayaa 

Ram them guests /whom meet-CAUS 

'Ram introduced theffii to the guestsj/whoi. 1 

(b) [1praam-ne [vp [mEhmaanoN-sej/kinseiL [vpunheNi tz 

milaayaa]]] 

'Ram introduced the guestsi/whoi to themi. 1 

II. Scrambling Adversely Affects Pronominal Coindexation 

(128) (a) mEN-ne raami-ko/har laRkei-ko uskiii 

I Ram /each boy his 

kitaab dii 

book gave 

'I gave RamJ each boyi his book. 1 

(b) mEN-ne [vp[uskii.?i/i kitaabL [vpraami-ko/har laRkei-ko 

tz dii]] 

'I gave his.?i/i book to each boyJRaffii. 1 

Ill. Scrambling Positively Affects Pronominal Coindexation 

(129) (a) uskiii bEhen-ne raam?i-ko/har larke.i-ko/kisko.i dekhaa. 

his sister Ram /each boy /who 

'Hisi sister saw Ram?Jeach boy.Jwho.i. 1 

(b) ? [IP [raami-ko/har laRkei-ko/kisko;] z [ 1puskiii bEhan-ne 

t2 dekhaa]]] 

1 Ram;/ each boy;/whoi, hisi sister saw. 1 

(130) (a) mEN-ne uskoi kiskii.Jraam.i-kii kitaab dii 

I him whose book gave 

sa\i 
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r I gave him; whose.JRam.i 1 s book. 1 

(b) [mEN-ne [vp[kiskii?Jraam?i-kii kitaabL [vpuskoi tz dii]] 

r I gave him; whose7JRam7i 1 s book. 1 

The rough generalization is this - whenever a non-quantificational XP is 

scrambled, the possibilities of pronominal coreference can never improve- either 

the possibilities remain the same (as in (126), or they degenerate (as in (130)). 

Whenever a QP, WH-phrase or even an R-expression is scrambled ((129)-(130)), 

coreference possibilities improve but only iff the pronoun that is the coreferent is 

a possessive pronoun (compare (127) with (129)- SCO vs. WCO). In the next 

two sections, I develop a theory of coreference and reconstruction that will al

low us to incorporate these facts within the theory of bindig and coreference, but 

here, simply note that the fact that scrambling can improve/destroy for leave un

affected the pronominal coindexation possibilities only suggests that scrambling 

cannot be A-mpvement. For, if it were, pronominal coreference in (129) and 

( 130) would be ruled out as a Principle B violation. The possibilities of pronom

inal coreference established by scrambling, then, must have extra-BT-theoretic 

explanations. In the next section, I explore Reinhart's proposals regarding the 

BT, and show that if we adopt her views, pronominal coreference in (126)-(130) 

receive the desired explanation. 

3.2.3 BINDING VS COREFERENCE: PRINCIPLE C AND A NEW BT 

The theory of binding in UG that we have assumed so far holds that the status 

of an expression entering a coreference relation with its antecedent is determined 

by the nature of the antecedent involved; If the antecedent is a quantifier, the 

expression is interpreted as a bound variable; if it is a definite NP, the coindexed 

pronominal is interpreted as "intended coreferential" (Chomsky (1981); Lasnik 

(1981; 1989); Higginbotham (1980)).' Reinhart (1983; 1986) and Reinhart and 
0 

Grodzinsky (1993) take issue with this approach. Demonstrating that "whether 
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or not an anaphoric pronoun may be a bound variable is completely independent 

of the semantics of its antecedent" (Reinhart and Grodzinsky, henceforth RG 

(1993: 74)). 44 Reinhart and RG argues that the licensing of bound variable 

interpretations is determined, not by semantics, but by coindexation with a c

commanding antecedent (syntactic binding). By this approach, in the examples 

in (131) and (132) the pronominal rriust necessarily be interpreted as a "bound 

variable" (on the indexation shown), since both the pronominals are syntactically 

bound by a c-commanding and coindexed antecedent: 

( 131) Lucie; adores heri friends. 

( 132) Every actressi adores her; friends. 

Similarly, the bound variable interpretation can, and in fact must, be ac

corded to reflexives and reciprocals45 ~ince these are licensed only when they are 

coindexed with a c-commanding antecedent, that is when they are syntactically 

bound. In (133)-(134), then, these expression are also bound variables, since 

these reflexives and reciprocals are syntactically bound: 

(133) Noor;levery girli saw herself. 

(134) [Noor and Sehar] 1/[All the girls] 1 love each other. 

R-expressions (and referentially used pronouns) differ from reflexives / reci p

rocals and bound pronouns in that the former can never be syntactically bound 

if they are to be licit. In the standard BT, Principle C was used to ensure that 

R-expressions never receive a bound variable interpretation. The referential use 

of pronouns, on the other hand, was either a result of a lack of syntactic binding 

44 In a way that we see below in the discussion around (145). 
451 do not consider reciprocals in this disc!;~ion as I follow Heim, Lasnik and May (1990) in 
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or an observation of Principle 13 for the 13T: 

( 135) *Hei saw Rami . 

( 136) Neal;" himi, hei saw a snake. 

( 137) Hei saw himi. 
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As Reinhart {1983; 1986) and Evans (1980) have shown, this approach to ref

erential expressions (be they names, epithets or pronouns) meets with a number 

of empirical problems. In the examples in (138)-(141), all the examples involve 

violations of Principle B and C of the standard BT, and yet somehow the refer

ential use of pronouns is perfectly licit (examples from RG (1993: 78-79) ): 

( 138) (Who is that man over there?) Hei is Colonel Weiskopf;. 

(139) DD:lY Churchilli remembers. Churchil~ giving the speech 

about blood, sweat and tears. 

(140) Everyone has finally realized that Oscar is incompetent. 

Even hei has finally realized that Oscari is incompetent. 

( 141) I dreamt that I was Brigitte Bardot and I kissed me. 

The standard BT cannot explain why violations of Principle B in (140) and 

(141), and violations of Principle C in (138) and (139) do not yield obligatory 

noncoreference. 

Pointing out that these examples undermine the validity of the standard ap

proach whereby the possibility of coreference is entirely determined by syntactic 

context, Reinhart suggests that the constraints on coreference are in general ex

trasyntactic. She suggests that the BT be confined to computing the coindexation 

of bound variable anaphora, and that "coreference is computed separately" (RG 

(1993-74)), in a different module of UG. One such rule of coreference is Rule 

T whirh. informallv. allows t.hP rPfPrPnt.ial liSP of an PxnrPssion onlv where the 
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meaning that obtains from this use is semantically distinct from the reading that 

obtains with bound variable anaphora: 

(142) Rule I: Intrasentential Coreference 

NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C 

a variable A-bound by B, yields an indistinguishable 

representation. 

Roughly, Rule I works like this: An example like (143) has the two possi

ble semantic representations in (143a), the bound variable interpretation, and 

( 143b), the coreferential one. The essential idea is that only iff the coreferen

tial use of the pronoun yields a meaning different from the one yielded by the 

representation in ( 143 a) is coreference to be allowed: 

( 143) Rami loves himi. 

(a) Ram(.\ (x). (x loves x)) 

(b) Ram;{.\ (x) (x loves him;)) 

(143) is ruled out by Principle B, since the pronoun is bound in its GC. 

Roughly, (143a) has the mea~ing 'Ram likes himself'. Now consider the referen

tial use, in ( 143b), there the same semantics results; thus a referential use of the 

pronoun is forbidden by Rule I. 

Recall however, that the constraint on coreference are extrasyntactic. Hence, 

context can play the most crucial role in determining the 'distinguishability'. of 

coreferential semantic representations from bound variable ones. In the appro-. 

priate context (144), the meaning of Ram adores him is distinctly different from 

the meaning 'Ram adores himself', and hence Rule I cannot prohibit coreference. 

(144) I know what Ram, Sita and Laxman have in common -- Sita 
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adores him, Laxman adores him, and Ra~ adores himi, too. 

Similar arguments (RG (1993: 81)) show that in (138)-(141) above coreference 

IS allowed precisely because it is motivated by the context, since only there 

can it yield a distinguishable semantic representation from that obtained by the 

bound alternative. As examples take (138) and (141) (138) is allowed by Rule 

I precisely because the bound variable reading (roughly 'He is himself') will 

result in a tautology (He .A(x) is x )), and the coreferential reading is decidedly 

distinct from the bound one, since it expresses an identity between two distinct 

entities. In (141) I kissed me is possible because here the interpretation of 

'self-kissing' yielded by the bound variable reading, is easily distinguishable from 

the referential use, where 'kissed me' is interpreted as 'kissed Brigitte Bardot'. 

Now consider the referential use of pronouns in structures where bound vari

able readings and corefential readings are both permitted, m (145a) and (b) 

respectively: 

(145) Alfredi thinks hei is a great cook. 

(a) Alfred (A(z;) (x thinks x 1s a great cook)) 

(b) Alfredi (..\(r.) (hei thinks x is a great cook)) 

In this context, these two readings appear equivalent, but they actually differ 

quite fundamentally; the first reading - the bound variable one - attributes to 

Alfred the property of considering oneself to be a great cook, while in the second 

reading - the coreferential one - it is the property of considering Alfred to be 

one. These two readings are rendered distinct in contexts of VP-ellipis like (146), 

where the elliptic VP can have the readings in (146a) or (146b ): 

(146) Alfredi thinks hei is a great cook and Felix does too [e]. 

(a) Felix thinks himself to be a great cook. 
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(b) Felix thinks Alfred to be a great cook. 

The (a) reading is obtained for the elliptic VP by copying the bound variable 

interpretation, the (b) reading by copying the referential interpretation onto the 

elliptic VP. VP-ellipsis thus provides the context for the obviation of Rule 1.46 

Also note that (145) can have another reading in (147), which is the one 

sanctioned by Rule I when no contextual specifications are made: 

(147) Alfredi thinks he1 is a great cook. 

Alfredi C\(i) (hek thinks x is a great cook)) 

Sine Alfred c-commands the pronoun in ( 14 7), Rule I requires that co ref

erence between Alfred and he only be allowed when it is distinguishable from 

the bound interpretation, and therefore upholds the indexation in (147) as an 

observance of the constraints defined by Rule I. 

Finally, note that this version of the BT also can explain why coreference is 

perfectly possible in (148)-(149). 

(148) (a) Most of heri friends like Luciei. 

(b) A party without Luciei annoys heri. 

(149)(a) Hisi mother loves himi. 

(b) In each boyi's lunch box hisi mother 

found a half-eaten sandwich. 

Rule I can only apply where the bindee referential expression is in the c

command domain of a coindexed binder. In all the examples, no such relationship 

of syntactic' binding can ever be established between the coindexed expressions. 
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Hence, the environment for the application of Rule I is never met and therefore 

coreference is freely allowed. 

RG propose a BT that filters out referential DPs from within its scope by the 

means of the mechanisms the BT uses to determine whether any expression can 

be translated as a bound variable or not. In terms of the LF-movement approach, 

LF-movement of the expression should provide the means of doing so, specially if 

we can generalize the concept of "inclusion in a fun~tional projection" approach 

to XP-reflexives. This apparently is no problem, since at LF, all arguments XPs 

are in functional projections, and XP-adjunction will always adjoin the XP to the 

functional projectionY All that is required is a amplification of the definition 

of inclusion in (125) to include "adjoined to a functional projection". The basic 

intuition is this: Any expression that is in a functional projection at LF can be 

interpreted as a bound variable, provided it is c-commanded and coindexed with 

an antecedent in a Xmax non-operator SPEC position ( = A.-positions in MPLT). 

There are, however, as yet, some expressions that we have to account for. In 

the earliest versions of the P&P model, it was proposed that (Chomsky (1981; 

1982)) that empty categories (ECS) (NP-trace, WH-trace, PRO and pro) pat

terned with the overt expressions that were inspite to the BT. (150) shows the 

traditional classification of these ECs with overt categories that resulted from 
0 

the discussion. 

( 150) Classification of ECs 

Category Anaphoric Pronominal 

Reflexives/Reciprocals and NP-trace + 
Pronouns and pro ', + 
R-expressions and WH-trace 

PRO + + 
47The problem posed by reflexives in PPs is solved by an adoption of the suggestion by 

Watanabe (1993: Chap 4) that PPs, too, are (universally) complements of a functional head. 

On this assimption, it follows that XP-reflexives in PP will also adjoin to the SPEC of a 
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Clearly, the BT adopted here, as yet just informally sketched, cannot take 

this classification without modification. While there ar~ no apparent prob

lems with equating NP-traces with reflexives/reciprocals as bound variables, or 

even in distinguishing between a bound and referential use of pro, the claims 

that R-expressions and WH-traces must never be interpreted as bound variables 

that follows from this classification yields incorrect results. R-expressions differ 

from WH-traces in one crucial aspect- a WH-trace must have a c-commanding 

coindexed antecedent, even though it may be as referentially 'free' as an R

expression.48 In the BT I propose below, modified from RG ( 1993: 75 ), this 

crucial distinction becomes relevant for the BT. Traces, or copies as they are 

called in MPLT of A-bar (operator) movement are always bound variables in the 

theory I propose. 

Let us formalize the theory as follows: 

(151) The Structural Position of Bound Variables in UG 

At LF, an expression interpreted as a bound variable must 

be included in a functional projection. 49 

(152) Inclusion in a functional projection of a head (3 

satisfied by either (a), (b)' or (c): 

(a) a is adjoined to (3, or 

(b) a is in the SPEC position of (3, or 

(c) a is adjoined to the maximal projection of (3. 

(153) The Binding Theory 

(a) Definition 

is 

A node a is bound by a node (3 iff a and (3 are coindexed 

48 PRO being controlled (i~oring arb uses of PRO) can be accommodated within the 

framework. 
49 Where a functional projection of Do is the relevant one for pronominals, Tns0 for reflexives 

and any non-operator functional projection for XP-reflexives. 
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and (3 c-commands a. 50 

(b) Principles 

A: A reflexive must be bound 1n its GC. 

B: A pronoun must be free in its GC. 

(c) GC 

(i) The GC for an reflexive is the smallest CFC where it 

could potentially be bound. 

(ii) The GC for a pronoun is the smallest CFC where it 

could potentially be free. 

(iii) A CFC 1s a domain in which all the grammatical functions 

compatible with its head are realized. 

(d) Translation Definition 

A DP is a variable iff either (i) or (ii): 

(i) it is a copy. 
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(ii) .it satisfies (151), lacks lexical, content, and is syntact-

-ically A-bound. 

Other cases of NP-coindexation are uninterpretable. 

(154) Rule I: Intrasentential Coreference 

NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C 

a variable A-bound by B, yields an indistinguishable 

representation. 

A few remarks are in order here. (151) defines the structural position appro

priate for bound variables in UG, and is a necessary condition for licensing as a 

bourid variable. However, it is not a sufficient condition, since that is identified 

by (153a), where the bound variable must be c-commanded by, and coindexed 

with, an antecedent. Syntactic binding of this type will then trigger the LF-

50The BT assumes a first branching node definition of c-command: a c-commands /3 iff the 
first branching node that dominates a dominates /3 and neither a nor /3 dominate each other. 
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raising of expressions that are not in the apropriate position at LF, e.g. Hindi 

and Russian possessive pronouns. (153d(ii)) ensures that all (A-bound) variables 

that satisfy (151) and (153a) are translateable as bound variables only if the ex

pression lacks what RG call 'lexical content' which can roughly be equated. with 

referential independence. This clause is designed to exclude R-expressions from 

being licensed as bound variables, and presumably does not exclude quantified 

DPs, QPs and WH-phrases, since neither of these categories can_ be said to have 

'independent reference', even though they have 4>-features, etc. (153d(i)) ensures 

that all copies, being a reflex of A-bar movement will necessarily be (A-bar) 

bound and hence translateable as variables. Rule I applies as before - only when 

the conditions for its application are met. 

The essential idea behind the working of the BT is that any expression that 

is syntactically bound in the sense of (151) and is nevertheless untranslateable 

as a bound variable is a BT-violation. Other expressions, that is those_that are 

not bound in this way do not violate the BT and can be used (co- )referentially. 

Principle A and B violations are also, quite naturally, BT-violations, but they 

do not follow from the impossibility of the expression from being translated as a 

bound variable. 51 

To fully appreciate the workings of this BT and the Coreference Rule, it is 
. 

necessary for us to spell out the theory of 'reconstruction' that we assume. Before 

we do that, let us look at A~binding. Consider, briefly, the English examples in 

(155): 

(155) (a) Lucie; adores herj. 

(b) *Lucie; adores himself;/herselfj. 

(c) *Alfred; likes Alfred;. 

(d) A party without Lucie; annoys Lucie;. 

51 The BT proposed have differ from RG's. (1993:75) proposals in two major respects - it 

incorporates the LF-raising approach (151) and the MPLT version of reconstruction (153). 
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(e) Hisi friends like Rami. 

Working through the examples one by one, we see that the example in ( 155.a) 

is grammatical because the pronoun and the R-expressions, not being syntac

tically bnound can only be used referentially. Rule I would, without further 

contextualization, prohibit coreference between Lucie and her since replacing 

her with a variable A-bound by Lucie will yield the same semantic representa

tion as obtained by the referential usage of the expressions in (155a). In (155b), 

this lack of syntactic binding is itself responsible for the ungrammaticality of the 

example, since Principle A allows reflexives to occur only when they are bound, 

and if they are bound they must be translateable as bound variables. On the 

disjoint indexing in (155b), the example is a BT- (Principle A) violation; on 

the coindexed reading, the violation stems from a feature-matching violation. 
-. 

(155c) shows that this BT can capture standard Principle C effects, in that the 

R-expression being syntactically bound, and yet untranslateable as a bound vari

able (it has lexical content and therefore can never be so translated) renders the 

example ungrammatical. Finally, ( 155d) and (e) represent the referential use of 

the expressions, since in neither is a relationship of syntactic binding established 

between the binder and"the bindee. The examples are also not inputs to Rule 

I, since in each instance, the environment for the application of Rule I is not 

met:- it is impossible in (155d-e) to replace Lucie/Ram with a variable that will 

be bound, let alone A-bound by the expressions with which they are coindexed. 

In sum, then the mechanisms of this BT require that any expression that 

satisfies (151)-(153c) be translateable as bound variables. If the input conditions 

identified by (153)-(154) and Rule I are not satisfied, no BT-violation is consid

ered to take place. Then, coreference is allowed , but only when it is motivated, 

either pragmatically or syntactically. 
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RECONSTRUCTION, BINDING AND COREFERENCE 

In this section, I examine the consequences that the MPLTtheory of 'reconstruc

tion' has for the theories of binding and co reference established in the previous 

section. Specifically I show that the MPLT approach to reconstruction in con

junction with the theory of coreference proposed here enables us to capture key 

differences between weak and strong crossover. 

As recounted in Chapter 1, the MPLT approach to 'reconstruction' for the 

purposes of the BT involves the copy theory of movement whereby all operator

movement leaves copies of the moved element at every landing site targeted by 

the (A-bar) movement operation. Thus, in an example like (156), long WH

movement leaves copies in the base as well as the intermediate [Spec, CP] posi

tion. 

(156)(a) Who did you want to be elected mayor? 

(b) [cp [Who] did [rpyou want [cp [rRwho] [rp [rRwho] to be 

elected mayor]]]]? 

The process of 'reconstruction' involves forcing the BT, in cases where move

ment leaves copies, to apply to the copy of the moved element, rather than the 

moved element itself. Chomsky (1992: 58) proposes that the need for reconstruc

tion is forced by the Preference Principle for Reconstruction in (157): 

(157) Preference Principle for Reconstruction 

Do it when you can, i.e, try to minimize the restriction 

in the operator position. 

After the BT has applied, the copy of what is required in the operator-position 

deletes, as in (156b') for (156b), and the judgements gained by 'reconstruction' 

(which I use only as a mnemonic for the process of applyin.e: the BT to the copy 
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of an operator) are preserved. 

(156)(b 1
) [cp[Who] did [1pyou want [cp[rnwho] [fp[rnwho] to be 

elected mayor]]]] 
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Chomsky (1992) is not explicit about how this deletion takes place, in the 

sense that whether this deletion takes place 'all-at once' or in a series of steps 

of matching copies with their (successive) antecedents, deleting the copy of a 

particular antecedent in each step. What is definitely certain is that the process 

of reconstruction applies to chains, and I propose to extend this derivational 

sensitivity of the process even further to enable it to distinguish between LF and 

Spellout chains. I return to this proposal a little later. 

Except for some (minor) proposals regarding the mechanisms reconstruction 

and copy-deletion to follow later, I assume the MPLT approach to 'reconstruc

tion' without modification. Now let us examine exactly how our theories of 

binding and coreference fit into the scenario. The broad strategy regarding the 

interaction between the BT and reconstruction that emerges is this: The BT 

applies to the copy, which is always translated as a bound variable, and if this 

copyc does not violate any of the Binding Principles, the coindexation is deemed 

licit; if it does, the copy causes the BT-violation. I further assume that the 

antecedent of the copy is not a BT -relevant binder for the expression inside the 

copy, since if this is allowed, all operator-moved R-expressions will end up as 

syntactically bound, and as BT violations. 

With this in mind, first consider the binding of WH-copies in the examples 

below, (159) representing the LF-representations of the examples in (158). 

(158) (a) Whoj does Noori love? 

(b) Every boyi loves hisi parents. 

( 159)(a) [ [who ] does [ ,p ,p 
Noor love [ r who ) 

A<:r«· o f' "-t "-
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tvpt 8 u tv tdoJJ]] 

(b) [AGR-aP [Every boyj] [AGR-aP [rn every boyj] loves 

[AGR-oP his parents[vptau tv tdoJJ]] 

The BT applies to the copy.52 In (159a), the copy WH- is translated as a 

bound variable by virtue of its status as a copy. Assuming that WH-words are 

what ~raditional grammar classifies them as, that is, pronominals, this pronomi

nal satisfies Principle B, since it is not syntactically bound - it is c-commanded 

by Noor, but not coindexed with it. In (159b ), the copy of the QRed QP is by 

definition translateable as a bound variable. No BT-violations take place as no 

A-binding is involved.Now consider the possessive pronoun in the example: Since 

English possessive pronouns do not need to raise at LF, the rillnimal CFC for 

the pronoun is its containing DP, where it satisfies Principle B, and because this 

pronoun is c-_~ommanded by the copy in (159b) and coindexed with it, it can be 

~icensed as a bound variable (by (153d(ii)). 

More interesting for the purposes of this discussion are the cases of strong 

and weak crossover (SCO and WCO), as represented in the examples in (160): 

(160)(a) *?Whoi does hisi mother love? 

(b) **Whoi does hei love? 

Take SCO first. (160b) will have the (partial) LF-representation in (161): 

In this LF-representation, the copy can be translated as a bound variable, 

by (153d(i)). However, being A-bound in its GC,53 it violates Principle B of the 

52Jones (1994) generalizes the copy theory of movement to cover movement for Case and 

agreement as well. Chomsky (1992) has gi~en explicit reasons why this is disallowed, and I 

accept those here. . 
531 propose that, unlike possessive pronouns, English [±WH] pronouns are not in (Spec, DP] 
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BT. 

Now consider the partial LF-representation of the WCO configuration (160a) 

in (162): 

( 162) [cp [whoj] does [AGR-&Phis; mother love [AGR-oP [rnwhoj]]]] 

Here, the copy is translated as a. bound variable since it is a copy that lacks 

lexical content. The pronoun therefore satisfies Principle B of the BT. 

But (162), like (161) is ungrammatical, traditionally excluded by filters like 

the WCO Filter or the Bijection Principle (Koopman and Sportiche ( 1983)) or the 

Leftness Condition (Chomsky (1976)). I propose that no such filters are in fact 

required to rule out either (161) or (162), suggesting that both these examples are 

ungrammatical because the pronouns in the subject positions of t.nPsP. examples 

are uninterpretable by the BT. Consider (161) and (162) again. In each of the 

examples, the subject pronoun is syntactically bound by the operator in [Spec, 

CP]; however, since it is not a copy, the coindexation produced by this binding 

is uninterpretable by the BT. Both ( 161) and (162) are thus ruled out as BT 

violations, with SCO being worse than WCO because it involves a Principle B 

violation as well. 

This BT-theoretic characterization of WCO and SCO not only obviates the 

need for filters like the Bijection Principle and the like, but also predicts that 

WCO can in fact, be overridden in the appropriate context, since it never meets 

the environment for the application of Rule I. To see whether this is true re

consider the derivations in (161) and (162). In (161), a 'referential' use of the 

copy is strictly forbidden, since the pronoun in the copy is c-commanded by its 

by LF, and must undergo LF-raising to Do at that derivational level. The IP is then the GC 

that the pronoun must be free in. Some support for this claim, which essentially suggests that 

pronouns are NP complements of a Do head, comes from Radford's (1988: 79) observations 

that English pronouns are pro-NPs than N0s, as well as from the fact that certain pronominals 

like one are allowed to occur with determiners: 

(i) She is the one to watch. 
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antecedent; therefore, the representation yielded by the mechanism in Rule I 

will never yield a "distinguishable" from the bound alternative. On the other 

hand, the referential use of the WH-pronoun in (162) cannot be blocked, since 

the conditions for the application of Rt;le I are never met, since it is impossible 

to replace [rRwho] with a variable A-bound by his. Hence, the referential use of 

who in (162) is allowed, if it is sufficiently contextualized. In the next section, I 

show that scrambling in Hin<:fi and Urdu provides the required context, but there 

is sufficient evidence from English to prove this claim with data from English as 

well. Postal (1993: 549) provides data which, I claim, act as contextual specifi

cations to 'distinguish' the semantic representation provided by co reference from 

the bound variable. The net result is a mitigation of WCO violations: 

(163)(a) •Which lawyeri did hisi clients hate? 

(b) ??Which lawyeri did o~ly hisi older clients hate? 

(c) ?Which lc::wyeri did even. hisi clients hate? 

(d) ??Which lawyeri did hisi own clients hate?54 

The focusing particles even, only, and own provide the right syntactic-semantic 

context for a coreferential use of pronouns, since they provide different presup

positions and have different truth-conditions than simple declaratives. Rule I 

cannot apply in any case, since the subject pronoun does not c-command the 

foot copy of the WH-pronoun. Coreference is therefore possible, and is moti

vated by the focusing particles. The fact that there is still a BT-violation (the 

subject-pronoun is an A-bar-bou~d non-copy) is rendered marginal for many 

speakers. Other speakers who persist with the WCO violation clearly do not 

allow BT-violations to be mitigated by a coreferential use of the expression in 

question. The difference between the two types of judgements, then, involves the 

541 report the judgements my investigations have obtained. Postal (1994) judges these ex
amples to be perfectly grammatical, a claim with which all my (native English-speaking) in
formants disagree. 
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strength either accords to the BT-violation by the subject pronoun. 

In (163), the key reason for the possibility of a coreferential use of the WH

pronoun is the lack of syntactic binding, which allows the examples to escape 

the input conditions to Rule I. It is therefore predicteq that where the input 

conditions for Rule I are met, the contexts provided by the focusing particles 

will not be able to override BT violations of Principle B. This is confirmed by 

the data in (164). 

(164)(a) *Which lawyer; did he; clients hate? 

(b) ??Which lawyer; did only he; older clients hate? 

(c) ?Which lawyer; did even he; clients hate? 

(d) ??Which lawyer; did he; own clients hate?55 

This BT-theoretic analysis of SCO and WCO obviates the need for indepen

dent principles/filters like the Bijection Principle an~. the Leftness conditions to 

rule out exmaples like (163) and (164)._ The proposals neatly capture the dif

ferences in the severity of the two violations as well: SCO is worse than WCO 

because not only does it yield a coindexation uninterpretable by the BT, but also 

involves a Principle B violation. The WCO effect is less severe precisely because 

55 

'J.:he analysis in the text also has a partial explanation for the facts noted by Reinhart ( 1981) 
and Huang (1993). These authors note that SCO effects with R-expressions are considerably 
weakened when the R-expression is sufficiently deeply embedded in the WH-phrase (examples 
from (Huang (1993: 106)): 
(i)(a) *Whose; mother does he; love? 

(b) ??Which pictures of John; does he; like most? 
(c) Which claim that John was a thief did he deny? 
(d) Which pictures that John took does he like most? 

In our theory, the BT will apply to the copy of the moved _element. As an example consider 
the LF-representation of (id) in (ii) below: 
(ii) [cP [which pictures of John;] does [AGR-•P he like most [AGR-oP[TR which pictures of 
John;]]]] 

The copy is judged a bound variable. The R-expression in the copy John even though it 
is syntactically bound cannot be translated as a bound variable, since it does not lack lexical 
content. Hence, it violates the BT, as it yields an uninterpretable coindexation. At the same 
time, the pronoun in the subject position is not syntactically bound, since the R-expression 
is too deeply embedded in the WH-phrase to c-command it. Speakers who find the examples 
in (i) better than the ones in (164) clearly lo'cate SCO violations most strongly in the subject 
pronoun violation. In (i), this source of ungrammaticality is neutralized. Though why, a 
Binding Principle violation should be less severe than a translation violation is unclear. 
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it involves no Binding Principle violations,though the fact that the subject pro

noun is syntactically bound but untranslateable as a bound variable, still makes 

it ungrammatical. 

Like all other analyses of WCO and SCO, however, our proposals as yet, 

cannot handle the topicalization data, since in each case in ( 165), our proposals 

would predict WCO and SCO violations, where none actually obtain: 

(165) (a) Himselfi hei likes ti. 

(b) Himselfi hisi sister likes ti. 

In our system, the BT would apply to the following 

(partial) LF- representations: 

(166)(a) [ropPHimselfi hei likes t;. 

(b) [ropPHimselfi .his; sister likes t;. 

(166a-b) are judged ,ungrammatical because the subject pronoun is syntac

tically bound but untranslateable as a bound variable, since A-bar bound pro

nouns cannot be given a coindexation that it BT-interpretable. The copies of 

the moved elements, however, satisfy the BT (and Rule I) in every way:- [rR 

himself] is syntactically A-bound and lacks lexical contents [rR him] is syntac

tically unbound and therefore can be used coreferentially. However, even the 

predictions of marginal ungrammaticality are incorrect, since both examples are 

perfectly grammatical, unlike the exmaples in (163)-(164). The question, then is 

how is topicalization to be distinguished from operator movement with respect 

to WCO and SCO violations? The solution I believe, lies in recognizing that 

WCO and SCO effects are created by quantificational elements, rather than any 

referential/non-referential DP in an operator position, a solution that hinges on 

an assumption that 'quantificational' semantics is not defined by syntactic po

sition ( = operator-position) alone. That is, I suggest that any element in an 

operator position is not automatically quantificational, unless it has the lexical 
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properties of a quantifier (lexical quantifiers and WH-operators). 56 

The question is how is this intuition to be incorporated into the approach 

we are adopting. The basic idea is that in some way we have to defuse the 

binder status of the moved element in [Spec, TopP], since this is the 'part' of the 

derivation that induces a WCO violation where none exists. I suggest that this 

difference between the two types of operators must be built into the concept of 

syntactic binding that forms the basis for the BT in (153). Hence I propose that 

(153a) be rephrased as in (153a'): 

(153)(a') Definition 

A node a is bound by a node ~ iff a and ~ are coindexed 

and ~ c-cornmands a, where if ~ is in an A-bar position, ~ 

must be a quantificational element that 

locally A-bar binds a. 

This modification has the desired result of maintaining the cause of SCO 

/ WCO violations as the illicit coindexation/binding of subject pronouns/R

expressions, and at the same time, exempting topics from triggering WCO vi~

lations. As examples, reconsider the topicalization and WH-phrase WCO viola

tions discussed in (166) and (162), respectively: 

( 167) (a) [ropPHimself; he; likes t;] 

(b) [cp [who;] does [AGR-sPhis; mother love [AGR-oP [rnwho;]]]] 

56 (Lasnik and Stowell (1991) distinguish between true QPs and QPs that are not so true, 

the difference between the two deriving mainly from the kind of traces they kind - a true QP 

binds a variable, a non-true QP binds a 'null epithet'. The theoretical stance I adop··t, is, in 

conceptual terms, very close to Lasnik and Stowell's position, but it is more "economical" since 

it does not have to prolifferate either empty' categories or filters to explain why certain types 

of A-bar-movement does not yield WCO violations. 
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By the new definition of syntactic binding the topic in (167a) is not a binder 

for the subject pronoun, since it is not a quantificational element, and is not 

therefore translated as a bound variable, and can be used referentially. The 

copy is translated as a variable by virtue of its being a copy (by (1~3 d(i))). In 

(167b ), the binder is a quantificational element so the subject pronoun which is 

coindexed with it yields a BT-uninterpretable coindexation, a BT-violation. 

The analysis also confirms the empirical data noted by (Postal (1994: 542), 

whereby the topicalization of quantified DPs, yields WCO violations. This fact 

is entirely expected under our analysis, since the definition in (153d) allows syn

tactic binding from A-bar positions that host QP /WH-operators. As examples, 

consider the (partial) 

(168) (a) [TopP [Jacki] [AGR-aPI told hisi wife [cpthat I. had called 

[AGR-oP [rRJac~]]]]] 

(b) [TopP [Everybody ielse] [AGR-&PI told hisi wife [cpthat 

I had called [AGR-oP[TReverybodyi else]]]]] 

The examples in (168) show that topicalization of a referential DP Jack does 

not yield any WCO violations, but the topicalization of a QP does. The lack 

of WCO violations are quite straightforward in (168b), the copy islicensed as a 

bound variable by virtue of being a copy. The R-expression in the copy, not being 

syntactially A-bound by the possessive pronoun, can freely be used referentially. 

The possessive pronoun is also licit, since it is not syntactically A-bar bound 

by a quantificational element. It can therefore be used referentially and since 

the example involves no BT-violations, the coindexation (born out of coreference 

rules rather than binding) is perfectly licit. In (168b), on the other hand, a 

QP is topicalized, which then syntactically binds the subject pronoun, yielding 

an A-bar bound non-copy and therefore producing a coindexation that the BT 
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cannot interpret/ accept. 57 

The proposed modification also can be extended to include nonrestrictive 

relatives and clefts, which also do not show WCO effects when a nonquantifica

tional element is extracted. In each of the examples in (169), the copies of the 

moved elements will be the only ones translateable as bound variables, the sub

ject pronouns will never be syntactically bound by the revised notion of syntactic 

binding in ( 153a') above: 

(169)(a) Gerald; who his; mother loves t; is a nice guy. 

(b) It was John; who; his mother was talking about t;. 58 

57 It appears that some further modifications are needed to the -BT above to explain why 

WCO effects do not manifest themselves in French questions and in Hebrew constructions 

involving resumptive pronouns are licit: 

(i) Que! hommei crois-tu que s~ mere a appele ti? 

'What mani do you think hisi mother called? (Postal (1993: 552)) 
-. 

(ii) kol Shaxen she+ha+raash mealav hifria lo kara lamishtara 

every neighbour that the noise above him bothered him called (to) 

the police (RG (1993: 76, fn. 7)) 

In both these examples the pronouns present a problem since their binding satisfies (153a') 

completely - the are c-commanded and coindexed with a quantificational A-bar antecedent. 

While one could argue, for the French facts, that WCO effects always have the potential of 

being subverted by a coreferential use of the \VII-pronoun (since copies in WCO configurations 

are never inputs to Rule I), the resun\ptive pronoun data is not so easy to handle. Postal 

(1994: 552-554) suggests that the difference between French and English questions lies in the 

claim that French questions (and restrictive relatives) involve resumptive pronouns, whereas 

English ones do not. He suggests that if the absence of WCO effects with resumptive pronouns 

is stipulated, the difference between English and French will follow with respect to (i). 

In terms of the framework adopted here, such a stipulation would also characterize the 

facts quite accurately, since one could simply stipulate that resumptive pronouns cannot be 

syntactically bound, and trace the fact that they are variables to the claim that they are 

nevertheless 'copies' (of the -features) of the WH-/QP operator. I put the matter aside for 

future research. 
58The analysis, however, has no explanation for the facts noted by Postal (1994: 546-48) 

where 'referential' DPs appear to trigger WCO violations: 
(i)(a) *Harryi, a picture of himi fell on ti 

(b) *De Gaullei, that description of himi annoyed ti more than you know. 
Postal (1994: 548) suggests that the reasons for this ungrammaticality stem from the fact in 
each case the pronoun is in a scope island not containing the extraction site, a'nd this affects 
the possibility of coreference. 
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Finally, consider parasitic gap constructions. The analysis proposed so far 

would predict that whenever parasitic gaps are licensed by quantificational ele

ments, WCO violations would obtain. However as the data in {170a) shows this 

is untrue; (170b) is the partial LF-representation of (170a): 

(170) (a) WhOj did (hisi mother 1 S stories about a amuse ti? 

(b) [cp[whoi] did[cp[vphisi mother 1 s stories about 

[pawho] amuse [TR whoj]]? 

The subject pronoun is syntactically bound by a quantificational clement, 

and hence yields a BT-uninterpretable coindexation. 

However, Lasnik and Stowell {1991) claim that WCO effects are actually 

quite weak in such configurations. In the terms of our analysis, this weakness is 

accounted for not by the BT, but by the coreference modules which does not pro

hibit coreference in (170) between his and [rRwho]. Parasitic gap constructions 

thus provide the motivation for coreference, and the examples are adjudicated 

only weakly ungrammatical. 

CONCLUSION 

In this section, I have collated the results of the discussion to propose a BT that, 

on the proposals made by Reinhart {1983; 1986) and RG (1993), is restricted to 

accounting for coindexation produced by bound variable anaphora. Coreference 

has been shown to be a much larger concept that must not only be motivated 

but also must yield semantic representations distinguishable from bound variable 

anaphora. The discussion around the question of reconstruction has shown that 

the adoption of a subtle distinction between the semantics of operators enables 

us to derive not only the fact that not all operator-variable constructions yield 

WCO effects but also the distinction between WCO and SCO. In the next section, 

I apply this BT to determine the binding facts of default configurations in Hindi 
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and Urdu. 

3.2.4 BINDING IN THE HINDI AND URDU DEFAULT WORD ORDER 

In this section, I briefly consider the BT developed so far with regard to its 

empirical adequacy with respect to Hindi and Urc~u binding and coreference in 

the default configuration. I show that not only can this theory predict the Hindi 

and Urdu facts quite adequately, it can also account for the variation amongst 

Hindi and Urdu speakers with respect to pronominal coindexation and reflexive 

binding. 

BASIC BINDING AND COREFERENCE: THE BT AND HINDI AND URDU 

The BT and Coreference Rules that I assume for this discussion is summarized 

in (1?1)-(173). 

(171) The Structural Position of Bound Variables 1n UG 

At LF, an expression interpreted as a bound variable must 

be included in a functional projection. 

(172) The Binding Theory 

(a) Definition 
~ 

A node~ is,. by a node p iff d. and f.> are 

coindexed and~ c-commands"-, where if r is in an A-bar 

position,t must be a quantificational c.~ 

locally binding 

(b) Principles 

A: A reflexive must be bound in its GC. 

B: A pronoun must be free in its GC. 

(c) GC 

(i) The GC for an reflexive is the smallest CFC where it 
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could potentially be bound .. 

(ii) The GC for a pronoun is the smallest CFC where it 

could potentially be free. 

(iii) A CFC is a domain in which all the grammatical functions 

compatible with its head are realized. 

(d) Translation Definition 

A DP is a variable iff either (i) or (ii): 

(i) it is a copy. 

(ii) it satisfies (151), lacks lexical content, and is syntact

-ically A-bound. 

Other cases of NP-coindexation are uninterpretable. 

(173) Rule I: Intrasentential Coreference 

NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C 

a variable A-bound by B, yields an indistinguishable 

representation. 

First let us look at A-binding in Hindi and Urdu. Consider the following 

examples: 

(174) (a) nuuri-ne apne-aapi-ko dekhaa 

Noor(SU) self(DO) saw 

1 Noor saw herself. 1 

(b) sii ta~-ne raami-ko [cpPROi apniii/i 

Sita(SU) Ram(DO) self 1 s 

kitaabeN paRhne] diiN 

books(EDO) to-read gave 

1 Sita allowed Ram to re.ad her/his books. 1 

(175)(a) siitaa uskii gaaRii laayii 
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Sita(SU) her car(OO) brought 

cSita brought her •i/J car. , 

(b) uskiii bEheneN raami-ko pyaar kartii hEN 

his sisters(SU) Ram(OO) love do are 

cHisi sisters love Rami. 

Consider first reflexive binding in Hindi and Urdu. By (171), XP-refiexives 

must adjoin to their containing XPs by LF and X0-reflexives must raise to adjoin 

Tns0 . Assuming, for concreteness, that Hindi and Urdu has a VP-internal AGR

oP even in simple transitives, the representation of the examples iri (174) are 

as in (176). (176b), the X0-refiexive raising case, has two stages in its LF

representation, representing the various stages of X0-refiexive raising Tn!";!! 

( 176) (a) [Tpnuur;-ne [v p [AGR-oP [apne-aap;-ko] z [AGR-oPtz 

[Tnadekha,a] ] ] ] ] 

(b) (i) [Tpsii taai-ne [vpraamj-ko [cpPROj tz ki taabeN 

[Tn_,paRhne-apnez]] [Tn_,di iN]] 

(ii) [Tpsiita~-ne[vpraami-ko [cpPRDj tz kitaabeN 

[TnsPaRhne]] [Tn_,diiN-apneJ] 

In (176a), the XP-refiexive raises to adjoin to its containing XP (AGR-oP) at 

LF. 59 Hence, it satisfies (171). Being syntactically A-bound it is translateable as 

a bound variable, as required by Principle A of the BT. In (176b), the Xo-reflexive 

raises cyclically through head-to-head movement (the details of head-movement 

are not shown in ( 176b)) from the lower Tns0 to the higher Tns0 thereby satisfy

ing ( 171) since it is in the appropriate position for bound variables. In (176b(i) ), 
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the reflexive is A-bound (is in a SPEC-head relation) with its antecedent (PROj] 

which syntactically binds it, and hence the reflexive can be translated as a vari

able. In (176b(ii)) as well, such translation is possible for the same reasons~ 

except that the antecedent is now the subject of the matrix clause. 

Now consider pronominal binding and coreference. (175a) will have the LF

representations in (177), where the possessive pronoun has raised to 0 0 : 

(177) [ypsiitaai [AGR-oP[vptz gaaRii] [DuskiizJJ [rns laayii]]]]] 

In (177) the raised pronominal satisfies (171). The pronoun is syntactically 

bound, so it can be translated as a bound variable, where it violates Principle B. 

l'!e!t!-:e: can it be u:;cd i:vldcrentially, since the semantic representation will be 

indistinguishable from the one that would obtain on the bound variable reading. 

In (175b ), where also no syntactic binding of the R-expression or the pronoun 

takes place, coreference is freely allowed since the pronoun in the subject DP can 

never A-bind a variable in the position which the R-expression occupies. 

The analysis can thus capture the antisubject-orientation of Hindi and Urdu 

pronouns as well. English pronouns, we know, can be used referentially as well, 

o as shown in (178) because they satisfy (171) by Spell out. 

(178) Johni likes hisi/i sister. 

Now consider operator-binding in Hindi arrd Urdu. There are essentially two 

classes of operator-binding constructions we must look at, the first set involving 

WH- and QP operators, and the other involving nonquantificational operators 

and lOs, which we have proposed to occupy an adjoined position to AGR-oP. 

The facts of quantificational operator-binding in Hindi and Urdu are identical to 

English: 
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(179) (a) uskiii bEhen-ne kisko.i dekhaa, 

his sister(SU) who(DO) saw 

'Whoi did his.i sister see? 1 

(b) [cp[kisko]z [Tpuskii bEhen-ne [AGR-oP[TRkis~o] 

[Tn_,dekhaa] J J] 
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In (179b), which is the (partial) LF-representation.of (179a), the copy is adju

dicated a variable. Just as in English, the offending expression is the syntactically 

bound subject pronoun since an A-bar-bound non-copy cannot be translated by 

the BT as a bound variable. SCO violations are also similarly excluded, as in 

(180), and they are worse than WCO violations, because there the WH-pronoun 

in the copy violates Principle B. 

( 180) usi-ne kisko.i dekhaa? 

he(SU) who(DO) saw 

1 Whoi did he.i see? 1 

Now consider topics, which occupy [Spec, TopP]. There are two cases here, 

the first involving the topicalization of nonquantificational elements, the second 

involving the topicalization of quantificational elements like QPs. These cases 

are represented by (181) and (182), with the (b) examples being the (relevant 

parts of) the LF-representations of the (a) examples: 

( 181) (a) usnei [ [apneiaap-ko] I [Rami-ko] I [uskii.i bElien-ko] -TO] 

He(SU) himself /Ram his sister-ACC-TOP(DO) 

maar a a 

hit 

1 Hisi sister/Ram.Jhimselfi, hei hit. 1 
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[AGR-oP[TR[apne-aap-ko/raam-ko/uskii bEhen-ko]-TO 

[Tnsmaaraa]]]] 

(182)(a) usneJuskiii bEhen-ne [har laRke.i-ko]-TO maaraa-hii. .. 

he / his sister(SU) each boy-TOP(DO) hit EMPH 

'Not only did hisi sister hit every boyi . .. , 

(b) [TopP[har laRke-ko-TO]z[Tpusne/uskii bEhen-ne 

[AGR-oP [TRhar laRke-ko-to] [Tnsmaaraa-hii]]]] 

Taking first (181), we see that only the copies can be licensed as bound

variables by (173a)- since the pronoun in the subject position is not A-bar bound 

by a quantificational element it is not an input to the BT. The BT applies only t.o 

the copy, and and the the reflexive is bound as desired. Pronouns in this context 

violate Principle B, and R-expressions yield BT-uninterpretable coindexation. In 

short, then, Hindi and Urdu topics behave just like English topics with respect 

to nonquantificational OP topicalizations. This similarity of behaviour, (182) 

shows, extends to QP-topicalization as well, where WCO/SCO effects obtain. In 

(182b) the copy of the topicalized QP is translated as a bound variable, since 

it is a copy. Since QPs are not reflexives, A-binding yields an uninterpretable 

coindexation when if the subject pronoun is a bare pronoun, usne. In any case, 

the subject pronoun is syntactically bound by a quantificational element, and 

since it does not yield a translateable result (A-bar bound pronouns are not 

translateable as bound variables), the representation is a BT-violation. 

These facts of binding in Hindi and Urdu default configurations are then, quite 

similar to English. Let us now look at binding by lOs in the DOC-structure we 

proposed for Hindi and Urdu ditransitive predicates. one which it shares with 

Dative shift constructions in English. Recall that we wished to exclude lOs from 
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'reconstruct', and hence the impossibility of the 10 as binder. 

Consider nonquantificational lOs first. (183) reflects pronominal coindexation 

with lOs. 

(183) (a) mEN-ne raami-ko uskiii kitaab dii 

I Ram(IO) his book(DO) gave 

ci gave Ram;/hisi book. 1 

(b) rnEN-ne usi-ko raam.ikii-kitaab dii 

I hirn(IO) Ram-GEN-book(DO) gave 

'I gave hirni Ranli 1 s book. 1 

The two examples in (183) present conflicting data. If in {183a) the 10 does 

count as a binder, the possessive pronoun in the DO should have to obviate 

from it, by the (Hindi and Urdu version of) Principle B; but assuming that it is 

not therefore a binder, loses the effects of the standard Principle C attested in 

(183b). Let us consider each example a little more closely. First, taking (183a), 

the proposals above lead us to believe that the LF-representation of (183a) would 

be (184): 

( 184) [yprnEN-ne [v PI tau [AGR-oP [raam-ko] [AGR-oPuskii ki taab [v p2 tdo 

[rRraam-ko] [rna dii]]]]]] 

The BT applies to the copy of the raised 10, which is adjudicated a bound 

variable, by of the fact that it is a copy. The R-expression in this copy is not 

syntactically bound, either by the A-bar antecedent [raantj-ko] since that an

tecedent is not a quantificational element, or by the pronoun in the DO, since 

it does not c-command the copy. Hence [TR raami-ko] can be used referentially. 

Rule I does not prohibit coreference here, since the DO pronoun can never A

bind a variable in the position of the copy, simply because it does not c-command 
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that position. Note that the DO pronoun also does not count as an input to the 

BT, since the A-bar binder (the adjoined 10) is not a quantificational element. 

Hence it too is used coreferentially. 

A similar analysis should carry over to (183b), which should have the LF

representation in (185). 

(185) [ypmEN-ne [vp1 t~u [AGR-oP [usko] [AGR-oPra~-kii -ki taab [yp2 tdo 

[rnusko] [rn~ dii]]]]]] 

The pronominal copy is licensed as a bound variable since it is a copy. It 

is, however, not syntactically bound, since nonquantificational A-bar elements 

do not count as syntactic binders and the R-expression in the DO does not c

command it. A coreferential use of the pronoun should therefore be licit, but as 

the grammaticality judgements on (183b) show, this is unconfi~med. Note also 

that the same situation holds for English lOs. 

The problem is additionally complicated by the fact that an example like 

(186) is perfectly licit, which, if the 10 was a binder, even just for R-expressions, 

would be quite unexpected: 

(186) mEN-ne raam;-ko raam;kii-kitaab dii 

I Ram(lO) Ram-GEN-book(DO) gave 

1 I gave Rami Ram; 1 s book. 1 

The generalization seems to be that there is some constraint that prevents 

the coreference of an R-expression with a pronoun that it follows, as suggested 

by Srivastav Dayal (1993). I claim that this is a rule, Rule II, of the Coreference 

Component. Coreference is thus allowed,·in principle, in (185) (as well as (186)), 

since neither of the DO or 10 expressjons is syntactically bound in the sense of 
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or at least diminishes it, in (185). However, sufficient contextualization allows the 

coreferential reading in (186) to surface. Consider the context in (187) (English 

and Hindi and Urdu being identical with respect to (183)-(186), I present the 

context in English): 

(187) ?Sita gives only one·present to everybody: she gave Noor 

Ram's book, she gave Ramesh Ram's book, and in fact, she 

even gave HIM; Ram's; book. 

If the context in (187) does yield the coreferential interpretation, the claim 

that nonquantificational lOs do not count as binders for DO pronominals can 

be considered to be correct, and the coreference between lOs and DO possessive 

prnominals to be the result of coreferential, rather than bound variable, usages 

of the pronouns concerned. 

This approach to binding.in Hindi and Urdu DOCs also explains why exam

ples like in (188) receive the grammaticality judgements they do: 

(188)(a) mEN-ne raam;-ko woo.Juse.; dikhaayaa 

I Ram(IO) him(DO) showed 

ci showed Ram; him;. I 

(b) mEN-ne us;-ko raam.; dikhaayaa 

I him(IO) Ram(DO) showed 

c I showed him; Ram; . ' 

The examples involve SCO-type violations. In (188a-b), the reconstruction 

of the IO places the IO lower than the DO. Since the pronoun in {188a) and the 

R-expression in (188b) in the DO then .c-command the IO R-expression/pronoun 

and are coindexed with them, the ·ro is always translated as a bound variable. 
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In ( 188a), the violation is due to the fact that the I 0 is an R-expression, and 

therefore cannot be translated as a bound variable -·a BT-violation. In (188b) 

the bound variable pronominal copy violates Principle B, and hence the ungram

maticality of the example. 

The facts of reflexive binding by lOs are quite murky. As noted earlier, there 

appears to be a general prohibition against DO XP-refiexives in Hindi and Urdu, 

but if the examples are allowed, then speakers (of my dialect) prefer coindexation 

with the subject rather than the IO in an example like (189): 

(189) *?raami-ne siitaaj-ko apne-aapi/•rko dikhaayaa 

Ram(SU) Sita(IO) self(DO) showed 

'Ram showed Sita himself/herself. 1 

If these are indeed the dominant judgements, the examples are quite straight

forwardly ruled out. Since the BT will apply to the copy of the IO, which docs 

not syntactically bind the DO, the reflexive will not be able to take the 10 as an 

antecedent at LF: Since the only syntactic binder available to it is the subject 

the XP-reflexive will necessarily be subject-oriented. 

There are, however, two problems with these proposals, which do not find 

resolution within this approach. First of all, crosslinguistically, it is simply not 

the that lOs cannot license reflexives in DOs - in English they clearly can: 

(190) I showed Mary; herself;. 

Second, it is expected under this analysis that DOs should be able to license 

reflexives in the IO, an expectation which is not confirmed in either English or 

Hindi and Urdu: 
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I(SU) self(IO) Sita(DO) 

1 I showed herself ito Si tai. 1 

(b) *I showed herself Sita. 

showed 
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At present I have no real analysis for facts in (190) and (191). Crosslinguisti

cally, though, the data is not uniform. For example, Hindi and Urdu and German 

(Muller and Sternefeld (1994a)) do not allow lOs to license DO reflexives, but 

English does, but it is English and Hindi and Urdu that are united in prohibit

ing DO-licensed 10-reflexives, whereas German, apparently allows such licensing 

(Muller and Sternefeld (1994a: 360): 

( 192) daB der Arzti [vpden Patienteni sichi/i im Spiegel zeigte] 

that the doctor the patient(DO) REFL(IO) in mirror showed 

Muller and Sternefeld propose that this structure is not derived by move

ment, (either by adjunction of the DO or movement for Case and agreement. 

Rather, they suggest that reflexives in German do not need Case and therefore 

may remain in their base generated position. They thus claim the BT -relevant 

configuration to be L4GR-oP den Patienten [vptdo [v sich .... ] ] . 

It does not seem necessary to abandon the 10-as adjoined to AGr-oP analysis 

in the face of these facts. Since we have demonstrated it to be empirically as well 

as theoretically motivated in all other areas, including the BT (the foregoing 

discussion about prononual coreference and binding put these examples aside, 

in the hopoe that further investigation will highlight properties-of XP-reflexives 

that will explain this puzzling behaviour. 

In conclusion, let us consider quantificational lOs. The two cases that need 

discussion are given in (193): 

(193) (a) nuur -ne [har laRkii-ko] [uskii ki taab] dii 
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Noor(SU) each girl(IO) her book gave 

cNoori gave each girl; heri/•i book. 1 

(b) nuuri-ne [har laRkii -ko]; [usse.i/•i milaayaa 

Noor(SU) each girl(IO) her(DO) introduced 

cNoori introduced each girli to her.i/•i. 1 

The examples in (193) exhibit an asymmetry that we have as yet to encounter 

m the discussion: The (adjoined) 10 exhibits SCO effects but is apparently 

exempt from the WCO configuration, facts that cannot be predicted by our 

theory. To see this, consider the LF~representations of (193a-b) in {194a-b) 

below, assuming LF QR of th'e 10 quantifier to adjoin to VP 1 : 

(194) (a) [rpnuur-ne[vpt [haR laRkii;-ko] [vptt~u [AGR-oP [rnhaR 

laRkii-ko] [AGR-oPuskii; kitaab [vptdo[rnhar 

laRkii;-ko] tv [rn_,dii]]]]]] 

(b) [rpnuur-ne [v Pt [haR laRkiii-ko] [v Pt t.,u [AGR-oP [rnhaR 

laRkii-ko] [AGR-oPUSSe;[vp2tdo [rnhar laRkii;-ko] tv 

[rnsmilaayaa]]]]]] 

In the analysis we have proposed so far, both ( 194a-b) should be ruled out,· 

since the IP-adjoined 10 operator will syntactically bind the DO pronoun, yield

ing a BT-uninterpretable coindexation. But, (193a) is certainly not ungrammat

ical. How, then are we to capture these judgements without giving up our earlier 

analysis of WCO and SCO? Note that resorting to an analysis by which lOs are 

in A-positions does not necessarily help either, since the facts of (193a) would 

still not be captured - if the IO is in an A-position, the DO pronoun should 

obviate from it. 

There is one crucial difference b~twe~n the representations in (194) and the 

ones used to represent the WCO and SCO effects in simple transitives ( eg. (179) 
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and (180))- the representations in (193) involve not one, but two chains of A-bar 

movement. the first chain involves the raising of the 10 from its base-position 

to the AGR-oP-adjoined position at Spellout; the second involves the QR of 
\ 

that AGR-oP-adjoined 10 to a scope-taking VP-adjoined position. Crucially, 

the second chain does not involve crossover at all. This difference is the site, 

I propose, of the difference between QR of lOs and the QR of DOs. in simple 

transitives. 

To make this insight work, one has to make two assumptions about the re

lationship between movement and the process of reconstruction: Reconstruction 

takes place from the "top-down", that is, the process recognizes the· ultimate 

position of the moved element, and 'reconstructs' to successive copies, and that 

copy-deletion takes place only after the Bf has evaluated all the (copies in the) 

chains in a particular derivation. With these two assumptions in mind, consider 

first the representation in (194a), repeated below: 

(194) (a) [rpnuur-ne[vp1 [haR laRkiii-ko] [vptt.,u [AGR-oP [rRhaR 

laRkii-ko] [AGR-oPuskiii kitaab[vp2tdo [rRhar 

laRkiii-ko] tv [rn_,dii]] J J J J 

The BT applies first to the copy of the QR chain and translates as a variable, 

since it is syntactically A-bar bound by a quantificational element and is a copy. 

The BT then applies to the foot trace of the Spellout chain, which it also 

adjudicates as a variable, for the same reasons as above. The copies do not 

violate any principle of the BT since it is not A-bound. 

Now consider the relation between the IP-adjoined IO copy and the possessive 

pronoun in the DO. Can the IP-adjoined copy count as an A-bar binder for the 

pronoun? I suggest not, since that copy has already been adjudicated a variable 

by the BT, and it is impossible fo~ a category to be an opeator and a variable 

at the same time; hence the pronoun is not syntactically bound and ·therefore 
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can be used referentially. The same arguments extend to the DO pronoun in 

(194b), repeated below, the ungrammaticality of the example stemming instead 

from the fact that the QP in the copy of the Spellout chain is A-bound by the 

DO pronominal, and hence is a violation of the BT, since an A-bound QP does 

not yield a BT-interpretable coindexation. 

These proposals call for a minor revision in the definition of syntactic binding 

so that we can exclude variables from the possible class of A-bar binders. ( 172a) 

shall now read as ( 172a'): 

(172)(a') Definition 

A node a is bound by a node /3 iff a and /3 are 

coindexed and /3 c-commands a, where if /3 is in an A-bar 

position /3 must be a quantificational operator 

locally binding a. 

·GETTING SPEAKER-VARIATION IN BINDING AND CO REFERENCE 

As noted in Chapter 2, Mahajan (1990) reports judgements of certain native 

speakers whose judgements do not conform to the judgements of the majority of 

speakers. I shall not discuss the disputed scrambling data here; rather, I would 

like to address the judgemetns of those speakers that allow Xo-reflexives to be 

bound by IO antecedents as well as subjects: 

( 195) raam-nei mohan-ko; apniii/i ki taab lOTaa dii 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) self's book(DO) returned 

'Rami returned Mohanj self' Sifj book. ' 

The majority of native-speakers, it will be remembered, force the XO-reflexive 

to be subject-oriented, the explanation for which we drew from the claim in· 
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(76) above, i.e. at LF, X0-refiexivcs clitcize onto Tns0 to be in a SPEC-head 

antecedent with the subject where being A-bound they willbe translated by the 

BT as bound variables. 

Even though the judgements reported here are marginal, it is necessary for us 

to see whether any grammatical explanation for the judgements in (195) can be 

derived from the BT proposed here. To see whether this is possible, consider the 

relevant parts of the LF-representation for an example like (195) in {196) below: 

(196) TP 
I\ 

I \ 
raam-ne T' 

1\ 
I \ 

VP1 Tns 
I\ apnu, 

I \ 
t,u V' 

I\ 
I \ 

AGR-oP V1 
I\ dii 

I \ 
mohan-ko AGR-oP 

I\ 
I \ 

[t, kitaab] AGR-o' 
I\ 

I \ 
VP1 AGR-o 

I\ 
I \ 

tvo V' 
I\ 

I \ 
tw V2 

In the more normal set of judgements, the fact that the IO does not c

command the Xo-refiexive, irrespective of the fact whether the IO reconstructs 

or not, the IO cannot count as a syntactic binder for the X0-refiexive. As far as 

the more marginal judgements represented in {195)-(196) are concerned, there 

are two possible reasons why some speakers could make such judgements. The 

first solution suggests that in these example, for these speakers, the X0-reflexives 

are used referentially. Note that the copy /trace of the raised reflexive does not 

c-com~and the IO in its base position and hence coreference should be possible, 
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if we could allow a referential use of possessive reflexives. In the next section, 

I argue that such a possibility does exist for Hindi and Urdu possessive reflex

ives in the subject position. In the next section, I argue that such a possibility 

does exist for Hindi and Urdu possessive reflexives - therefore, the judgements 

reported by Mahajan (1990) involve speakers who allow possessive reflexives to 

be used referentially, even· in the 10 position. The second solution uses the BT 

- assume that head-movement leaves copies. Therefore, the copy of the reflexive 

in the DO is translated as a bound variable since it lacks lexical content and is 

a copy. Now, a reflexive must satisfy Principle A, and since Cased positions are 

A-positions, the 10 Mohan serves as the antecedent for the reflexive in the copy. 

Hence, the purported grammaticaly for these speakers for the coindexation in 

(195)-(196). 

The other set of examples I wish to consider here is the speaker variation 

with respect to the subject-orientation of pronouns in the language. In general, 

it appears that the ex~mple in (197) are much better than the one in (198), 

hence suggesting that definite DP antecedents can marginally license possessive 

pronouns in DO NPs they c-command: 

'(197) raam;-ne uskiij saikal toR dii 

Ram his bike broke gave 

1 Ram; broke hisj bike.' 

(198) har laRkei-ne uskiij saikal toR dii 

Each boy his bike broke gave 

1 Each boyi broke hisj bike. 1 

These facts lay Hindi and Urdu parallel to Russian (Avrutin (1994: 718)) in 

(199) and (200): 

( 199) Ivan slomal ego · · velosiped 
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Ivan broke his bike 

r Ivani broke his7.i bike. 1 

(200) [Kazdyj sportsmen] i slomal ego7.i velosiped 

every sportsmen broke his bike 

rEvery sportsmeni broke his?•i bike. 1 

Avrutin (1994: 717-719) characterizes this difference between (197) and (199) 

as opposed to others are resulting from Rule I rather than BT-violations. Recall 

that only bound variable pronouns adjoin to Do at LF. If they remain in situ, 

they can be interpreted coreferentially, but this usage must be motivated. He 

suggests that the reason why definite DP antecedents are better than quantified 

antecedents is that they allow the referential use of the pronoun. In ( 198) and 

(200), the pronoun can only be interpreted as a bound variable since there can be 

no coreferential use with a. quantifier. Now, in (197) and (199) the pronoun can 

not be used referentially without a violation of Rule I, but Avrutin suggests that 

Rule I violations are much milder than BT-viola.tions (such as in (198) a.nd (200), 

and hence the differences in the degree of gra.mmaticality of the two examples. 

3.3 CoNCLUSION 

This chapter have been devoted to determining the basic configurations to which 

the BT applies. We have proposed a novel analysis of DOCs as well as a new 

BT, which rests on a recognition that not all instances of coreference arise out 

of syntactic binding, and that the BT is restricted to determine coreference in 

instances where such binding takes place. This BT and the rules of coreference 

discussed in the section have also been shown to explain the- peculiar binding 

and coreference in Hindi and Urdu default word order configurations. In the 

next chapter, I show that these proposals allow us to explain the coindexation 

facts in scrambled configurations as well. 



Chapter 4 

SCRAMBLING: TWO PROPOSALS 

In this chapter I propose two accounts of the scrambling operation, the latter 

basically constituting a refinement of the former. The first proposal essentially 

views scrambling as adjunction to VP or IP, as proposed by Muller and Sternefeld 

(1993), while the second refines this proposal to accommodate the oft-observed 

connection between scrambling and focus in languages that have this movement 

operation. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents Proposal I 

and the observations that necessitate an extension of Proposal I in the form of 
·, 

Proposal II, argued for in 4.2. 4.3 concludes the chapter with a brief summary. 

4.1 SCRAMBLING AS ADJUNCTION: PROPOSAL l 

This section is a proposal for the analysis of scrambling, as a uniform adjunction 

operation that adjoins categories to either VP or IP in the overt syntax. This 

claim is shown to be motivated by the principles that determine the (im)propriety 

of movement in UG in 4.1.1. 4.1.2 shows that the binding and coreference facts 

of scrambled configurations canf be accommodated under an adjunction analysis, 

and 4.1.3 concludes the section with a discussion of the PF and LF consequences 

of the scrambling operation and shows that a particular view of these conse

quences would require further refinements to the adjunction theory of scram

bling. 
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4.1.1 PROPOSAL 1: MOVEMENT THEORY 

This section essentially constitutes a summary of the results obtained in Chapter 

2, where scrambling was shown to be distinct from canonical types of A- and A

bar movements - NP-movement, WH-movement and Topicalization. 

From the perspective of movement, the minimalist UG identifies three dis

tinct kinds of movement: (i) movement for Case and agreement, (ii) movement 

to the SPEC of an functional projection, and (iii) adjunction (to maximal projec

tions and heads). Traditionally, the latter two movement operations have been 

classified as A-bar movement (and the former as A-movement), but this group

ing together is not to be construed, Muller and Sternefeld (1993; 1994a; 1994b) 

argue, to mean that the two movement operations are equated by the princi

ples governing the propriety of movement in UG. As the ex.amples in (1) show, 

WH-movement from an adjoined position is barred in a language like English: 

(1) In Ben's picture, Rosa found a scratch. 

(a) *Where/ In what Rosa found a scratch? 

(b) *In whose picture, Rosa found a scratch? 

Muller andSternefeld (1993; henceforth MS) propose that these facts of En

glish (multiplied by crosslinguistic evidence), require that the theory of move

ment necessarily distinguish between the two types of A-bar positions (SPEC 

and adjoined). They suggest that the ungrammaticality of (la-b) follows from 

a principle that determines improper movement in UG, the Principle of Unam

biguous Binding (PUB), a principle that is sensitive to the distinction between 

these two different A-bar positions (la) and (lb).are therefore PUB violations, 

since they involve movement from a position of type a ( = adjoined) to type f3 

( = SPEC of CP): . 
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(1c) Principle of Unambiguous Binding (PUB) 

A variable that is a-bound must be ~-free in the 

domain of the head of its chain (where a and ~ refer 

to different types of positions). (MS (1994b:l7)) 
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With these theoretical preliminaries in mind, let us turn to (Hindi and Urdu) 

scrambling and see whether it can be justified as an adjunction operation. As 

demonstrated at length in Chapter 2, scrambling cannot be equated with either 

A-movement, WH-movement or Topicalization, Briefly, scrambling cannot be 

(uniformly) A-movement since it has no Case/ agreement motivation and under

goes reconstruction. Neither can it be WH-movement, since it has the ability to 

override WCO effects, and in any case WH-phrases can scramble (in Hindi and 

Urdu, Japanese and Korean). Neither can it be equated with topicalization in 

languages like Hindi and Urdu, Japanese, etc., where (noncontrastive) topicaliza

tion is generally shown to block WH-movement, but where scrambling exhibits 

no such properties. Moreover, scrambling obeys different locality constraints as 

compared to these different movement types. Hence, scrambling cannot be either 

WH-movement, Topicalization or movement for Case and agreement checking. 

Therefore, going by the typology of movement acceptable to a minimalist UG, 

scrambling must be an adjunction operation, targeting IP and VP (in Hindi and 

Urdu) and possibly DP and CP ( in Russian) as well. 

But now if PUB is held to constrain all movement operrations in UG, we are 

at a loss to explain the possibility of WH-and topic scrambling in languages like 

Hindi and Urdu. For, if scrambled DPs occupy an adjoined position, further LF

movement to the [Spec, CP /TopP] positio will yield a PUB violation. However, 

as we have already seen, this potential threat to a uniform analysis of scram

bling as adjunction is cancelled by the proposal that in languages like Hindi and 

Urdu, the PUB is nonprojective in that it cannot evaluate the overt part of the 
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derivation at LF, and hence does not recognize the difference between an in-situ 

WH-phrase and a scrambled one, when it comes to raising the WH-phrase by 

LF-movement to (Spec, CP /TopP]. Thus, it appears that from the perspective 

of the theory of movement, this notion of a nonprojective PUB, allows like to 

maintain the adjunction analysis of the scrambling operation. 

4.1.2 PROPOSAL I: BINDING AND COREFERENCE 

The major arguments for an analysis of scrambling as A-movement have come 

from the fact that scrambling has the ability to override WCO effects. At the 

same time, the fact that scrambling cannot override SCO effects and appears 

to undergo reconstruction when nonquantified DPs are scrambled, have called 

for an (simultaneous) analysis of scrambling as A-bar movement as well. In this 

section. I show that these 'binding' properties of the scrambling operation are 

fully explained by the theory of binding and coreference developed in the previous 

chapter, without yielding up the analysis of scrambling as uniformly adjunction 

to XP (IP or VP) in Hindi and Urdu. The first part of the section looks at 

WH- and QP-scrambling in the language, the second at promominal reference in 

scrambled configurations, and the final part considers reflexive binding in such 

contexts. 

Before I do so, below I summarize, the proposals I have made about the 

theories of binding, coreference and reconstruction in the previous section. 

(2) The Structural Position of Bound Variables in UG 

At LF, an expression interpreted as a bound variable must· 

be included in a functional projection. 

(3) The Binding Theory 

(a) Definition 

A node a is bound by a node ~ iff a and ~ are coindexed 

and P c-cornrnands a, where if ~ is in an A-bar position, ~ 
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must be a quantificational element that 

locally A-bar binds a. 

(b) Principles 

A: A reflexive must be bound in its GC. 

B: A pronoun must be free in its GC. 

(c) GC 

(i) The GC for an reflexive is the smallest CFC where it 

could potentially be bound. 

(ii) The GC for a pronoun is the smallest CFC where it 

could potentially be free. 

(iii) A CFC is a domain in which all the grammatical functions 

compatible with its head are realized. 

(d) Translation Definition 

A DP is a variable iff either (i) or (ii): 

(i) it is a copy. 
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(ii) it satisfies (151), lacks lexical content, and is syntact

-ically A-bound. 

Other cases of NP-coindexation are uninterpretable. 

(4) Rules of Intrasentential Coreference 

(I) NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C 

a variable A-bound by B, yields an indistinguishable 

representation. 

(II) DP A cannot corefer with DP B if DP A is an R-expression 

that follows DP B, where DP B is a pronoun. 

(5) Reconstruction 

(a) All A-bar movement leaves copies. 'Reconstruction' forces 

the BT to apply to the copy, after LF-movement. 

(b) Reconstruction applies 'top-down'to chains of movement. 
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(c) Copy-deletion takes place only after the BT has applied. 

OPERATOR ScRAMBLING 

As noted earlier, operator scrambling has the ability to override WCO, but not 

SCO effects in Hindi and Urdu.(and crosslinguistically): 

(6) (a) raami-ne unheNi kinsei milaayaa 

Ram them whom meet-CAUS 

1 Whom .. i did Ram introduce themi to?' 

1 Whom .. i did Ram introduce themi to? 1 

(7) (a) uskiii bEhen-ne kisko .. i dekhaa? 

his sister who saw 

• 
1 Who,.i hisi sister see? 1 

1 Whoi hisi sister see?' 

We have seen that the BT in (2)-( 4) can account for WCO and SCO effects, 

without taking recourse to filters like the Bijection Principle. Briefly, the reason 

for the ungrammaticality of the examples in (6a), the SCO effect, and (7a), the 

SCO effect, is due to the fact that the A-bar bound pronoun, not being a copy, 

does not yield a BT-interpretable coindexation. SCO is worse than WCO because 

the copy pronominal violates Principle B of the BT. With this in mind, consider 

(6b) and (7b) which will have the (partial) LF-representations in (8) and (9): 

(8) [cp [kiskoj] [TP [TR kiskoj] [TP usnei [AGR-oP [TRkiskoj] 

[Tn 3 dekhaa] ] ] ] ] 

(9) [ [kisko ] [ L .... kisko] r uskii bEhen-ne 
~' 1t ·~ ~p 
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[AGR-oP[Tnkiskot] [Tna dekhaa]]]]] 

Both of these examples involve two chains - the first formed by scrambling 

( [TP kiskoi . . . [AcR-oP [TR kiskoa]] ), and the second formed by rais

ing of the scrambled WH-phrase 'to [Spec, CP], a movement required by Full 

Interpretation, and the expectation that languages will differ very little at .the 

level of LF. Now recall that the process of reconstruction applies to all copies, 

but must apply top-down. Consider first (8), the SCO violation: The BT, un

der reconstruction, applies to the copy of LF-movement first. Since it is a copy, 

it is adjudicated a bound variable. The BT then applies to the copy in [Spec, 

AGR-oP], which is also similarly adjudicated a bound variable, but given that 

it is c-commanded by the matrix subject, the copy WH-phrase violates Princi

ple H. Now, consider the subject pronoun - is it syntactically bound? By the 

definition of syntactic binding in {3a), the answer must be in the negative, since 

it's closest potential A-bar binder is the intermediate copy [kisko] which has 

already been adjudicated a variable, (8) is nevertheless ungrammatical because 

of the Principle B violation by the foot copy. 

The analysis for (9) follows the above design, except for the one crucial dif

ference, the foot copy does not violate any principle of the BT, simply because 

it is not c-commanded by the pronoun embedded in the subject DP. Coreference 

between the subject and the object DP is also allowed since the configuration 

can never be an input to Rule I. Hence, {9) involves no BT-violations and is 

perfectly grammatical. 

But this is a little unexp~cted, since the judgements obtained do not report 

perfect acceptability, and in fact indicate that the examples are only partially 

acceptable to many native speakers. I suggest that this unacceptability /partial 

acceptability is due, not to a possible violation of BT, but to the fact that, con

trary to the impression given by the literature on scrambling, WH-scrambling is 

not at all the preferred way of asking questions in Hindi and Urdu (See Laxmibai' 
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(1994) for experimental confirmation of this claim). In fact, in the normal way 

of asking questions, non WH-, rather than WH-, elements are scrambled so as to 

allow the WH phrase to get as close as possible to the verb, since Hindi and Urdu 

(like Malayalam, Chinese, Hungarian, Aghem, Bahasa Indonesia, etc.) identifies 

the position next to the verb as the 'focus' position into which question words 

must be placed by Spellout. The IP-adjoined position is not such a position, 

and placing the DO in this position at Spellout leads to some unacceptability. 

The main empirical support for this analysis of the reason why examples like 

(7b) are not perfectly acceptable is that QP-scrambling in Hindi and Urdu shows 

no hesitation in successfully overriding WCO effects and being judged perfectly 

acceptable. Thus, an example like ( 10), which receives an identical analysis as 

(7b ), is perfectly acceptable, since no 'oddness' is caused by scrambling away 

from a focused position, since QPs apparently do not need focusing in quite the 

same way that WH-elements do: 

(10) ?[fp[h~r laRkei-koL [fpuskiii bEhan-ne tz dekhaa]]] 

each boy his sister saw 

1 Each boyi was seen by hisi sister.' 

Recall that I have argued that scrambled QPs QR at LF. Therefore the LF

representation of 10) will be (lOa) at LF. 

(10)(a) [Tp[har laRke-koi] [TP[TRhar laRke-koj] [TP uskiiibEhen-ne 

[AGR-oP [TRhar laRke-koj] [Tn .. dekhaa]]]]] 

For the purposes of the BT, the structure in (lOa) is, in all respects identical 

to that in (9). Just as in (9) neither the subject pronoun nor the copy induce 

any BT-violations and coreference is possible. 1 

1The real question here is whether one can possibly speak of coreference with a QP, since 

QPs are generally believed to lack reference. Note, however, that these Hindi and Urdu QPs 
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QP scrambling does give rise to SCO violations, just as WH-scrambling does. 

(ll) with t-hus receive the same analysis as (6b), where the fact that the foot 

copy QP is A-bound yields to a BT-violation: 

each boy he saw 

c Each boyi was seen by himi . 1 

The situation is somewhat different with topics, depending on whether a 

quantificational or referential topic is scrambled. Consider the following exam-

pies: 

(12)(a) ?[1p[har laRkei-ko]-TOL [fpuskiii bEhan-ne tz dekhaa]]] 

each boy-TOP his sister 'saw 

cEach boyi was seen by hisi sister .. 1 

each boy-TOP he saw 

c Each boyi was seen by himi. 1 

(13)(a) ?[Jp[raami-ko]-TO]]zErpuskiiibEhan-ne tz dekhaa]]] 

Ram-TOP(DO) hisi sister(SU) saw 

have a structure [Distributor+ R-expression], and that coreference if it is to be made possible 

in these examples, must target the R-expression rather than the whole QP. What appears to 

be needed is an extension of Chomsky's (1992) approach to WH-movement where WH-scope 

is determined by the raising of the WH.phrase alone to QPs of this type, in the hope that 

this will liberate the R-expression part of the QP into a referential use. That is, if we can 

motivate the quantificational part of a QP to be the one that ultimately takes scope, and leave 

the R-expression in in situ by the time the BT applies, we can establish that NP complements 

of Qos can enter into coreference relations. A full characterization of these suggestions here 

·is outside the scope of my abilities, but it is clear that whichever the mechanisms used to 

develop these insights, they cannot use the copy theory of movement or at least must force 

copy-deletion before the application of the BT in such cases. 
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(Ram; was seen by his; sister. 1 

(b) * [1p [raam;-ko] -rei] L [fpusne; tz dekhaa]]] 

Ram-TOP(DO) he; saw 

tRam; was seen by him; . 1 

The lack of WCO and the maintenance of SCO violations with quantified 

topics are explained exactly as are the cases in which WH-phrases or QPs are 

scrambled. The WCO cases do not violate anything at all, but the SCO violations 

yield uninterpretable coindexations for the BT. The LF-representations for the 

examples in (13), in which nonquantified topics are scrambled will be as in (14): 
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(14) (a) [TopP [raam;-ko] -TO] [TP [Tnraam;-ko] -TO] [Tpuskii; bEhen-ne 

[AGR-oP [Tnraam;-ko] -TO] [Tns dekhaa]]]]] 

(b) [TopP [raam;-ko] -TO] [TP [Tnraam;-ko] -TO] [Tpusne; 

[AGR-oP [Tnraam;-ko] -TO] [Tns dekhaa]]]]] 
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By the definition of syntactic binding above, the topic in (14) in the [Spec, 

TopP] p~sition does not count as a binder. The copy in the adjoined-to TP 

position is a variable since it is a copy, and does not count as an operator for 

the subject pronoun. The foot trace is similarly a variable, and since it is not 

syntactically bound, the R-expression topic raam can only be used referentially. 

Coreference is allowed in (14a) since in the configuration that the foot copy is 

. in, Rule I does not apply. In (14b), on the other hand, while the antecedent 

and the intermediate copy cannot be considered as syntactically bound, the foot 

trace can be since it is A-bound. However, since the copy is an R-expression, the 

R-expression cannot be translated as a bound variable (A-bound R-expressions 

are not translateable), the example involves a BT-violation. Thus, (14b) but not 

(14a) is ungrammatical. 

0 

The observation that scrambling can override WCO but not SCO effects thus 

follows directly from the BT we have proposed, without the need for an analysis 

of scrambling as simultaneously A-movement and WH-movement. Rather, we 

·have shown that an adjunction analysis of quantificational elements yields the 

right results, especially in the context of the antisubject orientation of pronouns 

in the language. That is, if the lack of WCO effects were due to scrambling being 

to a subject (-like) A-position, the Hindi and Urdu version of Principle B would 

force obviation from the scrambled DP of the subject possessive pronoun. Only 

an adjunction analysis in conjunction with the BT proposed here can explain 

why scrambling can override WCO but not SCO effects. 
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PRONOMINAL COREFERENCE AND SCRAMBLING 

Pronominal coreference in scrambled structures depends on the nature of the 

scrambled constituent: If the pronoun itself is scrambled, or a DP containing the 

pronoun is scrambled, pronominal_coreference can either be adversely affected or 

can remain the same; if a quantified or definite antecedent is preposed the chances 

of pronominal coreference with that scrambeld QP are improved, but only if the 

pronominal concerned is a possessive pronominal. At the end of Section 3.2, we 

had listed out these facts. Let us now consider them in some detail. 

SCRAMBLING LEAVES PRONOMINAL COINDEXATION UNAFFECTED 

Consider first the data where scrambling leaves pronominal coindexation unaf

fected, the data in (126)-(127) in Chapter 3, repeated below as (15)-(16). We 

know that the default configurations in ( 15a) and ( 16a) are ruled in as follows: 

In (15a) the DO possessive pronoun does not have to raise to D0 , since it is 

not a bound variable. Hence it can be used r:eferentially, but not coreferentially 

(with the subject) since that will violate Rule I. In (16a), the 10 pronoun recon

structs, and since it is not syntactically bound, does not constitute an input to 

the BT and does not raise to D0 • It hence can be used referentially, but again 

not coreferentially: 

(15) (a) raami-ne/har laRkei-ne uskiij saikal toR dii 

Ram /Each boy his bike broke gave 

cRamJEach ~OYi broke hisj bike. 1 

(b) [[p [uskiii saikalL [fpraanlj-ne/har laRke-i-ne tz toR dii]] 

cHisi bike, R~/each boyi broke. 1 

(16)(a) raami-ne unheNi mEhmaanoNi milaayaa 

Ram them guests . meet-CAUS 

cRam introduced them t·o the guests . 1 
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(b) [ 1praam-ne [vp [mEhmaanoN-se/kinse) z [vpunheNi tz 

milaayaa]]] 

cRam introduced the guestsj/whoj to themi.' 
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The scrambled structures in (15b) and {16b) will have the following (partial) 

representations at LF:2 

(17) [rp [uskiij saikal] [rpra~-ne/har laRke;-ne [AGR-oP 

[rnuskiij saikal] [Tn3 toR dii]]]] 

( 18) raam-ne [vp 1 [mEhmaanoNi-se] [vPI t,u [AGR-oP [unheNj] [AGR-OP 

[TnmEhmaanoN-sej] [vp2tdolv•LTR unheN;]j]j]]] 

Consider first (17). The DO reconstructs, i.e., the BT applies to the copy. 

Since the DO is not syntactically bound, the possessive.pronoun need not raise 

to D0 , and can be used referentially (but not coreferentially, since that would 

yield a Rule I violation). Note that it is the copy of the whole DP that is 

translateable as a bound variable in our system, but once the BT applies to the 

pronominal embedded in the DP copy t9 evaluate it, it finds that pronominal is 

not an input to it all. The analysis proposed can also capture the reverse case 

of an ungrammatical coindexation, where the pronoun is translated as a bound 

variable, as in (19). 

(19) * [rp [uskiii saikal] [Tpraami-ne/har laRkei-ne [AGR-oP 

[rnuskiii saikal] [Tns toR dii]]]] 

2 Recall QR over a scrambled QP is possible in principle, but nearly always ends up violating 

the Minimal Binding Requirement on variables (left by QR), by which a variable must be bound 

by the closest potential binder. Hence, I do not show QR over the scrambled DP in (17), simply 

"because the derivation will be filtered out. 
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In (19), the DP copy is determined to be a bound variable. The pronominal 

in that copy is also syntactically bound, hence it must raise to D0 , where the 

minimal CFC containing it, a subject and its governor will be TP. The only 

c-commanding accessible (in the sense of AGRo-governed) subject is the subject 

in [Spec, TP] from which Principle B requires it to obviate. It does not, so the 

example is ruled out as a BT-violation. Note however, that this would be the 

exact situation without scrambling as well - so the operation here too, as m 

(15)-(16), does not affect pronominal coindexation. 

Now let us turn to DO scrambling in DOCs in (18). There are two distinct 

A-bar chains here, the DO scrambling chain and the 10 Spellout chain. Unlike 

the chains formed by IO QR or WH-raising at LF, the two chains here do not 

iuvulve the same element and therefore do not have a common link. Reconstruc

tion applies independently to both chains, forcing them to reconstruct to their 

respective origin sites, w-here the fact that the R-expression [mEhmaanoN-se] in 

the [Spec, AGR-oP] position c-commands but is not coindexed with the IO in 

the complement position of V 1 ensures that the example does not violate the 

BT. Note also, as before, that the V Pradjoined DO [mEhmaanoN-se] does not 

qualify as a syntactic binder for the AGR-oP-adjoined 10 [unheN] because the 

former is not a quantificational element. Also observe that similar reasons pre

vent the AGR-oP adjoined 10 to serve as a binder for the copy of the scrambled 

DO in [Spec, AGR-oP]. In fact, the only two bound variables in the construction 

are the copies of the scrambled DO and the raised 10. 

In conclusion, take_ the ungrammatical variants of (16), m (20) which are 

ungrammatical because they involve Principle B violations: 

(20) *raaJlli-ne unheNi mEhmaanoNi-se milaayaa 

Ram them guests meet-CAUS 

'Ram introduced them to the guests . 1 
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Recall that at LF the 10 will reconstruct to its VP2 internal position in (20), 

with the result that the 10 pronoun will be bound in its GC. The ·example will 

then be ruled out as a BT-violation (Principle B). 

SCRAMBLING ADVERSELY AFFECTS PRONOMINAL COINDEXATION 

In some instances, scrambling DO out of the domain of an 10 antecedent dimin

ishes the possibility of coreference between the two. Consider (21 ): 

(21) (a) rnEN-ne raam;-ko/har laRke;-ko uskii; kitaab dii 

I Ram /each boy his 

c I gave RamJ each boyi his book., 

(b) rnEN-ne [vp[uskii•?i/i kitaabL [vpraami-ko/har laRkei-ko 

tz dii]] 

c I gave his•?i/j book to each boyJRarn;. 1 

The VIew of binding and· reconstruction proposed in our analysis dictates 

that this lack of coreference cannot follow from a BT-violation: Since both the 

scrambled DO and the 10 will reconstruct to [Spec, AGR-oP] and the comple

ment position of Vt, respectively, the DO will be hierarchically superior to the 

10. The possessive pronoun in the DO will not syntactically bind the 10, so no 

BT-violations are expected. In fact, coreference should be allowed rather than 

prohibited, since the configuration also does not meet the conditions for the 

application of Rule I. 

I propose that the impossibility of coreference in (21) deriyes from Rule II, 

which we have proposed applies after copy-deletion has taken place, provided 

that we can extend it to cover possessive pronouns as well.3 Suppose then, we 

3 A possible objection to this proposal could come from (22a) below, where coreference 

is certainly more acceptable than in (21b). However, note that the difference between the 

possessive pronoun in (21b) and (72a) is that it is contained in a DP in an adjoined position 

in (221b ), but in an argument position in (72a). The other examples in which Rule II applies 
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reformulate Rule II to constrain the linear ordering of all pronoun-R-expressions 

orderings, as in {74b'): 

(74) (b 1
) Rule II: Intrasentential Co reference 

DP A cannot corefer vith DP B if DP A is an R-expression 

that follows DP B, vhere DP B contains a pronoun and is 

in an ~perator position at LF. 

SCRAMBLING POSITIVELY AFFECTS PRONOMINAL COINDEXATION 

We have seen that the fact that the scrambling of operators in Hindi and Urdu 

can positively affect the chances of pronominal coindexation with the scrambled 

antecedent. I have shown that these facts receive quite a straightforward expla

nation in terms of our theory of binding and coreference in UG. In this section, 

therefore I shall only consider scrambled definite DP antecedents. 

Consider first the scrambling of ·a definite D P DO antecedent in simple tran

sitives in {22b), from the basic configuration in {22a): 

(22)(a) uskii; bEhen-ne raam?;-ko dekhaa. 

his sister Ram saw 

'His; sister sav Ram?;. I 

(b) [Jp [raam;-ko] z [Jpuskii; bEhan-ne tz dekhaa]]] 

'Ram; his; sister sav. I 

The difference between the two examples is not as severe as that attested 

with operators, specially WH-phrases and QPs. This is entirely expected by our 

theory, since the crucial distinction between operators and definite DPs is that the 

former, but not the latter must raise at LF to an operator position (to yield the 

(IO-DO) also involve an identical configuration; namely, the 10 is in an adjoined position. 
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WCO violation). Since no syntactic binding takes place in (22)(a), coreference is 

allowed, the fact that it is not so acceptable in (22a) reducing either to the fact 

that coreference must be motivated, or to a weak observation of Rule II. In (22b ), 

the fact that coreference is allowed seems to confirm that either one, or both, 

of these constraints on coreference are involved, since after reconstruction, the 

configuration to which the BT applies is identical to the one in (22b ). Of course, 

the possessive pronoun in the subject position is not adjudicated a variable, since 

the scrambled DO is a nonquantificational element. 

The situation in DOCs with DO scrambling remains the same. For exam

ple, consider (23a- b) where co reference, we have seen in the discussion around 

(183b) in Chapter 3, is possible in principle but constrained in practice (by Rule 

II). After reconstruction, the configurations in which the BT will apply will be 

identical to the default configuration, which allows the coreferential use. The 

only difference between the two examples is that in the scrambled configuration 

Rule II effects are overriden (since Rule II applies to output structures after copy 

deletion) and the coreferential use is more easily tolerated: 

(23)(a) *mEN-ne use; raa.Jili-kii kitaab dii 

I(SU) him(IO) Ram-GEN book(DO) gave 
1 I gave him Ram's book. 1 

(b) mEN-ne raam;-kii kitaab; use; t· J dii 

I(SU) Ram-GEN book(DO) him(IO) gave 
1 I gave Ram's book to him.' 

In conclusion, consider pronominal coindexation with reference to 10 scram

bling. From the discussion in this section and the previous one, it is expected 

that only quantified lOs will be able to license coreferential possessive pronouns 

in the subject position, and that elsewhere the possibilities of pronominal coin

dexation will remain largely unaffected. These predictions are confirmed in (24) 
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and (25): 

(24) (a) uskiii bEhen-ne kisko.i kitaab dii 

his sister who saw 

tHisi sister gave whom.ia book.' 

(b) ? [1p [kiskoiL [fpuskiii bEhan-ne tzki taab dii]]] 

(Whoi did hisi sister give a book to?' 

(25) (a) ?uskiii bEhen-ne raam-ko.i kitaab dii 

his sister Ram saw 

tHisi sister gave Ram.ia book. 1 

(b) [fp[raam-koiL [fpuskiiibEhan-ne tzkitaab dii]]] 

(Ram; hisi sister gave a book to? 1 

The account for these examples is analogous to the BT-account of DO scram

bling. Coreference with the subject is never ruled out in (24 )-(25), with the fur

ther LF-raising of scrambled quantificational lOs ensuring that the WCO effect 

of illegitimate binding of subject possessive pronouns is not manifested in the 

examples in (24). (25) also parallels DO scrambling in terms of explanation -

coreference between a subject possessive pronoun and an 10 R-expression are 

never prohibited by Rule I, and if (10) scrambling can be seen to provide the 

right context for such coreference, the difference in the judgements of (25) is 

explained. 

In sum, then the new BT we have proposed allows \s to capture the facts of 

pronominal coindexation in scrambled structures without an A-movement anal

ysis. Hence, there are little impediments to a uniform analysis of scrambling 

as adjunction, a proposal strongly motivated by the theory of movement and 

movement types in UG. In the next subsection, we examine whether the anal

ysis proposed can, in fact, capture the facts of reflexive binding in scrambled 
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structures. 

REFLEXIVE BINDING AND SCRAMBLING 

In general,whenev.er a reflexive is scrambled, it patterns with the scrambling 

of other nonquantificational elements, in that it too, is bound (or free) under 

reconstruction. In (26) and (27), the BT applies to the LF-~oved copy (to Tnso 

in (27). and to adjoin to AG R-oP in (26) ), which, in each case, satisfies the 

binding theory requirement that reflexives must be bound in their GC: 

himself(DO) Ram(SU) saw 

'Ram saw himself.' 

self_: s book(DO) 

[Tna dii]]J 

Ram(SU) Mohan(IO) 

'Ram; gave Mohani self' Sif•i book. 14 

The more interesting, and the most disputed data is whether scrambled DOs 

can antecede Xo and X P reflexives in the subject position. As we have discussed 

quite thoroughly in the previous section, the contrast between the examples in 

(28) and (29) would appear to indicate that the purported 'reflexive-binding' in 

(28) is not binding at all. 

(28) ?? [rp [mohan;-koL [rpapne; baccoN-ne tdo maaraa]] 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SU) hit 

'Moh~ was beaten by self's; children.' 

(29) **[rp[mohan;-koL[rpapne;aap-ne tdo maaraa]] 

Mohan(DO) self(SU) hit 

4 The native speakers who accept these judgements for X0-reflexive scrambling constitute 
the majority judgement in both cases. In terms of the analysis of this speaker variation above, 
it appears that the 10 cannot 'bind' the head-movement trace of a copy. 
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'Mohani was beaten by selfi. • 

I have suggested that the marginality of (28) should be taken to confirm that 

what is happening here is not binding, b~t a kind of coreference that draws upon 

certain special properties that Hindi and Urdu Xo, but not XP, reflexives pos

sess. To see this, recall the source sentence of (28) in (30a), which is severely 

ungrammatical. However, th~ example can be improved substantially (without 

scrambling), with adequate contextualization and appropriate stress on the sub

ject reflexive in (30b ): 

(30)(a) *apnei baccoN-ne mohan-koi maaraa 

self's children(SU) Mohan(DO) hit 

(lit.) 'Self'si children hit Mohani. • 

(b) ?jab apnei-hii bacco~-ne mohan-koi is baat-par 

when self • .s-EMPH children (SU) Mohan(DO) this topic-on 

maaraa, to raam-ko kyaa dosh denaa 

hit then Ram what blame to-give 

'When even HIS own children hit Mohan for this deed 

why blame Ram (for doing so as well)?' 

XP-reflexives cannot be so rescued, even in the default configuration: 

(31) (a) *apneiaap-ne mohan-koi maaraa 

self(SU) Mohan(DO) hit 

(lit.)'Selfi hit Mohani·' 

(b) *jab apnei-aap-ne-hii mohan-koi is baat-par 

when self-EMPH(SU) Mohan(DO) this topic-on 

maaraa, to raam-ko kyaa dosh denaa 

topic-on hit then Ram what blame to-give 
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(lit.) ,When Mohan hit HIMSELF for this deed, why 

blame Ram (for doing so as wefl)?' 

311 

The crucial difference between (30b) and (31b) appear to be the position qf 

the reflexive, specially with regard to coreference theory. Only with possessive 

reflexives is there no relation of c-command between the DO and the Xo-reflexive, 

the XP-reflexive always c-commands the DO. Coreference is, in principle, allowed 

in (230b ), except that as yet, we have no way of allowing reflexives, either XP or 

X0 to be used 'referentially'- given the way the BT is constructed, an unbound 

reflexive will always violate the BT.5 I propose that this referential use stems from 

the fact that X0-reflexives in Hindi and Urdu regularly be used in an 'inclusive' 

pronominal sense, as in (32): 

(32)(a) tumheN yaad hE kyaa jis raat apne rishtedaar aaye 

you-OAT memory is what that night our relatives came 

the kitnii baarish ho rahii thii? 

were how-much rain be PROG was 

1 Do you remember how hard it was raining that night when 

our relatives came to visit? 

(b) apnii ciizeN gaaRii-se utaar laawoo 

Our things train-from down bring 
1 Bring down our things from the train. ' 

XP-reflexives do not have this inclusive use: 

(33) *apne-aap-kii ciizeN gaaRii-se utaar laawoo 

5 Reinhart and Reuland {1993) refine the notion of reflexivity to allow instances of referential 

use of reflexives. In which case, given appropriate modification, the analysis of X0-reflexives 

below may not be required. 
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Our things train-from down bring 

1 Bring down our things from the train. 1 

This inclusive use of the Xo-reflexive cannot be a reflexive use; I propose that, 

in these instances, the reflexive patterns with pronouns rather than reflexives, 

and obeys Principle B rather than Principle A. Turning back now to first the 

examples in (30a-b ), the general intuition is that this referential use of an Xo

reflexive has to be motivated by the context. In (230a) this context is absent, 

and since the most plausible view of speaker-strategy is to exclude examples 

where coreference is not motivated and to go for binding first, the example is 

adjudicated a Principle A violation. In (230b ), the addition of (lexicalized) stress 

and a sufficiently rich context allows the referential use of the X0-reflexive! where 

it obeys Principle B. Coreference with the DO Mohan is allowed in such cases 

because the pronoun-reflexive does not c-command the DO. 

Additional evidence for this claim comes from the fact that the pronominat

reflexive can be contraindexed with Mohan be used to refer to the speaker-hearer 

combine, and still be as grammatical/ acceptable: 

(34) jab apne;-hii bacce mohanj-ko maarte hEN, to 

when self-EMPH children Mohan hit are then 

kyaa muuN lekar ham uske maaN-baap-ke-paas jaayeN? 

what face take we his parents-GEN-near go 

1 When it is/ even our children who hit Mohan how can we 

approach his parents? 1 

Let us therefore assume that the referential use of Xo-reflexives is possible, and 

that in this use, the Xo-pronominal-reflexive obeys Principle B. In this analysis, 

the Xo-reflexive will not raise to Do at 'LF, since it will not be syntactically bound. 

XP-reflexives do not allow this referential use, i.e. they always obey Principle A, 
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hence the ungrammaticality of (31) and (33) (since the XP-reftexive is unbound 

in its GC). 

Now, reconsider the scrambled configuration in (28) and (29), which will have 

the LF-representations in (35) and (36): 

(35) [rp [mohazli-ko] [rpapne; baccoN-ne [AGR-oP [rRmohan;-ko] 

[rnamaaraa]]]] 

(36) [rp [mohan;-ko] [rpapne;- (aap) -ne [AGR-oP [rRmohan;-ko] 

[Tn 3 maaraa]]]] 

In both (35) and (36) the TP-adjoined DO does not count as a binder for 

the subject reflexive since it is a nonquantificational element. Tn .:l!!J .._.?_~~, !'~'.:0!!

struction applies; Both copies are adjudicated bound variables by virtue of being 

copies, but differ in the judgements accorded to them. The R-expression in the 

copy in (35) does not violate any Principle of the grammar since it is not syn

tactically bound, but the one in (36) does since an A-bound R-expression does 

not yield a BT-interpretable coindexation. Now consider the reflexives in the 

subject position, since they are not syntactically bound, they are illegitimate on 

an interpretation as reflexives. However, the Xo-reflexive in (35) can also be used 

pronominally, hence the fact that it is free does not yield a BT-uninterpretable 

coindexation. Coreference between this pronominal- reflexive and the DO is then 

allowed (motivated by scrambling), and the example is ruled in. XP-reflexives 

can never be used pronominally, and since the fronted DO is not a binder, the 

example is ruled as a violation of Principle A as well. 

This analysis can also explain why scrambling of quantificational DOs does 

not alter the scenario at all: 

(37) (a) ?? [rp [kisko;] z [rpapne; baccoN-ne t; maaraa]] 

Who(DO) self's children(SU) hit 
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1 Who; was beaten by self's; children? 

(b) ** [rp [kiskoa z [Tpapne;aap-ne t; maaraa]] 

Who(DO) self(SU) hit 

1 Who; was beaten by self;? 1 

In terms of the analysis we have pres·ented so far, the scrambled WH-phrase 

will raise further at LF to [Spec, CP]. This copy that this raising leaves behind 

in the scrambling position will be a variable - therefore, it will not count as a 

binder for either the XP or Xo-reflexive, which will therefore violate Principle A. 

However, the X0 -reflexive can be used as a pronoun (obeying Principle B) and 

given that the copy in the scrambling position is not an operator, pronominal 

coreference with the WH-phrase is allowed. 

The above analysis also explains why some speakers (in Mahajan 's data I 

have been unable to unearth speakers who agree) allow scrambled DOs to bind 

X0-reflexives in DOCs: 

(38) (a) raam-ne; apne;/•i baccoN-ko Seri dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) self's children (IO) tiger(DO) showed 

1 Ram; showed a tigeri to self'si/•i children' 

(b) raam-ne; Serj apne;/i baccoN-ko tdo dikhaayaa 

Ram (SU) tiger(DO) self's children(IO) 

1 Ram; showed a tigeri to self' SiJj children. 1 

showed 

I do not go into the analysis of {38a) since it is pretty straightforward: LF

raising of X0 -reflexives raises the reflexive to Tns0 , where its only c-commanding 

antecedent is the subject. Rather, I would like to address the question whether 

a referential use of the X0-reflexive is possible here, because if it is, then the 

examples in {38) should not so marginal as my investigations reveal. Since the 

pronominal reflexive does not c-command" the IO, coreference should never be 
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ruled out, and should then be used to explain why (38b) is acceptable to Maha

jan's native speakers. However, then, we have no explanation for the fact that 

(238b) is in fact entirely unattested in my data set. I suggest that the differ

ence between Mahajan's and my judgements it appears actually depends on the 

syntactic position the pronominal use of X0-reflexives is licensed. Notice that 

in all the examples above illustrating the pronominal use of X0-reflexives, the 

X0-reflexive is in subject position. It appears that a syntactically bound Xo-
. ' . 

reflexives, bound in (38) by the subject, can never be used as a pronominal for 

most speakers with Mahajan's speakers deviating from this majority judgement. 

Such speakers therefore allow a coreferential use of the pronominal reflexive with 

the scrambled D0.6 

CONCLUSION 

The discussion in this section has shown that the effects of scrambling on binding 

and co reference in U G can be easily explained under (uniformly) adjunction anal

ysis of the operration. The fact that quantified elements are really the only cate

gories that can regularly and systematically override WCO effects is explained by 

the fact that they must further raise at LF to [Spec, CP] or undergo QR, thereby 

preventingo the copy in the scrambling position from forcing these effects to oc

cur. SCO can never be overridden by scrambling of WH-/QP, since the foot trace 

will always yield a BT -violation. The facts of the so-called reflexive-binding by 

scrambled DPs has been argued to originate from the fact that subject-contained 

reflexives in Hindi and Urdu are actually ambiguous between a reflexive and a 

pronominal use, with scrambling providing the right semantic/pragmatic-cum

syntactic context for the coreferential use of the reflexive. 

This brings us to a discussion of the LF and PF consequences of the scram-

6 Alternatively, these speakers could allow the X0-reflexives in the copy of the 10 to raise to 

AGR-0 at LF, where it is bound as a reflexive. This means that these speakers do not accept 

(75), that is they allow not one, but two. Iandini! sites for X -reflexives- AGR.-o and Tns _ 
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bling operation, and how these consequences motivate coreferential uses of pro

nouns and pronominal Xn-relexives. In the next section, I detail the traditional 

wisdom that underlies even the most syntactic of studies of this operation and 

show that an adjunction analysis of the scrambling operation is as adequate as 

others within the tradition to capture these insights. This traditional view, is, 

however, not the one I wish to accept (wholesale), and in the conclusion to this 

section, I disscuss some data which could be taken to contradict the standard 

assumptions about the PF and LF implications of scrambling. 

4.1.3 SCRAMBLING AS ADJUNCTION: LF AND PF IMPLICATIONS 

In most generative approaches to the scrambling operation, the common (foot-

noted) understanding of the LF a.<.d rf iillplicatior.:; ~f t~::; permutation of 

constituents has been that they derive from general principles of communica

tive ordering, rather than from grammatical principles. Scrambling is taken to 

driven by the non-grammatical communicative n~d to (re- )organize the informa

tion structure of the clause in such a way as to present "theme" before rheme,7 

'topic' before 'comment'/, 'old/'presupposed'/ given information8 before "new 

information" .9 It is not my intention here to enter into the debate about which, 

7 Firbas (1964) uses the concept of .communicative dynamism to distinguish between these 

two pragmatic concepts: "By the degree of communicative dynamism carried by a linguistic 

element, I understand the extent to which the element contributes to the development of the 

communication, to which, as it were, it 'pushes the communication forward"' (1972: 78). A 

'theme' is a linguistic element that carries the lowest degree of communicative dynamism, a 

'rheme' one that carries the highest. 
8 Culicover and Rochemont (1991: 21-22) take issue with the characterization of contextually 

determined old/given information as "presupposed", pointing out that, for example, (active 

predicates always presuppose the truth of their complements, but that these complements can 

readily contain new information. 
9 Payne (1987; 1992) points out that 'new information' is not always treated as 'new' either 

by intonationan patterns or by participants in the discourse. For example, if the speaker 

assumes that information will be entirely consonant with the hearer's current expectations, even 

though it may be 'new' information not previously activated, it may be expressed in relatively 

unmarked surface morphosyntax (Payne (1992: 141). She suggests that the distinction between 
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or how many, of these definitions of information distribution in a clause are to be 

adopted by the discursive analysis of word order and word order variation,10 but 

rather merely to show that scrambling is readily analyzed as a system/rule of 

"information packaging", rather than a grammatical operation with distinctive 

semantic/pragmatic and phonological consequences, such as WH-movement or 

QR. 

The fact that scrambling does have PF-consequences in terms of contrastive / 

nonco'ntrastive focusing of an element in the domain that the scrambled element 

c-commands follows directly from the "information-packaging" characterization 

of the operation since "given information is pronounced with lower pitch and 

weaker stress than new" (Chafe (1976: 31)), the degree of stress/accent on the 

latter ranging with the contrastivefnoncontrastive intent of the utterance. Culi

cover and Rochemont (1991: 17-20), henceforth CR, express this linkage between 

new information and intonation patterns as follows: "If a a phrase in a sentence 

S constitutes-, new information in C, the utterance context to which S is being 

added, then a must be a focus in s ... [where] ... if a!l item is focused it [or one 

of its constituents] must be accented ... [assuming that] ... the accent is the 

international nucleus of the sentence, or the position( s) of greater phonological 

prominence in an intonational domain, which corresponds always to a syntactic 

constituent." 

This approach to the LF-PF consequences of scrambling then classes it with 

movement operations like Heavy NP-shift, it-clefts, Extraposition, Directional

Locative Inversion and Topicalization in languages like English, in that such 

movement operations also yield similar information- packaging and correlations 

with stress assignment. On a particular understanding of this classification the 

"old" and "new" information be replaced with a cline of "pragmatic markedness", whereby new 

information is only that information which attempts to force the hearer to "override the hearer's 

supposed expectations" (ibid). 
10See Halliday (1967); Kuno (1976); Givon (1983, 1984; 1990; 1992), the papers in Li(1976) 

and Payne (1992) for some discussion. 
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challenge before (generative) linguistic theory is solely to provide an empirically 

adequate characterization of the syntactic properties of the movement involved 

in these operations (and whatever reflexes this movement would have in terms 

of binding and coreference), and not to develop an analysis of these phenom

ena that will capture at least some portions of these LF /PF effects in terms of 

grammatical principle, simply because the effects noted are typical to a syntacti

cally diverse class, and because these word order variants are held to be entirely 

optional. 11 An adjunction analysis of scrambling is perfectly compatible with 

such an approach to the LF and PF implications of the operation, since it can 

capture the optionality of the phenomenon and, as we see below, also patterns 

with other information packaging movements in its LF and PF effects. 

Research has identified some prototypical properties that characterize infor

mation packaging movement operations. Typically, such movement operations 

place information that is shar~d, or assumed to be (identifiable as) shared by 

the speaker and ~he hearer, before the new information. Such constru!=tions 

are therefore expected to be unacceptable as discourse initiators. Hindi and 

Urdu scrambling exhibits these properties, just as does topicalization and Direc

tional/Locative Inversion (DLI) structures in English: 

(39) Into the room walked John. 

(40) The book, I gave John. 

(41) kitaabeN mEn laauuNgaa 

books(DO) I(SU) bring will 

'The books, I will bring.' 

11 This is not to suggest that no attempts have been made to capture the LF and PF con-. 

sequences of such types movement in UG in terms of grammatical principle. Gueron (1980), 

Gueron and May (1984), CR (1983; 1991) represent steps in this direction. All that is be

ing asserted here is actually that no such steps have been initiated for a characterization of 
scramhlinl!. 
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N~ither of these three examples are acceptable as initiating a discourse. Both 

presuppose discourse and a shared knowledge of the preposed constituent - nei

ther of the examples can be acceptable responses to the questions in ( 42) and 

( 43). 

(42)(a) Where did John go? 

(43) 

(b) What did you give John? 

turn kyaa laanaa caahte ho? 

you what to-bring want are 

cwhat do you want to bring?' 

Second, the preposed constituent in (240) and (241) can never be phonolog

ically prominent( =accented in CR's terms), given that old information must 

always be weakly accented as compared to new information: 

(44) Into the ROOM walked John. 

(45) The BOOK, I gave John. 

(46) KITAABEN mEn laauuNgaa12 

In fact phonological prominence is to the right of the preposed constituents 

in all these cases: 

(47) Into the room walked JOHN. 

12 ( 44), ( 45) and ( 46) are perfectly acceptable on a contrastive focus interpretation of the 
pre posed constituent. That is, if ( 45) were to be followed by (i) below, the example would be 
perfectly acceptable. This contrastive interpretation does not however, any longer represent 
the "old/new" information structure on which our discussion is concentrating on- in (i), there 
is no reason to believe that John is 'new' information, since in Chafian (1976) terms, the 'focus 
of contrast' interpretation can hold only on the presupposition that the speaker gave something 
to John. See Chafe (1976: 33-38) for some discussion: 
(i) ??The BOOK, I gave to John, not the MAGAZINE 

.. I. f<_>!low Roche!11o~t ( 1986) i~ th~ assump~ion. th_at ~here is no real c~>ntrastive stress, and 
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(48) The book, I gave to JOHN. 

(49) kitaabeN, MEN laauuNgaa. 

cThe books, /will bring. 

Third, the old information presented by preposed constituents is preferably 

definite or generic as it is only to be expected that presupposed material that is 

shared by both speaker and hearer must be have already been identified discur

sively. Thus, DLI and topicalized structures involving indefinite nongenerics are 

unacceptable / ungrammatical. 

(50) *Into a room walked John. 

(51) *A bee~, ! 0~~~ to John. 

Scrambling in Hindi and Urdu does move indefinites but these indefinites 

acquire what is known as a 'speci~c' interpretation as shown by (52)-(53). I 

examine the issues involved in the cr~ation of this specific reading in Chapter 5; · 

for the time being note that specifics cannot be, at any rates interpreted as 'new' 

information. 

(52) (a) mEN-ne raam-ko film dikhaayii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) film(DO) showed 

ci showed Ram a film. ' 

(b) mEN-ne film raam-ko dikhaayii 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

ci showed Ram the film. ' 

(53) (a) raam-ne kayii kitaabeN xariidiiN 

Ram(SU) many books(DO) bought 
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(b) kayii kitaabeN raam-ne xariidiiN 

many books(DO) Ram(SU) bought 

(i) ?*cRam bought many books. J 

(ii) cRam bought many (of the) books. J 

The adjunction analysis of scrambling can presumably handle these effects, 

since the syntactic properties of the movement have little to do, by the standard 

approach to the issue, with the PF and LF effects of the operation. 

There are, however, a few problems with the view that grammatical principles 

are completely inert in determining the LF and PF effects of scrambling, since it 

brings us dangerously close to the older theoretical understanding of the opera

tion by which it was produced either as the result of a set PF re-ordering rules 

(Ross (1967)), or by a flat configurational structure (Hale (1983)). Specially since 

we do know that at least some of the LF effects of scrambling are determined 

by grammatical rule-interpretation of scrambled quantifiers, WH-scope, relative 

scope, etc. Additionally, there we also know that (e.g. Kim (1988)) that there is 

a strong link between phonological prominence and syntactic position in Hindi 

and Urdu and other SOV languages, where the immediately preverbal position 

• is identified with this PF-feature, and, transitively, to a discursive interpretation 

of the element that bears this PF-feature as 'new information. 13 

Cinque (1993) has proposed that this link between syntactic position and 

13 Note that there is no one-to-one correspondence between a phonologically prominent cat

egory and the constituent identified as 'new information' by the discourse grammar. For 

example, in (i) the 'new information is the whole VP but only the nominal of the complex 

predicate is assigned phonological prominence: 

(i) (a) tum-ne phir (vp kyaa kiiyaa]? 

you then what did 

'What did you do then?' 

(b) phir mujhe (vp ghar Jaane-ka-VAADAA karnaa paRaa] 

then I home to go- GEN- promise to do fell 'I had to PROMISE to go home.' 

See Chomsky (1971), Jackendoff (1972), Selkirk (1984) and Rochemont (1986) for an extensive 
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phonological prominence follows from his null theory of phrasal stress, whereby 

phrasal stress is entirely determinable by the direction in hich the Head Param

eter is set and the depth of syntactic embedding in a language (in conjunction, 

of course, with phonological rules): "The general prediction of this hypothesis 

is that in right branching phrases the stress prominence should fall on the main 

stress of the righmost constituent (thus deriving the effects of the Nuclear Stress 

Rule of English), whereas in left branching phrases, the stress prominence should 

fall on the leftmost (ibid.: 246-247). The essential idea is that the settings of 

the head parameter across phrases and in individual phrases determines where 

the phonological prominence of the phrase will be located. Then, since Hindi 

and Urdu is a head-final language it is expected that phonological prominence 

should be assigned to the immediately preverbal position in a clause~ as that 

will constitute the most deeply embedded contituent in the clausal configura

tion. Scrambling, then, has 'pp consequences in that it moves away constituents 

from this deeply embedded position, and since the null theory operates on linear 

strings, the phrasal stress is assinged to the next item that qualifies as the most 

deeply embedded one. DO scrambling thus renders the SU or the 10 as the 

most 'deeply embedded', and hence the greater prominence is asigned to either 

of these in-situ categories as compared to the scrambled DO. 

Adopting Cinque's approach essentially means that the oft-noted link between 

scrambling and what is called preverbal focusing is a fortuitous, rather than rule

governed, correlation. Scrambling takes place for whatever reasons adjunction 

in general takes place and has nothing to do with triggering the 'focusing' effect 

observed in scrambled structures, the apparent connection turning out to be a 

mere coincidence engineered by the null theory of phrasal stress-assignment. 

There are at least two problems I can make out with such an approach to the 

connection between scrambling and focus. The first comes from WH-questions 

in SOY languages, which are preferentially moved to the preverbal position in a 
0 

normal WH-question. In fact, languages like Malayalam obligatorly impose an 
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adjacency requirement between the finite verb and the WH-phrase, although in 
. . 

Hindi and Urdu it is only the more preferred way. That is, given discourse, (54a) 

is more felicitous than (54b): 

(54)(a) kitaab koN laayegaa? 

book(DO) who(SU) will bring 

1 The book, who will bring~~ 

(b) ~koN kitaab laayegaa? 

who(SU) book(DO) will bring 

1 Who will bring the book? 1 

Kim (1988) presents evidence from Telugu, Laccadive Malayalam, Tamil, Do

gri, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu, Turkish, Mongolian, Japanese, Korean, 

Hungarian, Georgian and Modern Eastern Arme?ian to show that this pattern 

of WH-movement to a preverbal focus positions generalizes across what he calls 
. 

"rigidly verb-final languages" .14 

Some of the data he presents is repeated below: 

(55)(a) kediyi kim cikardi? (Turkish) 

cat who let-out 

1 Who let out the cat? 1 

(b) Yambur-la su gall-sung (Tibetan Sherpa) 

Katmandu-LOC who go-PERF 

14 Kim (1988) uses this data argue that the traditional assumptions regarding theme-rheme 

structure, where new and salient information must follow old and presupposed information, 

are subject to syntactic constraints. He formalizes this constraint as: "If a language has 

a harmonious head-final property, the information flow principle will not apply beyond the 

verbal head of the sentence" (ibid.: 162). Since I do not ascribe to the theory of grammar 

he assumes, which freely mixes pragmatics, syntax and phonology, his observations are useful 

only in that they indicate that structural constraints in (groups of) languages quite obviously 

affect general discursive/pragmatic principles of information organization. 
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1 Who went to Katmandu?' 

(c) Mary-ki kune maaraa? (Dogri) 

Mary-ACC who hit 

1 Who hit Mary?' 

Kim assumes that the movement that places these WH-phrases in this syn

tactic focus position is a rightward movement, an analysis which is untenable in 

the theory of UG we assume. Although I return to the topic in greater detail in 

the next section, Let me suggest here that the operation that is involved here is 

scrambling, the preverbal positioning of the WH-phrase resulting (in part) from 

leftward scrambling of DOs (and lOs). The question now is- why is such scram

bling obligatory in languages like Malayalam, strongly preferred in Hindi and 

Urdu and other Indo-Aryan languages, when WH-phrases are involved? Again, 
. 

if it can be shown as I do in the next section, that WH-phrase positioning in 

this syntactic focus position is due to certain morphological properties of the 

WH-phrase, it would in fact appear that the relationship between scrambling 

and focusing is more intimate than casual, as predicated by Cinque's null theory. 

On this view, scrambling takes place to activate WH-phrase positioning in the 

syntactic focus position, scrambling in some way, ensures that the morphological 

features of the WH-phrase are overtly satisfied (i.e. checked). 

The other major problem that emerges from a denial of a link between scram

bling and prevebal focusing in SOV languages is that we lose an explanation for 

the fact that WH-phrase preverbaf focusing is (supposedly) dependent on the 

'scrambleability' of certain phrases. As the data in (56)-( 57) show indefinites (of 

the type below) cannot scramble and hence WH-phrase in this example will not 

receive the most prominent stress in the sentence, it will not be able to capture 

the causal relationship between the lack of scrambling and the (so-called) lack o{ 

nrPVPrh~l forw::ina· 
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(56)(a) kisne kuch pEsaa curaayaa? 

who(SU) some money(DO) stole 

'Who stole some money?' 

(b)*?k1J.Ch pEsaa kisne curaayaa? 

Some money(DO) who(SU) stole 

'Who stole some money?' 

(c) tumhaaraa pEsaa kisne curaayaa? 

your money(DO) who(SU) stole? 

'Who stole your money?' 

(57)(a) kim para cal-di? (Turkish) 

who(SU) money(DO) stole 

'Who stole some money?' 

(b) *para kim caldi 

money(DO) who(SU) stole 

'Who stole some money? I 

(c) parayi kim cal-di? 

money(DO) who(SU) stole 

'Who stole the money? 

It is, however, questionable that we actually wish to abandon Cinque's null 

theory on the basis of this evidence. First of all, the theory has empirical coverage 

that extends beyond the phonomenon of focus in scrambled configurations, and 

second;- the notion of preverbal focusing appears to be more complex than simple 

phonological prominence. As we discuss in the next section, the feature is a 

combine of semantic, pragmatic and phonological features. In fact, it appears 

that stress may actually be one of the weaker features in this complex, since 

to be interpreted as [+focused] often no special emphasis is actually required . 
. 

In the next section, the proposal I make for establishinl! a causal link between 
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scrambling and focusing, has the effect of excluding 'preverbal focusing' from the 

realm of the null theory of phrasal stress, with the result that it is possible to 

maintain Cinque's general approach without stipulation . 

. 
4.2 SCRAMBLING AND FOCUS: PROPOSAL II 

The section is organized as follows: 4.2.1 explores the status of a syntactic 'pre

verbal' focus position -in the theory of UG and the links it has with phonological 

prominence and LF-interpretation. 4.2.2. explores the syntactic characterization 

that Jayaseelan (1989; 1995) gives to this position, and proposes certain (novel) 

extensions to his general approach whereby the facts of preverbal question-word 

placement and the focusing effects of scrambling are considered to derive from 

the Miut:: analysis. 4.2.3 concludes the discussion with a brief assurance that 

there is no loss of empirical coverage for the analysis developed in Section 4.1.2 

of the binding and coreference facts in scrambled configurations. 

4.2.1 THE PREVERBAL [FOCUS] POSITION: DEFINITIONS 

In the informal discussion of the link between scrambling and focus in the con

cluding part of Section 4.1, we assumed quite incorrectly, that the definition of 

what counts as [+FOCUS] and a preverbal [+FOCUS] position is quite easy to ob

tain. This is patently not the case, a fact that the vast literature on both topics 

are a testament to.15 The problems observed in the literature are exacerbated 

by the way that the present theory of UG is constructed, where the verb itself 

changes position in the course of verb-raising, hence making the definition of 

syntactic focus position difficult, as well as by the fact that movement must be 

undertaken to satisfy morphological rather than pragmatic/ semantic features. 16 

15 Chafe (1976); Chomsky (1971; 1976); Halliday (1976); Jackendoff (1972); Culicover and 

Rochemont (1983; 1991); Rochemont (1986); Firbas (1964); Kuno (1972); Horvath (1981); 

Prince (1981); Lambrecht (1994), etc. 
16 With the exception of QR, which appears to be licensed as purely a semantic opera

tion. Overt movement, however, appears to be constrained completely by the morphological 
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thus requiring the feature [+FOCUS] to be morphologically characterizable. 

Let us explore first the question of 'syntactic preverbal position.' Horvath 

(1981) ahd suggested that the [FOCUS] position in Hungarian is a sister of V in 

V', a subcategorized p_osition, a proposal rendered untenable by the subsequent 

developments in the theory. The dominant approach has been (Hoh and Chiang 

(1990); Tuller (1992), etc.) to identify [FOCUS] as a feature on INFL, assigned to 

a constitue~t governed by that functional head. I shall adopt a variation of this 

proposal in conjunction with the proposals of Jayaseelan (1989; 1995), where the 

feature [FOCUS] is checked in a Focus Phrase base-generated just above VP, with 

the so-called adjacency between the verb and the focus position derived by the 

fact that Hindi and Urdu is a verb-final language that has overt verb-raising. 17 

There is quite a lot of confusion about whether this feature [FOCUS] checked 

in the [Spec, FocP) can be characterized in morphological terms, given the com

plexities of its defi~ition, While phonological prominence usually implies that the 

category is [+FOCUS] (cf. Chomsky (1971) and Rochemont (1986)), and therefore 

[ + new], there is actually no simple correlation possible between [+prominence] 

and [+new] with [+FOCUS]. As Rochemont (1986) and Lambrecht (1994) point 

out, prominence only picks out the fact that the syntactic constituent containing 

the prominent category is [+FOCUS] and that even this correlation is not abso

lute, since WH-phrases are considered as inherently focused, but not necessarily 

prominent; viz., Rochemont (1986: 19): "The WH-phrase may be informally be 

viewed as a kind of vacuous operator, binding an open position for which the 

speaker intends the audience to provide an appropriate value the focus or new 

information." It -is therefore difficult to define the feature [+FOCUS] in purely 

morphological terms. 

I am going to take the position that many of the problems of definition of 

requirement. 
17See Jayaseelan (1989; 1995) and Tuller'{1992) for discussion of how proposals like Horvath 

(1981) that take adjacency as a primitive do not stand up to theoretical scrutiny. 
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the feature [FOCUS] derive from languages that do not use word order and (or 

a syntactically defined [FOCUS] position to signal focusing. In languages like 

Hindi and Urdu Malayalam, Hungarian, etc. the existence of a preverbal focus 

position allows the postulation of the feature [FOCUS] as a 'morphological' real

ity. [FOCUS] in these languages a complex of features that has both semantic18 

and phonological consequences. The proposal thus allies these languages with 

languages like Bahasa Indonesia (Saddy (1990)), some Chadic languages (Tuller 

(1992)) etc., where the verb bears a focus marker in focusing constructions, or 

those in which a focused noun has a different morphological shape as compared 

to one that is not (e.g:, Aghem). Languages like English, which lack the fea

ture [FOCUS] as a morphological (distinct) entity identify [+FOCUS] constituents 

in other ways e.g., by the use of structural focus constructions like extraposi

tion, DLI, etc., and/or through the operations of discourse grammar (Chomsky 

(1971); Jackendoff (1972); Cinque (1993)). I shall therefore assume that the 

feature [FOCUS] is .a morphological entity in languages which employ a distinct 

syntactic focus position. On analogy to other checking operations, let us assume 

that this morphological feature must be checked twice, once by the XP that is 

marked as [+FOCUS] and once by the verb, which bears a phonologically null (it 

is hypothesized) focus marker. 

In the next section, I develop a theory of the relationship between syntactic 

movement (scrambling) and XP-raising to [Spec, FocP] (focusing), by extending 

certain proposals of Jayaseelan (1989; 1995), proposals that causally relates the 

former (trigger) to the latter (consequence). 

4.2.2 DEVELOPING PROPOSAL II 

In this section I expand some recent proposals by Jayaseelan (1995) in conjunc

tion with a novel theory of' head-activation to causally relate word order variation 

18In the concluding subsection of this discussion I adopt Rooth's (1985) charcterization of 

the semantics of focus, that obviates the need for a purely pragmatic characterization of it. 
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in languages like Hindi and Urdu and Malayalam with focusing. 4.2.2.1 briefly 

sketches and critiques Jayaseelan's proposals and shows that the approach can

not establish the required link betweeb scrambling and focus. 4.2.2.2 examines 

the issues involved and proposes the novel theory of head-activation to derive 

the causal relationship between scrambling and focus. 

JAYASEELAN (1995): PROPOSALS AND PROBLEMS 

Jayaseelan (1989; 1985) proposes that focused constituents in languages with 

a preverbal focus position are in [Spec, FocP] at Spellout, specially when the 

constituent is a WH-phrase. The structure of the UG clause he assumes is as in 

(58), (order relevant and ignoring irrelevant projections like TP): 
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(58) 
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TopP 
1\ 

I \Top'' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
Top AGR-sP 

1\ 
I \AGR-s' 

SPEC 1\ 
I \ 

AGR-s A?~-ioP 

I \AGR-io' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
AGR-io '~R-oP 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
AGR-o FoeP 

1\ 
I \Foe' 

SPEC 1\ 
I \ 

Foe ~\ 
I \V' 

su I\ 
I \ 

DO V 

The structure in (58) assumes Kayne's (1994) proposals tli"at languages are 

universally SVO at the base, with SOV, VSO, OSV, etc., orders derived by the 

overt leftward moment of the XP /X0 categories. I do not go into the details of 

Jayaseelan's analysis of how this structure can capture the facts of Hungarian 

and Aghem, and concentrate only on Malayalam. Jayaseelan uses (58) to derive 

the preverbal. placement of the question word in (59) by the proposal that (60) 

in its structure at Spellout: 

(59) ninn-e aaraa aTiccu? 

you-ACC who(NOM) beat 

'Who beat you? 1 
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(60) AGR-sP 
I\ 

I \AGR-s' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
AGR-s AGJt-ioP 

. 1\ 
I \AGR-io' 

SPEC I\ 
I \ 

AGR-io '~R-oP 

. I \AGR-o' 
SPEC I\ 

ninn-e I \ 
AGR-o FoeP 

1\ 
I \Foe' 

SPEC I\ 
aara I \ 

Foe ~\ 
I \V' 

t,u /\ 
I \ 

V DO 
aTiccu tdo 
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The proposal assumes that in (60), the subject (extraordinarily) does not 

raise to [Spec, AGR-oP] in the overt syntax (I address the reasons directly below). 

Verb-raising also does not take place since V-features are uniformly [weak] in 

Malayalam. The NP-features of AGR-o are uniformly [strong] in Malayalam, 

hence the order OSV, where S is a subject WH-phrase in Malayalam subject 

questions. 

Now consider the relation between scrambling and focus-movement. Jayasee-
0 

Ian proposes that (61 ), a scrambled configuration with the 10 in focus, will have 

the following structure in (62) at Spellout (ignoring irrelevant projections): 

(61) kuTTiye raaman SIITAA-kka koDuttu 

child(DO) Ram(SU) Sita(IO) gave 

'The child, Ram gave Sita.' 
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Top? 
1\ 

I \Top'' 
kuttiyel\ 

I \ 
Top AGR-sP 

1\ 
I \AGR-s' 

raaman 1\ 
I \ 

AGR-s A~~-ioP 

I \AGR-io' 
SPEC 1\ 

I \ 
AGR-io '~R-oP 

I \AGR-o' 
SPEC I\ 

I \ 
AGR-o Foe? 

1\ 
I \Foe' 

SIITAA-kkal\ 
I \ 

Foe ~\ 
I \V' 

t,u I\ 
I \ 

V DO 
koDuttu tdo 

Scrambling in Jayaseelan's proposals involves movement to [Spec, TopP], 

thereby equating it with topicalization. The focused IO is in [Spec, FocP] and the 

subject now occupies its ordinary Spellout position in [Spec, AGR-sP]. Jayasee

lan 's proposals therefore do not establish any causal link between movement and 

focusing, since the focusing wrought by scrambling is by an entirely different 

operation (topicalization) from that which is involved in Malayalam questions. 

The fact that the two movements end up sharing a property of focusing, whereby 

one of the constituents of the clause they manipulate ends up in [Spec, FocP] 

is, by Jayaseelan's proposals, a coincidence, and in actuality, focusing is entirely 

independent of these movement operations. 

In t~is section, I argue that this distinction between the two focusing oper

ations is unnecessary, and that it is in fact, an A-bar movement operation that 

induces movement to [Spec, FocP] of a constituent, irrespective of whether that 

constituent is a WH-phrase or not. I show that assumptions that two operations 
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are distinct lead to wrong predictions for Hindi and Urdu. To see this, consider 

each of Jayaseelan's proposed configurations in (58) and (60) in turn. 

Looking at question word placement in [Spec, FocP] first (in (58)), there are 

at least two major problems with the proposai.l9 The first is that movement of 

the various constituents to VP-external functional projections violate the short

est move requirement, since Jayaseelan (is forced to) proposes that V -features 

are uniformly [weak] in Malayalam.20 • This proposal stems from his assump

tion of Kayne ( 1994) 's proposal that languages are SVO at the base; hence, if 

verb-raising were to take place Malayalam could not surface as an SOV language. 

This assumption is questionable not only from the mechanisms of raising in UG, 

which as we see below Jayaseelan reworks, but also from general theoretical and 

empirical considerations. As B~cJ~! {!994: ISIS lect'-!!~) h~5 pointed out, assum-

ing Kayne's proposals is especially fraught with problems from SOV languages 

like Hindi and Urdu, Bengali, and German in which finite clauses appear extra:: 

posed to the right of the verb at Spellout. By Kayne's proposals,however, this 

would be the position in which they are base-g~nerated, and the facts that these 

CPs behave as if they are non-L-marked categories, are barriers to extraction 

and scope-extension, are then insoluble. Theoretically as well, this notion that 

languages derived by large-scale leftward movement is conceptually at odds with 

the principle of minimum effort and maximum indolence that are now thought to 

guide UG. Thus, whatever the advantages in terms of crosslinguistic unification 

at the base by the approach advocated by Kayne, the strategy appears to be too 

dear to be adopted. 

One such expense is shown by Jayaseelan's proposals for Malayalam with 

19 As well as with the general UG clause-structure proposed. In 3.1 above, we saw that a 

VP-external AGR-ioP immediately dominating an AGR-doP can never yield well formed LF 

outputs. 
20The movement of the SU to [Spec, FocP] actually does not violate the shortest move 

requirement if it moves first, but object-rai,sing to AGR-oP does, since it must skip two filled 

SPECs. [Spec, FocP] and [Spec, VP ] 
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regard to verb-raising and its consequences for the shortest move requirement. 

Another is that even the illusion that this focus position is adjacent to the verb 

is not maintained and it is an open question how the [FOCUS] features of the 

constituent in [Spec, FocP] are checked, since overt checking requires verb-raising. 

However, the most major expense incurred by assuming Kayne ( 1994) and an 

analysis whereby the DO is in [Spec, AGR-oP] (without verb-raising) is the fact 

that Jayaseelan has to abandon the checking theory as developed in MPLT. In 

order to explain why in (58), the subject DP cannot raise via [Spec, FocP] to 

[Spec, AGR-oP], when that is the normal word-order of the language. Jayaseelan 

develops a notion of PF-licensing that attempts to rescue this derivation and from 

the normal word order as being classified as abnormal. The proposal is essentially 

this: [wealc] features on categories trigger overt movement, [strong] features 

do not. Malayalam normal word order is a result of categories floating away from 

the [weak] features of V. In constructions where raising to FocP is involved, the 

[str~mg] features of Foeo bind the SU into its [SPEC] and do not allow such 

floating away. 

This reformulation of checking mechanisms into PF-licensing is almost en

tirely motivated by the assumption of Kayne (1994), since it is used to explain 

why the normal order, which must have overt subject and object-raising if the 

SOY order is to be derived, does not surface in WH-focus constructions. The pro

posals face additional problems with the Hindi and Urdu facts, since they assume 

the MPLT characterization of feature strength, whereby the relative complexity 

of the inflectional morphology on the category is linked to the relevant strength of 

the feature. The Hindi and Urdu inflectional, specially Case and verb agreement, 

system is quite rich, and therefore its features are expected to be [strong]. This 

would, in Jayaseelan's system, entail that the normal word order of the Hindi and 

Urdu clause should be SVO rather than SOV, since there will be no motivation 

for the arguments to float away from the V, and will thus have to maintain the 
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base order (SV0).21 

Turning next to Jaya.seelan's claim that the DO (and the 10) that precedes the 

subject WH-phrase in [Spec, FocP] is in [Spec, AGR-oP] at Spellout. Assuming 

a strong enough thesis about morphology as triggering object-raising, the fact 

that Malayalam does not have object-agreement would suggest that overt object 

raising is not a well-justified stipulation for the language. In fact, it appears 

that object-raising over [Spec, FocP] has little to do with Case and agreement 

checking, as the evidence from Hindi and Urdu in (63) and (64) below shows. 

Hindi and Urdu indefinites resist raising over the WH-phra.se in [Spec, FocP] 

even when they trigger agreement on the verb: 

(63) siitaa-ne kuch pEsaa diiyaa 

Sita(SU) some money(DO) gave 

FSG MSG MSG 

'Sita gave some money. 1 

(64)(a) kisne kuch pEsaa diiyaaa? 

who(SU) some money(DO) stole 

'Who stole some money? 1 

(b)*?kuch pEsaa kisne diiyaa? 

Some money(DO) who(SU) stole 

'Who stole some money?, 

Additional evidence in this regard comes from the fact that Hindi and Urdu, 

unlike Malayalam, does not impose an absolute requirement of preverbal question-

21 1f the adoption of Kayne (1994) is dispensed with, then it is possible for Jayaseelan's 

proposals to work within the traditional system. Suppose that the NP-features of AGR-o are 

always [strong] in Malayalam, but those of AGR-o are [weak] in constructions where FocP is 

generated, and [strong] elsewhere. The facts follow directly but rather inelegantly. However, 

this is an option frequently explored in research today, even though it undermines the validity 

of feature-specifications as equivalent to parameters somewhat. I do not adopt this strategy. 
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word positioning. The examples in ( 65) demonstrate this fact: 

(65) (a) tumne kisko film dikhaayii 

I (SU) Ram (I D) film(DO) showed 

'Who did you show a/the film? ' 

(b) mEN-ne film kisko dikhaayii 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

'Who did you show a/the film? J 

If, as hypothesized, the DO in (65b) is placed before the [Spec, FocP] position 

in [Spec, AGR-oP], it is an open qucstioan why such raising is entirely optional, 

given the evidence of (65a), where the DO has clearly not raised past [Spec, 

FocP]. In fact, as the glosses on (65a) and (65b) indicate the movement of the 

DO yields a specificity effect quite identical to the one observed in scrambled 

configurations 

(66) (a) mEN-ne raam-ko film dikhaayii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) film(DO) showed 

'I showed Ram a film. J 

(b) mEN-ne film raam-ko dikhaayii 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

'I showed Ram the film. J 

I have spent the bulk of this dissertation arguing that scrambling cannot be 

A-movement, and in the next chapter I show that this specificity effect of moved 

DPs is independent of movement for Case and agreement checking. Hence, the 

fact that DOs in Hindi and Urdu moved to [Spec, FocP] WH-questions show an 

analogous specificity effect would appear to argue against an analysis that the 

DO, in these cases, is in an A-position. 
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Turning now to Jayaseelan's proposals regarding the analyses of scrambling, 

the fact that it equates scrambling with topicalization is, by the discussion in 

Chapter 2, empirically unjustifiable. In 2.2.2, we have seen that, crosslinguis

tically, scrambling and topicalization are different movement operations, with 

quite different syntactic properties. For example, topicalization typically blocks 

WH-movement, but no s·uch effects are observed with scrambling. And if the two 

operations are indeed the same, it is interesting and unexpected that -to topics 

in Hindi and Urdu can scramble, as in (67). 

(67)(a) mEN-ne kitaab-TO paRh lii hE 

I book-TOP read have 

'I have read the book., 

(b) kitaab-TO mEN-ne paRh lii hE 

book-TOP I read have 

'The book,, I have read.' 

Additionally, if my claim that -to topics move at LF in taka together with the 

understanding that the feature [FOCUS] is not purely PF-oriented, it is expected 

that -to topics trigger movement to (Spec, FocP] in the overt syntax just as 

scrambling does because the two are hypothesized to be identical operations. 

Using the question-response test devised by Rochemont (1986), which dwells on 

the discursive property of WH-questions to elicit the focus/new information in 

the response, let us see whether the use of a -to topic is equivalent to using a 

scrambled structure in the response. Consider the question in (68), with either 

the scrambled response in (69) and the -to topic response in (70): 

(68) raam-ko kisne maaraa thaa? 

Ram(DO) who(SU) hit ·was 

'Who hit Ram?' 
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(69) raam-ko mEN-ne maaraa thaa 

Ram(DO) I(SU) hit was 

1 I hit Ram.' 

(70)(a) ~*mEN-ne raam-ko-TO maaraa thaa 

I(SU) Ram-TOP(DO) hit was 

1 I hit Ram.' 

(b) ~*mEN-ne-TO raam-ko maaraa thaa 

I-TOP(SU) Ram-TOP hit was 

1 I hit Ram.' 

(c) raam-ko-TO mEN-ne maaraa thaa 

Ram-TOP(DD) I(SU) hit was 

1 I hit Ram.' 

The question in (68) since the subject as the new information that must be 

focused in the response. The appropriateness of the scrambled configuration in 

( 69) indicates that this focusing as taken place, but -to- topics cannot satisfy 

this requirement wihout resorting to scrambling. By Jayaseelan's proposals, this 

distinction between scrambling and topicalization is unexpected, since the only 

diffeence between the two should be that -to topics move to [Spec, TopP] only 

at LF, whereas scrambling lands them in that position overtly. 

In the next section, I propose some modifications to Jayaseelan's proposals 

that will remove these objections to his proposals. I then attempt to formalize 

the link between movement and focus throught a novel theory of head-activation. 

4.2.3 MOVEMENT AND FOCUS: A NOVEL PROPOSAL 

Summarizing first the result of the previous section, we find it to yield the fol

lowing results: 
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(A) Movement to [Spec, FocP] in the overt syntax is triggered by a strong 

NP-feature of FOC0 • Any DP (± WH-) can move into [Spec, FocP] 

(B) Movement of the DO/IO nonfocused phrases is not A-movement, i.e. move

ment for Case and agreement checking. In Hindi and Urdu at least, it is 

scrambling. 

(C) There_is a connection between A-bar movement and movement to [Spec, 

FocP] in Hindi and Urdu and Malayalam. 

The structure, I adopt for enacting the proposals I make is given in (71 ). In 

this proposal, I generalize from the structure of DOCs to propose that even in 

simple transitives, the AGR-oP projection is internal to the VP. This allows us 

to separate the movement for Case and agreement checking of DOs from their 

adjunction operation, without compromising the intuition that languages like 

Hindi and Urdu th.at have object - agreement will have [strong] NP-features 

of AGR-o. The functional projection FocP is located as per Jayaseelan (1995) 

(order irrelevant): 
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TP 
1\ 

I \ 
SPEC J~ 

I \ 
FP1 Tns 
1\ 

I \ 
SPEC ~~ 

I \ 
VP 1 Foe 
1\ 

I \ 
SU V1' 

1\ 
I \ 

AGR-oP V1 

I\ 
I \ 

SPEC A~~-o' 

I \ 
VP2 AGR-o 
1\ 

I \ 
DO V' 

I\ 
I \ 

IO v2 

Initially discussing only Hindi and Ufdu, I assume that the V -features of (at 

least) "AGR-o and Tns0 are [strong] in Hindi and Urdu, as their NP-features. 

For the .time being also assume that the V-and NP-features of Foeo are [strong], 

though I revise this later. Now, since Case-checking of DOs and lOs take place 

in a VP-internal AGR-oP position, if the DO surfaces beyond the VP in [Spec, 

FocP] that position cannot be an A-position, since the chain of the DO will then 

violate the CHAIN condition, as it will bear two Cases. For much-discussed 

reasons, the DO /IO cannot be in [Spec, CP /TP] either so that will force the 

DO /10 to be in an adjoined position - again, let us stipulate that the DO /10 is 

adjoined to IP. Since the V- and NP-features of Foeo are [strong], V0-raising 

and DP-raising to [Spec, FocP] is perfectly licit. 

The derivation for both WH-and non WH-focusing is then identical. The ex

amples in (72) and (73) involving WH-preverbal focusing and focusing wrought 

by scrambling recieve an identical analysis as in (7 4) (ignoring irrelevant projec

tions): 
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(72) kitaab kisne paRhii? 

book(OO) who(SIJ) read 

,Who read the book? 1 

(73) ki taab raam-ne parhii 

book(OO) Ram(SU) read 

,Ram read the book. 1 

(74) [rpki taabm [rp [kisne/raam-ne] z [FocPtz [vPI tz [AGR-oPtm 

[yp2 tm tv[AGR-otv[Tn$dii]]]]]]]]] 
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Let us extend the same analysis to Malayalam as well. Focusing wrought by 

scrambling and by the operation that places the question word in a immediately 

preverbal position are then derived by exactly the sam~ 0p~!":>..!!0!!, th~ operatic!! 

that adjoins the DO /10 to IP. 

(75) ninn7e aara c<.Ticcu? 

you-ACC who(NOM) beat 

,Who beat you? 1 

(76) ninn-e raaman aTiccu. 

you-ACC Ram(NOM) beat 

cRam beat you. 1 

(77) [rpninn-em [rp [aara/raamanL [FocPtz [vpttz [AGR-oPtm 

[vP2 tm tv [AGR-otv[2'n• aTiccu]]]]]]]]] 

Note that each of the steps in the movement in (74) and (77) satisfy the 

shortest move requirement: Subject raising to [Spec, TP) via [Spec, FocP) from 

its base-position never skips more than one SPEC, and since verb-raising is overt 

in both these languages, the SPECs it targets are equidistant from one another. 

The raising of the DO to the VP-internal AGR-o position also does not violate 

the shortest-move condition, and adjunction (to IP) is of course not governed by 
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the constraint. 22 

Now consider 10 focusing, which 1ill essentially involve moving the 10 into 

the SPEC position of FocP. This bri tgs us to our first question regarding the 

proposals - while no shortest movere< 1irement is violated by this raising, if that 

position is in an A-position, 10-raisin ; to [Spec, FocP] should violate the MLC, 

since the 10 is extracted from an A )ar position. The movement will involve 

chain interleaving and will then have o be ruled out. Assuming that FocP is an 

IP-internal operator projection is als of no help, because then subject-raising 

though [Spec, FocP] will constitute an MLC violation. The desired result, is thus 

one that somehow enables (Spec, Foci I to be neutral to the A/ A- bar distinction. 

Let us see how we can derive this result. Recall that we consider only those 

SPEC positions as A-positions in M PLT in which Case ~nd ~g1~i01i-..:;11t takes 

place. This immediately excludes th~ [Sp('c, FocP] positions from classification 

as an A-position, since no checking < f this type takes place here. Now, is this 

SPEC position an operator-position! I claim not, the evidence for it coming 

from the behaviour of focused cons1 tuents in English. Chomsky ( 1971) has .. 

pointed out that there appears to bee· idence (but see Rooth (1985)) that focused 

constituents have the status of an ope ator at LF, on the evidence of the contrast 

in (78) and (79). In (79), the focu ing of the DO R-expression removes the 

possibility of its coreference (availabl ·in the unfocused version of (79) in (78)) 

with a pronoun embedded in a subje( t DP: 

(78) The woman hei loved betra: ed Johni. 

(79) The woman hei loved betra; ed JOHN.i. 

Chomsky suggests that this impm ibility of coreference springs from the fact 

that focused constituent raise at LF, l r a QR-like rule of Focus-Raising, to adjoin 

221 assume that VP is not, a barrier folio" ng MS (1993), hence the D0/10 need not adjoin 

to it to void its barrierhood. 
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ot IP. (79) is then adjudicated an S -o violation. 

The type of focusing involved in indi and Urdu does not appear to show the 

same effects, although adequate tes · for this from pronominal coreference are 

hard to devise, given the antisubjec orientation of Hindi and Urdu pronouns. 

Reflexive binding is perhaps a mor adequate test, since we know that XP

refiexives cannot be bound from an ,-bar position, viz., the ungrammaticality 

of (80): 

Mohan(DO) self(SU) hit 

,Mohani was beaten by sel: 

Now consider the legitimacy of the :amples in (81), where the subject in is 

supposed to be focused in a [Spec, Focl position.23 

himself(DO) m(SU) saw 

,Ram saw himself.' 

(b) [rp [apne-aapi-ko] z [Fpraam, ne [AGR-oP [apne-aapi-ko] 

[rn, dekhaa] ] ] 

If the subject in (Spec, FocP] occupit a position that is equivalent to the 

FR-ed position of an English focused phrc ~, XP-reflexive binding (of the copy) 

should be prohibited. 24 

231 do not show subject-raising beyond [Spec, p, P][ in (81b) purely for expository reasons. 

Actually the [strong] NP-features of Tns0 /AGR , in Hindi and Urdu will ensure that sub

jects will never surface in [Spec, FocP] at Spellou· their [+FOCUS] feature being checked via 

movement through [Spec, FocP]. 
24Jayaseelan (1989) appear to consider [Spec, I :P] to be an operator-position, since he 

proposes that. WH-movement to [Spec, FocP] is to e equated with licensing by C0 . If I am 

correct in my understanding of the proposal {he is ot very explicit in this regard) it seems 
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The focused constituent is there! ore not an operator at Spellout. In fact, 

in a bid to link scrambling ( = adj nction to XP) to focus ( = movement to 

[Spec, FocP), I actually consider it t• be a variable. It is to these proposals that 

I now turn. The proposals are very· •osely modelled on the proposals regarding 

the syntax of focusing particles like nly and even in English and German made 

in Bayer ·(1990; to appear), althou1 the eventual outcome is almost entirely 

different. 

There are essentially two parts ' the proposal. The first part consists of 

scrambling to be induced by a nu focusing particle, the second proposes a 

mechanism of head activation wheJ by the XP-bearing the null focusing par

ticle activates FOC0 through (Rizzi (1992) proposals of) a system of dynamic 

agreement between a head and an .-related position. i snaii sketch out the 

proposals first and then justify ther 

First, recall our proposal made arlier in the section, that the NP-features 

of Foc0• are [strong] in Hindi and rdu and Malayalam, an assumption we did 

not defend. The problem with thi: proposal is that overt movement ·to [Spec, 

FP] is not always required in both mguages, specially when non-WH XPs are 

involved. An example like (82) nee not require any of the XP in the VP to be 

singled out as [+FOCUS] overtly, in erms of a distinctive stress (or pitch accent 

(Selkirk (1984)): 

to me that this proposal is quite sharp contradicted by WCO effects in Hindi and Urdu 

questions. By his proposals, the structur 1 DO WH-question will have at LF is abstractly in 

(i): 

(i) [TP/AGR-•P SU [FocP DO WH-phra.s< 

In this structure, there are no WCO vio tions predicted since the possessive pronoun in the 
su will not c-command t.hP. no WH-nhr > ... h;~J.. ••• ;II •L-- L_ "--- ,_ ., ,..,,.., 
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(82) kitaabeN mEn 1 auuNgaa 

books(DO) I(SU) t ing will 

'The books, I wiJ bring.' 
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Although (82) should not tken to imply that there is no focused constituent 

in the construction, the fact f at there is no phonological consequences discern

able would suggest that rais: g to [Spec, FocP] is not always overt.25 At the 

same time, when WH-phrase tre involved there appears to be a requirement (at 

least in Malayalam) that the IP-features of Foc0 be classified as [strong]. 

The proposals I make reg ·ding head-activation, I believe offer a solution to 

the problem. First, contrary 1 our earlier assumptions, assume that though FocP 

is universally base-generated t need not necessarily be specified for a [+FOCUS] 

feature, and that the conseqt nces of this lack of feature-specification are that it 

cannot host any NP-feature Nhatsoever. Also assume that in languages where 

the verb is not morphologicc y marked with a focus marker, V-features of Foeo 

are [weak]. Let us call such 1 !ads dormant heads, which I claim, can be activated 

in the overt syntax (and on! in the overt syntax), by the proposals below. 

First consider the propos. that scrambling is driven by a null focusing particle 

(NFP) which must be associc ed with a focused element in its syntactic domain. 

Assuming an identical cate1 •rial structure for such a pbrase as that proposed 

for -to marked XPs in Hind and Urdu, a scrambled XP will have the categorial 

structure in (83): 

25 Recall that in Chomsky (19 t), Jackendoff (1972), Rochemont (1986) phonologically ac

cented/stressed constituent alwa ; identifies a [+FOCUS] category which may only be part of a 

larger [+FOCUS] category. The. sence of phonological prominence, however, does not neces

sarily mean that no focusing is i1 olved -the 'classic example is that of WH-phrases in English, 

which, though inherently foci, a never phonlogically prominent. 
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(83) XP 
/\ 

I \ 
XP NFP 
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I assume that particles must undergo feature-checking against a fun~tional 

head that bears the feature relevi nt for them. Initially, assume that the feature 

[FOCUS] and (one of) the relevat t head is Foeo. Now, since FocP is a dormant 

head in languages like Hindi and Urdu, this checking cannot take place in the 

overt syntax, simply because the l: '~ad does not license NP-features at all.26 Since 

scrambling is overt, however, the [FOCUS] feature of the NFP is [strong], and 

if that feature is not checked, th{· derivation will crash. Suppsoe now that the 

phrase containing the NFP 'knowi: g' that it must raise to be licensed, employs 

Rizzi's system of dynamic agreem ·nt to transmit its feature of [FOCUS] to the 

head of FocP, a process which is < arried out from a broadly L-related position 

to [Spec, FocP], on the assumpti01 that SPECs can only be filled when a head 

has licensed NP-features. Furthen 1ore, given the plethora of evidence to show 

that scrambled XPs occur in adjoin~· positions, empirically this is the only valid 

solution. 

Rizzi's proposal of dynamic agn ~ment plays on the fact that the desired out

come of checking theory is that th, head and its SPEC bear the same feature 

specifications. In standard practice this is effected through SPEC-Head agree

ment, where the SPEC agrees with the head (though an element adjoined to a 

head, say a V0 , can agree with tht' DP in the SPEC). Rizzi observes that an 

identical result would obtain if the tead agreed with the SPEC for its feature

specifications. He christens this a : ystem of dynamic agreement. In this ap

proach, an XP moves into the SPE<: of a head and endows the head with the 

26 Additionallly, if we assume that V-fea ures cannot in themselves affect the licensing of 

NP-features by a head, V-raising to Foc0 at LF will also not allow the head to host an XP in 

its SPEC position. 
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feature specification it itself bearsY I propose that we extend this proposal to 

include dynamic agreement from broadly L-related positions as well, with there

sult that the phrase containing the focusing particle can raise to adjoin to FocP 

to transmit its [FOCUS] feature to the head. 

Once the head of FocP acquires a [FOCUS] feature, I propose it is activated, 

and is then enable to license [strong] or [weak] NP-features. This strength or 

weakness of NP-features allows us to encompass the difference between optional 

overt focusing of non-WH-OPs scrambling and the obligatory focusing of WH

phrases. I propose that this be made to follow from the fact that the NP

features of FoC0 are [strong] when [+WH] elements are involved. In itself such 

a stipulation is theoretically questionable; since it requires a head to be sensitive 

to the type of OP that will ultimately land up in its SPEC, but with a sufficient 

degree of unabashed theoretical speculation, the fact that WH-OPs must always 

check their features overfly in [SPEC, F~cP] can be seen to follow from general 

theoretical conditions on WH-licensing . 
. 

Probal Oasgupta (personal communication)28 suggests that a theoretically 

optimal solution to the fact that [ + WH] phrases must raise to [Spec, FocP] 

in the overt syntax should follow from Chomsky's (1992) proposal that [+WH] 

is universally [strong]. As the basis for the discussion, recall that [FOCUS] 

is only partially characterized by accent/stress and assume that Rochemont's 

(1986) claim that WH-phrases; irrespective of whether they are accented or not, 

function as foci, in the sense of being [+FOCUS] crosslinguistically. Now, suppose 

that WH-phrases are subject to not one, but two licensing conditions at LF: 

A WH-phrase must not only be legitimized by an appropriate [+ WH] C0 , but 

27 llizzi (1992) uses this system to explain why .French can access the option of WH-in-situ in 

simple interrogatives and ony optionally V-2 in such structures, without violating (his version 

of) the WH-criterion. He implies that the dynamic agreement system is a parametric option

choosen by languages - English does not have dynamic agreement and therefore neither of the 

two additional options of question-formation that French does. 
281 thank Probal Dasgupta and K.A. J ayaseelan for discussion and correspondence on this 

and other issues relating to scrambling and focus. The usual disclaimers apply. 
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also by a Y0 that is specified for the feature [+FOCUS]. Furthermore, assume 

that the feature [+FOCUS] is always checked in UG, but not necessarily in a 

distinct functional projection, since it may be generated as a feature on another 

functional head. Now, suppose that this LF-licensing conditio~ is, however, 

relaxed at Spellout, where the satisfaction of even one of these requirements 

allows the derivation to converge at PF. In English, PF-convergence is assured by 

the fact that Co has [strong] NP-features; in Malayal_am and Hindi and Urdu 

the [strong] NP-feature of Foeo (after activation) derives the same result. At 

LF, where both these requirements must be met, the fact that English has Y

to-1-to-C in the overt syntax for auxiliaries and the same process for main verbs 

LF.29 allows the second requirement- licensing by a Yo marked for [FOCUS] -

on WH-phrases in [Spec, CP] to be met.3° Covert WH-raising to [Spec, CP] in 

Hindi and Urdu also satisfies the LF-licensing requirements on WH-phrases; in 

fact, WH-movement to [Spec, CP] is forced by these very licen~ing conditions. 

Non-WH raising to [Spec, FocP] can be procrastinated to LF; although once 

Foeo is activated, covert raising to its SPEC is required by the approach, even 

though there will be no phonological effects of focusing manifested by this covert 

ra1smg. 

The final question that needs to be addressed is what happens to the scram

bled XP (the focusing particle phrase) after head activation. I propose that 

dynamic agreement· here is not an adequate checking mechanism for the focusing 

particle, and that such feature checking, in analogy with Hoh and Chiang (1990) 

and Tuller (1992), can only take place in a (broadly) L-related positions to an 

INFL projection - let us assume this to be Tns0 • Therefore, the overt chain of 

the focusing particle is a two-step adjunction operation -first, the phrase bearing 

29See also Watanabe (1993) for an a Case-theory based account of V to C. 
30It is possible that English also generates an FocP, but since its features are [weak] and 

because English lacks the dynamic agreement option and a scrambling IFP, WH-phrases can 

never surface in [Spec, FocP]. 
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the focusing particle phrase raises to adjoin to a dormant Foeo and then raises 

to an adjoined position to Tns0 to get its own [strong] features satisfied. The 

first movement is necessitated, I claim, by the fact that the focusing particle is 

only licensed by the syntax because of the fact that FocP is a dormant head in 

Hindi and Urdu, and the syntax of Hindi and Urdu requires constituents to be 

in [Spec, FocP] by LF (though where that requirements has its source, I can

not speculate)31
, and the focusing particle is the only means by which the FocP 

can be activated. Adjunction to FocP is thus not merely an option for the NFP 

that drives scrambling, it is a requirement. What is an option is the Spellout 

stranding of the focusing particle phrase in the adjoined-to-FocP position (to 

yield the order SU-D0-10-V), a phenomenon much like the cases of partial WH

movement reported in the literature (Mi.iller and Sternefeld (1994b) in languages 

such as German, Ancash Quechua and Iraqi Arabic. 

Turning finally to the semantics of the operation and the focusing particle 

there is little evidence to believe that the focusing particle and the phrase it 

piedpipes with it form a generalized quantifier and take scope over a quantifica

tional domain. In fact, the only feature that renders the scrambling NFP closest 

to the set of overt focusing particles such as English even and only, German nur 

and sogar is the fact that just like these particles, the focused constituent must . 
fall within its c-command (syntactic) domain, as shown by (84) and (85) below; 

beyond that the focusing particle does not yield any truth-conditional effects or 

affect the meaning of the clause in any way quite like English even and only do. 

(84)(a) He even met HIM. 

(b) He even MET him. 

(c) *HE even met him. 

31 A possible solution would be to, after all, consider focused elements as operators and 

generalize the licensing conditions on WH-p·h~ases (a V0 specified for [FOCUS] +an appropriate 

head) to include focused elements as well. 
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(85) (a) *MEN-NE kitaabi raam-ko ti dii 

I(SU) book(DO) Ram(IO) gave 

'It was I who gave Ram the book.' 

(b) kitaabi MEN-NE raam-ko ti dii 

book(DO) I(SU) Ram(DO) gave 

'It was I who gave Ram the book.' 

(c) mEN-ne ki taabi RAAM-ko ti dii 

I(SU) book(DO) Ram(IO) gave 

'It was to Ram that I gave the book. 1 

The one semantic effect that the particle does have is to link the phrase onto 

which it is cliticized to thP. llismnrsP; and to identify the focused constituent 

with 'new' or 'newsworthy' information. Both these properties are formalized in 

Roath's (1985) notion of a p-set.32 Roath proposes a semantics of focus, which 

specifies a family of propositions ( = p-set for any given sentence with a focused 

constituent. By this semantics, the examples in (86) will have the p-sets in (87): 

(86)(a) 

(b) 

(87)(a) 

(b) 

John introduced BILL to Sue 

John introduced Bill to SUE 

>.x introduce' (j, x, s) 

>.x introduce' (j, b, x) 

(87a) attributes John with the property of introducing Bill to someone and 

(87b ), the property of introducing someone to Bill. This semantics obviates 

the need for a QR of the focused constituent or of any null operator to derive 

32What follows is based exclusively on Bayer's (to appear) account of Rooth, as I have not 

been able to access the original work. 
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the reading that Bill/Sue are the, informally speaking, the variables in the ut

terance, and simultaneously derives the presuppositional readings of the other 

participants of the predicate. 

Intuitively, it appears that scrambling is a p-set forming device, since to get 

the semantic representations in (87a-b), the preferred word order would be a 

scrambled one. 

(88)(a) Sue-se John-ne Bill-ko milaayaa 

Sue(DO) John(SU) Bill(IO) introduced 

1 John introduced BILL to Sue. 1 

(b) John-ne Sue-se BILL-ko milaayaa 

John(SU) Sue(DO) Bill(IO) introduced 

~John introduced BILL to Sue. 1 

(89) Bill-ko John-ne Sue-se milaayaa 

Bill(IO) John(SU) Sue(DO) introduced 

1 John introduced Bill to SUE.' 

The fact of the matter is that scrambling must take place to activate the 

syntactic focus position in Hindi and Urdu. The p-set is associated with the 

constituent that is focused rather than with the operation itself. The semantics 

and pragmatics of the scrambling operation thus follows form the semantics of 

focus, and has the welcome result of removing the need for stipulations about 

how discourse grammar semantics interfaces with syntactic movement. At the 

same time, this approach to the semantics of the scrambling operation render the 

focusing particle that drives scrambling as semantically empty in the sense that it 

does not have any semantic effect on either the clause into which it is introduced, 
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reading from the semantics associated with focused constituents.33 This is not 

an unwelcome result as we shall see in the discussion on binding and coreference 

in scrambled structures, but in the larger theoretical framework, it does throw 

up the questi?n why it should be considered a focusing particle at all. In some 

sense, then, this phrase is a mnemonic for the obvious link between scrambling 

and focusing, a link further strengthened by the above ·observations, where we 

have shown scrambling to have no independent semantic effects of its own -all its 

semantic features are actually derived from features of the scrambled constituent. 

In fact, the only requirement on this focusing particle appears to be the one in 

(90). 

(90) At LF, the NFP must c-command a phrase in [Spec, FocP]. 

The NF.P that drives scrambling is then purely syntactic in nature, generated 

to activate dormant FocPs, and with no LF consequences beyond what it does to 

induce focusing. That the syntactic presence of this NFP is nevertheless required 

is shown by the examples in (91) and (92), where 

(91) *[Tp[TP mEN-ne [vp.RAAM-ko dii] ek kitaab]] 

I(SU) Ram(IO) gave one book 

ci gave RAM a book.' 

(92) *[TP raam-ke-ghar-meN [SIITAA rEhtii hE]] 

Ram-GEN-house-in Sita(SU) lives is 

cin Ram's house, SITA lives.' 

33 Another view of the semantics of the scrambling IFP is in fact possible, as suggested by 

Probal Dasgupta (personal communication). On this view the scrambling IFP does 'focus' the 

phrase to which it attaches, as well as activate [Spec, FocP]. It is unclear to me how this notion 

of focusing is to be semantically and phonol~gically defined, so I do n,ot adopt it in the text 
above. 
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In both (90) and (91) the fact that the adjoined elements (right-adjoined to 

TP in (90) and left-adjoined to TP in (91 )) cannot trigger focusing into their 

c-command domain, suggests that it is the NFP that is responsible for (activating 

the head that is involved in) focusing, rather than focusing being an inherent 

property of the adjunction operation. 

This concludes our proposals for scrambling as driven by a null focusing 

particle (where its focusing property is to be understood mainly as activation 

of the dormant FocP projection). The syntactic process involved is represented 

abstractly below in (93), and retraces the steps we have postulated the derivation 

to take. The numerals iq (93) indicate the number of NP-features licensed by a 

head: 

(93)(a) The structure at the base: 

[rp 1 [rns[+FOCUS] [pp 0 [Foe [-FOCUS] [vpt SU [AGR-oP 1 

[AGR-o[VP2 [DO +NFP] Vo]JJJJJJ 

(b) Head Activation: 

[rp 1 [Tn.s [+FOCUS] [pp [DO +NFP] [pp 1 [Foe [+FOCUS] [vp
1 

SU 

[AGR-oP t(DO+N FP] [AGR-o [V+AGR-o] J J J J J J J 

(c) SU-raising to Foc0 [DO+NFP] to TP: 

[rp [DO+NFP] [rp 1 [Tn.s [+'FOCUS] [Fp t[DO+NFP] [Fp SU 

[Foe [+FOCUS] [V+AGR-o] [vp .. _.]]]JJJJ 
(d) SU-raising to [Spec, TP]: 

[rp [DO+NFP] [rpSU [rn.s [+FOCUS] [V+AGR-o+Tns] [Fpt(DO+NFP] [pp tsu 

[Foe [+FOCUS] [vPt· •.• • ]]]]]] 

(93a) represents the structure at the base. The dormancy of FocP is indicated 

by the feature [-FOCUS] and the lack of any NP-features by 0. In (93b), the 

process of head activation is shown, where the [DO+NFP] checking its Case and 

agreement features in [Spec, AGR-oP] raises to adjoin to FocP. By dynamic 
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agreement the feature [+FOCUS] is transmitted to the head of Foeo.34 This 

activate the NP-feature of FoCQ which then can host a DP in its SPEC. Meanwhile 

the [DO+NFP] raises to check the feature [FOCUS] represented on Tns0 . (93d) 

completes the derivation with subject-raising (before Spellout) for Case and 

agreement checking. 

4.2.4 CONCLUSION 

The conclusion, let us discuss some of the theoretical and conceptual advantages 

of linking scrambling exclusively with focusing. 

Most importantly, the fact that the proposal gives a morphological motivation 

that is purely syntactic dispels myths about the optionality of the phenomenon. 

Scrambling is now licensed only when a NFP is iiivvlv-t:::J, a.ml ii'i just as 'vptiviial' 

QR or WH-movement- just like there is no WH-movement if there is appropriate 

Co and/or a WH-phrase, scrambling cannot take place when there is no focusing 

particle, or a head to activate or an appropriate [FOCUS] feature on Tns0 • 

The presence or absence of a scrambling NFP provides a simple parameter 

along which languages that have or do not have scrambling can be arranged: 

Languages that do not have scrambling will not have a scrambling NFP, even 

if they do have an FocP projection. Even suppos~ng that languages may have 

a [weak] focusing particle does not yield scrambling, because FocP needs to 

be overtly activated so as to allow focusing, a [weak] NFP will be forced to 

procrastinate. Dynamic agreement at LF can also yield no scrambling since 

the NP-features of Foeo can never be licensed, under our approach, by covert 

activation. A [weak] scrambling NFP will therefore never be able to license 

raising to [Spec, FocP] even in the covert syntax, and will presumably yield 

FI violations at LF - a focusing particle that is not associated with a focused 

constituent. This very same reasoning excludes the possibility of scrambling at 

34The minus specification on Foc0 at the base is not to be understand in the same sense as 

the one on C , but rather simply as an absence of head-features. 
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LF, since scrambling at LF will always involve a [weak] NFP, which will never 

be able to activate Foc0 to license NP-features and will therefore always yield an 

FI violation. 

Internal to the class of languages identified as having scrambling by the 

[±NFP] parameter, the proposals al'5o yield a rich typology of languages. A 

language like German, by virtue of the fact that C0 in the languages bears 

[strong] V-and NP-features, will license only [weak] NP-features after acti

vation, since WH-phrases will satisfy their licensing conditions in relation to C0 • 

Malayalam and Hindi and Urdu represent the case where the type of NP-features 

licensed by FoC{) are conditioned by stronger UG principles ("[+WH) is univer

sally [strong]") while Hungarian appears to license only [strong] NP-features, 

which may be multiple as well. 

An additional conceptual advantage of the proposal is that it does not attempt 

to usurp the domains of either phonological rules or discourse grammar proce

dures and strategies. It allows us to maintain Cinque's null theory of phrasal 

stress in the normal word order of Hindi and Urdu ~since in the default word 

order there is no raising to [Spec, FocP), because there is no scrambling NFP 

(except in WH-questions to which I return). At the same time the proposals do 

not preclude scrambling from being viewed by the grammar as an information

packaging strategy since it yields an output which is very similar, if not identical 

to, other information-packaging structures (also derived by grammatical rule), 

but no longer require it to be viewed as driven by pragmatics to the exclusion 

of grammatical rule. The proposals also distinguish, in a minor way, the no

tion of presupposition, which is defined semantically in the theory which we have 

adopted, from pragmatic concepts like "old information" and "under discussion" 

Rochemont (1986)), at least for languages like Hindi and Urdu that have scram

bling. The presuppositional interpretation is restricted to the semantics of focus, 

the "under discussion" interpretation _is a pragmatic one. This is best exemplified 

by a discussion of -to topic scrambling in Hindi and Urdu. Consider (94): • 
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(94) [Sue-se]-TO John-ne Bill-ko milaayaa 

Sue-TOP(DO) John(SU) Bill(IO) introduced 

'John introduced BILL to Sue. 1 

There is no reason to believe that the p-set of (94) will be different from the 

one associated with (88) above, the two examples differing in whether the(DO) 

is marked with the topic particle or not. Since what is presupposed in the p-set 

is not a lexical item but a family of propositions, both (88) and (94) will have an 

identical p-set, the one in (87a). The task of identifying the scrambled category 

as "old information" or "under discussion" is then a matter of the discourse 

grammar. 

These theoretical advantages are backed up by a general descriptive adequacy. 

In the next subsection, I show that this reformulation of our initial proposals 

leaves the analysis of the binding, coreference and movement theory facts entirely 

unaffected. 

4.2.5 PROPOSAL II: ENSURING IT WORKS 

The most important aspect of the proposals developed in the preceding subsec

tions vis-a-vis movement, binding and coreference in scrambled configurations 

is that it preserves the analysis of scrambling as an adjt.mction operation. This 

ensures that the proposals we made regarding the BT, Coreference Rules and 

Reconstruction can be easily maintained to apply here as well without further 

stipulation. I shall therefore not go into details about the binding and con~ference 

facts, concentrating only on three representatives examples. 

Take first operator scrambling in (95a), with what I claim is its LF represen

tation in (95b) 

(95)(a) kiskoi uskiii bEhen-ne dekhaa 

Who(DO) his sister(SU) saw 

'Whoi hisi sister see?, 
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(b) CP 
1\ 

I \ 
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1\ 
I \ 

TP C 
1\ 

I \ 
{kisko+NFP} TP 

1\ 
I \ 
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1
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I \ 
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1\ 
I \ 

t, F' 
1\ 

I \ 
VP 1 Foe 
1\ 

I \ 
t, V1' 

1\ 
I \ 

AGR-oP V1 
1\ 

. I \ 
{kisko+NFP} AGR-o' 

1\ 
I \ 

VP2 AGR-o 
1\ 

I \ 
{kisko+NFP} V' 

1\ 
I \ 

DO V2~ 1 t ll.f.IV\OA.. 

The first question that the LF-representation raises is as to how the WH

phrase was licensed at Spellout since it is the XP that bears the scrambling 

NFP and therefore cannot appear in [Spec, FocP]. I suggest that this licensing 

is accomplished by the fact that when the [WH-phrase + NFP] adjoins to TP, it 

checks with the [FOCUS] feature on Tns0 •35 • Now consider the derivation. Recall 

that copy deletion applies only after the BT has applied and reconstruction has 

35This licensing is somewhat marginal, a far.t reflected in the judgements DO WH-phrase 

scrambling usually get. This also explains why operator scrambling is better with QPs which 

are not subject to such licensing requirements. 
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taken place in a top-down fashion. By the mechanisms sketched out in (2)-(6) at 

the beginning of this chapter the copies of the raised WH-phrase will translated 

as bound variables. Since none of these copies is A-bound (the subject posses

sive pronoun does not c-command the copy), they will yield no BT-violations. 

Coreference will, therefore be allowed, since the structure is not an input to Rule 

I. The subject pronoun also violates no principle (B) of the BT, since it is free 

in its GC, and is not syntactically bound - the WH-copy adjoined to TP is !lot 

an operator, as it has already been translated as a bound variable. 

Now, consider an instance in (96a) of reflexive binding under reconstruction 

which will have the (simplified) LF-representation in (96b): 

himself(DO) Ram(SU) saw 

(Ram saw himself.' 

(b) [Tp [apne-aap-ko + NFP] [Tpraam-ne:: [FocP [apne-aap-ko + 

NFP] [FocPtz [v p [AGR-o [apne-aap-ko+ 

NFP] [Tn~ dekhaa]]]]] 

As before, the scrambled reflexive does not count as a binder for the subject R

expression, since it is not a quantified operator, and the copies are all adjudicated 

bound variables. The fact that the copies are a copy of an XP-reflexive ensures 

that the syntactic binding will not result in a BT-violation, but rather m a 

satisfaction of Principle A. 

Finally consider the case of pronominal scrambling in DOCs where the ap

parent destruction of binding/coreference relations between an 10 antecedent 

and DO pronoun with DO scrambling was traced to Rule II above. The same 

argument holds here. Consider the LF representation of {97a) in (97b ), ignoring 

irrelevant details such as the ultimate raising of the [OO+NFP] to IP. 
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(97)(a) *rnEN-ne [uskiii kitaabL raarni-ko tz dii 

I(SU) his book(DO) Rarn(DO) gave 

(I gave his1 book to Ranli. 

(b) [FocP [uskii kitaab+NFP] z [FocP [raarni-ko] 

[vplt~u [AGR-oP (raarni-ko] [AGR-oP [uskii 

kitaabL [vP2 tz [v [ynraanlj-ko] [Foe dii]]]]]]] 

As before, the ultimate configuration that will be relevant to the BT will be 

the configuration in the base VP 2 : DO - 10. In that configuration, there is no 

reason why coreference should not obtain if only Rule I is assumed, since neither 

the IO R-expression on the DO possessive DP are syntactically bound, and there

fore will always yield representations that will be semantically distinguishable. 

However, if we assume that Rule II applies after the process of copy-deletion 

has applied, the example can be ruled out as a Rule II violation (see discussion 

··around (21)). 

As far as movement theory is concerned, the fact that at every stage of the 

derivation the scrambled [XP+NFP] complex is in an adjoined position exempts 

the derivations from a PUB violation. WH-movement to [Spec, CP] topicaliza

tion and QR at LF are not PUB violations, since the PUB is nonprojective in 

languages like Hindi and Urdu.36 

A FEW PROBLEMS AND SOME PROPOSALS 

Before I conclude this chapter, there are, however, two problems that are as yet 

unresolved by our approach to the relationship between scrambling and preverbal 

focusing, mainly presented by WH-phrases. Recall that we have established a 

fairly strict correlation between WH-licensing and the activation of Foc0 in the 

overt syntax. As the data in (98) show, this connection may well turn out to be 

36 Movement via (Spec, FocP] in not a PUB violation since we have argued that the position 

is neutral to the A-/ A-bar distinction. 
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too strong, specially for Hindi and Urdu: 

(98)(a) kon aayaa? 

who came 

rwho came? 1 

(b) kon kitaab laayegaa? 

who book bring-will 

cwho will bring the book? 1 

(c) uskii bEhan -ne kisko dekhaa? 

his sister whom saw 

rwho did his sister see? 1 

(d) turnne kisko ek kitaab d' '? 11. 

you whom a book gave 

rwho did you give a book to? 1 

What (98) basically shows is that WH-phrases in Hindi and Urdu are licensed 

without scrambling - a fact unexpected by our theory, and in fact, predicted as 

impossible since the WH-phrases cannot be in [Spec, FocP] if Foeo has not been 

activated. 
0 

There are two possible solutions to this problem, the choice between which 

rests mainly on theory-internal considerations. One would require a simple ex

tension of allowing the feature [FOCUS] to be base-generated on a AGR-o head, 

binds Tns0 • This would allow the WH-phrase to be licensed by that feature. 

However, this approach is contradictory to the proposal that languages have a 

focus position, and ends up undermining the central thesis of the link between 

scrambling and focus, since it will surely be cheaper to basegenerate [FOCUS] 

on another head than to allow it to head a separate projection that needs to 

be activiated. I shall therefore not adopt this proposal - restricting the occur

rence of [FOCUS] to Tns where it licenses the NFP, rather than a WH-phrase. 
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Instead, I shall propose that these examples are licit because WH-movement to 

[Spec, FocP] has taken place in all these examples, the FocP being activated by 

the invisible movement of a null focusing particle. The difference between the 

normal case of head-activation and this invisible raisipg is that the activation 

mechanism utilizes head-movement rather than XP-pied piping and adjunction 

to maximal projections. Assume that the NFP is clitized, in (97), onto the WH

phrase itself and that it has the potential to undergo head-to-head movement 

to FoC(), where it transmit its features of [+FOCUS] via incorporation into that 

head.37 This activates Foc0 which then license a [strong] NP-feature. The WH

phrase then moves into the [Spec, FocP] position (or via it, in case of subject 

WH-questions ).38 

TllP !':Pmnd problem; not.Pd f>.arlier, regards the sensitivity of WH-phrase pre

verbal focusing to the semantic category of the XP that the NFP piedpipes along 

with it in its travels. The claim, here, in again that. the WH-phrase is indeed in 

[Spec, FocP] in examples like {98a) and their Malayalam counterparts in (99b) 

and that the problem with these sentences does not have anything to do with 

preverbal focusing, but with the fact that the scrambled XP is an indefinite. 

(100) shows that the problem is not restricted only to WH-focusing in these lan

guages, but indefinites seen generally unable to scramble in both Malayalam and 

Hindi: 

(99)(a) *?kuch pEsaa kisne cuuraayaa 

some money(DO) who(SU) stole? 

'Who stole some money?' 

(b) *?koraca kaasha aara tannu 

37Subsequent excorporation is also possible if it is somehow imperative that the HFP check 

its features in Tnso . 
38Neither of the two approaches outlined above can claim to maintain an elegance to the 

analysis. In essence, then, what the examples in (98) show is that the questions surrounding 

WH-licensing by (preverbal) focusing are open to debate and conjecture. 
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some money(DO) who(SU) stole 

cwho stole some money?' 39 

(100) (a) *?kuch pEsaa mEN-ne curaayaa 

some money(DO) I(SU) stole 

cr stole some money.' 

(b) ??koraca kaasha raaman tannu 

some money(DO) Ram(SU) stole 

1 Ram stole some money.' 

In the next chapter I employ a theory of indefinites proposed in the work of 

Diesing (1992) to show that these properties of Hindi and Urdu indefinites can 

be explained by quite general principles. For the time being, it is sufficient to 

note my claim that the impossibility of indefinite scrambling has little to do with 

WH-licensing in the examples in (99)-(100), since I have just proposed another 

head-activation mechanism whereby the WH-phrase can occupy the [Spec, FocP] 

position at Spellout. In (100), on the other hand, since non-WH-NPs need not 

necessarily be licensed as foci, it may well be possible that no overt focusing need 

take place at all. 

4.3 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, let me state the results of this chapter I have made two proposals 

regarding the analysis of scrambling, both of which motivate scrambling as an 

adjunction operation, the one differing from the other in that it gives a morpho

logical motivation to the scrambling operation. I have shown that both these 

analyses are equipped to explain the binding and coreference facts in scrambled 

configurations. 

As stated earlier, the choice between the two proposals seems to be purely 

39 Both these examples improve if they can be given a partitive reading by the context. 
discuss this in detail in chapter 5. 
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a theory-internal decision. Proposal II, which drives scrambling by a null fo

cusing particle appears to be conceptually and theoretically more engaging; but 

requires greater complexity of mechanisms and argumentation to make it work. 

Thi~, however, cannot be the evaluation metric used to choose between the two 

proposals since it is hoped that complexity of this sort will necessarily be an 

outcome of the complexity of the problem itself. 



Chapter 5 

SCRAMBLING AND SPECIFICITY 

This chapter is devoted to a study of the specificity effects of scrambled DPs, 

noted at various points in the dissertation. The problem has two, superficially 

different but eventually related aspects, exemplified by the data in ( 1) and (2): 

(1) (a) mEN-ne raam-ko film dikhaayii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) film(DO) showed 

(I showed Ram a film.' 

(b) mEN-ne film raam-ko dikhaayii 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

(I showed Ram the film.' 

(2) (a) raam-ne kayii kitaabeN xariidiiN 

Ram(SU) many books(DO) bought 

Ram bought many books.' 

(b) kayii kitaabeN raam-ne xariidiiN 

many books(DO) Ram(SU) bought 

(i) ?*'Ram bought many books . ' 

(ii) 'Ram bought many (of the) books.' 

The scrambled DO in both the examples in (1) and (2) receives an interpre

tation that necessarily presupposes a prior discursive mention, or an assumption 

of shared knowledge of its reference, al~hough the exact content of the two read

ings it receives differs: (1) reflects the fact that scrambled objects with null 
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determiners can get a specific reading, which essentially presumes an identified 

discourse referent, while (2) demonstrates that the scrambling of DPs with 'in

definite' quantifiers, if possible at all, yields a partitive reading for the noun 

phrase in question. I shall refer to these readings collectively as the 'specific' 

reading for the most part of the discussion in the first section; later on, both 

these readings· will be shown to be subsumed under what Diesing (1992) calls the 

presuppositional reading. 

This chapter explores these specificity effects wrought by scrambling in Hindi 

and Urdu in some detail, and shows that the phenomenon is most adequately 

explained by adopting the proposals of Diesing (1992). The chapter is organized 

as follows: Section 5.1 uses the view that Mahajan (1990; 1991; 1992) takes 

of these specificity effects as a launching pad to determine the full range of 

factors that affect the availability of specific/definite interpretations to in situ and 

scrambled objects in Hindi and Urdu. The next section, 5.2, presents Diesing's 

(1992) proposals regarding the semantic interpretation of indefinites. 5.3 presents 

an analysis of the specificity j definiteness effects in both scrambled and default 

configuration in Hindi and Urdu, essentially based on Diesing's proposals, but 

with a few modifications. 

A few remarks about Hindi and Urdu DPs are in order before we commence. 

Typically, Hindi and Urdu non-Case-marked DPs can be bare and therefore am

biguous between a definite and an indefinite interpretation. There are at least 

three sites of definiteness in the Hindi and Urdu DP - Case-marking,1 a null Do 

and an overt deictic pronoun. Indefiniteness is overtly marked, either by the nu

meral ek, or by indefinite quantifiers such as kuch 'some', kayii, 'many', etc., but 

DPs with null determiners can also receive an indefinite interpretation. In prin-

1 Usually the DAT-ACC Case-marker -ko. The facts of this marking are a little complicated, 

as [+human] objects must always be so marked. Non-human patients may take this Case

marking, but there is some confusion whether this is a marker of specificity and/or definiteness, 

or purely of specificity, or definiteness. 
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ciple, definiteness does not always imply specificity since, following Enc (1991), 

it is assumed to be described as a feature [±specific]. DPs that are marked 

[+specific] must have a discourse referent corresponding to it - (the Familiarity 

Condition of Enc (1991)). However, in Hindi and Urdu, the two concepts appear 

to be equivalent. 

5.1 SPECIFICITY: A SYNTACTIC DEFINITION 

In this section, I examine the proposals in Mahajan (1990; 1991; 1992) that the 

specificity effect observed in Hindi and Urdu scrambling is linked up with an A

movement analysis of scrambling, since specific DPs target the [Spec, AGR-oP] 

position, either overtly or covertly. By his proposal, it is not word order, but 

positioning in the SPEC of AGR-o that induces in the specificity effect. The 

discussion, is, however, not limited to the details of Mahajan's proposals as it 

is simultaneously intended to unearth the full range of factors that determine 

the specificity /nonspecificity, definiteness/indefiniteness readings of in situ and 

scrambled objects in Hindi and Urdu. 

For the purposes of the discussion in this section, I assume the presentation 

and critique of Mahajan (1990) in Chapter 2. Consequently, I shall take it as 

established that purely BT-theoretic evidence does not count for determining 

syntactic postion and that the binding and coreference facts in derivations in

volving syntactic movement need not necessarily be construed as evidence for 

A-movement. 

Mahajan (1990; 1991; 1992) assumes that all agreeing objects and -ko Case

marked DPs are specific, and attempts to link these specificity effects to Case

assignment in a VP-external AGR-oP in the following manner (adapted from 

Mahajan (1991: 264)): 

(3) (a) Objects can be structurally Case-marked either by V or 
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by AGR-o. 2 

(b) Nonspecific objects get structural Case from V within 

VP. Specific objects get Case-marked by AGR-o. 

(c) Verb agreement is a SPEC--head relationship within AGRP. 

Structural Case can be assigned under agreement but does 

not require it. 

(d) Definition 

(i) Nonspecific objects: Non Case-marked objects of all 

predicates, except perfective participles and psych-

predicates. 

(ii) Specific/Definite objects: Case-marked objects of all 

~redicates; Agreeing objects of perfective participles 

and psych-predicates. 

(4) Specificity Filter 

Only specific DPs can (and must) be structurally Case-marked 

by AGR. Nonspecific DPs must be Case-marked in some other 

manner. 

The specificity effects noted in scrambled configurations are merely a mirage, 

since it is not scrambling that induces specificity, but overt or covert raising to 

[Spec, AGR-o]. Recall that scrambled orders are yielded in Mahajan's analysis 

by the Visibility Conditions on inherently Case-marked DPs, by which the order 

OSV, was simply a result of procrastinated subject-raising. The analysis there-

2 As Mahajan (1991) himself notes.(2a) is not tenable under current assumptions about 
Case-checking. Mahajan (1991; 1992) attempts to link specificity effects to the fact that AGR 
is pronominal and therefore specific but even that proposal cannot be maintained in a strict 
version of MPLT, where AGR is essentially a parasitic Case-assigner, in that it requires an 
appropriate Vo to enable it to check/assign Case. Additionally there is no possibility of verbs 
assigning Case, although Laka (1993) attempts to incorporate the idea of of a V Ca•e into 
the system. Even if this can be done, this attempt to link specificity effects to Case-checking 
positions is bound to face empirical problems, since, as we shall see below, objects Case-marked 
by V need not always receive a nonspecific reading and that this specific reading is not always 
available to all objects that are supposedly Case-marked by AGR-o. 
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fore predicts the contrast in the judgements in (1) is either simply not there, 

or that (la), if the DO has remained within VP, represents a violation of the 

Specificity Filter in ( 4). 

Besides the previously noted problems with identifying the scrambling op.er

ation with movement for Case and agreement in Hindi and Urdu, there are some 

empirical problems with the syntactic definitions of specificity offered in (2). It is 

simply not the case that all DPs that trigger verb agreement or are_ Case-marked 

are necessarily and unambigously definite/specific in Hindi and Urdu. In fact, 

counterexamples to both these claims are found: 

(4) (a) siitaa-ko ek laRkaa pasand hE 

Sita(FSG) a boy(MSG) liking is(MSG) 

csita likes a boy.' 

(b) mujhe iinaam-meN kitaabeN miliiN thiiN 

I(SG) reward-in books(FPL) found vas(FPL) 

cr vas given books as a reward. 

(5) siitaa ek laRke-ko pasand kartii hE 

Sita(FSG) a boy(MSG) liking does is(FSG) 

csita likes a boy.' 

The examples in ( 4a) and { 5) show that the overt specification of the D P as 

indefinite, ensures that no specificity effects obtain, despite the fact that the DPs 

in question are agreeing and -ko marked objects, respectively. ( 4b) shows that 

bare plurals are not given a specific/definite interpretation either, des-pite the 

fact that they trigger agreement, and are complements of a perfective participle. 

In fact, the examples deny the existence of a simple correlation between Case

marking and/or control of verb agreement and specificity, and point to a more 

complex system, whereby these two factors are merely part of a set of determining 

factors. The examples in (4) and (5) identify that the DP-structure of the DP in 
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question plays an important role in constraining the availability of the specific 

interpretation to the DP, specially in its base-position. 

The fact that scrambling in these examples can induce a specificity/ defi

niteness effect suggests that, contrary to what is implied by Mahajan's analysis, 

linear order does play quite a significant role in determining the availablity of 

this interpretation. 

(6) (a) 

(b) 

ek laRkaa sii taa-ko pas and hE (Or ek mujhe) 

a boy(DO) Sita(SU) liking is and 

1 Sita likes one of the boys, and I 

ek laRk-ko siitaa-ko pasand kartii 

a boy(DO) Sita(SU) liking does 

ek-ko mEN 

one(DO) I(SU) 

one me 

another. 1 

hE (Or 

is and 

1 Sita likes one of the boys, and I another. 1 

(c) kitaabeN mujhe iinaam-meN mil gayiiN (par 

books(DO) I(SU) reward-in found went but 

baakii sab ciizeN xariidnii paRiiN 

rest all things to buy fell 
. 

1 I got the books as a reward, but the rest I 

had to buy .3 

In each of the examples in { 6), the scrambled indefinite gets a partitive read

ing, which I subsume under, following Diesing {1992), under a generalized concept 

of 'specificity'. In fact, it appears that this reading is available to all indefinites 

and bare plurals, irrespective of whether they are objects of perfective participles 

or not, as (7) and {8) show: 

3 There is a minor variation in the predicate used in (6b) versus (4b), purely for prag
matic felicity. The basic features of object agreement and perfectivity of tense/aspect are still 
maintained. 
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(7) (a) mEn us dukaan-se kuch ciizeN xariiduuNgii 

(8) 

I(SU) that shop-from some things(DO) buy-will 

'I will buy some things from that shop. 1 

(b) kuch ciizeN mEn us dukaan-se xariiduuNgii 

(a) 

(b) 

some things(DO) I(SU) that shop-from buy-will 

(Or kuch iss-se) 

and some this-from 

'I will buy some things from that shop, and some, 

from this. 1 

mEn kitaabeN laa saktii huuN 

I(SU) books(DO) bring able am 

'I can bring books. 1 

kitaabeN mEn laa saktii huuN 

books(DO) ,I(SU) bring able am 

'I can bring the books, but not the other things., 

371 

The proposal that the specific readings of the scrambled DO in these examples 

is somehow linked with positions where Case and agreement features are checked 

is simply not tenable, given Mahajan 's assumptions about V Caae and AGR-ocaw 

Simply abandoning the notion of V Caae also does not establish the desired con

nection, and holding that any specific object will be Case-assigned/checked by 

AGR-o, since then there is no real way to ensure that nonspecific DPs will be 

licensed at all. 

Mahajan (1990), in fact, does not consider data like (7) at all, when he makes 

his claim that nonagreeing objects can never receive a specific interpretation be

cause they can never target (Spec, AGR-oP]. The evidence he presents is mainly 

from the supposed differences exhibited in adverbial interpretation by agreeing 

and nonagreeing objects, and the binding and coreference facts in scramble d 
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configurations where agreeing and nonagreeing objects are involved. I shall not 

go into the latter, since I have shown that binding and coreference data cannot be 

a diagnostic of the A-positioning of an XP, merely noting that the data Mahajan 

presents in this connection is generally dispute<,i by native speakers. 4 

I shall however, present some of his other arguments briefly as they help to 

identify a third factor that appears to constrain the specificity /definiteness of 

scrambled objects in Hindi and Urdu- the role of tense and aspect. 

Consider adverbial interpretation. The examples in (9) show that in (9a) the 

most salient reading for the adverb is a event reading while in (9b ), it is the 

process one: 

(9) (a) puliis-ne jaldii-se cor pakaR liiyaa 

Police(FSG) quickly thief(MSG) catch took(MSG) 

'The police quickly arrested __ the thief. 1 

(b) puliis-ne cor jaldii-se pakaR liiyaa 

Police(FSG) thief(MSG) quickly catch took(MSG) 

'The police arrested the thief quickly. 1 

Adopting Travis's (1988) suggestion that while event adverbs are universally 

attached to a I projection, process adverbs must be attached to a V-projection, 

Mahajan links up the saliency of the process reading in (9b) to the syntactic 

4To elaborate using example numbers in Mahajan (1991), Mahajan claims that nonagreeing 

objects when fronted cannot bind reflexives or pronouns in the 10 (268: ex. (16)-(17)), but 

agreeing objects can (266: ex. (8)-(11)). We have s~n that reflexive binding by fronted DOs in 

DOCs is generally prohibited in Hindi and Urdu, but pronominal coreference may be allowed. 

Contrary to Mahajan's prediction, (i), where a fronted nonagreeing DO binds a possessive 

pronoun in the 10, is as acceptable as (ii), which involves the fronting of a nonagreeing DO: 

(i) raam kis~ uskii; premii-se judaa karne-par tulaa huaa hE? 

'Who; is Ram intent on separating from his; sister?' 

(ii) raa~k1se; uskii; premii-se judaa karne-kii thaan Iii hE? 
" ' 'Who; is Ram intent on separating from his; sister?' 

I 

' 
• I 
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position of the DO - the adverb must be attached to the. VP so the object 

must be outside the VP, and presumably (though not necessarily) in AGRoP. 

Mahajan claims that in instances where no object agreement obtains, such as 

(10), adverbial interpretation is ambiguous, because since the DO does not move 

out of VP for Case, it is difficult to unambiguously identify the attachment site 

of the adverb: 

( 10)(a) puliis jaldii-se cor pakaR letii hE 

Police(FSG) quickly thief(MSG) catch takes is(FSG) 

1 The police quickly arrests the thief. 1 

(b) puliis cor jaldii -se pakaR letii hE 

n~,~--lt:"cG) .. - ... ~""'og '.&. u thief (~-1:;G) q·u.ickly catch takes is(FSG) 

1 The police arrests the thief quickly.' 

This claim is, howe~er, contradicted by the data in (ll), where no object 

agreement prevails but th~ process reading is clearly more salient for {lla), and 

the event reading for ( 11 b): 

(11) (a) sii taa jaldii-se kaam xatam kar legii 

Sita(FSG) quickly work(MSG) finish do take-will(FSG) 
1 Sita will quickly finish the work.' 

(b) siitaa kaam jaldii-se xatam kar legii 

Sita(FSG) work(MSG)quickly finish do take-will(FSG) 

1 Sita will finish the work quickly.' 

The issue, once again, is not simply one of verb agreement or Case. Rather, 

a closer consideration reveals that the relevant factor for the difference between 

(9) and (10) seems to be the role of tense/aspect in determining the availability 

of the specific/definite reading of the DO - for some reason, habitual aspect 
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(in (10)) is intolerant of a specific/definite reading of the DO. In fact, if this 

factor is admitted as one controlling specificity /definiteness interpretations in 

natural language, then the tendency of Hindi and Urdu specific readings of DOs 

to demonstrate a superficial relation to verb agreement can be explained using 

this factor rather than Case-checking; that is, since object agreement is licensed 

in Hindi and Urdu, predominantly in the perfective aspect, and since perfective 

aspect prefers a specific/definite reading of the affected DO, DOs of predicates in 

the perfective will tend to be interpreted as specific/definite. Thus, the difference 

in the readings of the DOs in between ( 12a) and the other two examples will 

not be a function of the way they receive structural Case and whether they 

trigger agreement, but the aspectual distinctions of their predicates (see also 

Singh (1993)). The use of the aspectual verbal compound in (12c) makes t.hP 

definite/specific reading most salient: 

(12)(a) siitaa xat likh rahii hE 

Sita(FSG) letter(MSG) write PROG is(FSG) 

1 Sita is writing a letter.' 

(b) siitaa-ne xat likhkhaa thaa 

Sita(FSG) letter(MSG) written was(MSG) 

1 Sita had written the letter.' 

(c) siitaa-ne xat likh liiyaa hE 

Sita(FSG) letter(MSG) write taken is(MSG) 

1 Sita has written the letter.' 5 

Thus, there appear to be at least three factors affecting the specificity/ def

initeness interpretation accorded to in situ and scrambled objects in Hindi and 

5It is not uncommon for languages to use perfective aspect and (aspectual predicates like 
the compound verb in (12)) to signal definiteness. Singh (1993) reports recent work by Krifka 
(1991), where he has shown that in the Slavic languages, imperfective aspect signals an in
definite reading of the DP, whereas perfectivity is strongly correlated with definiteness, and 
therefore specificity, given the strong but not absolute correlation between the two. 
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Urdu, and perhaps crosslinguistically as well: (1) DP-structure, (2) syntactic po

sition (in terms of linear order, and (3) tense-aspect of the predicate. It therefore 

seems impossible that all these features can be plotted on to a sirigle syntactic 

position where specificity is 'assigned' or checked; but neither is an approach that 

takes specificity to be a syntactic primitive totally desirable, specially since we 

are in a position to at least syntactically identify the factors involved in yield

ing this specificity/ definiteness effect in natural language. In the next section, 

I summarize Diesing's ( 1992) theory of the syntax-semantics interface that will 

constitute the basic framework for the analysis of specificity /definiteness effects 

proposed in 5. 3. 

5.2 SPECIFICITY: AN LF DEFINITION 

In this section, I present Diesing's (1988, 1990a·, 1990b, 1992) approach to the 
-. 

interpretation of indefinites in some detail, since I shall use her insights heavily 

to present an analysis of specificity/definiteness of in situ and scrambled DPs in 

the next section. For the time being put Hindi and Urdu and scrambling aside, 

and consider the examples in (13), where indefinite subjects can be seen to vary 

semantically between an existential (13a) and a generic use (13b): 

(13)(a) 

(b) 

A man owns a llama. 

A contrabassoonist usually plays too loudly. 

In (13a), the subject DP a man appears to receive only an existential in

terpretation - the sentence cannot be taken to be true of a quantified set of 

men that they own llamas, or even that it is a generic property of men to own 

llamas. Assuming, as Diesing does, along with Wilkinson (1986), and Gestner 

and Krifka (1987) that generic readings are also 'quantificational', in that they 

involve an abstract generic operator Gen that binds the variables in the logical 
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representation to give the generic reading, it appears that the indefinite subject 

in (13a) does not ~ave access to such a quantificational reading. In (13b), on the 

other hand, the very existential reading available for (13a) is directly prohibited 

- the sentence cannot be taken to assert the existence of a contrabassoonist who 

usually plays too loudly. Rather, here, it is only the quantificational readings, 

paraphrasable as either 'Most contrabassoonists play too loudly', or the generic 

reading 'It is generally a property of con~rabassoonists that they play too loudly' 

are the only ones permitted. 

To account for these these observations, Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982) sug

gest that indefinites lack quantificational force of their own. Instead of being 

inherently quantified, these indefinite DPs merely introduce variables into the 

logical representation. variables that must necessarily be bound by some other 

operator in the representation (such as the quantificational adverb in (13b)). I3y 

this analysis, (13a) and (13b) will have the logical representations in (14) and 

(15): 

(14) C3x,y) [x is a man 1\ y is a llama 1\ x owns y] 

(15) Usuallyx [x is a contrabassoonist] x plays loudly. 

The difference in the nature of the readings of the variables introduced by 

the indefinites in ( 13a) and ( 13b) receive is associated by Kamp and Heim with a 

view of quantification that semantically partitions the sentence into two distinct 

domains of restrictive quantification and existential closure. This view requires 

that each sentence be considered to be decomposable into a nuclear scope, the 

domain of existential quantification, which may be (optionally) be followed by 

restrictive clause formation, the domain of restrictive quantification. In ( 14), 

then, where only the existential interpretation for the indefinite subject is pos

sible, no restrictive clause formation takes place. The variable introduced by 

the indefinite in (13a) is bound by "an implicit existential quantifier that ex-
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istentially closes off the nuclear scope, preventing the occurrence of unbound 

variables" (Diesing (1992: 6).6 In (15), on the other hand, the quantificational 

reading(s) are obtained due to the formation of the restrictive clause, with the 

quantificational adverb serving as the operator that binds the variables intro

duced by the indefinites. The restrictive clause thus establishes the domain over 

which a quantifier (adjective or adverb) quantifies over. It is to be noted that the 

restrictive clause formation can never be obligatory, or else we would be unable 

to derive the purely existential reading for indefinites. 

The chief objective of Diesing's work is to arrive at the syntactic represen

tations that feed these ultimate logical representations, i.e. to discover the way 

in which these differences in quantificational force of indefinites may be mapped 

onto a syntactic (LF) tree structure. Her proposal introduces .::~ frt:t:-~'J}!i~~i!?.f: '!l-

gorithm, by which LF trees are partitioned into a nuclear scope, corresponding 

to the VP level, and a restrictive clause, corresponding to the IP level. The 

claim made, in the ferm of the Mapping Hypothesis (MH) below, is that, after 

tree-splitting at LF (shown in (16a), (in)definites within the VP will be be ac

corded an existential interpretation, whereas those that are at the IP level will 

receive a quantificational one. The MH thus asserts the existence of a relation 

of complete isomorphism between the split syntactic LF tree and the semantic 

representation( s) associated with its major divisions. 78 

6 All quotes from Diesing (1992), unless otherwise indicated. Henceforth, only the page 

numbers are indicated. 
7It is to be noted that the ultimate logical representation of sentences involving lexical 

quantifiers like many, every, each etc., must necessarily be tripartite in nature. This follows 

from a traditional understanding of LF by which quantifiers adjoin to IP because of their 

scopal properties; hence, there must be a way of excluding the actual quantifier from the two 

domains of quantification identified above. Diesing joins Heim (1982) in assuming that a rule 

of 'Quantifier Construal' moves the quantifier out of its DP to a position adjoined to IP, after 

the MH has applied. 
8 The distinction between material within IP versus that within VP is concretized in the the-

ory by the adoption of the seg~ent-category distinction of May (1985) and Chomsky (1986b). 

By this (standard) view of phrase structure, adjunction to a maximal projection creates seg-
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(16)(a) Tree-splitting at LF 

7\ 
I \It 

SPEC I\ 
I .\VP 

T _/'\ 
I \VI 

SPEC 1\ 
I \ 

V DP 

(b) The Mapping Hypothesis 

Restrictive Clause 

Nuclear Scope 

Material from VP is mapped onto the nuclear scope. 

Material from IP is mapped onto the restrictive clause. 

Diesing assumes the VP-internal subject hypothesis; In fact, she claims that 

there is a characterizable semantic difference in the behaviour of VP-internal 

subjects and VP-external subjects, in that they are "dist!!1d d0T.:!.!~e £0:- dif

ferent kinds of quantification, and that therefore IP subjects and VP subjects 

are distinguished in the derivations of the logical representations of sentences. 

Put in another way, the two subject positions are distinguished in the mapping 

from S-structure to logical representations" (p. 3), a fact that is sought to be 

captured by the MH. The MH is thus the site of the syntax-semantics interface, 

a spatial representation of semantics in positions on a syntactic tree, thereby 

enabling semantic representations to be directly "read off" a syntactic (LF) tree. 

In the next subsection I briefly go over how this theory, which essentially 

requires definites to be outside, and indefinites to be inside, the VP, at the time 

of tree-splitting at LF, is developed. Although I do not omit any key details, 

the discussion will be summary, specially in areas that do not concern us in our 

study of specificity/definiteness effects induced by scrambling. 

ments of that maximal category. Only those nodes of the tree that are dominated by each and 

every one of the segments of this category are considered to be dominated, or 'included', by 

the category in question. The formal definition in (i) ensures that all IP /VP-adjoined positions 

are excluded from the IP /VP category itself, since they are not dominated by each and every 

segment of the IP /VP: . 
(i) a includes f3 if and only if f3 is dominated by every segment of a. 
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5.2.1 MOTIVATING THE MH: THE THEORY 

The Kamp- Heim approach to the quantificational variability of indefinites is not 

the only factor that influences the interpretation of indefinite DPs. In fact, 

Diesing argues that the the nature of the predicate (Carlson 1977) of which the 

DP is an argument, variations in tense and aspect in that predicate (Carlson 

1977, Stump 1985, Tenny 1987, etc.), and the type of the determiner of the DP 

itself (Milsark 1974 ), all work (jointly and severally) towards determining the 

quantificational strength/weakness of DPs in general and in particular, indefi

nites. In the next few subsections, I consider each factor in turn. 

THE NATURE OF THE PREDICATE 

Carlson (1977) identifies two classes in the typology of the predicates of natu

ral language: The first class of stage-level predicates, (roughly) correspond to 

temporary and/or transitional states such as be present, be available, be lying 

on the floor, destroy viola da gambas, etc.. The second class of individual-level 

predicates, comprises of more or less permanent states like unsuitable for eat

ing, be intelligent, having six legs etc., It turns out that indefinite subjects of 

stage-level predicates as compared to those of individual-level predicates show. 

interesting differences in the range of interpretations available to them: Indef

inite (bare plural) subjects of stage-level predicates (in (17)) can be accorded 

either a quantificational or an existential reading, but the indefinite subjects of 

individual-level predicates (in (18)) can only receive the quantificational reading, 

and never an existential one: 

(17)(a) Carpenter ants destroy violins. 

(b) Carpenter ants destroyed my violins. 

(18)(a) Opera singers know French. 
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(b) Violinists are cheerful. 9 

This distinction between stage-level predicates and individual-level predicates 

can be stated in terms of the MI-l, as in (19) and (20) (p. 19 and p. 22, respec

tively), where (20) is a restatement of (19) in the language of syntax: 

(19.) Stage-Individual Level Distinction 

In a logical representation, bare plural subjects of stage 

-level predicates can appear either in the nuclear scope 

(to be bound by existential closure) or the restrictive 

clause (to be bound by either the abstract quantifier 

[Gen], or an overt operator). Bare plural subjects of 

stage-level predicates can appear only in the restrictive 

clause. 

(20) LF representa~ion of bare plural subjects 

Subjects of stage-level predicates can appear in either 

[Spec, IP] or in [Spec, VP]. Subjects of individual

level predicates can appear only in [Spec, IP]. 10 

The problem with English is that by S-structure, all subjects are in (Spec, 

IP] position,·so we cannot assume the MI-l (and (19) and (20)) and an LF in 

91t may be objected. that the example in (i) could be taken to contradict the point made in 
the main text that only the generic reading is available for individual-level predicates: 

(i) Violinists are being cheerful 
In this case, it is to be noted that the use of the progressive be is necessary to get the existential 
reading. Diesing assumes, along with Stump (1985) that there ·are more than one kind of be 
in English. Specially, there exists a individual-level predicate be, as in (18b), as well as a 
stage-level predicate be, as in (i) above. This stage-level predicate ~e has the ability to induce 
the predicate be cheerful to behave like a stage-level predicate; hence, the existential reading 
is actually predicted. 

10See Huang (1993) for some evidence from VP-preposing against this claim. Basically, he 
argues that the fact that VP-preposin~ gives no evidence for the supposedly different proper
ties of stage-level predicates and individual-level predicates, and they pattern alike. Huang's 
objections appear to be irrelevant to the position in Diesing (1992), where though subjects of 
individual-level predicates are base-generated in [Spec, IP], they control a PRO in the [Spec, 
VP] position. 
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English that is identical to the S-structure representation, and hope to account 

for the data that led to (19) and (20) in the first place. Diesing suggests that in 

order for the MH to apply, we need further articulations in the rule mechanisms 

at LF. She proposes a subject-lowering rule that lowers the bare plural subjects 

into its base position ([Spec, VP]) prior to the application of the tree-splitting 

algorithm we know as the MH. This subject-lowering rule is analogous to the 

quantifier-lowering rule proposed by May (1977, 1985) for raising predi~tes.U. 

This subject-lowering is an optional rule, as the subject may very well stay in situ 

in [Spec, IP] at LF; then, when tree-splitting takes place, the IP-level structure 

will get mapped onto the restrictive clause, and the indefinite subject will get 

a quantificational interpretation. On the other hand, if subject-lowering does 

take place, the indefinite subject will be in [Spec, VPJ and, being bound by the 

abstract implicit existential quantifier, will get an existential interpretation. As 

far as individual-level predicates are concerned, this existential interpretation is 

excluded, which means that subject-lowering rule is blocked for th~se predicates 

by the proposal that "Individual-level predicates differ from stage-level predicates 

in that they have an INFL that assigns a 0-role to [Spec, IP]. This role has 

roughly the meaning 'has the property x', where xis the property expressed by 

the predicate. The lexical DP in [Spec, IP] controls a PRO subject in [Spec, VP] . 
which is assigned a 0-role by the verb" (p. 25-26). 

By Diesing's analysis, stage-level predicates pattern with raising predicates, 

while individual-level predicates typologize with control predicates. The two 

types of preds are also distinguished by the differential presence of an abstract 

11The analogy allows Diesing to explain why such lowering does not violate the ECP, as the 

same reasoning that holds for the trace of quantifier-lowering holds for the trace of subject

lowering as well: that is, in both cases, the trace is interpreted as an empty expletive at 

LF, and since the ECP only applies to nonpronominal empty categories, it does not rule 

the representation out. Of course, it is doubtful that these proposals regarding LF-lowering 

operations are to be maintained in MPLT, and alternative mechanisms need to be specified. 

I shall not, however, venture in this direction, since the object of this study is much less the 

property of Hindi and Urdu in situ and scrd objects, than subjects 
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Davidsonian spatia-temporal event argument (suggested by Kratzer 1989), in 

that individual-level predicates, den.oting more or less permanent states, lack 

this argument, whereas stage-level predicates must necessarily have itP 

Turning now to the interpretation of bare plural objects, we see that it IS 

possible for these indefinites to receive a generic interpretation as well: 

(21) Contrabassoonists read novels. 

The bare plural object must also be mapped onto a restrictive clause, since 

that is held to be the site of quantificational readings. Diesing proposes that 

these cases involve LF scrambling of the object DP to a position outside the 

VP, before tree-splitting. The MH will then map it on to the restrictive clause, 

yielding a generic interpretation. 

TENSE-ASPECT AND INDEFINITES 

As observed earlier, variations in the tense-aspect frame of-a predicate have a 

significant role to play in determining the interpretation accorded to the indefinite 

12 Kratzer (1989), in distinguishing the two types of predicates on the relative presence of 

this spatio-temporal event argument, suggests that the subjects of individual-level predicates 

can never bear any relation to the (Spec, VP] position, as they are always base-generated 

in [Spec, VP]. Given the evidence of floating quantifiers, which show no sensitivity to the 

stage-individual contrast, Diesing does not adopt this feature of her proposal. 

It is necessary, nevertheless, for Diesing to assume the existence of this argument in or

der to explain the behaviour of predicates characterized by Kratzer as "individual-level un

accusatives". This type of predicate, eg., be known to, be similar to, etc., while behaving 

like individual-level predicates in other respects, allow extraction of their subjects, suggest

ing that the subjects of these predicates are generated VP-internally (see the section on the 

MH and German scrambling). Given Kratzer's assumption that predicate modification by 

locative modifiers is a diagnostic for the presence of the event argument, and the observation 

the individual-level unaccusatives do not allow this type of modification, the extraction facts 

are indeed surprising, if not confusing. This conundrum, Diesing claims, can be resolved if 

"the properties that distinguish stage- and individual-level predicates (the event argument and 

9-r~le assignment to [Spec, IP]) are allowed to vary independently" (p. 47). 
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subject. In fact, one may go so far as to state that tense-aspect choices for the 

predicate can sometimes actually constrain the very typology of predicates that 

we have been assuming so far. This aspect of the role of tense-aspect is manifested 

in the classification of predicates that cannot be so easily classified into a semantic 

typology of temporary versus permanent states, such as psychological predicates, 

eg., angry, cheerful,· obnoxious, etc .. As the examples in (22) and (23) show, 

this (semantically unified) class of verbs can exhibit dual properties: 

(22)(a) Contrabassoonists are cheerful. 

(b) *There are contrabassoonists cheerful 

(23)(a) Contrabassoonists are being cheerful. 

(b) ?There are contrabassoonists being cheerful. 

Assuming, along with Milsark (1974), that there-insertion sentences are lim

ited to stage-level predicates, we see that the use of the progressive be has the 

property of actually altering the nature of the predicate involved. In (22), 

where the subject receives a generic reading, the psych-predicate behaves like 

an individual-level predicate, and hence there-insertion is prohibited. In (23), on 

the other hand, the predicate behaves like an stage-level predicate, by allowing 

an existential interpretation of the bare plural subjects as well as there-insertion 

sentences. On the assumption that there are actually (and at least) two types of 

be in English, a stage-level predicate bel! and an individual-level predicate be2 , 

we have an explanation for this perplexing behaviour of psych-verbs. As Diesing 

observes, "what appears to be happening is that psychological-state predicates 

are in fact ambiguous in that certain contexts select an individual-level interpre

tation, and others (in particular the progressive be) select an stage-level interpre

tation" (p. 44). The choice of the tense-aspect frame thus determines the stage-
0 

or individual-level nature of the predicate. 
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DETERMINERS AND INDEFINITES 

The theory so far predicts that all existential, nongeneric DPs that have no 

quantificational force of their own must be within the VP after tree-splitting 

occurs. In the Kamp-Heim app~oach to indefinites, all indefinites are considered 

to lack quantificational force completely, introducing, as they do, variables into 

the logical representation. If this were true, then the MH would turn out to be 

empirically inadequate, since it cannot explain the fact, first noted by Milsark 

(1974), that at least some indefinite DPs have a reading that goes beyond merely 

asserting the existence of the DP they quantify over: 

(24) (a) There are some men in my house. (unstressed some , asserts 

the existence of men.) 

(b) SOME men are in the room, the others are in the attic.· 

(presupposes the ~"xistence of men.) 

In (24a), only the existence of men is my house is asserted, the cardinal 

reading of the determiner, whereas in (24b ), the existence of men is actually 

presupposed, and the reading can be paraphrased as a partitive: 'Some of the 

men we are talking about are in the pantry'. This paraphrase is impossible for 

sentences of the type of (24) (a). In both (24a) and (b), however, the DPs are 

not given a generic reading, and if restrictive clause formation is characterized 

by the availability of the generic reading, then no restrictive clause formation 

must be taking_ place. Then, by the Kamp-Heim view of indefinites, we would be 

forced to claim that some m~n in both the sentences stays within the VP at LF 

to be bound by existential closure. But then, we fail to account for the difference 

in the readings available to (24a) and (b), and the fact that (b) receives a kind 

of quantificational reading that the (a) example clearly lacks. 

This dilemma, Diesing proposes, can be solved, if we reconsider two of our 
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premises. First of all, we need to abandon the position, albeit only implicitly 

held, in the discussion, that the domain of restrictive quantification is limited to 

the [Spec, IP] position, and press into force the more or less traditional under

standing of ,Quantifier Raising (QR) into our analysis. Note that the MH does 

not legitimize this implicitly-held assumption in any case, since it refers to the 

material from IP rather than any specific position in· the IP domain. Hence, 

c<;>rrecting our premise about restrictive clause formation to include IP-adjoined 

positions as well is of no additional cost to the theory- in fact, it conforms more 

closely to the theory set out so far. Second, "we need to reconsider our classi

fication of indefinites. Specifically, we need (at least) two types of indefinites. 

In addition to indefinites with no quantificational force of their own (cardinality 

predicates, or traditional Kamp-Heim indefinites), which receive existential force 

from existential closure, we need indefinites that have quantificational force and 

form op~rator-variable structures by introducing a restrictive clause" (p.58). 

Milsark (1974) offers such a typology of indefinites via his distinction between 

two classes of determiners, strong and weak determiners. One of the semantic dif

ferences that he notes between these two types of determiners is that while weak 

determiners are ambiguous, as in (24) above, between a cardinal (nonpresupposi

tional) and a quantificational (presuppositional) reading, strong determiners are 

unambiguously presuppositional/ quantificational: 

(25) (a) 

(b) 

Every boy roasted marshmallows. 

Most boys sleep late. 

In the. traditional analysis of the representation of scope relations at LF (May 

1977, 1985), all quantified DPs are adjoined to IP by QR, the scope domain of 

the quantifier consisting of the nodes c-commanded by it from its raised position. 

By this analysis, no difference is expected in the readings available to overtly 

quantified indefinite DPs and those available to overtly quantified definites, as 
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in both QR must take place. That is, the variation in the readings between {24) 

and {25) is not expected. Given that the variation does actually exist, Diesing 

suggests that this traditional understanding of QR be amended to allow strong 

and weak determiners to differ with respect to QR: "Strongly quantified DPs 

behave like quantified DPs in May's account. They raise by QR to adjoin to 

IP. When tree-splitting applies they form a tripartite quantificational structure 

consisting of an operator (the quantifier), a restrictive clause, and a nuclear 

scope. Weak quantifiers, on the other hand, are ambiguous. On their cardinal 

reading, they do not induce QR (in the sense of adjoining to IP). DPs with 

weak quantifiers may remain within the VP, functioning as cardinality predicates 

that introduce variables that are given existential force by existential closure. 

Thus, a cardinality predicate, in conjunction with existential closure, asserts 

the existence of a set whose size is specified by the determiner (the "size" of 

the sets introduced by relative determiners such as few an·d many will of course 
·. 

be contextually determined). On their presuppositional reading, which Diesing . . 
suggests is isolated by applying the 'paraphrasibility as a partitive' test, weak 

quantifiers behave just like strong quantifiers. they are raised to IP by QR, and 

they form a tripartite quantificational structure" (p. 61 ). 

This position extends the theory developed so far in that it gives syntactic 

representation (at LF) to the semantic notion of presupposition. Building on 

ideas in Lewis {1979) and Berman {1991 ), it requires presuppositional DPs, that 

is DPs whose existence is presupposed by the utterance, to be mapped onto the 

restrictive clause at LF. The formation of the restrictive clause is itself a syntactic 

property, since it involves the QR of the DP in question to adjoin to IP. Note 

that QR is obligatory for presuppositional DPs prior to tree-splitting, and that 

if no QR takes place, then no restrictive clause formation takes place either. 

Thus, there are two ways that an indefinite DP can get a nonexistential 

reading, be it generic or presuppositiqnal. As yet, however, we have no way 

of relating the availability of the generic reading to the availability of the pre-
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suppositional one, although there is ample evidence that such a relation can be 

established. For one, the availability of both the readings crucially depend on 

the formation of a restrictive clause, even though generic DPs differ from overtly 

quantified indefinites in that the~ lack quantificational force, since there is no 

determiner functioning as an operator in these DPs. Second, as Diesing demon

strates at length, generic DPs show the same syntactic behaviour as presuppo

sitional indefinites. Fo~ example, both generic and presuppositional indefinites 

license antecedent-contained deletion (ACD), an indicator of a QR interpretation 

of an DP: 

(26)(a) I read every book that you did. 

(b) *I read few books that you did. 

(27)(a) Oscar usually reads books that Olga does. 

(b) Oscar read books that Olga did. 

(26) shows the difference between the behaviour of DPs with strong and weak 

determiners (on their cardinal readingP (27) demonstrates that generic D Ps 

pattern with DPs with strong determiners rather than those with weak ones. In 

(27a) the generic reading is induced by the presence of the quantificational adverb 

usually, and its absence in (27) (b) renders that reading unavailable, with the 

result that (27) (b) is given an episodic reading and the indefinite object receives 

an existential interpretation. ACD is only licensed in (27a), in which the generic 

reading is licensed, and hence it appears that generic indefinites also involve 

QR.t4 

13Weak determiners, Diesing claims (p.72), do license ACD on their presuppositional read

ings. The e~amples in (i) and (ii) involves partitive, and therefore presuppositional, DPs with 

a weak determiner: 

(i) I read two of the books that you did. 

(ii) Robert played many of the pianos that Clara did. 
14Even given these syntactic and semantic similarities in the behaviour of generic and pre-
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Before we move on to a consideration of the other phenomena that Diesing's 

theory of indefinites is claimed to provide an explanation for, it would be fruitful, 

at this point, to review the theory so far. Across all types of indefinite DPs, 

restrictive clause formation (i.e. the IP level) is identified with a quantificational 

interpretation, be the interpretation of a generic nature or of a presuppositional 

kind: All DPs that receive a presuppositional or generic interpretation must be 

in the IP domain by LF. Also, for all types of indefinites, existential closure 

is identified with the nuclear scope (i.e. the VP-level) and all indefinites that 

receive an existential interpretation must be inside the VP at LF. 

Beyond this basic uniformity, the interpretations accorded to indefinites in 

subject or object position tend to differ according to the choice of the predicate, 

the strength of the determiner and the tense-a.~pec.t. frame chosen: First of all~ 

all indefinites do not introduce variables into the logical representation. In fact, 

only bare plurals unambiguously do so, the other indefinites (with weak deter

miners) only sometimes do so, i.e. when they are given a nonpresuppositional 

reading. At all other times, these indefinites behave like strongly quantified DPs, 

inducing restrictive clause formation. Second, the stage or individual nature of 

the predicate has a crucial role to play, at least in the interpretation of subjects. 

Stage-level predicates are ambiguous between an existential and generic reading, 

but individual-level predicates only permit the latter. Third, the choice of the 

tense-aspect frame is also significant in identifying the nature of the predicate 

involved, and hence the interpretation accorded to the indefinite in question. 

suppositional indefinite DPs, reconciling the two in semantic terms is fraught with difficulties. 

The problem lies in the fact that generic indefinites do not seem to give rise to existential 

presuppositions at all, i.e. the sentence in (i) is taken to express truths: 

(i) All trespassers on this land will be prosecuted 

Diesing, however, holds that a reconciliation between genericity and presuppositionality IS 

possible, specially if we assume with Kratzer (1990, class handout) that generic sentences 

involve an implicit modal (necessity) operator, the presupposition induced by the quantifier 

phrase ~II trespassers in (i) is interpreted ~ a restriction on the modal operator. ~Diesing 
(p. 95-97). 
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To put the theory together and to see how it works, let us briefly consider the 

case of individual-level predicates arid indefinites (with weak determiners), since 

the facts of these predicates have not been directly addressed in the discussion 

so far. 

(28)(a) A contrabassoonist is usually intelligent. 

(b) A contrabassoonist is intelligent. 

(29) •There is a contrabassoonist intelligent. 

By Diesing's analysis of individual-level predicates, it is claimed that the DPs 

in (28) receive a generic ((28a)) and/or presuppositional ((28b)) reading, i.e. nei

ther of the sentences in {28) merely assert the existence of a contrabassoonist. 

But also recall that weak determiners are supposed to be ambiguous between a 

presuppositional and existential r.eading, but clearly in this case, as (29) shows,· 

the existential readi.ng is not permitted, given the failure of the there-insertion 

test. 15 This nonavailability of the existential reading is thus traceable to the 

nature of the predicate; since individual-level predicates do not permit an exis

tential reading of their indefinite subjects, DPs with weak determiners that occur 

as arguments of these predicates will also have the otherwise available existen

tial reading forbidden to them and will be accorded only a presuppositional or 

generic reading. Instances of weakly quantified indefinites involving stage-level 

predicates will, as we have seen, allow both the existential and presuppositional 

or generic interpretations of their indefinite subjects, precisely because the pred

icates are also ambiguous between either two readings. 

15 Interestingly. there-insertion is sensitive to both the 'strong' reading of weak determiners 

and the individual-level nature of the predicate, ie., there-sentences involving individual-level 

predicates and 'strong' readings of determiners are always ungrammatical. The fact that the 

same syntactic test applies to different categories to yield similar semantic generalizations may 

be seen as confirmation that the approach taken is on the right track. 
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5.2.2 APPLYING THE MH 

In this section I present the details of three of the claims that Diesing. makes 

regarding the wider application of the theory of indefinites outlined above. It 

is claimed that the MH has the potential to provide an account for the facts 

of Germ~n scrambling, the availability of 'specific' readings to certain types of 

indefinites in Turkish and Dutch. I summarize the main arguments for each of 

these claims below. 

GERMAN WORD ORDER AND SCRAMBLING 

In developing the theory of indefinites, we have so far concentrated only on data 

from English, which has a S-structure requiremP.nt. on .::1_~l:>j~-::t~; requiring th~!!! 

to be necessarily be in [Spec, IP] by that level of representation. . This has led 

to an elaboration of the theory of LF, by the means of such rules as subject

lowering and tree-splitting. All languages, however, are not quite exactly like 

English with respect to this S-structure requirement, i. e. in many languages, 

subjects may appear in [Spec, VP] or [Spec, IP] at S-structure. German is one 

such language, and it is hypothesized that in this language, and others like it, it 

is the S-structure word order that is the input to tree-splitting. Consequently, in 

these languages the LF rule of subject-lowering does not apply. 

Considering the specific case of German, we find that (indefinite) subjects 

can appear in either [Spec, VP] or [Spec, IP] at S-structure. This is indicated by 

the relative positioning of the subject vis-a-vis the sentence adverbial j a doch 

(meaning 'indeed'), which we consider along with Webelhuth (1989) to mark the 

left edge of the VP boundary. Since German is a scrambling language, one could 

be tempted to take the approach that the two S-structure positions in which 

subjects may appear are related by a rule of scrambling, but then we would 

be hard pressed to explain why German indefinite subjects pattern exactly like 
0 

English indefinite subjects with respect to the stage-individual contrast. For 
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instance, in (30), when the indefinite subject of a stage-level predicate IS m 

[Spec, VP], it receives an existential interpretation, but when it is in [Spec, IP], 

it is the generic reading which is favoured. Indefinite subjects of individual

level predicates, on the other hand cannot appear in the (Sp~, VP] position 

at S-structure, as in (31) below, since they can be accorded only a generic or 

presuppositional interpretation:: 

(30)(a) weil [1pja doch [ypLinguisten Kammermusik spielen]] 

since PRT PRT linguists chamber music play 

1 Since there are linguists playing chamber music.' 

(b) weil [1pLinguisten ja doch [vpKammermusik spielen] 

since linguists PRT PRT chamber music play 

cSince (in general) there are linguists playing 

chamber music. 

(31) (a) weil [Jp Skorpione ja doch [vp giftig sind]] 

since scorpions PRT PRT poisonous are 

1 Since (in general) scorpions are poisonous' 

(b)*weil [Jp ja doch [vp Skorpione giftig sind]] 

since PRT PRT scorpions poisonous are 

Since scorpions are poisonous.' 16 

The first finding about German word order is thus that the two positions 

for subjects in German are associated with different interpretation properties, 

just like English. The difference between the two languages lies only in the level 

of interpretation that tree-splitting takes place. For German, the S-structure 

representation is the input to this algorithm, while for English, it is the LF 

16Stressing the predicate giftig does make the example more acceptable, but the existential 
interpretation for the bare plural subject is still not available; rather, the generic reading of 
the indefinite persists. 
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representation (preceded by subject-lowering), that this rule applies to. Thus, 

for German, the observable two subject positions are not related by scrambling, 

but rather by raising and control. 

Turning now to German indefinite objects, we find that they may appear 

outside of their base position inside the VP at S-structure. Again, this scrambling 

has semantic effects to those associated with English indefinite objects -they are 

never interpreted as bound by existential closure. Rather, the QR reading of the 

indefinite surfaces and the interpretation is either a presuppositional or a generic 

one. For example, in (32b ), where the adverb immer marks the VP boundary, 

the indefinite object Bucher uber wombats is given a generic reading: 

(32)(a) daB [1p Otto immer [yp Bucher uber Wombats liest]] 

that Otto always books about wombats reads 

'That Otto always r·eads books about wombats.' 

(b) daB [1p Otto Bucher uber Wombats immer [vp liest]] 

that Otto books about wombats always reads 

'That Otto always reads books about wombats.' 

Thus, scrambling out of VP to the IP-level structure at S-structure in German 

induces QR at LF. At the same time, it would be more than a trifle hasty to 

equate S-structure scrambling with LF QR in English, since scrambling does not 

act as a total replacement for QR in German. "If this were the case, we would 

expect that there would be no instances of scope ambiguities in German and 

also that the NPs that obligatorily undergo QR (namely presuppositional NPs) 

would not be able to remain within the VP at S-structure. Neither of these 

predictions is borne out ... S-structure scrambling need not occur, unlike QR, 

which presumably is needed for quantificational NPs by some sort of condition on 

variable binding" (p. 108). Scraiilbling has the effect of forcing the QR reading 
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of the scrambled indefinite, "scrambled NPs do not undergo LF lowering and 

unscrambled indefinites usually do not receive the QR reading" (ibid.). 

DUTCH INDEFINITE SUBJECTS 

Many languages, including Dutch (Reuland (1988)) and Turkish (Enc 1991)) 

seem to allow a specific interpretation of indefinite NPs in certain syntactic con

tex~s. Diesing shows that these facts "can be explained by regarding the essential 

semantic content of "specificity" as being in fact presuppositionality" (p. 80). 

Dutch behaves like both German and English in its identification of the IP

level structure as the domain of restrictive clause formation. At the same time, 

it is different from both these languages in that it is a mixture of both these 

languages. Like English, the [Spec, IP] position cannot be empty at S-structure 

in Dutch, 17 and like German, tree-splitting takes place at S-strueture, entail

ing that tl~ere is no LF rule of subject-lowering in the language. The theory 

developed here predicts that the Dutch indefinites that appear in [Spec, IP] at 

S-structure will be accorded a generic/presuppositional interpretation, whereas 

those that occupy [Spec, VP] at the same level of representation will only receive 

a nonpresuppositional or existential interpretation. These findings are confirmed. 

More interesting is the behaviour of weakly quantified NPs, which, it will be 

recalled, are ambiguous between a presuppositional and existential (nonpresup

positional) reading. By our theory, we would expect these indefinite subjects to 

be accorded a presuppositional reading if they occur in [Spec, IP] at S-structure, 

but it has been claimed that (Reuland (1988)) what is available is a 'specific' 

reading. (For the VP-internal indefinite subject, only the existential interpreta

tion is available.): 

(33)(a) Fred denkt dat [Jp er [vp twee koeien op het 

17When there is no NP or PP to fill the [Spec, IP] position at S-structure, the expletive er 

is inserted in that position. 
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(b) 

Fred thinks that there two cows 

dak liggen]] 

roof lying] 

1 Fred thinks that two cows are lying on the 

Fred denkt dat 

Fred thinks that 

dak liggen]] 

roof lying]] 

[[p twee koeien [vp op het 

two COWS on the 

on the 

roof. I 

roof lie 

1 Fred thinks that two (specific) cows are lying on 

the roof. 1 

Diesing claims that this 'specific' reading actually involves the notion of pre

supposition: "The specific indefinite in these examples are indefinites that receive 

a presuppositional, restrictive clause interpretation in which the determiner func

tions as an operator (it has quantificational force of its own). The nonspecific 

indefinites are existential closure indefinites. These NPs have no quantificational 

force and their determiners function as cardinality predicates" (p. 84). This pre

suppositional reading is especially brought out by the paraphraseability of these 

specific indefinites as partitives, a test that we used to isolate the two readings 

available to weak determiners as well. In (33b ), the specific nature of the in

definite twee koeien pressupposes a set of cows already identified, or presented 

as so, in the discourse, and hence the specificity of the indefinite is strongly 

presuppositional in nature. 

TURKISH OBJECTS 

The relative positioning of the subject, in terms of linear and hierarchical order is 

not the only way in which languages signal the presuppositional or nonpresuppo

sitional nature of indefinite NPs. L~nguages like Turkish employ morphological 

Case-marking as a device to (optionally) herald the presence or absence of this 
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property. In particular, object NPs in Turkish may appear with or without the 

accusative Case-marker - (y) i. The presence of the accusative Case-marker has 

been called a marker of specificity (Enc 1991 ), whereas the absence of the marker 

identifies the indefinite NP as nonspecific: 

(34) (a) Ali bir ki tab-i aldi 

Ali one book--ACC bought 

'A book is such that Ali bought it.' 

(b) Ali bir kitap aldi 

Ali one book bought 

'Ali bought some book or the other.' 

'rhe fact that this optional Case-marking is obligatory with strong (i. e. pre

suppositional) determiners lends support to the thesis that presuppositionality 

and specificity are closely related semantic notions, with very. similar syntactic 

representations. Additional evidence for this claim comes from the discourse frag

ments that Enc presents to show the distinction between specific and nonspecific 

readings of Turkish objects: 

(35)(a) odam-a birkac cocuk girdi 

(b) 

(c) 

my-room-OAT several child entered 

'Several children entered my room.' 

iki kiz-i taniyordum 

two girl-ACC !-knew 

'I knew two girls.' 

iki kiz taniyordum 

two girl !-knew 

'I knew two girls.' 
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The fact that if (35b) is uttered in the context provided in (35a), the intended 

meaning can only be partitive - the two girls I claim to know must be two of the 

set of the children who entered my room - and that (35c) can only be used to 

introduce two new girls into the discourse, suggests very strongly that specificity 

here is strongly tied up with presuppositionality, given that partitivity of inter

pretation is a test for presuppositionality. It is therefore possible to subsume the 

notion of specificity under an overarching notion of presuppositionality, and to 

associate it with restrictive clause formation. Turkish objects must thus appear 

outside the VP by LF, with the accusative Case-marker acting as "an S-structure 

trigger" for the LF QR of the object NP.18 

5.2.3 CONCLUSION 

The theory of the LF interpretation of (in)definites that Diesing proposes is 

marked in that it not o~ly develops a theory of the syntax-semantics interface, 

but also m<~:intains the independence and autonomy of the two modules. In doing 

so, it conforms to the requirements made by the theory of UG that LF be as syn

tactic as possible a level of representation, so that semantic representations may 

actually be read off the syntactic representations it generates. It also has the 

added advantage of unifying three quite disparate factors that affect the inter

pretation of indefinites under one analysis. In the next section, I shall show how 

on some further refinements to this approach, this theory can quite successfully 

18 Diesing also looks at the Specificity Condition on extraction from DPs proposed by Chom

sky (1973) and Fiengo and Higginbotham (1981), which essentially states that extraction from 

a specific object is blocked. The generalization that emerges from the discussion can be stated 

as follows: 

(i) The NP-Extraction Constraint 

Extraction cannot take place out of an NP that must raise out of the VP before 

tree-splitting. 

Diesing develops a Subjacency explanation for the constraint expressed in (i), the details of 

which need not concern us here. What is to be noted, once again, is that if this formalization 

is to be accepted, there is no longer any need to maintain Mahajan's (1992) generalizat}on that 

this condition derives from Case-assignment to specific DPs in [Spec, AGR-oP]. 
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account for the specificity effects in Hindi and Urdu base and scrambled configu

rations. However, it does not seem to be possible to maintain these proposals in 

their current form within a minimalist approach to UG, for at least two reasons. 

Given that computation to LF is uniform und~r the new approach, the concept 

of tree-splitting at Spellout/S-structure is simply not tenable, unless we assume 

that no further LF-activity (that influences the quantificational/presuppositional 

interpretations of D Ps) is allowed after this operation. This assumption would, 

however, be at odds with specially the Case and agreement checking mechanisms, 

which are standardly held to move DPs out of the VP for Case and agreement 

checking, even at the level of LF. The second problem has to do with the mech

anisms of LF-lowering that this analysis assumes, since such an operation is 

prohibited in MPLT. 

Refinements to the Diesing theory are therefore needed. In 5. 3. 3, I shall 

suggest a few, that will serve the purpose ~f maintaining Diesing's analysis for 

the interpretation of Hindi ang Urdu objects within an MPLT view of UG. 

5.3 PRESUPPOSITIONAL DPs IN HINDI AND URDU 

In this section, I use Diesing's proposals to give an analysis of Hindi and Urdu 

specificity effects, which we now relabel presuppositionality effects in scrambled 

constructions. I first map out the terrain in which presuppositional effects are 

exhibited and a re-examination of the factors that influence these effects. I 

then show that with certain minor modifications, the Hindi and Urdu facts are 

perfectly amenable to an analysis in term~ of restrictive clause-formation. 

5.3.1 THE FACTS 

SPECIFICITY = PRESUPPOSITIONALITY IN HINDI AND URDU 

The first fact we have to ascertain is that the specificity effects in Hindi and Urdu 

are interpretable as presuppositional, and/or paraphraseable as partitives, if we 
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are to subsume them under the presuppositionality analysis. Therefore, recon

sider ( 1) and (2), and recall our repeated assertions that scrambled structures 

cannot be used as discourse-initial utterances: 

(36)(a) mEN-ne raam-ko film dikhaayii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) film(DO) showed 

ci showed Ram a film. 1 

(b) mEN-ne film raam-ko dikhaayii 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

ci showed Ram the film.' 
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(37)(a) raam-ne kayii kitaabeN xariidiiN 

Ram(SU) many books(DO) bought 

Ram bought many books.' 

(a) kayii kitaabeN raam-ne xariidiiN 

many books(DO) Ram(SU) bought 

(i) ?*'Ram bought many books.' 

(ii) 'Ram bought many (of the) books.' 

399 

(36b) can only be a felicitous answer to a question like (38a), which spells out 

the presupposed nature of the DO 'film' and not to (38b ), which makes no such 

presuppostion. Similarly, (37b) is is a singularly inappropriate answer to (38a), 

and can only constitute a response to (38b ): 

(38)(a) tumne apnii film kise dikhaayii? 

you self's film whom showed 

'Whom did you show your film to?' 

(b) tumne raam-kii dilcaspii-ke-liiye kyaa kiiyaa? 

you Ram-GEN interest-for what did? 

'What did you do for Ram's entertainment?' 

A partitive reading for the scrambled object can also be rendered salient if 

we embed the two responses in a discourse like the one in (39): 

(39) mEN videsh-se tiin ciizen laayaa thaa: ek film, ek 

I abroad-from three things got was a film a 

kitaab, Or ek ghaRii 

book and a watch 
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(a) mEN-ne raam-ko film dikhaayii Or use ek ghaRii dii 

I(SU) Ram(IO) film(DO) showed and him a watch gave 

cr showed Ram a film and gave him a watch.' 

(b) mEN-ne film raam-ko dikhaayii 
. 

I(SU) film(DO) Ram(IO) showed 

1 I showed the film to Ram.' 

(J9a), if uttered as a response to (39) will be infelicitous if it is to meant to 

imply anything but a change in subject- the DO 'a film' cannot be taken to be 

a part of the set identified in (39). But (39b) can, and must, have this partitive 

reading. 

The readings for (37) are very similar. as the glosses on (37b) show, weakly 

quantified DPs are interpretable only as partitives in the scrambled positions, 

and if no such partitive reading can be rendered salient, -the examples will be 
-. 

judged unacceptable, or in many cases, ungrammatical. This is what happens 

in examples like ( 40a), which involve WH-questions; the problem with ( 40a) is 

semantic/pragmatic rather than syntactic, since ( 40b ), in which the partitive 

reading is rendered more salient in context, is adjudicated much better than 

( 40b ), though it would still be improper to characterize it as a proper WH

question; if anything, it is more acceptable as an echo question: 

(40) (a) *?kuch pEsaa kisne curaayaa? 

some money who stole 

'Who stole some money?' 

(b) ??kuch pEsaa kisne curaayaa, Or baaKii kisne? 

some money who stole and rest who 

'Who stole some of the money and who the rest?' 

Finally, consider the behaviour <'f -tr ... f'T\s is Hindi and Urdu. In the Ian-
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guage, nonhuman objects may only optionally be marked with -ko, but whenever 

they are so marked, they are always interpreted as definite, and consequently as 

specific, as shown by ( 41 b): 

(41)(a) nuur-ne kuttaa xariidaa 

No or dog bought 

(Noor bought a dog.• 

(b) nuur-ne kutte-ko xariidaa 

Noor dog-ACC bought 

(Noor bought the dog.• 

It ie c~r.eequently expected that scrambling will not induce any further speci

ficity effects on these DPs, and this seems to be generally true. As ( 42) and ( 43) 

show, scrambling makes no difference to the specific reading of the DO. In fact, 

if no special focusing demands are placed on the scrambled D P, as in ( 42), ·both 

_. the scrambled and the default word order are equally appropriate continuations 

of ( 42), but if focusing, specially contrastive focusing, is involved as in ( 43), then 

only the scrambled order is permitted as appropriate: 

(42) nuur-ne ek kuttaa dekhaa, bahut pasand aayaa, to . . 

No or a dog saw a lot liking came 

(Noor saw a dog and liked it very much, so . 

(a) kutte-ko nuur-ne xariid liiyaa 

dog-ACC No or bought took 

(Noor bought the dog.• 

(b) nuur-ne kutte-ko xariid liiyaa 

No or dog-ACC bought took 

(Noor bought the dog. 1 

so. 
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(43) saif-ne ek kuttaa dekhaa. bahut pas and aayaa. par 

sa if a dog saw a lot liking came but. 

'Noor saw a dog and liked it very much, but 

(a) kutte-ko nuur-ne xariid liiyaa 

dog-ACC No or bought tookt 

'Noor bought the dog.' 

(b) nuur-ne kutte-ko xariid liiyaa 

No or dog-ACC bought took 

'Noor bought the dog.' 

The data from specific -ko DPs thus provides further evidence for the claim 

that the primary function of scrambling is sy!!t~dic !0-:!!!:!!!g. 

All in all, there is then sufficient evidence to claim that specificity effects in 

Hindi and Urdu can be subsumed under the presuppositional analysis suggested 

by Diesing (1992). It is therefore expected that these effects should _be associated 

with restrictive clause formation, either on the basis of the Spellout structure 

or on the basis of the derivation that reaches LF. We are, however, quite far from 

determing how and when tree-partitioning actually takes place, at least until we 

have determined how the other factors affecting presuppositional interpretations 

interact with each other. 

PRESUPPOSITIONAL INTERPRETATION: DETERMINING FACTORS 

Recall that in the first section of this chapter, I had identified three major fac

tors that influenced the specific interpretation of Hindi and Urdu in situ (and 

scrambled) DPs: (i) DP-structure, i.e. whether the DP is overtly marked for def

initeness or not, where definiteness is overtly marked by Case-marking and/or 

deictic pronouns, or and; (ii) Syntactic position, i.e. whether the DP is scram

bled or in ~itu; (3) The role of tense/aspect, e.g. whether the aspect is perfective 
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or imperfective. 19 The generalization in Hindi and Urdu about the definite

ness/indefiniteness of in situ DPs is this: If the in situ DP20 is marked by an 

indefinite quantifier, it is definitely indefinite. Otherwise, definiteness readings 

are most salient when the DP is either Case-marked or bears a deictic pronoun. 

DPs with null determiners are usually interpreted as indefinite, but can receive 

a definite interpretation as ·well, this option being heavily conditioned by the 

19 Diesing's proposals introduce a fourth factor, which we did not consider in our initial 

discussion - the stage- or individual-level nature of the predicate - but since that does not 

have any bearing on the issue of DO scrambling, I do not address it in the text. Briefly 

commenting on it here, it appears that the stage-/individual -level distinction is irrelevant for 

the interpretation of Hindi and Urdu bare plural subjects, and that DP-structure, and possibly 

aspect as well, play the much larger role. Consider the following examples: 

(i) (a) laRkoN-ne meraa sitaar toR diiyaa 

the boys my sitar broke 

'The boys broke my sitar.' 

(b) IaRke sitaar toRte hEN 

boys sitars break 

'Boys break sitars.' 

(ii) (a) laRkoN-ke paas meraa sitaar hE 

the boys my sitar is 

'The boys have my sitar.' 

(b) IaRke sitaar bajaanaa jaante ~, J>:-:, hEN 

boys sitars to play know are 

'Boys know how to play the sitar.' 

The examples in (i) employ a stage-level predicate, and (ii) an individual-level predicate, but 

in both examples the bare plurals receive uniformly quantificational interpretations (definite 

and generic). These facts appear to derive from the fact that the null determiner in Hindi and 

Urdu bare plural DPs is ambiguous between a definite and an indefinite use only in object 

position, and unambiguously definite in the subject positions. It could be argued that the fact 

that Hindi and Urdu subjects raise overtly in the syntax and that the MH applies to Spellout 

structures in conjunction with the observations about DP-structure, bypasses the importance 

of the stage-individual distinction. Note also that aspectual distinctions are necessary to get 

the generic reading of bare plural DPs. 
20It is not my intention here to propose a syntactic analysis for Hindi and Urdu DPs as that 

will take us too far afield. I shall assume that Milsark 's definitions of weak and strong quantifiers 

can and must be incorporated into the analysis DPs receive in UG, and therefore assume that 

phrasing the discussion in these terms in not'atheoretical. I shall, however, wherever necessary, 

indulge in (footnoted) speculations about DP-structure in Hindi and Urdu. 
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perfectivity of aspect. 21 Let us examine each part of the generalization in turn 

in relation to the scrambling of such DPs. 

(A) Indefinites: Hindi and Urdu DPs that are overtly quantified by weak quan

tifiers are always interpreted as indefinite, and this specification overrides the 

definiteness/specificity effects induced by two of the other factors that determine 

definiteness/specificity in Hindi and Urdu, the factors of -ko marking and perfec

tivity of aspect. ( 44) shows that -ko is not enough to override the indefiniteness 

reading provided by the weak quantifier: 

(44)(a) saif kitaab-ko Gusse-meN aakaar phaaR daalegaa 

Saif book-ACC anger-in came tear put-will 

'Saif will tear up the book in a fit of anger. I 

(b) saif ek kitaab-ko gusse-meN aakaar phaaR daalegaa 

Saif a book-ACC anger,.. in came tear put-will 

'Saif will tear up t,he book in a fit of anger. I 

In ( 44a), the ACC Case-marker quite clearly induces the definite/specific 

reading of the in situ DO; However, (44b) shows, irrespective of the whether the 

Case-marker is taken to be a definiteness or specificity marker, the contribution 

it does make to the presuppositional interpretation of the DO DP can easily 

nullified on the addition of an indefinite quantifier like ek. The pattern is not 

only restricted to -ko DPs, but generalizes to bare DPs as well: In ( 45a), the 

21 It thus seems that definiteness is generally a feeble feature on Hindi and Urdu DPs that 

surfaces weakly on two sites, the Case-marker and/or the deictic pronoun. If we assume that 

definiteness induced by perfectivity of aspect is not a feature of the DP but of the semantics of 

aspect itself (Vendler (1967); Tenney (1987); Gueron (1994: ISIS lectures), then it appears that 

null determiners in Hindi and Urdu DPs are also feebly specified for definiteness. It is then an 

open question whether Hindi and Urdu DPs can be considered to have a Do that is ever filled 

at all; that is, whether deictic pronouns, Case-markers and null articles can be considered to 

belong to the category Do at all. If Do is 'always empty in Hindi and Urdu simple DPs, the 

analysis of Hindi and Urdu DPs adopted for possessive pronouns in Chapter 3 receives support. 
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aspectual predicate determines the definite/specific reading of the DO, which is 

again nullified by the addition of an indefinite quantifier in ( 45b ), and the s~me 

pattern is replicated with bare plurals in (45c) and (d): 

(45)(a) saif-ne kitaab Gus se-meN aakaar phaaR daalii 

Sa if book anger-in came tear put 

'Saif tore up the book in a fit of anger. I 

(b) saif-ne ek kitaab gusse-meN aakaar phaaR daalii 

Sa if a book anger-in came tear put 

'Saif tore a book in a fit of anger. 1 

(c) saif-ne kitaabeN Gus se-meN aakaar phaaR daaliiN 

Sa if books anger-in came tear put 

'Saif tore up the books in a fit of anger. , 

(d) saif-ne kayii kitaabeN gus se-meN aakaar phaaR daaliiN 

,Saif many books anger-in came tear put 

'Saif tore a book in a fit of anger. 1 

These indefinite quantifiers can also win out over a DP that is marked by a 

deictic pronoun.22 

(46)(a) saif-ne ye kitaabeN xariidiiN hEN 

Sa if these books bought is 

'Saif has bought these books.' 

22Thereby providing evidence for Bhattacharya and Dasgupta's (1993) claim that deictic 

pronouns are not the major site in which definiteness/specificity information is located in 

Hindi and Urdu DPs, since it can be so eas~ly nullified. H.owever, the same arguments threaten 

their proposal as ~ell, since they locate definiteness information in Case-markers in Hindi and 

Urdu, and we have just seen that these too can be overridden by overt indefinite marking. 
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(b) saif-ne ye kuch kitaabeN xariidiiN hEN 

Saif these some books bought is 

c(lit.) Saif has bought these some books.' 

As far as scrambling is concerned, all indefinites are always interpreted as 

presuppositional when they are scrambled, as shown by the examples in ( 4 7)

( 49), the contexts providing the evidence that the reading is presuppositional: 

(47) ek kitaab(-ko) raam paRhegaa (Or ek(-ko) saif 

a book(-ACC) Ram read-will and one-(ACC) Saif 

cone book Ram will read and the other, Saif.' 

(48) kayii kitaabeN saif-ne rakhkhiiN (Or kayiiiN pheNkiiN) 

many books Sa if kept and many threw away 

csaif kept many of the books and he threw away many.' 

(49) ye kuch kitaabeN saif-ne xariidiiN hEN (Or vo nuur-ne) 

these some books Sa if bought is and those Noor 

csaif has bought these books, and Noor, those.' 

The evidence of ( 4 7)-( 49) suggests that the tree-splitting algorithm should 

apply to the structure generated at Spellout in Hindi and Urdu. 

(B) Definites: If a DP is marked with either a deictic pronoun or a Case-marker, 

it is usually interpreted as definite. This marking renders a DP definite/specific 

irrespective of the aspectual composition of the predicate, thereby suggesting 

that the definiteness induced by the predicate is not a feature of the DP itself. 

As (50) shows, a so-marked DP is always interpreted as definite, even in the 

nonperfective aspect: 
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(50) saif-ne ye kitaabeN xariidegaa 

Sa if these books buy-will 

'Saif will buy these books.' 

Scrambling does not yield any additional meaning of specificity, i.e. a presup

positional reading when such DPs are scrambled. These· facts have already been 

shown in (42) for scrambled -ko marked DPs, and (51) shows that the same is 

true for DPs marked by deictic pronouns- DPs that are so-marked receive the 

same interpretation whether they are in situ or are scrambled: 

(51) (a) saif-ne ye kitaabeN xariidiiN hEN 

Sa if these books bought is 

'Saif has bought these books.' 

(b) ye kitaabeN saif-ne xariidiiN hEN (or vo nuur-ne) 

these books Sa if bought is and those Noor 

'Saif has bought these books, and Noor, those.' 

Again, the generalization appears to be that only indefinites gain a presup

positional interpretation when they are scrambled. 

(C) Bare DPs: Bare DPs are usually interpreted as indefinite in the progressive 

aspect, generic in the habitual aspect, and definite with aspectual predicates. 

Scrambling affects the interpretation of only bare DPs in the first aspectual 

context. These facts are shown in (52) and (53): 

(52)(a) sEher kitaab(eN) paRh rahii hE 

Sehar book(s) read PROG is 

'Sehar is reading a book/books.' 
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(b) sEher kitaab(eN) paRhtii hE 

Sehar book(s) read-HAB is 

csehar reads books.' 

(c) sEher-ne kitaab(eN) p~ liiN 

Sehar book(s) read took 

csehar has read the book/books.' 

(53)(a) kitaab sEher paRh rahii hE (Or kOmiK raam) 

book SEher read PROG is and comic Ram 

cSehar is reading the book, and Ram, the comic.' 

(b) kitaab sEher paRhtii hE (Or kOmiK raam) 

book SEher read-HAB is and comic Ram 

cSehar reads books, and Ram, comics.' 

(c) kitaab sEher-ne paRh lii hE (Or kOmiK raam-ne) 

book SEher read taken is and comic Ram 

cSehar has read the book, and Ram, the comic.' 

The generalization that emerges from the discussion is then as follows: 

(54) Indefinite DPs in Hindi and Urdu receive a presuppositional 

reading in scrambled configurations. Definites and generics 

are already presuppositional, and a change in their syntac

-tic position has no effect on this reading. 

This generalization about presuppositional effects in Hindi and Urdu falls 

perfectly in line with the predictions of Diesing's theory, as it is expected that 

only indefinites will betray quantificational variability, and not definites. By her 

approach, the generalization in (54) would be captured by the proposal that 

assuming that the tree-splitting algorithm applies to the structure at Spellout 
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in Hindi and Urdu, but as we have mentioned, this proposal is no longer tenable 

in the current version of the theory. Additionally, a Spellout-tree-splitting 

analysis would not be able to capture the fact that Hindi and Urdu also has 

aspectually, Case-marked and indexically defined definites and generics receive 

these interpretations without overt raising, since after tree-splitting no further 

QR is predicted. In the next section, I extend certain suggestions hy Diesing 

herself, to make the approach more amenable to MPLT. 

5.3.2 DERIVING THE MH FOR HINDI AND URDU OBJECTS 

In order to maintain the MH for the interpretation of Hindi and Urdu objects 

within MPLTthere are three issues that need to be resolved: (1) The position in 

which accusative Case checking takes place in Hindi and Urdu, so that Case and 

agreement checking is disassociated from semantic interpretation; (2) the link 

between syntactic position and semantic interpretation, so that we can maintain 
- . 

the intuiti'on that at least as far as overtly indefinite DPs are concerned, the MH 

applies to the Spellout configuration, and; (3) the link between DP-structure 

and tense/ aspect and semantic interpretation, so that we can derive the fact that 

definite/specific readings of DPs are not solely determined by syntactic position 

in Hindi and Urdu. Let us consider each problem in turn. 

THE POSITION OF AG R-oP IN HINDI AND URDU 

In the first section of this chapter we saw the need to disassociate definite

ness/specificity interpretations from Case and agreement positions. This is ren-

.dered all the more important in an MPLT version of UG that seeks to maintain 

the MH and the tree-splitting algorithm on which the MH operates, since on 

standard views of accusative Case-checking, the position to which objects must 

move to check this Case is outside the VP, thereby entailing that indefinite ob

jects will never be mapped onto the nuclear scope. This is accomplished by the 
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proposal made in this dissertation that a VP-internal AGR-oP in simple transi

tives is indeed a parametric option for at least some languages in UG. We have 

postulated that Hindi and Urdu takes up this option; now, we see that it has the 

added advantage of facilitating a maintenance of the MH. By these proposals, a 

Hindi and Urdu object will never be outside the VP at LF, purely for Case and 

agreement checking, with -the result that if it is, it will necessarily be mapped on 

to the restrictive clause. The VP-internal AGR-oP position thus not only cap

tures the fact that specificity and definiteness readings do not always obtain with 

object agreement and -ko marking, but also that syntactic movement outside the 

VP for objects will always result in mapping onto the restrictive clause. 

SYNTACTIC POSITION AND SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION 

The problem that we wish to address here is that we wish to ensure that the 

MH, even though it is forced by MPLT to apply only at LF, can still recognize 

the importance of Spellout movement. Our proposal regarding a VP-internal 

AGR-oP for Hindi and Urdu solves this problem, since all that is now needed is 

an assumption that the MH applies after copy-deletion has taken place, so that 

objects in adjoined positions, the positions targeted by scrambling, are always 

considered as part of the material in IP rather than VP. 23 

There is a potential problem for languages that take the parametric option 

for a VP-external AGR-oP and have object scrambling that induces specificity 

effects. These languages would require a lowering operation if the in situ DO 

recives an indefinite interpretation, and we would have to give an LF-explanation 

of the reasons why such lowering is blocked with scrambled objects, since the tree

splitting algorithm can no longer apply at Spellout, as well as why lowering is 

an option at all. 

23 Recall that Diesing assumes that adjoined positions to VP or IP cannot be included in VP 

or IP, since they are not dominated by all the segments of the VP /IP category. I maintain this 

assumption. 
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Instead, suppose we assume that that the MH can apply to traces, but not 

to copies, since copy-deletion precedes the tree-splitting algorithm, and that the 

preference is for the MH to apply to the trace. If the DO in such languages has 

.an indefinite interpretation, given the MH's preference to apply to the trace, it 

will be mapped onto the nuclear scope. If, on the other hand, the DO is definite, 

and even if the MH applies to the trace; the claim made by Diesing that all 

definites QR will ensure that definites will be mapped on the restrictive clause 

at Lf.24 25 

D0 , ASPECT AND SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION 

The purpose of this dicussion is to ensure that semantic interpretation is not made 

exclusively dependent on linear order for Hindi and Urdu objects, given that 

Case-marking, deictic pronouns and perfectivity of aspect are also crucial factors 

in determining whether a DP is accorded a definitefspecific/presuppositional 

interpretation or an indefinite one. Th arrive at this result, we first need to 

'settle' the basic structure of Hindi and Urdu DPs. 

This is quite a difficult task, since definiteness is not always specified, and 

even when it is, it can be undermined quite easily by weak quantifiers like ek, 

kuch, etc .. Following Bhattacharya and Dasgupta (1993)26
, let us assume that 

the Hindi and Urdu DP is head-final and that the D-0 is the Case-marker, but 

since definiteness in Hindi and Urdu DPs is feeble, definiteness may spread over 

24This raises a problem with respect to lOs in our analysis of DOCs, since these categories 

check Case in an adjoined position and leave copies. Therefore, it may be necessary for us to 

make a distinction between 8- and non-8-positions and stipulate that the MH must preferen

tially apply to empty categories in 8-positions. 
25This proposal can be extended to preclude a lowering analysis of subjects as well, since, 

by Diesing's proposals, individual-level predicates are control predicates, controlling a PRO in 

[Spec, VP] rather than a trace. The MH can therefore not apply to the trace; hence, the only 

possible interpretation for the subject of an individual-level predicate is a quantificational one. 

Subjects of stage-level predicates, on the other hand, since the MH can apply to their traces, 

are ambiguous between the two interpretations. 
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to the site of modifying determiners as well, such as deictic pronouns. More 

concretely, let us assume, following a suggestion of Probal Dasgupta (1994: ISIS 

lectures) that Hindi and Urdu DPs have, not one, but two Do positions, one to 

the left and one to th~ right. Following suggestions by Diesing herself, (1992: 

149; fn. 39), let us assume that thi~ Case-marker is a strong determiner that 

triggers LF QR of the DP to which it is affixed. This will explain why the Hindi 

and Urdu -ko DPs receive a specific/definite interpretation, and as long as we 

maintain the position that the MH can apply only after copy-deletion has taken 

place. 

Turning now to bare DPs, it is clear that the null determiner patterns more 

with weak determiners than with strong ones, in the Milsarkian sense. As we have 

noted, the only way a bare DP can receive a definitetefspecific interpretation is 

when an aspectual predicate is involved, and possibly in the perfective aspect as 

well. Although I ha:ye no way of formalizing exactly how this connection is to be 

made, there are two possibilities: We can either derive this coanection between 

perfectivity and definiteness from the fact that in Hindi and Urdu the predicates 

involved are verbal compound, and postulate that the final V of the compound, 

which bears the perfectivity information checks its features in a VP-external 

AGR-oP position, that AGR-o head also ultimately licensing the object of the 

aspectual predicate and verb agreement with it. In that case, objects of aspec

tual predicates will be outside the VP by LF, and after tree-splitting occurs, will 

necessarily be mapped on to the restrictive clause. Alternatively, we could at

tempt to derive this connection between perfectivity and definiteness/specificity 

from the observations (Pollock (1989); Gueron(1994: ISIS lectures; Enc (1989) 

that semantically, tense/aspect has the status of an operator. 

Turning finally to indefinite DPs, let us first determine their structure. Fol

lowing Shlonsky (1991), we assume that quantifiers are heads, heading a QP 

projection. In Hindi and Urdu, Q0 takes DP as a complement and is both the 

syntactic as well as the semantic head of its phrase, since the weakness or strength 
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of the quantifier determines the semantics of the phrase. Following Diesing, let 

us assume that a weak QP need not undergo QR for its cardinality reading; but 

must for its presuppositional reading. The fact that the scrambling of these weak 

QPs induces a QR reading for the weak determiner then follows exactly as it does 

for German object scrambling. 

With these minor reformulations, Diesing's proposals regarding the MH and 

the tree-splitting procedure that feeds this mapping can be seen to straightfor:

wardly yield an analysis for the presuppositional readings that scrambled and in 

situ D Ps get. To assure ourselves of this, in conclusion, consider the examples in 

(55): 

(55)(a) [ek kitaab [raam laayegaa 

a book ram bring-will 

1 0ne (of the) book, Ram will bring. 1 

(b) raam-ne kutte-ko dekhaa 

Ram dog-ACC saw 

1 Ram saw the dog. 1 

In (55a), the indefinite QP is in an IP-adjoined position, and this allows it to 

be mapped on to the restrictive clause. In ( 55b), the presuppositional reading of 

the object is arrived at by the QR of the DO, in which the Case-marker patterns 

with strong determiners and induces the DO to QR, where it will be mapped on 

to the restrictive clause as desired. 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we have found that the specific/partitive readings that (in situ 

and) scrambled Hindi and Urdu DPs get are conditioned by the type of deter

miner these DPs have, the aspectual class of their predicates and the syntactic 
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position of the DP in terms of linear order. We have shown that the analysis of 

(in)definites presented by Diesing (1992), with a few minor modifications, can 

be used to explain these facts about Hindi and Urdu scrambling. The proposed 

analysis is neutral to the choice between Proposals I and II presented in the last 

chapter, and is easily compatible with either. 



Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter concludes the dissertation with a brief summary and appraisal of 

the theoretical merits of the proposals made in the dissertation, and a discus

sion of some scrambling phenomena as yet to be comprehensively addressed in 

the dissertation. 6.1 examines these residual issues, 6.2 assesses the main theo

retical results of this dissertation, and 6.3 concludes the dissertation with some 

suggestions for future research. 

6.1 SOME RESIDUAL ISSUES 

This section 'examines the phenomenon of long distance scrambling (LOS) m 

Hindi and Urdu, and the phenomenon of parasitic gaps licensed by scrambling. 

Both constructions are often quite marginal, usually rejected by most native 

speakers, specially when bare and indefinite OPs are involved. The discussion 

here is essentially intended to capture the judgements of the small group of 

speakers that do allow LOS and scrambling-licensed parasitic gaps. The section 

concludes with a consideration of rightward 'scrambling'. 

6.1.1 LONG DISTANC~ SCRAMBLING 

Scrambling across clause boundaries is, m Mahajan's (1990) vtew, a case of 

A-bar, or non-L-movement is subject to WCO effects. Claiming that there is a 

small class of verbs that do triggerS-structure WH-movement of WH-phrases and 

quantifier phrases, he shows that LOS of WH-phrases and QPs from finite clauses 
0 

that are the complements of such predicates does not lead to the suppression of 
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WCO effects: 

(1)(a) *raam-ne kahaa [kii [siitaa-ne kisko dekhaa]] 

Ram(SU) said that Sita (ESU) who(EDO) seen 

(Who did Ram say Sita had seen? 1 

(b) [kisko; [raam-ne kahaa [kii[siitaa-ne t; dekhaa]]]] 

who(EDO) Ram(SU) said that Sita(ESU) seen 

(Who did Ram say Sita had seen?, 

(c) * [kis-kodhar laRke-ko; [uskii; bEhen-ne kahaa 

who /every boy(EDO) his sister(SU) said 

[kii [mEN-ne t; dekhaa]]]] 

that I(ES~) ~een 

(Who; did his; sister say I had seen? 1 

'His; sister said I had seen every boy;. 1 

(la) shows t~at WH-movement is obligatory in such clauses in order to yield 

grammatical results, as in (lb). (lc) shows that WH-/QP movement exhibits 

WCO effects with LDS. (2) shows that it cannot antecede a reflexive: 

· (2)(a) *apnii bEhen-ne kahaa [kii [raam-ne mohan-ko dekhaa]] 

self 1 s sister(SU) said that Ram(ESU) Hohan(EDO) saw 

(Self 1 s sister said that Ram had seen Mohan. 1 

(b) *[mohan-ko; apnii; bEhen-ne kahaa [kii [raam-ne 

Mohan(EDO) self 1 s sister(SU) said that Ram(ESU) 

t; dekhaa] ] ] 

saw 

'Self 1 s; sister said Ram had seen Hohan;. 1 

However, Mahajan claims that not all instances of LDS exhibit these effects. 
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Consider (3): where WCO effects are either not evident or not so severe, and 

(4), where the scrambled (embedded) DO can license a reflexive in the matrix 

subject: 

(3) [har laRke-ko; [raam kahtaa hE [ [uskii; bEhen z 

every boy(EDO) Ram(SU) says is his sister 

zaruur t; pyaar kartii hogii]] 

certainly love doing will]]]] 

'Ram says that every boy; will certainly be loved 

by his; sister.' 

(4) ??[mohan-ko; [raam-ne kahaa [[apne; baccoN-ne t; 

Mohan(EDO) Ram(SU) said self's children 

ghar--se nikaal diiyaa]]]] 

house from threw out 

'Ram said that self's; children threw Mohan; 

out of the house.' 

Rather than being a problem for his theory, Mahajan sees these examples 

as striking evidence in favour of the claim that clause-internal scrambling is to 

an A-position. (3), in his view, is good because in this case the WH-phrase 

has left-scrambled clause-internally to the pre-subject A-position from where it 

c-commands and binds the pronoun/reflexive. Further scrambling to an A-bar 

position does not yield any alteration of the binding facts. 

In terms of our proposals regarding scrambling as an adjunction operation, all 

these examples are prohibited by the fact that Hindi and Urdu does not allow CP 

to be an intermediate adjunction site. However, given that there evidently are 

some speakers that allow such intermediate adjunction to CP, the impossibility of 

coreference in (lc) and (2) are unexpected under the BT and Coreference Rules 
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we have proposed. However, there is reason to believe that the facts in (1c) need 

not be generalized across all instances of LDS, given the evidence of (5), where 

coreference between the subject possessive pronoun and the scrambled embedded 

DO QP is marginally allowed: 

(5) ??[har bhaiii-ko [uskiii bEhen soctii hE [[uskii biiwii 

each brother(EDO) his sister thinks is any-even 

[thiik tarEh-se t, pyaar nahiiN kartii]]]] 

proper way-ABL love not does 

'Every brother's sister thinks that his wife 

doesn't love him enough.' 

However, the contrast between (2) and (4) is not similarly mitigated. I have 

n? explanation for this contrast in terms of th.e BT and/or Coreference Rules 

I have proposed. It must be stressed, however, that the marginality of these 

examples actually makes it very difficult to obtain native-speaker judgements in 

this regard. 

6.1.2 PARASITIC GAPS 

It is often disputed that Hindi and Urdu have parasitic gap constructions at all, 

given their marginality. However, the example from Mahajan (1990) below is 

more acceptable than most, and native speakers do accept it as a parasitic gap 

. construction. (7) presents another parasitic gap construction, based on a Bangia 

example from Sengupta (1990): 

(6) [kOn-sii kitaabi [mohan soctaa hE [kii raam [[binaa PROi 

which book(DO) Mohan thinks 

P9i paRhe]] ti phenk degaa] }] 

reading throw away-will 

that Ram without 
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,Which book will Mohan throw away without reading pg? 

(7) [apne-aap-ko; [nuur;-ne [ [binaa PRO pg; dekhee]] coTH 

herself(DO) Noor(SU) without seeing hurt 

maar t; lii]] 

hit gave 

cNoor, without seeing, hurt herself.' 

However, it is not the case, as Mahajan claims, that scrambling cannot li

cense parasitic gaps and simultaneously override WCO effects. In (8), the fronted 

embedded DO WH-phrase licenses a parastic gap as well as corefers with a pos

sessive pronoun in the matrix subject: 

(8) [kisse; [uskii; biiwii [[binaa PRO pg; ek-bhii baat 

who(EDO) his wife(ESU) without one-even talk· 

kare]] t; naaraaz ho gay~i]] 

done angry be went. 

,Who; did his; wife get angry with without even talking to pg;? 

The coreferenc~ in these examples will receive an explanation by the BT and 

the Coreference Rules proposed in this dissertation, in exactly the same way as 

the absence of WCO effects in regular instances of WH-scrambling. 

6.1.3 RIGHTWARD SCRAMBLING 

As observed in the introductory chapter of the dissertation, 'scrambling' to the 

right of the verb does not exhibit any of the properties exhibited by leftward 

scrambling, except for licensing parasitic gap constructions. As the examples 

in (9)-(13) show, right of V elements do override WCO effects, do not corefer 

with reflexives, do not focus into a syntactic domain and do not attain specific 
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interpretations, even though they pattern with left-of- V elements in licensing, 

albeit more marginally than leftward scrambling, parasitic gaps:1 

(9) *uskii bEhen; t; pyaar kartii hE kisko; 7 

his sister(SU) love does is who 

'Who; does his; sister love? 

(10) *apne; baccoN-ne ghar-se nikaal diiyaa mohan;-ko 

self,s children(SU) home-from evicted Mohan(DO) 

'Self,s children threw Mohan out of the house, 

(11) *mEN-ne RAAM-ko t; dii thii kitaabi 

I(SU) Ram(IO) gave was book(DO) 

1 ! gave the book to RAM., 

· ( 12) *noor-ne aaj t; khaayaa seb; 

Noor(SU) today ate apple(DO) 

1 Noor ate the apple today., 

( 13) ??mohan soctaa hE [kii raam [binaa PRO; pg; 

Mohan thinks that Ram without reading 

paRhe t; phenk degaa] kOn-sfi kitaab;] 

reading throw away-FUT which book(DO) 

1 Which book does Mohan think that Ram will throw away 

without reading pg?, 

I have suggested that since these right-of-V elements exhibit none of the 

major properties of the scrambling operation investigated in the dissertation, 

1See Fukui (1993) for a calculation of the cost of rightward scrambling in SOV languages, 

where the operation is shown to be more expensive than scrambling to the left, since it involves 

movement in a direction opposite to the one specified as canonical by the settings of the Head 

Parameter. 
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these facts be taken to suggest that the operation involved not be considered as 

scrambling at all, but rather as an instance of base-generation. The fact that 

these base-generated constructions can nevertheless license parasitic gaps can be 

explained by Cinque's (1990) analysis of parasitic gaps, by which that gap is a 

pronominal variable, i.e. a pro rather than a pure variable, that to be A-bar 

bound by Spellout and LF. Since I claim that these rightward scrambled D Ps 

are actually base-generated in ·a (right )-adjoined to VP position, the facts of 

(13) will follow directly, since the pro will be A-bar bound at the required level 

of representation. 2 

6.2 EVALUATING THE DISSERTATION 

In this the concluding section of the dissertation, I return to the theoretical 

questions this dissertation has attempted to address. The discussion in this 

section will be general, concentrating on the broader theoretical implications of 

the proposals made in the dissertation, rather than restricting itself to a mere 

encapsulation of the results of the dissertation. 

First, recall the larger theoretical questions, and their MPLT paraphrases, 

regarding grammatical theory and word order variation. Taking each of those 

questions one by one: 

(A) How is the absence of a fixed word order to be captured 

by UG? Is the difference between languages that have 

a relatively free word order, and those that do not 

located in a parameter? 

In a minimalist version of U G, it is important to realize that freedom of word 

2 Although a minor revision of the MH will be needed, whereby base-generated adjoined 

positions are considered to be included in the maximal projections to which they are adjoined, 

but only if we assume no V' recursion in such VP-adjunction. 
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order can only be viewed as relative, with the languages derived from UG being 

plotted onto a cline, or even a continuum-, with respect to the degree of word 

order fl.exi.bility they exhibit. It is therefore erroneous to view the difference 

between relatively fixed and relatively free word order languages in terms of a 

discrete break, usually signalled by a para~eter. Rather, it is necessary to de

compose the generalization that languages like Hindi and Urdu have a freer word 

order into its component parts, since only this appproach can yield a sufficiently 

rich typology of languages that ~ill allow us to maintain this notion of relative, 

rather than absolute freedom of linear ordering. The proposals regarding the 

description and explanation of word order variation do just this. Rather than 

locating the difference between la~guages like Hindi and Urdu and English in 

terms of word order flexibility in a single parameter, they isolate the component 

parts of free word order phenomena in Hindi and Urdu, to yield a fairly complex 

view of the difference between the two groups of languages: By the general pro

posal of scrambling as adjunction, the difference between a language like English 

and languages like Hindi ~nd Urdu lies in the fact that Hindi and Urdu have 

a relatively free system of base-generated VP-adjunction plus the possibility of 

relatively free adjunction to IP and VP. 

The proposals thus define Hindi and Urdu free word order as a conspiracy 

of the fact that Hindi and Urdu has both base-generated adjunction as well as 

overt adjunction to VP or IP. Even Proposal II, by which scrambling is defined as 

driven by a null focusing particle, does not constitute the single parameter along 

which the two may be arranged, since that only serves to define the conditions 

in which leftward scrambling may take place. In fact, the proposals yield a rich 

typology of languages, since they predict that there will be languages that will 

have either one or the other, and not necessarily be classified as free word order 

languages. 

(B) Does all word order variation necessarily involve move-
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-ment, or can some of it be base-generated? 

As will be obvious, with respect to (B), the proposals make no claim whereby 

all cases of word order variation must be syntactically derived. At the same 

time, they are strongly committed against a global generalization of the base

generation hypothesis, specially where word order variation shows properties 

distinctive to syntactic movement. The base-generation hypothesis (e.g. Bayer 

and Kornfilt (1994)) typically springs from the traditional view of scrambling, by 

which it is an optional rule with no morphological motivation and no definable 

semantic function. As we have seen, this is not the only possible view of the 

operation, and the proposal that scrambling is driven by a null focusing particle 

imbues the operation with the required morphologicai moi.i vai.ion and definabie 

semantic function (focusing), to motivate it as a operation that involves syntactic 

movement. In fact, even a pure adjunction analysis of the scrambling operation 

can hold out against the base-generation hypothesis as long as scrambUng is 

not characterized as optional, or at least more optional than other leftward and 

rightward movements like PP-extraposition, topicalization (by the Lasnik and 

Saito analysis of adjunction), etc .. 

As far as the MPLT position on the scrambling operation is concerned, with 

regard to Procrastinate and Greed, Proposal II can explain why there must be 

overt scrambling and why it cannot be procrastinated to LF, since it drives the 

operation by the requirements of feature-checking. Even Proposal I, the analysis 

of scrambling as purely adjunction, can be maintained, if we assume adjunction 

to lie outside the domain of these two principles of the economy of derivation, 

and hence, not subject to the economy of derivation evaluation metric. 

(C) How is the syntactic movement involved in word order 
0 

variation to be described? 
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I have claimed that the syntactic movement in scrambling should be char

acterized as adjunction, with Proposal II extending the this characterization to 

signify feature-checking adjunction. This latter extension does not require any 

special stipulations in the theory, since Chomsky (1989; 1992) allows feature

checking from such broadly L-related positions. However, what it does do is refine 

this understanding to exclude multiple SPECs from the grammar, by restricting 

adjunction to functional heads to the exclusive purpose of feature-checking. If 

a head has more than one NP-feature to check, the checking of all such other 

features must necessarily proceed via adjunction. This theoretical proposal is not 

specific to scrambling, but extends to Case-checking by Hindi and Urdu lOs in 

ditransitive predicates, and is also employed by the head activation mechanisms 

provided in the grammar. 

To turn now to this mechanism and the concept of dormant heads, and the im

plications these proposals have for the theory of grammar. Recall first that these 

proposals build on the proposals, of Rizzi (1992) regarding dynamic agreement 

between a SPEC and a head. It is obvious that such proposals, mine included, 

serve to relax the strict constraints on feature-checking, by which overt checking 

is possible only when the head bears a [strong] and feature. The question is 

whether such a relaxation is theoretically desirable. as far as I can make out, the 

fact that these relaxations do not lead to overgeneration, since they are postu

lated as parametrized choices in the mechanisms of U G, and cannot be used as 

escape hatches to save derivations, allows them to be incorporated into the the

ory of U G. A language must choose the option of dynamic agreement to use it as 

an option, and then, too, the possibility of dynamic agreement is constrained by 

the absence of any (NP-) feature-specification on the head with which dynamic 

agreement will take place. 

As far as head-activation is concerned, the essential idea is that UG must 

incorporate within itself the notion of 'dependent' heads and a 'dynamic' view of 

syntax, by which certain heads are viewed as needing overt licensing. Again, this 
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proposal does not overgcnerate, since it is restricted to a certain type of head -

one like Foeo that must be generated in languages that have a preverbal focus 

position, since [FOCUS] is a Case-like feature in these languages, but which is 

not sufficient by itself to complete the operation of syntacti~ focusing. These 

heads bear no NP-features at the base, with the result that only heads specified 

as generateable as such in the lexicon can be activated in the prescribed way. 

(D) What is the relationship between syntax and semantics/ 

pragmatics with respect to word order variation? That 

is, what triggers intralanguage word order variation? 

Proposals I and II present two perspectives on how the relationship between 

syntax and semantics/pragmatics is to be viewed in the theory of grammar we 

assume. The first proposal of scrambling as purely adjunction to XP, views 

there to be no syntactically characterizable ·connection; the second, translates 

(at least a part of) the observed and regular correlations between scrambling 

and preverbal focusing to into the language of syntax - a set of morphological 

features labelled as [+FOCUS] - and makes these syntactic features drive the 

syntactic operation of scrambling. By the first view, the semantic/pragmatic 

consequences of the scrambling operation are explained by the operations of 

discourse grammar; by the second, they are a consequence of the satisfaction 

of certain morphological/syntactic features, in a way analogous to, say, the way 

WH-scope is determined by syntactic WH-movement. The choice between the 

two approaches, clearly tilts in the favour of the latter, but pending further 

crosslinguistic research, it would be more prudent to continue to maintain at 

least the possibility of a pure adjunction analysis. 

Finally, regard the question regarding the syntactic definitions of a default 

word order in (E) below: 
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(E) How are the variant word orders related to the default 

word order of a language? How is the notion of a de

-fault word order encoded in UG? 

Recall that we observed that the generative approach cannot prioritize the 

notion of a basic word order as independent of, and above, derivation by gram

matical rule. A basic word order the result of a grammatical conspiracy, and so 

is word order variation. At the same time, UG must have some way of represent

ing the notion that grammatical rules like scrambling do not yield a basic word 

order, mainly in order to at least represent the cognitive 'reality' of a basic word 

order. Happily, the current approach to UG allows us to represent this notions 

of basic word order variants by usin~ t.hP. criterion of fP.;\t.llrP.-c:hecking: 

(14) Word Order Variants: A UG Definition 

At LF, any element that is displa~ed from its base 

position to a position in which no _Case and agree

-ment (NP- and V-) feature-checking takes place is 

a word order variant. 

(15) Basic Word Order: A UG Definition 

At LF, the sequential arrangement of elements in 

positions in which Case and agreement (NP- and V-) 

feature--checking takes place defines the basic 

word order of a language. 

The definition in (14) allows us to classify as word order variants all gram

matical rules whose output is not conditioned by the requirements of Case and 

agreement feature-checking. Since at LF, it is expected that all ar,guments will 
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at least leave a trace in their Case and agreement checking positions, they will 

not be counted as word order variants. Neither will be base-generated adjuncts. 

This now raises a problem for rightward scrambling, on the base-generation hY.

pothesis, since the above comments will classify right-of-V elements as part of the 

basic word order of the language. However, it could be argued that ( 14) builds 

on, and must be seen in conjunction with, the settings of the Head and other 

directionality parameters3 at the base, with the result that it does not really 

totally determine what counts as a word order variant in a language. Rather, 

it is limited to defining word order variation in terms of movement, and does 

not cancel the adjudications made by the other directionality parameters of an 

element as a word order variant. Thus, the fact that right-of- V base-generated 

elements in Hindi are adjudicated as noncanonical, and therefore as variant, by 

the Head Parameter is not overridden by the definition in (14). 

The definition in (15) is to be similarly construed, i.e. as defining the basic 

word order of a language in conjunction with the parameter settings at the base, 

and does not retain the power to override the adjudications of these parameters 

regarding what does not count as a canonical ordering. Both (14) and (15), 

however, have the power to define an element that was determined as canonical 

by these parameters as not basic, or variant, if they are displaced from their 

base-position into a position where no Case and agreement checking takes place. 

(15) has the additional power of redefining the basic word order, as for example, 

in VSO languages, which are commonly assumed to be SVO at the base, and 

in which the superficial ordering is derived by overt verb-raising to INFL (and 

possibly to C0 ). 

3 It is doubtful whether the Case and 6-role directionality-of-assignment parameters can have 
any independent status in MPLT, since Case·is disassociated from the verbal sysytem, and the 
notion of projection in terms of GT cannot really tolerate reference to non-X-bar-theoretic 
factors, such as 6-role assignment as determining projection. 
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6.3 CoNCLUSION 

In conclusion, I would like to suggest some avenues for future research with regard 

to the scrambling operation. If the proposal I make regarding the link between 

scrambling and focus is on the right track to a grammatical definition of the 

operation, future research must not only refine these fairly speculative.propos

als but also address the issue of why [+FOCUS] is a feature and a position that 

is so obviously licensed in languages like Hungarian, and to successively lesser 

extents in languages Malayalam and Hindi, as well as why the feature attracts 

WH-phrases more than definite and indefinite DPs. This line of research natu

rally implies a simultaneous enquiry into languages that exhibit overt markers 

of this feature, both on the verb and the XP that is focused. Also entailed is 

an investigation into the area of (postverbal) focus constructions in English to 

determine whether such a position may not, after all be universal. 
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